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Abstract 

In this paper, a metamaterial antenna based on 

complementary electric-LC (CELC) resonator is proposed. 

The antenna consists of slot loaded ELC on the ground 

plane as the main antennas radiating element and excited by 

a microstrip line. The peak realized gain and efficiency of 

2.63 dB and 86% are obtained respectively at resonance 
frequency. Simulation and measurement results are 

presented to validate the design. The antenna is suitable for 

WLAN applications (2.39 GHz-2.48 GHz). 

 

1. Introduction 

Recently, metamaterials with both double negative (DNG) 

and single negative (SNG) constitutive parameters have 

been widely used in antenna designs [1]. Resonant 

structures such as electric inductive-capacitive loaded 

resonator (ELC) and its complementary counterpart (CELC) 

are the main building blocks of the metamaterials. ELC and 

CELC has been known to have electric and magnetic 

response respectively when used to design periodic 

structures such as photonic band gap, absorbers, phase 

shifters [2] and defected ground planes [3]. Several studies 
shows the ELC and CELC can be used to design single  and 

multiband antennas when excited by a monopole or patch 

antenna or when employ as a parasitic element to enhanced 

antennas performance [4], [5]. In [4] a triple band antenna 

was obtained by loading ELC as a parasitic element at the 

back of a printed monopole, the response is due to the 

monopole itself and the ELC loading. In [5] the CELC 

resonator is excited by monopole. However, it is very 

difficult to obtain their accurate equivalent circuit models 

since the antenna response is dependent on parasitic and the 

main radiating element.   

In this paper, a CELC resonator is employed as the main 

antenna radiating element excited by a microstrip feed line. 

The equivalent circuit model of the CELC is obtained based 

on its physical dimensions. Circuit and electromagnetic 

simulations are compared. The antenna is designed to 

operate at 2.42 GHz for WLAN operation (2.39 GHz- 2.48 
GHz.   

  

2. Antenna Design 

The geometry of the proposed slot metamaterial antenna is 

shown in Figure 1. The antenna consists of CELC resonator 

loaded on the ground plane and feed by a 50Ω microstrip 

line at the top. The antenna is fabricated on Taconic 

substrate of permittivity 3.5, tangential loss of 0.0018 and 

thickness of 1.52 mm. The size of the antenna is Lg = 

40mm x Wg = 40 mm. Table 1 shows the geometrical 

dimensions of the CELC resonator. Figure 2 shows the 

equivalent circuit model of the CELC resonator. The CELC 
resonator can be modeled by a shunt resonant tank (Lm x 

Cm) in series with inductance (L) of the ground plane and 

gap capacitance (C) between the outer and inner slot of the 

ground plane. Lm is the inductance of the stub L1 

connecting the upper and lower arm of CELC and Cm is the 

gap capacitance due to slot g1between upper and the lower 

arm. L is the inductance of the outer ground plane and C is 

the capacitance due to g2. The determined values from the 

equivalent elements are Cm = 0.965 pF, Lm = 6.05 nH, L = 

10.1 nH, and C =2.5 pF. The resonance frequency of the 

CELC resonator is given by: 

mm

r
CL

f
2

1
      (1) 

 

 
Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed MTM antenna. 

 

Table 1:  Geometrical dimension of CELC resonator 

 Geometrical Parameters of CELC (mm) 

Lt Wt Lc Wc L1 g1 g2 

19.5 3.2 15 21.5 3.0 1.5 1.0 

 

 
Figure 2: Equivalent circuit model of the CELC resonator. 
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Figure 3: Reflection coefficient (S11) dB 
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Figure 8: Surface current distribution  

3. Discussion 

The reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna is shown 

in Figure 3. The antenna resonates at 2.42 GHz. There is 

good agreement between the circuit simulation, 

electromagnetic simulation and measured results. The 

design is optimized and parametric studies have been 

conducted. Figure 4 shows the effect of shunt inductance 

Lm on the resonance frequency. The resonance frequency 

    

Figure 7: Fabricated antenna (a) Front view (b) Back 

view 

 

(a) (b) 
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decreases with increase in the length L1 of the shunt 

inductor while the effect of the capacitance C on the 

resonance frequency is shown in Figure 5. For a good 

impedance matching the size of the feed line is optimized as 

shown in Figure 6.   The fabricated prototype is shown in 

Figure 7. Surface current distribution is shown in Figure 8 

with strong current distribution around the CELC resonator 

indicating it is main antennas resonating element. Simulated 
and measured radiation patterns for both E- and H-plane are 

shown in Figure 9. Directional and omnidirectional patterns 

are obtained for E and H-plane respectively. Figure 10 show 

the peak realized gain and radiation efficiency. The gain is 

low due to the slots on the ground plane. A reflector is put 

at a quarter wavelengths from the ground plane to reflect 

back incidence wave and hence the gain of the antenna 

improved from 2.63 dB to 6.48 dB at 2.42 GHz. A radiation 

efficiency of 86% is also obtained at resonance frequency.  
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Figure 9: Radiation patterns  
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Figure 10: Realized gain and efficiency  

 

4. Conclusions 

A metamaterial antenna based on complementary electric-

LC (CELC) resonator is presented. The antenna consists of 

slot loaded ELC on the ground plane as the main antennas 

radiating element and excited by a microstrip line. A peak 

realized gain of 6.48 dB is obtained when a reflector is put 
at a quarter wavelength distance from the ground plane. A 

radiation efficiency of 86% is obtained at 2.42 GHz. 

Simulation and measurement results are presented to 

validate the design. The antenna is suitable for WLAN 

applications (2.39 GHz-2.42 GHz). 
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Abstract

Metamaterials are materials typically engineered with arti-
ficial structures to produce electromagnetic properties that
are difficult to obtain in nature. They provide engineer-
able permittivity, permeability, and index of refraction, and
hence have drawn broad interest in the field of overall an-
tenna size miniaturization. They have also led to possible
utilization in many electromagnetic applications from the
microwave to optical regime. Microstrip patch antenna suf-
fers from the limitations like low gain and low directivity.
Metamaterial cover which acts as a lens can effectively en-
hance the directivity of the microstrip patch antenna.

1. Introduction
Metamaterial are exotic composite materials that display
properties beyond those available in naturally occurring
materials. Instead of constructing materials at the chemical
level, these are constructed with two or more materials at
the macroscopic level. One of their defining characteristics
is that the electromagnetic response results from combining
two or more distinct materials in a specified way which ex-
tends the range of electromagnetic patterns because of the
fact that they are not found in nature [1]. Metamaterials
gain their properties not from their composition, but from
their exactingly-designed structures. Their precise shape,
geometry, size, orientation and arrangement can affect the
waves of light or sound in an unconventional manner, cre-
ating material properties which are unachievable with con-
ventional materials.
In 1968, V. G. Veselago put forward the concept of a
medium having simultaneously negative permittivity and
permeability [2]. In his article, he believed that such
medium was allowed by Maxwell equations, and would
have an interesting and unusual electrodynamics property:
negative refraction (n < 0). The medium with such prop-
erty is also called Negative Index Materials (NIM). There
is no known material with simultaneously negative permit-
tivity and permeability existing in nature.
In a conventional medium, traveling planar wave can be de-
scribed by electric field intensity vector E, magnetic field
intensity vector H, and wave vector k, which follow a right-
handed triplet, so conventional medium is also called Right-
Handed Medium (RHM). However, in DNG medium, E, H,
and k form a left-handed triplet. Though, E, H, and k fol-
low left-hand rule in NIM, the Poynting vector s, which

describes the energy flow direction maintains right hand re-
lationship with E and H. In NIM, the wave vector k is anti-
parallel to the Poynting vector s.

2. Retrieval of negative parameters
J. B. Pendry proposed a Split-Ring Resonators (SRRs)
design [3], which can provide negative permeability (µ)
around its resonance frequency (wm). Together, with a con-
tinuous wires array [4] which gives negative permittivity
(ε) up to the plasma frequency (wp), due to the plasmas
response, the composite structure, SRRs plus wires give a
negative refractive index (n).

2.1. Negative permittivity medium

All the metals, have negative permittivity up to the plasma
frequency. However, the usage of solid metal in metama-
terials is limited by the fact that the absolute value of the
negative is too large at the target frequency, i.e., from mi-
crowave to optical frequency. So, one must determine a
method to scale the value of ε to a reasonable value of the
order of -1. Usually the permittivity of a metal can be de-
scribed by the Drude model [5],

ε(w) = 1−
w2
p

w(w + iwc)
(1)

where wc is the damping frequency, and wp is the
plasma frequency given by

w2
p =

n2e
ε0meff

(2)

where wp corresponds to the typical electrostatic os-
cillation frequency in response to a small charge sepera-
tion, ne is the electron density, e is the electric charge,
ε0 is the permittivity of free space and meff is the effec-
tive mass of free electrons. Plasma frequency is extremely
high in metals, e.g., silver has wp = 2π × 2184 THz and
wc = 2π×4.35 THz. As a result, the absolute value of per-
mittivity is extremely large, Re(ε) < −108, and, therefore,
not suitable for metamaterials.
Pendry proposed a wire array design, which can signifi-
cantly decrease the plasma frequency and realize negative
permittivity ε ≈ −1 at microwave frequencies. Moreover,
the value of ε and the frequency are completely controllable
via the geometrical parameters [4]. The wire array structure



consists of periodically arranged “infinite” long wires with
separation, a, and radius, r. The effective permittivity of
wire arrays is similar to the permittivity in bulk metal, ex-
cept the plasma frequency is much lower.

w2
p =

2πc20
a2 ln(a/r)

(3)

One can see that the plasma frequency, wp, only de-
pends on the radius of wire, r, and the lattice constant, a, as
c0 i.e. speed of light is the constant quantity. By changing
these geometric parameters, one can control the plasma fre-
quency and therefore control the value of the permittivity.

2.2. Negative permeability medium

Pendry proposed a split ring resonator (SRR) design [3],
which can provide a narrow frequency band with nega-
tive permeability under certain polarization of incident EM
wave. The SRR arrays consist of periodically arranged ar-
rays of double split ring structures, made from good con-
ductors such as copper, with the lattice constant, a. If we
apply an incident EM wave with a magnetic field, H, per-
pendicular to the plane of SRR, circular currents will be
induced on both the inner and outer rings, and also charges
will accumulate across the gaps in both the inner and outer
rings, respectively. Thus, each individual SRR acts as a se-
ries LRC circuits with the inductance, L, of the rings and the
capacitance, C, between the two rings [6]. With combines
LC effect, Pendry showed that the effective permeability,
µeff , can be approximated as,

µeff = 1− πr2/a2

1 + 2σi
wrµ0

− 3dc20
π2w2r3εr

(4)

where w is angular frequency, σ is conductivity, µ0 is
the permeability in vacuum ,c0 is the speed of light, εr is the
permittivity of substrate , r is the radius of split ring, a is the
spacing distance between rings, and d is distance between
inner and outer rings.

2.3. Retrieval method

The retrieval method used here is based on the approach
used by Xudong Chen et al in [7], where the S-parameters
are defined in terms of the reflection and transmission coef-
ficients as S11 = R and S21 = Teik0d.

where k0 is the wave number in free space and d is the
thickness of the material being examined. The impedance
Z and the refractive index n are,

z =

√
(1 + S11)2 − S2

21

(1− S11)2 − S2
21

(5)

n =
1

k0d
{[Im[ln(eik0d)]+ 2mπ]− j[Re[ln(eik0d)]]} (6)

The permittivity (ε) and permeability (µ) are then di-
rectly calculated from µ = nz and ε = n/z .

3. Antenna design with metamaterial cover
Negative parameters are retrieved by inserting unit cell
within a waveguide structure as shown in Figure 1. The
values of reflection and transmission parameters can be ob-
tained from the model shown in Figure 1 and permittivity
and permeability values can be found out by the above men-
tioned formulae by calculating the values of impedance and
refractive index from Equations 5 and 6, respectively.

In order to study the metamaterial properties in a
waveguide, a unit cell is identified from the full size struc-
ture and placed in a waveguide to collect the S-parameters
. The unit cell for the LHM is shown in Figure 1. The unit
cell here is modeled with PEC material, and the background
as air. The top and bottom surface has PMC boundary con-
ditions, whereas the left and right has perfect electric con-
ductor (PEC) boundary conditions and front and back as
open boundary condition. A waveguide port is placed at
the open boundaries.

The S parameters for the unit cell are computed using
HFSS Ansoft, a commercial finite-element-based electro-
magnetic mode solver. Both the S parameters and the re-
trieved material parameters are presented below. Figure 2
and Figure 3 show the magnitude and phase of the com-
puted S parameters respectively. The dip in the phase of
S21, which indicates the presence of a negative index band.

The permittivity (ε) and permeability (µ) are then di-
rectly calculated from µ = nz and ε = n/z . Hence, the
plot for negative refraction and impedance obtained from
these formulae are depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Fi-
nally, Figure 6 shows the permittivity and Figure 7 shows
the permeability which, when both are negative at a given
frequency, results in a negative refractive index for that
given frequency.
The retrieved refractive index in Figure 4 confirms the neg-
ative index band that lies between roughly 2.5 to 3 GHz.
This material condition is desirable for many applications
because it represents a matched case. In other words, if the
wave is traveling from a material with a refractive index of
one into a medium with a refractive index of negative one,
then there will be no reflections and also it has focusing ef-
fect. Reflections are generally undesirable because we nor-
mally want as much power as possible to be delivered from
the transmitting antenna to the receiving antenna.

Now as depicted from the plots shown above that the
proposed structure behaves as metamaterial, as it shows
negative refraction in the frequency band of 2.5 to 3 GHz.
Hence, an array of unit cell is developed as a cover over the
patch as shown in Figures 8 and Figure 9 to improve perfor-
mance parameters of the microstrip patch antenna mainly
directivity.

4. Simulation and results
Ansoft HFSS software is used to model and simulate the
microstrip patch antena. High frequency structure simula-
tor (HFSS) has been widely used in design of patch antenna,

2



microwave filters and other microwave components. It can
be used to calculate and plot S-Parameters (S11 and S22),
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio(VSWR), bandwidth ,gain and
directivity etc. Based on the simplified formulation that
has been described, a design procedure is outlined which
leads to design of rectangular microstrip patch antennas
with coaxial feeding. The essential design parameters for
the design are: f0=2.5 GHz ,εr=4.4 , h=1.56 mm and thick-
ness of copper layer is taken as 0.0175 mm.

Hence the improved return loss, VSWR and directivity
patterns are shown in Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12
respectively.

5. Applications and future prospects
Alu et al. had stated various applications of metamaterial
and metamaterial cover [8, 9, 10, 11]. In 2005, he had
given the very important concept of achieving transparency
with plasmonic and metamaterial coatings [8, 9].Chen et
al. in 2006 proposed controllable left-handed metamaterial
and its application to a steerable antenna [12]. Silveirinha
et al. developed parallel-plate metamaterials for cloaking
structures [11]. The applications of microstrip patch with
metamaterial cover includes aircraft, radar, navigation, mis-
siles, telemetry, satellites, remote sensing radars, biomedi-
cal systems, intruder alarms and many more. Later in the
year 2008, researchers have proposed metamaterial cloak-
ing [10].

6. Conclusion
In this paper, thorough survey on metamaterial and meta-
material cover over the microstrip patch antenna is made
and presented. Recent works in this area of antenna design-
ing is reviewed using radome structure. We examined struc-
tural characteristics of metamaterial, concept of plasma fre-
quency, relation of substrate and patch dimensions and re-
trieval of negative parameters in detail. A survey is made
on theoretical, analytical, numerical analysis, designing and
modeling of the metamaterial cover over the patch. Meta-
material cover opens the new gateway of research as it has
compact size, convenient fabrication procedures and low
cost. There are still some topics worthy to explore, such
as fabrication procedures, characterizations etc.
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Figure 1: Unit cell within a waveguide structure

Figure 2: Magnitude of the simulated S parameters
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Figure 3: Phase of the simulated S parameters

Figure 4: Retrieved negative refraction

Figure 5: Impedance plot

Figure 6: Effective permittivity

Figure 7: Effective Permeability

Figure 8: Radome Structure(Top View)
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Figure 9: Array of SRR and Rod as patch cover(Isometric
View)

Figure 10: Return Loss of metamaterial cover

Figure 11: VSWR of metamaterial cover

Figure 12: Improved directivity of metamaterial cover
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Abstract 
As the typical building blocks of metamaterials, the cut wire 
and the split ring resonator have been extensively studied in 
recent years. Besides them, the space-filling curve based 
metamaterials are receiving great attentions because of their 
intrinsic subwavelength and multi-bands characteristics. In 
this work, we have investigated experimentally and 
numerically the electromagnetic characteristics of such 
Hilbert curve metamaterial in the microwave frequency 
regime and found a deeply subwavelength magnetic 
resonances supported by the fractal pattern and featuring the 
wavelength-to-size ratio more than 20. The subwavelength 
electromagnetic properties of the Hilbert curve will be 
beneficial to realize high-performance metamaterials.  
 

1. Introduction 
Resonance is essential to a lot of wave phenomena and 
wave functional materials, for instance metamaterials [1,2]. 
Via elaborately designing electromagnetic (EM) resonances 
of the artificial meta-atoms and packing them into the 
periodic crystal structures, metamaterials have exhibited 
many exotic EM characteristics, such as negative index of 
refraction [3], optical magnetism [4,5], ultrahigh-index 
dielectrics [6,7], extremely anisotropy [8,9] and even 
cloaking/illusion [10,12], which have never been found in 
natural materials. As the typical building blocks of 
metamaterials, the cut wire and the split ring resonator 
(SRR) have been extensively studied in recent years [13], 
and the local resonances supported by both metallic 
structures endow them with the role of electric and 
magnetic meta-atoms in constructing metamaterials, 
respectively. In order to realize the high-performance 
metamaterials, these meta-atoms should be made as 
subwavelength tiny as possible.  

Due to their intrinsic structures, the purely metallic 
building blocks cannot give rise to a significant ratio of the 
operative wavelength over their size (the typical ratio less 
than 10) without the addition of dielectric substrates. On the 
other hand, it is well known that a type of significantly 
subwavelength EM resonators has been employed in 
designing ultra-compact radio antennas which are from the 
fractal patterns like Koch curves and Sierpinski gaskets [14-
16]. The subwavelength property of the fractal patterns is 
attributed to their peculiar geometrical structure which is 
featured by self-similarity or scaling invariance, and enables 
them as excellent building blocks for metamaterials and 
photonic applications. Recently the fractal based 

metamaterials and photonic structures have been 
investigated because of their appealing subwavelength and 
multi-bands characteristics and been shown to possess more 
features in dual-band or multi-band gaps than conventional 
photonic crystals [17-21]. 

In this study, we investigated the EM characteristics of 
metallic Hilbert fractal curves in the microwave frequency 
domain. The Hilbert curve is a unique type of fractal curve 
with space-filling property. Its resonant modes were 
generated by the interaction between electric field and 
magnetic field after the TEM wave incident normally on the 
Hilbert structures. We found that the fundamental resonance 
was induced by magnetic flux. Moreover, we summarized 
the subwavelength characteristics between the varying 
fractal order of the samples and the relevant localized 
resonances. 

 
2. Two-dimensional Hilbert curve  

The Hilbert fractal curve is one of the space-filling curves 
with the deterministic self-similarity features [22]. The first 
order Hilbert curve covers a unit cell by connecting every 
center of the square grids with 2×2 section. The center of 
the 2×2 section is connected between the left bottom and 
the right bottom in a clockwise direction. The side length of 
the first-order curve is half of the length in a unit cell. With 
the increase of the fractal order, the unit cell was divided 
into 2N×2N section (N is the order of Hilbert curve). Draw a 
single curve with every center of the interval in certain rules 
until the curve fulfills the whole plane. As a result, the 
fractal Hausdorff dimension is given by D f =log(n)/log(1/s), 
where s  is the scaling factor and n is the number of self-
similar units generated after scaling. Therefore, the first 
order of the structure has a "Π" shape with three identical 
lines connected in the x-y plane, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The 
second order Hilbert curve replaces the first order curve by 
four "Π" shape, which is connected by three red lines as 
shown in Fig.1. The length of the shortest line in the second 
Hilbert curve is half of the first order (that is s=0.5). Note 
that as the number of orders N  approaches infinity, the 
length of red line is close to zero, and thus the fractal 
Hasudorff dimension D f =log(4)/log(1/0.5)=2. It is 
necessary to point out that we changed the side length of the 
curve for the convenience of the research in order to 
harmonize the unit cell size of the period lattice. Hence, the 
each order has the same physical size, i.e. the side length, 
equal to a. For the N-level structure, the length of the 
shortest line is )12/( −Na  and the number of the shortest 
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line is counted to be 14 −N . Therefore, the Euclidean total 
length of Hilbert curve is aL N )12( += . Figure 1 shows the 
first four levels of geometrical pattern shapes. 
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Figure 1: 1-4 orders of Hilbert curves 
 

3. Sample and measurement 
The experimental sample was 1-3 orders two dimension 
(2D) fractal curves with the side length  a=30 mm, made of 
metallic wires with a diameter of 0.5 mm and the 
conductivity of 5.9×107 S/m . The characteristic shortest 
lines are a, a/3, a/7 and the total lengths are 90 mm, 150   
mm, 270 mm for 1-order, 2-order and 3-order Hilbert 
curves, respectively. In order to increase the sample cross 
section so as to facilitate microwave measurements, a 7×7 
square lattice comprising 49 fractal units was fabricated, 
with a lattice constant of 40 mm. Two identical horn 
antennas were connected with a network analyzer (Agilent 
N5230C) to generate and receive the electromagnetic 
waves. The sample was placed between the two antennas 
and the transmission spectra were detected at normal 
incidence within frequencies 0.1 GHz-10 GHz. All 
transmission data were normalized to the free space 
transmission value. Since the 2D fractal is anisotropic, the 
transmissions along three incident directions (X, Y, and Z, as 
shown Fig. 1(a)) were measured, respectively. For each 
transmission direction, the EM wave was incident normally 
on the sample array with two orthogonal polarization 
orientations by adjusting the horn antennas.  
 

(a) (b) (c)

 

Figure 2: Photos of 1-3 orders of Hilbert-curve sample. 
 

The experimental samples are shown in Fig. 2 and the 
corresponding results are plotted in Figs. 3-5. One can 
obtain a total of six spectra for all the incident directions 
and polarizations, but as long as the incident electric field 
(E-field) is oriented along the Z axis, the sample will be 
transparent to EM wave and the transmission is 100%. This 

is because there is neither electric polarization nor magnetic 
flux coupling of EM waves to the Hilbert curve. Hence we 
only plotted the other four transmissions spectra where open 
symbols denote the experimental results. 
 

 
4. Results and discussion  

The 1st-order fractal structure exhibits a total of four band 
gaps below the Wood’s anomaly (7.5 GHz), as plotted in 
Fig. 3. In order to get a clear picture of stop band position, 
the band edge is identified as the frequency where the 
transmission value is 0.5, and consequently the middle 
frequency of a stop band can be defined as 2/)( +− += fffc  
where f- and f+ are frequencies for the lower edge and upper 
edge, respectively. For the polarization of E-field parallel to 
the Y-axis, there are two stop bands at 1.7 GHz and 4.9 
GHz, no matter which direction the wave is propagating. In 
contrast, for the polarization of E-field parallel to the X-
axis, the transmissions differ a lot for two propagation 
directions. If the wave vector k is perpendicular to the curve 
which means the H-field is in plane, two stop bands at 3.6 
GHz and 6.79 GHz are identified. While the wave vector k 
is in plane and the H-field is out of plane, we can observe 
four stop bands which positions coincide with the four 
frequencies 1.8 GHz, 3.6 GHz, 5.0 GHz, and 6.79 GHz.  
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Figure 3: (a)-(d) The transmission spectra of the 1st-order 
Hilbert curve at four kinds of incidence configurations, as 
illustrated. (e)-(h) The simulated distributions of current 
intensity at four band gap frequencies 1.7 GHz, 3.6 GHz, 
4.9 GHz, and 6.79 GHz. The red area indicates the 
maximum current intensity. These frequency values 
correspond to the minimum transmission positions of the 
band gaps in the simulation. 
 

To understand such stop bands, the finite-difference 
time-domain simulation was employed, with periodic and 
perfect conductor boundary conditions. The simulated 
results are plotted as solid lines in Fig. 3, which shows good 
agreement between experiment and simulation results. The 
simulation results also reveals the distributions of the 
current intensity on the curve at the transmission dip 
frequencies for these stop bands, as illustrated in Fig. 3(e)-
(h). The current patterns indicate the standing wave 
resonances on the curve are excited, and these stop bands 
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correspond to the resonance harmonics of order 1, 2, 3, and 
4, featured by the current sections on the curve, respectively. 
In fact, the 1st-order Hilbert curve may be regarded as SRR 
and its transmission characteristics are almost identical to 
those of SRR. When the E-field is polarized perpendicular 
to the symmetric axis of the curve, the harmonics 1 (~1.7 
GHz) and 3(~4.9 GHz) are always excited, regardless of the 
k direction, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). When the E-
field is polarized parallel to the symmetric axis, the 
harmonics 2 (~3.6 GHz) and 4 (~6.79 GHz) are always 
excited, as shown in Fig3(c), 3(d), regardless of the k 
direction. However, if k is in plane and H-field is out of 
plane, the harmonics 1 and 3 can be excited because of the 
magnetic flux coupling. Thus, all four harmonics are seen in 
Fig. 3(d) where the H-field induces the odd modes and the 
E-field excites the even modes. 

Since the 1st-order Hilbert curve is essentially the SRR, 
these harmonics frequency, fm may be predicted by the 
simple standing wave condition [23] 

L
cmfm 2

=  ，                             (1)                             

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, L is the path length 
of the curve, and m is positive integer denoting the 
harmonics order. For the 1st-order curve, L=3a, and the 
four harmonics are predicted to be 1.67 GHz, 3.5 GHz, 5 
GHz, and 6.7 GHz, respectively, agreeing well with the 
experiment and simulation results.  

For comparing, we show that the simulation and 
experiment results of the 2-order curve in Fig. 4. The 
frequency values from Eq. (1) are 1 GHz, 2 GHz, 3 GHz, 4 
GHz, 5 GHz, 6 GHz and 7 GHz below the wood’s anomaly 
for the 2-order Hilbert curve. Comparing to the simulation 
and measurement results, these frequency values shift 
slightly, and the frequency difference might come from the 
ideal condition of half-wave resonance theory requiring the 
metallic wire is ideally thin or the diameter of the wire is 
negligible with respect to the length of wire. In the 
simulations and experiments of the 2-order and 3-order 
fractal structures, the ratios of the wire diameter over length 
are equal to 1/20 and 1/8.6, which implies the diameter is 
not thin enough to be neglected. It is seen that the lowest-
frequency resonance mode occurs at the wavelength of 272 
mm (at frequency 1.1 GHz in simulation), resulting in the 
~2 ratio of the fundamental resonance wavelength over the 
total wire length (272 mm/150 mm=1.82). 

At the same time, the 3-order Hilbert curve results have 
shown in Fig. 5. The resonance of lowest-frequency is 0.56 
GHz and 0.7 GHz from the formula and the simulation, 
respectively. The ratio between the fundamental resonance 
wavelength and the wire length is 420 mm/270 mm=1.56. 
On one hand, we have noticed that the fundamental 
resonance would shift towards the lower frequencies with 
increasing the fractal order. This is because the total length 
of resonance current path is increasing with the order. On 
the other hand, the ratio of the relevant wavelength to the 
total wire length would deviate away from the factor 2 
which represents the fundamental resonance (m=1) from Eq. 
(1). The varying ratio should be related to the increasing 

structural complexity with the fractal order, which points 
out the unique EM characteristic of the fractal structure.  
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Figure 4: (a)-(d) The transmission spectra of the 2nd-order 
Hilbert curve at four kinds of incidence configurations, as 
illustrated. (e)-(l) The simulated distributions of current 
intensity at eight band gap frequencies 1.1GHz, 2.3GHz, 
3.0GHz, 4.1GHz, 5.1GHz, 6.2GHz, 7.0GHz, and 7.5GHz. 
The red area indicates the maximum current intensity. 
These frequency values correspond to the minimum 
transmission positions of the band gaps in the simulation. 
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Figure 5: (a)-(d) The transmission spectra of the 3rd-order 
Hilbert curve at four kinds of incidence configurations, as 
illustrated. (e)-(l) The simulated distributions of current 
intensity at eight band gap frequencies 0.7 GHz, 1.45 GHz, 
1.95 GHz, 2.5 GHz, 3.05 GHz, 3.9 GHz, 5.0 GHz, and 5.45 
GHz. The red area indicates the maximum current intensity. 
These frequency values correspond to the minimum 
transmission positions of the band gaps in the simulation. 
 

We are also particularly interested in the subwavelength 
feature of the fundamental mode from the two-order and 
higher orders, the side length of the fractal structure of 
which is much smaller than the relevant wavelength. It is 
easy to show the ratio λΝ

(1)=2×(2N+1) for the fundamental 
resonance. The theoretical ratio indicates an exponentially 
increasing relationship with respective to the order N, as 
shown in Fig. 6. In the case of the 4th-order Hilbert 
structure, the fundamental resonance occurs at 666 mm (at 
frequency 0.45 GHz), which is 22 times larger than the 
sample size (see the dashed line in Fig. 6). Note that when 



4 
 

the E-field is polarized parallel to the symmetric axis of the 
curve and H-field is perpendicular to the plane of the curve 
the fundamental resonance is always excited, which reveals 
a magnetic resonance character. This magnetic response can 
also be identified by retrieving the effective permeability 
from the numerical transmission and reflection coefficients. 
Therefore, we can obtain the magnetic resonance of the 
wavelength over 20 times larger than the size of the 
resonant structure.  
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Figure 6: The ratio of the fundamental resonance 
wavelength λΝ

(1) over the side length a is plotted with the 
increasing fractal order N.  
 

5. Conclusions 
We have found that the Hilbert curve patterns exhibit the 
resonance wavelength can be significantly larger than its 
physical size using pure metallic structures. Furthermore, 
the transmission spectra from the different polarizations of 
incidence reveal the fundamental resonance is of magnetic 
nature. The deeply subwavelength magnetic resonance 
supported by the Hilbert curves will be beneficial to realize 
high-performance metamaterials [24], for example those of 
less spatial dispersion.  
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Abstract 

The scattering by a plane wave incident on an infinitely long 

cylindrical shell loaded with DNG metamaterial is derived 

using the boundary-value method, and the exact series 

solution in terms of the Mathieu functions. The validity of 

the solution is verified by comparison with the circular 

cylindrical shell. Different types of DNG metamaterial are 

investigated and the resulting echo width as well as the 

scattered field pattern and results are presented.   

1. Introduction 

The use of dielectric materials for modifying the radiation 

characteristics of radiators and the eradication fields of the 

scatterer adds an additional degree of freedom because both 

the shape and dielectric permittivity are important 

parameters. So far, a number of theoretical and experimental 

investigations have been carried out to study the possible 

control of antenna characteristics by dielectrically loading 

conventional antennas and reflector surfaces. Knop [1] treats 

the dielectric-loaded aerial slot antenna on a circular 

cylinder, which he solved analytically, with certain 

simplifying assumptions, to obtain the external slot 

admittance. Nonetheless, analytical solutions of the problem 

of scattering by elliptical dielectric cylinders have 

applications in the field of fiber optics, acoustics, 

biomedical, and radio astronomy. Also they can be used to 

check the accuracy of approximate and numerical solutions 

of similar geometries. The analytical solution to the problem 

of a plane electromagnetic wave scattering by a lossless 

homogeneous dielectric elliptic cylinder was first obtained 

by Yeh using Mathieu functions of real arguments [2-3]. 

The scattering by different configurations of lossless 

dielectric elliptic cylinders was studied by many authors [4-

8].  El Sherbeni had investigated the Scattering by a circular 

cylindrical dielectric shell with inhomogeneous Permittivity 

profile [9]. The scattering by a weakly lossy multilayer 

elliptic cylinder was obtained by Caorasi et al using a first 

order truncation of the Taylor expansion of each Mathieu 

function of real argument [10].  

 

Metamaterials are artificial materials engineered to 

provide properties which "may not be readily available in 

nature".  The different classes of metamaterial include 

single-negative (SNG) materials, such as epsilon-negative 

(ENG) and mu-negative (MNG) materials, and double-

negative (DNG) materials. 

Among all the double negative (DNG) materials [11]-[14] in 

which the real part of both the permittivity and permeability 

are negative is the most interesting. In such materials the 

electric and magnetic field intensity vectors of a plane wave 

form a left-handed set of vectors with its wave number 

vector. This is in contrast to double positive (DPS) 

materials, in which these vectors form a right-handed set.  

 

It is known that DNG materials are not found in nature and 

therefore must be made artificially. At microwave frequency 

one possible realization of DNG materials is based on 

periodic arrangements of conducting wires and split-ring 

resonators (SRRs). The relative effective permittivity and 

the relative effective permeability of such realization were 

found to possess a negative real part and an imaginary part 

as follow [15]-[17],  
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The strong interest in DNG materials is due to their 

unfamiliar electromagnetic properties and the potential 

applications due to these properties. 

In this work the scattering properties of an elliptical cylinder 

shell loaded with DNG metamaterial will be investigated. 

The analysis is based on the well-known separation of 

variable and exact boundary value technique, in the elliptic 

cylindrical coordinates system and Mathieu functions. 

Electric and Magnetic fields in all regions are expressed in 

terms of Fourier series with unknown expansion 

coefficients. The formulation of the problem of TM case is 

introduced. The system of equations is solved using standard 

numerical techniques to generate numerical results. The far 

scattered field pattern is calculated after using the large 

argument approximation of Mathieu Hankel function. The 

results are compared against hose of circular cylindrical 

shell.  
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2. Problem Formulation and Solution 

The electromagnetic wave interaction with elliptical 

cylinder is typically expressed in terms of the elliptic 

cylinder coordinates system (ξ, η, z). Consider the case of a 

linearly polarized electromagnetic plane wave incident at an 

angle     with respect to the positive   axis on an elliptical 

cylindrical shell loaded by DNG metamaterials, and have 

negative real part, at certain frequency, as shown in Figure 

1, with   time dependence. The electric field component of 

the TM polarized plane wave of amplitude   is given by, 
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Where 0k  is the wave number in free space. The incident 

electric field may be expressed as follows  
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Fkc 00  , F is the semi-focal length of the elliptical cross 

section, 
emS  and 

omS are the even and odd angular Mathieu 

functions of order m, respectively, )1(

emR  and )1(

omR are the even 

and odd radial Mathieu functions of the first kind with 

complex argument, and 
emN and 

omN are the even and odd 

normalized functions.  

The scattered electric field outside the coated elliptic 

cylinder for (
2
  ) can be expressed in terms of Mathieu 

functions as follows 
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Where
emB and 

omB  are the unknown scattered field 

expansion coefficients, )4(

emR  and )4(

omR are the even and odd 

Mathieu functions of the fourth kind. Similarly, the 

transmitted electric field inside the shell (region 1) for (

21
  ) can be written as 
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Where Fkc 11  ,
111 k , 

emC ,
omC , 

emD , 
emD are the 

unknown transmitted field expansion coefficients, )2(

emR  and 

)2(

omR  are the radial Mathieu functions of the second type.  

Field expression in region 2 (
2
  ) is, 
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The magnetic field component in all 3 regions can be 

obtained using Maxwell’s equations. The unknown 

expansion coefficients given in equations (7)-(9) can be 

obtained by imposing the continuity of the tangential electric 

and magnetic fields first at 
1   and then at 

2   along 

with the orthogonality property of the angular Mathieu 

function, one gets the unknown scattering coefficients 
emB  

and
omB  

The scattered near and far fields for the TM can be 

calculated once the scattered fields’ expansion coefficients 

are known. The far scattered field expressions can be 

obtained as follows  
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Far Field data are usually expressed in terms of the 

scattering cross section per unit length, i.e., the echo width is 

defined as  
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Eq. (11) can take simpler form as follows, 
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Figure 1: Geometry of the elliptical shell  

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The analytic solution of the electromagnetic scattering by a 

lossy dielectric elliptical shell is given in terms of two, 

uncoupled, linear system of equations for the even and odd 

ordered expansion scattered field coefficients for both even 

and odd functions.   In order to solve these equations for the 

scattered field coefficients 
em

B  and
omB , the infinite series 

are truncated to include only the first N terms, where N, in 

general, is a suitable truncation number proportional to the 

structure's electrical size.  

 

Fig. 2 shows the echo width pattern for a dielectric shell 

with respect to the observation angle   and incident angle 
o

i 0 . The numerical results are plotted for different real 

valued of permittivity and permeability. The electrical 
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dimensions of the scatterer major axis are and 047.1ak
o

0, 094.2
1
ak

o
, and an aspect ratio of 2. The numerical 

results show a significant reduction in the echo width 

pattern especially at the scattering angle 180 degrees while 

the reduction becomes insignificant for both epsilon and mu 

negative. Fig. 3 compares the effect of adding a loss 

component for the permittivity; it is evident that the double 

negative lossy shells, the most significant reduction with 

higher loss factor.  The variation of scattering echo width as 

a function of real permittivity and with inserting a loss 

factor is shown in Fig. 4. The backscattering echo width 

pattern verses ka , for shell relative permittivity        
   and permeability                are given in Fig 5. 

 

 
Figure 2: Figure 2: Echo width pattern for a dielectric shell 

with respect to the observation angle , for real  and  

 
Figure 3: Echo width pattern with respect to the observation 

angle  , for real negative perm 

 
Figure 4: Echo width pattern with respect to the Re{r} 

 

 
Figure 4: Backscattering width pattern with respect to the ka 

 

4. Conclusions 

An analytical solution of the electromagnetic scattering by a 

dielectric elliptical cylindrical shell loaded with DNG 

metamaterial is formulated and solved using boundary value 

method. Numerical results will be obtained for the TM 

polarization after developing a special code to compute 

Mathieu functions of nigative arguments. The validity and 

accuracy of the obtained numerical results will be verified 

against the limiting case of circular cylindrical shell using 

series solution. Finally, different cases of shell loading will 

be considered in addition to shell thickness.  
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Abstract 
The article explores possibilities and conditions of 

generation of a new type of diffraction-free needle-like field 
Bessel plasmon polaritons (BPPs) with super narrow cone 
angle in an epsilon-near-zero metamaterial, surrounded by 
semi-infinite dielectric media. Correct analytical expressions 
are obtained and analyzed in detail for the electric and 
magnetic fields of BPPs formed inside and outside the 
metamateral slab. 

1. Introduction 
Recent advances in nanofabrication and developments in the 
theory of light-matter interaction have brought to life a new 
class of composite media, known as metamaterials (MMs). 
MMs offer new avenues for manipulation of light, 
lithography, lifetime engineering, high-resolution imaging 
[1-3]. One subclass of metamaterials is hyperbolic 
metamaterials (HMMs) in which one of the diagonal 
permittivity tensor components is negative [4-6]. This 
results in a hyperbolic dispersion instead of elliptic one as in 
conventional dielectrics. The reason for HMMs widespread 
interest is due to relative ease of nanofabrication, broadband 
non-resonant response, wavelength tunability and high 
figure of merit [7]. Hyperbolic metamaterials can be used 
for a variety of applications from negative index waveguides 
to nanoscale resonators  [6,7]. 

In the approximation of the effective medium theory 
hyperbolic metamaterial can be considered as an uniaxial 
uniform medium characterizing by the effective 
permittivities which are dependent on parameters of HMM. 
The conditions can be fulfilled when one of the effective 
permittivities is very small ( 0≈ ). As established earlier [8, 
9], such metamaterials, named as epsilon-near-zero 
metamaterials (ENZMs), display unique properties by 
interaction with a plane wave, for example, the possibility of 
canalization of radiation. Recently such media were 
experimentally realized [10].  

In 1987 Durnin suggested a new type of waves, the so-
called Bessel light beams (BLBs); they are also referred to 
as diffraction-free beams [11- 18]. The transverse profile of 
the amplitude of these beams is described by a Bessel 
function of the first kind. In the domain of spatial 
frequencies BLBs are represented as a superposition of 

plane waves with wave vectors which are wrapped around a 
conical surface having the cone angle γ2 . The main 
properties of Bessel light beams are the ability to keep the 
transverse size of the central lobe unchanged much longer 
than the Rayleigh range and to restore the wave front behind 
an obstacle. Owing to these features BLBs are promising for 
a number of applications, for example, for optical trapping 
and manipulation of microparticles and atoms, and for 
technical diagnostics of subjects with a sub-wave resolution 
[19-22]. 

The authors of Ref. [23-27] theoretically and 
experimentally investigated evanescent BLBs formed in the 
condition of the internal total reflection in an optically less 
dense dielectric medium. These beams exponentially decay 
while moving off the surface but retain their original 
transversal shape. In those investigations, of particular 
interest was the structure of the central lobe of evanescent 
BLBs. It is established that its diameter can be reduced to a 
nanosize value. This makes it possible to use evanescent 
Bessel beams in optical microscopy [28].  

But the evanescent BLBs investigated before possess an 
essential disadvantage, namely, they are weak, which causes 
the necessity of application of strong laser fields for their 
generation. One of the ways of taking Bessel light field 
advantages for microscopy is the formation of Bessel 
plasmon polaritons (BPPs) [29, 30].  

The present report considers the peculiarities of 
generation of Bessel plasmon polaritons in epsilon-near-zero 
metamaterials. Investigation of this problem attracts interest 
owing to a possibility to combine unusual features of BPPs 
and ENZMs.  

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the 
description is given of features of generation of Bessel 
plasmon polaritons in the symmetrical structure on the base 
of ENZM slab sandwiched between two semi-infinite 
dielectrics. The behavior of electric and magnetic vectors in 
the structure is analyzed in detail. A conclusion is given in 
Section 3. 

2. Bessel plasmons in epsilon-near-zero 
metamaterials 

We considered the hyperbolic metamaterial made of 
metallic nanocylinders periodically embedded in the 



2 
 

dielectric template matrix, having the thickness h  (Fig.1), 
surrounded by an external isotropic medium with the 
dielectric permittivity 1ε (for example, by air with 11 =ε ). 
This composite can be made electrochemically.  

 
Figure 1: Metamaterial made of metallic nanocylinders 
periodically embedded in the dielectric template matrix. 

 
At that, the controllable parameters are the metallic 

nanocylinder radius r, the metallic permittivity mε , the 
average distance between the centers of two adjacent 
cylinders D , and the membrane dielectric permittivity dε . 
It should be noted that permittivity of metallic nanocylinders 
is determined by the following correlation: 

)]2/1(/[( 1
22 cipm πΓλ+λλ−ε=)λε ∞ ,  (1) 

where ∞ε  is the dielectric permittivity of the bulk metal, λ  
is the wavelength of optical radiation, pλ is the plasma 

wavelength, rVF 2/1 +Γ≈Γ , Γ is the damping constant, 

FV  is the Fermi velocity. For silver (Ag) nanocylinders, for 
example, we 
have 5=ε∞ , nmp 137=λ , ,1032 112 −⋅=Γ s

16104.1 −⋅= msVF [31]. 
In the approximation of the effective medium theory 

neglecting nonlocal spatial dispersion effects this 
metamaterial can be considered as a uniaxial uniform 
medium characterizing by the following main effective 
permittivities [32]: 

,
)1(

)1(
NN

NN dm
yx −+β

−ε+βε
=ε=ε    (2) 

),1( NN dmz −ε+ε=ε  

where 22 / DrN π= is the inclusion factor 
)/(2 dmd ε+εε=β . At that, 1<<N  and λ<<rD, . As 

follows from Eq.(2), if the inclusion factor is fulfilled by the 
condition 

)Re/(0 mddNN ε−εε== ,    (3) 

the real part of the component zε is equal to zero.  
As it is known, the optical anisotropy of a uniaxial 

medium is characterized by the difference between two 
parameters: yxo ε=ε=ε  and eε . At that: 
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where incγ is the angle of incidence of light. It follows from 
Eq.(3) that if 0=ε z , eε is not equal zero only for 0=γe . 
Moreover, from Eq. (5) one can see that for the case 

0=ε z for the arbitrary incγ angle we have 0=γe .   
But it is very difficult to realize in practice the condition 

when zε  is exactly equal to zero. Fixing the value of 
permittivity zε  to a nonzero but low value, let us study the 
interaction of TH polarized Bessel light beams having the 
wavelength λ  and the half-cone angle incγ  with ENZM. 
From the Maxwell’s equations for a uniaxial crystal in the 
cylinder coordinate system with the unit vectors ,, ϕρ ee vv and 

zev  ( zev  is collinear to the propagation direction) and 0=z  
at the entrance face of the metamaterial, one can obtain the 
formula for the longitudinal (z), radial ( ρ ) and azimuthal 

(ϕ ) components of the electric E
r

and magnetic H
r

fields for 
extraordinary ( e ) type Bessel beams excited inside semi-
infinite ENZM :  
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Here the phase multiplier exp[i(ke z + mϕ)] is 
omitted; λπ= /20k ; q and zek  are transversal and 
longitudinal (in general case, complex) components of wave 
vectors forming BLB in the domain of spatial frequencies, 
respectively; )(/)()('),( ρ∂ρ∂=ρρ qqJqJqJ mmm  are the m-
order Bessel functions and their derivatives,  m is the 
integer. At that 

2/122
0 ])/([ qkk zooze εε−ε= .   (7) 

Note that the formula for TH BLB inside the semi-
infinite isotropic medium 1ε  can be obtained from Eqs.(6) 
where it should be replaced ,1ε→ε z   

2/12
1

2
01 ][ qkkk zze −ε=→ .  

The electric and magnetic vectors of the field inside the 
ENZM slab (it is denoted by the symbol “2”) of finite 
thickness h  and outside it in our case are expressed as 
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Here ),,( zR ϕρ=  are the cylindrical coordinates; t  is 

amplitude transmission coefficient of the slab, bf ss ,  are 
the amplitude coefficients for the forward and backward 
Bessel fields inside the ENZM slab, 
respectively; −++−

± ϕρ±ρ= eiqJeqJF mm
rrr

)2exp()()( 11 ; 

2/)( 21 eiee
rrr

±=±  are the unit circular vectors which are 

orthogonal to the zev vector; 0=p  for fs and 1=p for bs ; 
symbols “tr”, “l” denote the transversal and longitudinal 
component of the electric (magnetic) vector, respectively; 
symbols “1” and “3” denote the media adjacent to the input 
and output surfaces of ENZM slab, respectively. 

Using the boundary conditions of continuity of the 
tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields, 
which have to be satisfied at the planes 0=z  and hz = , as 
well as Eqs. (8), (9), (10), (11), we obtain the system of 
equations  for the coefficients bfst ,,  from which it 
follows: 
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Here )/()sin()(sin hkhkhkc zezeze = , 
[ ] [ ])/()/(/)/()/( 1111 ozezozez kkkk ε+εε−ε=ϑ . 

From the boundary conditions for Eqs.(8), (9), (10), (11) 
one can find the dispersion equation determining the 
existence of Bessel surface plasmon polaritons in the 
structure shown in Fig. 1.  

ϑ±= /1)exp( hikze    .    (15) 
Note that Eq.(15) coincides with the condition of 

determining the poles of reflection coefficient:  

.
)2exp(1

))2exp(1(
2 hik

hik
r

ze

ze

ϑ−

−ϑ
=    (16) 

It is conveniently to rewrite Eq.(15) as an equation for 
the unknown complex value zek  taking into account that  

2
1

2
0

2
1 )/()( zeozzz kkk εε+ε−ε= . One can obtain from Eq. 

(15) that the condition of Bessel plasmon polariton 
generation in ENZM is fulfilled for .0≈zek  

It follows from Eq.(7) that it is realized if the following 
condition is fulfilled: 

zkq ε= 0 .     (17) 
At that,  

2/1
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k
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If 0Re →ε z  we have 2/ImImRe 0 zkqq ε=≈ . 
Then, if the absorption of metal component of ENZM, 
determining the value of zεIm , decreases, the parameter 

qRe  decreases too. Note that qRe characterizes the half-
cone angle of wave vectors incγ  forming incident BLB in 
the domain of spatial frequencies.  

If the condition 0Im →ε z is fulfilled, the generation of 
BPPs is observed at incidence on ENZM slab of Bessel light 
beam with the half-cone angle 

0))/(arcsin(Re 10 →ε=γ kqinc . 
We can represent dielectric permittivity zε in the form 

00 )1(Im)(Re NiN mdmz α+ε+αε−ε=ε ,  (20) 
where 0/ NNΔ=α  , NΔ  is deviation of inclusion factor 
from 0N . As follows from Eqs. (17), (20), parameter Re q is 
dependent on the deviation of inclusion factor NΔ .  The 

)( Ninc Δγ  for the  case of ENZM slab made on the base of 
alumina oxide with periodically embedded silver 
nanocylinders is represented in Fig.2  It is seen that in real 
situation (when 0Im ≠ε z ) the value of incγ is not equal 
zero too and decreases with increasing NΔ .  
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Figure 2: The dependence on the deviation of inclusion 
factor NΔ of the half-cone angle of incident Bessel light 
beam for which Bessel plasmon polariton is excited in 
ENZM slab made of alumina oxide with periodically 
embedded silver nanocylinders ( 25=r  nm) and surrounded 
by air. Here 633=λ  nm. 

 
It is interesting to physically interpret Bessel plasmon 

polariton. As it mentioned above, Bessel beam can be 
considered as a superposition of p-polarized plane 
monochromatic waves having the wavelength λ  and wave 
vectors lying on the surface of a cone. Every p-polarized 
plane-wave component of the incident BLB in conditions of 
the plasmon resonance excites the surface plasmon polariton 
(SPP) propagating along the interface of external medium 
and ENZM slab. Here the phase of every SPP is determined 
by the phase of the plane-wave component of the incident 
BLB. Thus, in the ENZM slab an array of propagating SPPs 
arises, wave vectors of which are being oriented in the 
direction of the center determining the intersection of the 
incident BLB axis with the surface of the epsilon-near-zero 
metamaterial. As a result there occurs the generation of pairs 
of two counter-propagating SPP waves with the wave 
vectors q

r
± . The generated SPPs will propagate in all the 

possible radial directions to form a localized SPP field. This 
results in a complex high-symmetric interference light 
structure emerging in sections parallel to the dielectric-
metamaterial surface. 

For the case where the longitudinal components of the 
electric field E

r

 for every radially propagating SPP has the 
same phase, in the center of such a standing light structure a 
maximum appears, i.e. the shape of the E

r
 component of 

localized Bessel plasmon polariton is described by zero-
order Bessel function )(0 ρqJ . In a special case, each pair of 
counter propagating SPPs is in counter-phase and the local 
plasmonic field appears with a minimum in the center, i.e. 
the so-called vortex localized BPP is formed. In this case the 
electric field E

r
 of vortex BPP is described by 

)( ρqJ m Bessel function.  

One of most important characteristics of Bessel plasmon 
polariton is the first ring radius )/(Re4.21 qR ≈ in 
transversal section of intensity distribution. It follows from 
Eq.(18) that if 0Im →ε z then ∞→1R . But existence of 
absorption of metal component of ENZM limits the value of  

1R .  
The problem of attenuation of the BPP should be studied 

now. Let us consider this field outside the ENZM layer (at 
the interface between air and ENZM). With this aim the 
limited narrow Bessel light beam of radius 0r  in the 
transversal section should be considered. As follows from 
Eq. (8), the transversal distribution of the longitudinal 
component of the electric field of Bessel SPP  is determined 
by the )( ρqJ m Bessel function which can be represented as 
a sum of the cylindrical Hankel functions of the first  

)()1( ρqH m  (outgoing) and second )()2( ρqH m  (incoming) 
kinds [33]: 

( ) 2/)()()( )2()1( ρ+ρ=ρ qHqHqJ mmm .  (21) 
According to Eq.(21), in the region 0r<ρ  the BPPs are 

formed by converging and diverging conical beams 
described by appropriate Hankel functions. Outside the area 

0r>ρ  there exists only a diverging conical beam, and that is 
why in the decomposition Eq. (21) it is supposed that 

0)2( =mH . Using the asymptotic approximation of Hankel 
function [34], we obtain that the intensity of the longitudinal 

component of Bessel SPP electric vector 
22

)(~ ρqJE m
lr is 

determined by the expression: 

].q)(Im2exp[1~
22

2
ρ−

ρq
Elr    (22) 

Thus, from Eq. (22) it follows that beyond the boundary 
of the exciting source the BPP decays exponentially in the 
radial direction. The 1/e energy-attenuation radius BSSPR  is 
determined by the expression 

)Im2/(1 qRBSSP = .                   (23) 
Let us analyze in detail the features of Bessel plasmon 

polariton generating in the structure represented in Fig.1. As 
it follows from Eq. (8) the electric (magnetic) vector of the 
field of BPP in dielectric medium near the exit surface of 
ENZM slab is dependent on the transmission coefficient t  
determining by the following expression at 0≈zek : 

 
1

1

1

2
1

−

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡

ε
ε

−=
hk

it zo .    (24) 

It is evident from Eq. (24) that the value t  (and hence, 
the longitudinal and transversal components of electric 
vector of BPP inside the external medium “3”) is not equal 
to zero and dependent on the optical properties of ENZM 
and its thickness.  

Much interest is attracted to investigate the features of 
BPP inside the ENZM slab. As it follows from Eqs. (10),  
(13), (14) in the conditions of plasmon resonance 0≈zek  
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the longitudinal component of electric vector of  BPP inside 
the ENZM slab is determined by the expression: 
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Here hz <<0 . It follows from Eq. (25) that the 
longitudinal component of electric vector of Bessel plasmon 
polariton  decreases linearly with increasing the distance 
inside the slab. The intensity of longitudinal component is 
found from the expression 

.|)(|)(||
Im

~ 22
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222
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ε

ε
ε

qJzh
tkk

I m
oz

z

l  (26) 

The value lI  is equal to zero at hz = . Note that lI  is 
greater for the case of ENZM with small absorption (small 
value of zεIm )  of the metal nanocylinders.  

One can see from Eq. (26) that the transversal 
distribution of lI is described by the Bessel function. Then 
the size of the central lobe of intensity pattern is not changed 
moving off the entrance surface of the ENZM slab.   

The transversal component of the electric vector of BPP 
inside the ENZM slab is given by 

,])1[(exp)](sin[
2
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ε

−≈ mze
z
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tr FmihzktkARE

rr
 

      (27) 
and it is very small.  

As it follows from Eq. (11), the transversal component 
of magnetic vector  can be expressed as 
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One can see from Eq. (28) that )(2 RH
r

has essential value. 
It is important to emphasize that in opposite to the case 

of generation of Bessel plasmon polariton  in metal film [35] 
in considered case only single BPP is formed inside the 
ENZM slab. The full field of Bessel plasmon polariton  
inside and outside the ENZM slab is described by the Eqs. 
(8), (9), (26), (27), (28).  

3. Conclusions 
Thus, in this paper a theory is developed of generation of 

Bessel plasmon polaritons in the structure including a 
epsilon-near-zero metamaterial layer separating semi-
infinite dielectrics.  

The comparison was made of Bessel plasmon polaritons 
investigated in this paper and traditional surface plasmon 
polaritons. The traditional SPP is a propagating wave on the 
ENZM/dielectric surface. Unlike it, BPP is a superposition 
of counter propagating SPPs in all the possible radial 

directions. It is a complex high-symmetric interference light 
structure in sections parallel to the ENZM /dielectric 
interface. It should be noted as opposed to the propagating 
surface plasmon polariton, the Bessel one is a standing light 
structure. 

The problem is studied of attenuation of the Bessel 
plasmon polariton excited by a limited narrow Bessel beam. 
It is shown that outside the region of the exciting source the 
BPP decays exponentially in the radial direction.  

We have analyzed the cases of symmetric “dielectric – 
ENZM slab – dielectric” structure. A dispersion equation 
has been derived and analyzed for this case. The possibility 
is shown of excitation of the single type of Bessel plasmon 
polariton independently on the thickness of the ENZM slab. 
It is established that this BPP is characterized by essential 
transversal component of magnetic vector and longitudinal 
component of electric vector. The magnitude of the latter 
component is substantially dependent on the absorption in 
the metal nanocylinders.  

The intensity distribution of the longitudinal component 
of the electric vector of Bessel plasmon polariton inside the 
ENZM layer is analyzed. It is shown that the large central 
lobe of the intensity pattern is not changed in its transversal 
size when moving off the entrance surface of the epsilon-
near-zero metamaterial slab. So, it is established the 
possibility to form the diffraction-free needle-like standing 
plasmon field inside the ENZM layer.    

The results obtained can be used for the development 
and optimization of techniques and devices for testing the 
quality of the surface of various substrates by Bessel  
plasmon polaritons.  
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Abstract 
A hybrid structure of coplanar isolator, based on a YIG 
substrate with a bottom ground plane, shows a left-handed 
propagation around 10 GHz. The dependence of this effect 
to the dimensions of the device and the appearance of 
magneto-static waves in the thin magnetic layer is explored. 

1. Introduction 
Growing needs in telecommunications induced an undeniable 
revolution in the dimensions of the components. The 
miniaturization of the devices and the increase of operating 
frequencies are two important solutions for communication 
system development 
One of the most useful microwave ferrite components is the 
isolator, which is a two port device with an unidirectional 
transmission, the common application of the isolator being 
the sources protection to prevent damages from possible 
reflections in the transmission lines. 
The first isolators were made from waveguide loaded with a 
slab of ferrite, one advantage of this structure being that the 
full-height slab is easy to bias with an external permanent 
field, and they have been used for high frequency power, 
due to their size incompatible with integration. 
To design isolators compatible with monolithic integration 
circuits, the preferred structure is the coplanar one, because 
of its simpler connection with the other components. The 
first coplanar isolator with ferrite rods was proposed in 1969 
by C.P. Wen [1]. This device was operating near 
gyromagnetic resonance, and even if the isolation seemed to 
have been reached, insertion loss was still too high for a 
commercial application. 
This paper proposes a new isolator design, operating in the 
X-band, composed of an asymmetrical [3-4] coplanar 
waveguide on a ferrite substrate and a bottom ground plane 
in the asymmetrical side of the structure. 
This new coplanar isolator operates outside gyromagnetic 
frequency band, in the magneto-static waves frequency 
zone. At the operating frequency, the apparition of complex 
modes in this hybrid structure generates a left-handed  mode 
in the asymmetrical side of the structure, that recombines 
destructively thanks to a 180° phase shift with the right-
handed one propagating in the symmetrical side. 
 

2. Physical and geometrical properties of the 
isolator 

As shown in Fig. 1, the structure is based on a coplanar 
guide, with a ground plane on the bottom of the substrate, 
not connected to the upper ground planes. A gap is designed 
in one of the upper ground plane (or both, see Fig. 2), and a 
bias magnetic field is applied normally to the structure. 

 
Figure 1: Structure of coplanar-based isolator. 

The ferrite substrate (made of YIG) is 1mm thick, and a 
normal bias field is applied to saturate it. The lateral gap in 
the upper ground plane is necessarily in the same order of 
width as the thickness of the layer, around 1mm, for the 
structure to isolate. The CPW guide has a signal line width 
of 400 µm and a gap width of 200 µm. The isolator is 10mm 
long, and one of the final practical goals of this study is to 
minimize this length as well as the thickness of the magnetic 
layer, while keeping the same electromagnetical 
performances. 

These electromagnetical properties are shown in Fig. 3, 
where one can see the isolation peak at 10.8 GHz, appearing 

 
Figure 2: 10mm long coplanar isolator samples. 
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in the magneto-static band [2], right to the gyro-resonance 
frequency zone (between 6 and 9 GHz). 

 
Figure 3: Response of the isolator under a 225mT bias field. 

In this first and not optimized version of the isolator, the 
non-reciprocal effect is about 16 dB, and the insertion losses 
in the passing sense are about 1.5 dB. The S11 and S22 
coefficients are about -20 dB at the resonance frequency. 
These performances are very interesting, and we’ll then try 
to improve them. 

3.  Electromagnetic modes at the resonance 
This component was developed with HFSS before being 
fabricated and measured. The accordance between measures 
and simulations is pretty good [4], and therefore HFSS was 
considered as a good mean to start analyzing the modes in 
the waveguide. 
The bias magnetic field induces a field displacement in the 
asymmetric gap of the upper ground plane. The energy 
propagates in this hybrid structure, both coplanar and 
microstrip-like, and the modes in this guide are complex, 
with a strong ellipticity, both in x and y directions. The 
isolation effect still occurs if the bottom ground plane is 
fabricated only under the asymmetrical part, but absolutely 
no isolation is observed if it is totally suppressed (as well, of 
course, if we suppress the bias magnetic field). 
 
The resonance occurs in the magneto-static waves band, 
close to the gyro-resonance band, and the permittivity tensor 
of the ferrite slab is still strongly asymmetric in this 
frequency band. The simulation clearly shows that at the 
resonance a left-handed propagation occurs in the 
asymmetric branch, while right-handed mode propagates in 
the symmetric one (Fig. 4). At the wave ports of the guide, 
both waves interact destructively, while reflection 
coefficients are close to -10dB (this value is better in 
measurements than in simulations) and the simulation shows 
that the energy is not dissipated by the material as we can 
observe it in the gyro-resonance frequency band. 
Ferrite slabs show left-handed propagation in some cases 
[5], and the analytic demonstration of their apparition in our 
structure is still to be done, but one hypothesis to explain 

what we observe is a coupling between different modes in 
the structure, propagative and magneto-static. 
 
As our analysis is based on simulations, let discuss how 
confident we can be with these results. 
A preliminary parametric study in simulation showed that 
the frequency of resonance of the isolator was not dependent 
on lengths of the device (guide length, upper ground plane 
gap length), with a difference less than 1% on the resonance 
frequency between the different version (length varying 
between 10 mm and 6 mm). The study also showed that the 
thickness of the substrate and the upper ground plane gap 
had to be on the same order of size to get an important 
isolation effect. In facts, when we measured the different 
prototypes (see section 4), we noticed that if the gap width 
actually only has an influence on the peak depth, according 
to simulations, its length has an influence on the frequency 
of resonance, in proportions of 10%. So HFSS seems not to 
be completely able to simulate physical effects occurring in 
the magnetic slab. To confirm the validity of the observed 
modes in the simulation, it would be interesting to measure 
the propagating fields along the guide with a near-field 
probe. 

4. Evolution and optimization of the structure 

In order to understand the physics of this component, we 
simulated and fabricated a second structure with 2 gaps in 
the upper ground plane (see Fig. 2). All the dimensions and 
magnetic bias remain the same, we only added a second gap 
in the upper ground plane to the structure. We initially 
attempted to have no isolation anymore or a second 
isolation peak in the other sense of propagation at a different 
frequency. But the result is more complex than expected, 
and as with the first structure with a single gap in the ground 

 
Figure 4: Simulation of the time evolution (from left to 
right, and from top to bottom) of the maximum of the 
electric field module, collocated with the maximum of the 
module of the Poynting’s vector. Phase velocities in each 
branches of the guide are of opposite signs, when group 
velocities are of same signs (Poynting vector has the same 
direction in both branches of the guide). 
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plane, simulation predictions are not completely verified. 
Anyway, in accordance with simulations, the result 
confirmed with this second version with two gaps, is that a 
change in the width of the gap only affects the depth of the 
isolation peak (correlated with a better reflection 
coefficient).  

On the other hand, regarding to the influence of the length of 
the gaps of the ground plane, measurements show different 
kinds of evolutions of the electromagnetic response for the 
1-gap or the 2-gaps versions. Keeping constant the total 
length of the device (10 mm), we varied the length of the 
gap of upper ground plane, from 8 to 6 mm, and this for both 
types of isolators.  
For a gap of 8 mm, which correspond to results of Fig. 3 for 
the 1-gap structure, and to results of Fig. 5 for the 2-gaps 
structure, we get a deeper peak, from -16 dB to -20 dB, 
while keeping equivalent insertion losses around -1.5 dB. 
On the other hand, the frequency of resonance is shifted 
from 10.8 GHz to 9.8 GHz (in contradiction with simulation 
results, as seen in section 3). A second peak, with the 
isolation sense inversed, appear around 8.7 GHz, which 
seem to confirm or hypothesis that non-diagonal asymmetric 
parameters of the permittivity tensor of YIG layer take part 
in the definition of the frequency of resonance. On the other 
hand, the smaller depth of this peak may indicate that in that 
case the modes in the structure are not producing two waves 
with equal amplitudes in both branches, so the destructive 
interaction doesn’t lead to a strong annihilation. 

 
For a gap of 6 mm (Fig. 6), the 2-gaps isolator shows an 
isolation peak enhanced of 5 dB compared to the 1-gap 
version, which confirm the positive influence of the second 
gap on the performances of the device. The insertion losses 
keep the same between the two versions, around -4 dB, but 
of course this value is not sufficient for an application. 
We also observe, as on Fig. 5, a second inversed non-
reciprocal peak, around 8.5 GHz, this time for both 
structures, as predicted by simulations, with 4 dB of non-
reciprocal effects. In the 1-gap version with 8 mm gap this 
effect seemed negligible (1.3 dB at 9.25 GHz), but it shows 
that the parametric study reveals a greater complexity in the 

distribution of the fields in the structure than initially 
expected. 

 
The best performances obtained at that point of the study 
were obtained for a 10 mm long demonstrator, with a gap 
length of 8 mm and a gap width of 1.3 mm. The YIG 
substrate is 1mm thick with a 200 mT bias field. At 9.8 GHz 
the structure has a S21 of -19 dB, with S11 equal to -16.9 
dB, and a S12 of -1.1 dB with a S22 equal  to -11 dB.  

5. Conclusion and perspectives 
From an applicative point of view, this new structure of 
coplanar isolator shows a good potential, with around -20 
dB of isolation, and -1.11 dB of insertion losses around 10 
GHz. The development of a 2-gaps version, which despite 
its physical symmetry keeps the benefit brought by the 
asymmetrical permittivity tensor of the magnetic substrate 
layer, showed that an optimization could be done on its 
performances. From this version of demonstrator, the 
objective to compact the device for integration goals in 
telecommunication chains should be pursued. Different 
possibilities can be explored to achieve these goals, like 
shorten the device or lower the ferrite substrate thickness. 
From the point of view of physics of the device, both 
complex and interesting, simulation softwares showing 
limitations, developing a model is necessary to understand 
how the resonances take place, and which parameters 
influence their frequencies and amplitudes. It also seems 
interesting to measure the fields along the guide with a near-
field probe to confirm that a left-handed mode is 
propagating in one of its part. To help optimization, the 
analyze of the coupling modes and the conditions of their 
appearance is necessary. 
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Abstract
Numerous optimization techniques are studied and applied
on antenna designs to optimize various performance pa-
rameters. Authors used many Multiple Attributes Decision
Making(MADM) methods, which include, Weighted Sum
Method (WSM), Weighted Product Method (WPM), Tech-
nique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution
(TOPSIS), Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), ELECTRE,
etc. Of these many MADM methods, TOPSIS and AHP
are more widely used decision making methods. Both
TOPSIS and AHP are logical decision making approaches
and deal with the problem of choosing an alternative from a
set of alternatives which are characterized in terms of some
attributes. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is explained
in detail and compared with WSM and WPM. Authors fi-
nally used Teaching-Learning-Based Optimization (TLBO)
technique; which is a novel method for constrained antenna
design optimization problems.

1. Introduction
Multiple Criterion Decision Making (MCDM) refers
to making decisions from multiple conflicting criteria.
MCDM is broadly classified into two categories: multiple
attribute decision making (MADM) and multiple objective
decision making (MODM). The choice of selecting the best
method depends on whether the problem is a selection prob-
lem or a design problem. MODM methods have decision
variable values with a large number of choices and select
the best that should satisfy the decision maker’s constraints
and preference priorities. Teaching Learning Based Opti-
mization(TLBO) method is a kind of MODM technique.
MADM methods, on the other hand, are generally dis-
crete, with a limited number of predetermined alternatives.
MADM is an approach employed to solve problems involv-
ing selection from among a finite number of alternatives. A
MADM method specifies how attribute information is to
be processed in order to arrive at the best choice. MADM
methods require both inter- and intra-attribute comparisons,
and involve appropriate explicit tradeoffs[1].

Each decision table (or decision matrix) in MADM
methods has four main parts, namely: (a) alternatives, (b)
attributes, (c) weight , and (d) measures of performance of
alternatives w.r.t. the attributes. The decision table is shown
in Table 1. The decision table shows alternatives, Ai (for i

= 1, 2, .. , N), attributes, Bj (for j = 1, 2, .. , M), weights of
attributes, wj (for j=1, 2, .., M) and the measures of perfor-
mance of alternatives, mij (for i= 1, 2, .., N; j=1, 2, .., M)
[1].

2. MADM Methods
Following are the different types of MADM methods used
by the present team of authors for their specific application
of antenna designing.

2.1. Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) Method

This is also called the Weighted Sum Method (Fishburn,
1967) and is the simplest and widest used MADM method.
Each attribute is given a weight and the sum of all weights
must be 1. The overall or composite performance score of
an alternative is given by Equation 1.

Pi =

M∑
j=1

wjmij (1)

A beneficial attribute (e.g. Peak Gain(PG), Direc-
tivity(D), Radiation Efficiency(RE), Front to Back Ra-
tio(FBR)) means its higher values are desirable for the
given decision-making problem. By contrast, non-
beneficial attribute (e.g. Return Loss(RL), Voltage Standing
Wave Ratio(VSWR), Loss Tangent(LT)) is that for which
the lower values are desirable.

Pi =

 M∑
j=1

wj (mij)normal

 /

M∑
j=1

wj (2)

2.2. Weighted Product Method (WPM)

This method is similar to SAW. The main difference is that,
instead of addition in the model, there is multiplication
(Miller and Starr, 1969). The overall or composite perfor-
mance score of an alternative is given by Equation 3.

Pi =

M∏
j=1

[
(mij)normal

]wj (3)

2.3. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) Method

One of the most popular analytical techniques for complex
decision-making problems is the analytic hierarchy process



(AHP). In 1980, Saaty developed AHP, which decomposes
a decision-making problem into a system of hierarchies of
objectives, attributes and alternatives.
An AHP hierarchy can have as many levels as needed
to fully characterize a particular decision situation of
designing. A number of functional characteristics make
AHP a useful methodology. These include the ability to
handle decision situations involving subjective judgments,
multiple decision makers, and the ability to provide mea-
sures of consistency of preference [2]. AHP can efficiently
deal with tangible (i.e., objective) as well as non-tangible
(i.e., subjective) attributes, especially where the subjective
judgments of different individuals are required[1].

2.4. Comparison of SAW, WPM and AHP

Table 2 is drawn for selecting materials for substrate:
where, DC: Dielectric Constant, LT: Loss Tangent, RF:
Radio Frequency, RL: Return Loss, VSWR: Voltage
Standing Wave Ratio, PG: Peak Gain, D: Directivity, RE:
Radiation Efficiency, FBR: Front to Back Ratio.
All the steps of AHP method are explained in detail in
below mentioned Tables 3, Table 4 and Table 5.
In the Table 6 below, hierarchy generation using all the
three methods is shown.

3. Teaching Learning Based Optimization in
Antenna Designing

Teaching-Learning-Based Optimization algorithm (TLBO)
is a teaching-learning process inspired algorithm proposed
by Rao et al. [3] which is based on the effect of influence
of a teacher on the result of learners in a class. The
algorithm replicates the teaching-learning ability of teacher
and learners in a class room. Teacher and learners are the
two important components of the algorithm and describes
two basic modes of the learning, through teacher (known
as teacher phase) and interacting with the other learners
(known as learner phase). The output in TLBO algorithm is
considered in terms of grades of the learners which depend
on the quality of teacher. In the entire population the best
solution is considered as the teacher[4].

The working of TLBO is divided into two parts,
Teacher phase and Learner phase.

i) Teacher phase
It is first part of the algorithm where learners learn through
the teacher [3].

ii) Learner phase
It is second part of the algorithm where learners increase
their knowledge by interaction among themselves. A
learner interacts randomly with other learners for enhanc-
ing his or her knowledge[4].
The implementation steps of the TLBO are summarized

below:
Step 1: Initialize the population (i.e. learners) and design
variables of the optimization problem (i.e number of
subjects offered to the learner) with random generation and
evaluate them. In the case of antenna designing, different
subjects are anonymous to the performance parameters
DC, LT, RF, RL, VSWR, PG, D, RE and FBR)
Step 2: Select the best learner of each subject as a teacher
for that subject and calculate mean result of learners in
each subject.Different learners in this case are different
dielectric materials chosen as antenna substrate; Bakelite,
Diamond, RT Duroid 5880, FR4 epoxy, Rogers RT/ duroid
6006, Teflon.
Step 3: Evaluate the difference between current mean
result and best mean result by utilizing the teaching factor
(TF) which is taken as 1.
Step 4: Update the learners knowledge with the help of
teachers knowledge.
Step 5: Update the learners knowledge by utilizing the
knowledge of some other learner.
Step 6: Repeat the procedure from step 2 to 5 till the
termination criterion is met.

4. Design and simulation

. The negative parameters are extracted by placing the unit
cell of metamaterial design within the waveguide as shown
in fig 1. The retrieval method used in this paper is based on
the approach used by Xudong Chen et. al. in [5]. The nega-
tive values of impedance(refer fig 2), refractive index(refer
fig 3), permittivity(refer fig 4) and permeability (refer fig 5)
are plotted using matlab coding of Drude model.

Figure 1: Unit cell in waveguide

Extracted negative parameters are shown in the figures
drawn below:

Hence, it is proved that the unit cell behaves as MTM
under desired band of frequency region. Then array of unit
cells are placed over a patch to improve its directivity as
shown in fig 6 and the spacing height is optimized using the
above mentioned optimization techniques. The dielectric
constant of the substrate is chosen by using TLBO algo-
rithm as stated in section 3.
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Figure 2: Impedance of unit cell

Figure 3: Refractive Index of Unit Cell

Figure 4: Permittivity of unit cell

Figure 5: Permeability of unit cell

Figure 6: Patch cover
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5. Applications of radome structure
As the LHM have negative refractive index it can be used to
realize a focusing flat lens [6], whereas positive refractive
index materials always require curved surfaces to focus EM
waves [7].

Negative refraction by a slab of material bends a ray of
light back toward the axis and thus has a focusing effect at
the point where the refracted rays meet the axis as shown in
fig 7. It was recently observed that a negative index lens ex-
hibits an entirely new type of focusing phenomenon, bring-
ing together not just the propagating rays but also the finer
details of the electromagnetic near fields that are evanescent
and do not propagate [8] as shown in fig 8.

6. Conclusion
The extracted result parameters obtained by using optimiza-
tion algorithms are shown to be in excellent agreement with
simulation results. It is concluded that numerous optimiza-
tion techniques can be considered for antenna designing.
And the selection of the best optimization method depends
upon the designer’s perspectives and his requirements. Pro-
posed miniaturized structures is used to characterize and
improve the directivity of microstrip patch antenna for the
required frequency of operation of 1 to 4GHz. Comparative
result analysis is obtained for three different types of opti-
mization techniques. Directivity is improved by optimiz-
ing the spacing height at 8.4mm. The designed antenna is
very useful for triband operation for several wireless appli-
cations in L and S band communication. They possess in-
herent advantages like reduced sizes. Ultimately Teaching-
Learning Based Optimization Technique has been used to
enhance the performance parameters of the antenna.The au-
thor looks forward to the implementation of TLBO concept
for radome structure, which can further improve the present
status of microstrip patch antenna performance. The pro-
posed structure has compact size, convenient fabrication
procedures and low cost.
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Figure 7: LHM slab as focusing lens [8]

Figure 8: Near-field enhancement using a metamaterial [8]
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Table 1: Decision table in MADM methods

Alternatives Attributes
B1 B2 B3 - - - - BM

(w1) (w2) (w3) (-) (-) (wM)
A1 m11 m12 m13 - - - - m1M
A2 m21 m22 m23 - - - - m2M
A3 m31 m32 m33 - - - - m3M

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

AN mN1 mN2 mN3 - - - - mNM

Table 2: Selection of Substrate Material

Material DC LT RF RL VSWR PG D RE FBR
(GHz) (dB) (dB) (dB) (%)

Vacuum 1 0 2.44 -10.1958 1.8951 4.1967 4.2046 99.81 6.92
Air 1.0006 0 2.44 -9.8920 1.9948 4.1586 4.1553 100.08 6.82
Bakelite 4.8 0.002 2.41 -7.5913 2.4322 1.9922 2.2439 88.78 8.2
Diamond 16.5 0 2.43 -3.1708 5.5394 1.0889 1.108 98.27 2.88
RT Duroid 5880 2.2 0.0009 2.42 -7.8571 2.3890 3.3201 3.4473 96.31 14.77
FR4 epoxy 4.4 0.2 2.43 -18.08 1.34 1.1296 2.3311 48.45 9.55

Rogers RT
/ duroid 6006 6.15 0.0019 2.42 -6.4392 2.9276 1.7019 1.927 88.32 6.28

Teflon 2.1 0.001 2.43 -9.4656 2.0134 3.3219 3.5047 94.78 15.93

Table 3: AHP: Step1

Materials RF RL VSWR PG D RE FBR Index/Score
Bakelite 0.2608 0.0934 0.0747 0.0472 0.0479 0.0230 0.0006 0.5480
Diamond 0.2208 0.0237 0.0190 0.0245 0.0080 0.0013 0 0.2976
RT Duroid 5880 0.1351 0.0342 0.0419 0.0255 0.0013 0 0 0.2381
FR4 epoxy 0.0781 0.0748 0.0255 0.0004 0 0 0 0.1789
Rogers RT/ duroid 6006 0.0745 0.0090 0.0006 0 0 0 0 0.0842
Teflon 0.0253 0.0006 0 0 0 0 0 0.0260

Table 4: AHP: Step2

RF RL VSWR PG D RE FBR
Geometric

mean weightage percentage

RF 1 3 3 5 5 7 5 2.6272 0.2608 26.0844
RL 0.33 1 3 5 5 7 5 2.2425 0.2226 22.2651
VSWR 0.33 0.33 1 3 3 5 3 1.3666 0.1356 13.5684
PG 0.2 0.2 0.33 1 1 5 3 0.7935 0.0787 7.87862
D 0.2 0.2 0.33 1 1 5 3 0.7541 0.0748 7.48738
RE 0.14 0.14 0.2 0.2 0.2 1 0.33 0.2570 0.0255 2.55238
FBR 0.2 0.2 0.33 0.33 0.33 3 1 0.0133 0.0013 0.13237

8.0544

Table 5: AHP: Step3

RF RL VSWR PG D RE FBR Index/Score
RF 0.2608 0.6679 0.4070 0.3939 0.3743 0.1786 0.0066 2.2894
RL 0.0734 0.1356 0.2363 0.3743 0.1276 0.0092 0 0.9567
VSWR 0.0447 0.0259 0.07487 0.0765 0.0039 0 0 0.2261
PG 0.0157 0.0149 0.0084 0.0013 0 0 0 0.0404
D 0.0149 0.0051 0.0004 0 0 0 0 0.0205
RE 0.0035 0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0.0037
FBR 0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0002

2.2894

Table 6: Comparison of all the three methods of decision making

Materials AHP Materials WPM Materials SAW
6 0.0260 2 0.6295 6 0.0260
5 0.0842 1 0.7038 5 0.0842
4 0.1789 3 0.8962 4 0.1789
3 0.2381 5 0.9726 3 0.2381
2 0.2976 4 0.9979 2 0.2976
1 0.5480 6 0.9989 1 0.5480
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Nowadays, the ability of achieving invisibility cloaks has 

become as reality, all because of the breakthrough in the 

world of metamaterials.  A few papers are considered the 

groundwork for research in the area of metamaterials and 

cloaking, starting from Veselago in 1968, to the first 

experimental demonstration by Smith et al. through 

Pendry’s work on a perfect lens. In this paper we will shed 

the light on the different cloaking techniques, specially the 

Transformation Optics (TO). There will be a comparison 

between linear and high-order TO; especially third order 

and fifth order, physically in terms of impedance 

mismatch, with FEM simulation and mathematical 

derivation. [1] 

[1] Cloaking techniques 

There are many techniques to achieve invisibility cloaks; 

some need metamaterials in the system, others do not. The 

three techniques we are discussing are: Mei Scattering, 

Transformation Optics and Quasi-conformal Mapping. 

1.1 Mei Scattering  

The Mei Scattering technique is based on the scattering 

cancellation technique (Figure 1). The key idea is to use 

polari-tonic spheres around the object to be cloaked in 

order to match the impedance of the surrounding media by 

cancelling the scattering response of that object. 

 

Figure 1: The dipole moments induced in the object to be 

made invisible and the s hell covering this object cancels 

each other [2] 

1.2 Transformation Optics 

The Transformation optics (TO) is based on coordinate 

transformation or mapping (Figure 2). This technique 

makes use of the amazing property of Maxwell’s 

equations being invariant to changes in the coordinate 

system used to express them. It uses metamaterials to 

induce a profile of permittivity and permeability together 

with anisotropy in the transformed media. [1] 

 

Figure 2: An undistorted coordinate system with a light 

ray trajectory (left). The distorted coordinate system with 

the ray trajectory being deflected around the protected 

zone, red circle in the center (right) 

1.3 Quasi-conformal Mapping 

Quasiconformal mapping is a type of transformation optics 

that does not require the extreme values of permittivity 

and permeability. When we work at frequencies near the 

visible frequencies, scaling down conventional 

metamaterials causes severe absorption because its 

resonating nature and also fabrication becomes more 

difficult. Quasiconformal mapping solves these problems 

as the principle axes of the tensors align with the 

coordinate lines (Figure 3). [3] 

 

Figure 3: (a) An ordinary coordinate system; (b) A 

transformed coordinate system using conformal mapping [4] 
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[2] Transformation Optics Solutions 

2.1 Linear Transformation Optics 

In linear TO, the relation between the coordinate system 

(virtual system) and the transformed one (physical system) 

is linear (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: The coordinate transformation that compresses a 

cylindrical region r’ ≤ b in the old coordinate system (r’, 

θ’, z’) into a concentric cylindrical shell of a ≤ r ≤ b in the 

new coordinate system (r, θ, z) 

Although linear TO be straightforward, it results in 

impedance mismatching and undesired scattering when 

using the reduced parameters below. [1] 

      
   

 
 

 (1) 

      
 

   
 

 (2) 

       
 

   
   

   

 
 

 (3) 

 

2.1.1 Simulation Results 

A simulation for a cylindrical cloak using linear (first 

order) TO was made on COMSOL is shown below. 

 

Figure 5: Cylindrical cloak using Linear TO technique 

A simulation was made using MATLAB to show the 

material property tensors values needed to complete the 

spatial transformation based on linear TO. 

 

Figure 6: The required material properties based on Linear 

TO. The permittivity values at inner radius (a=1) approach 

0, while at outer radius (b=3) approach 1. 

 

2.1.2 Mathematical derivation 

A step-by-step mathematical derivation for Linear TO for 

Cylindrical cloak was made and we came up with the 

same equation results for the parameters. 

We start by deriving the Jacobian coordinate 

transformation matrix that describes the conversion from 

the Cartesian space to the cylindrical one. 

      [
              
             

   

] 
 

(4) 

After that, we derive the Jacobian coordinate 

transformation matrix that describes the transformation 

from the virtual system to the physical one, as shown in 

Figure 4. This transformation is represented by the 

following relations:     
   

   
,      and     . Hence, 

the Jacobian matrix is as follows. 

     [

 

   
  

   
   

] 

 

(5) 

The relationship between the electromagnetic system 

in the initial coordinates and the final ones is 

characterized by the global Jacobian coordinate 

transformation matrix which is the result of 

multiplying the individual matrices together. [5] 
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(6) 

Now, since the permittivity and permeability in the 

original Cartesian coordinate system are isotropic 

         , the newly obtained parameters that 
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will describe the new coordinate system are stated as 

follows. [6] 

 ̿               (7) 

 ̿               (8) 

where   ̿and  ̿ are 3x3 permittivity and permeability 

tensors, respectively. 

From these relations, we can calcite the new non-

normalized parameter tensors. 

           (9) 
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 However, in the new coordinate system, we must 

use renormalized values of the permittivity and 

permeability. [7] 
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Therefore, the final normalized parameters are 
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 We note that the final values of the parameters are 

the same as mentioned in a previous section, and this 

concludes this section. 

 

 

2.2 High-Order Transformation Optics 

In High-order TO, the relation between the coordinate 

system and the transformed system is high order (not 

linear).  High-order TO has more smooth graduation in the 

effective values of the tensors at the outer boundary. This 

modification completely eliminates the scattering within 

the limits of the cloak and reduces the impedance 

mismatch significantly.  The parameters obtained by linear 

TO are modified according to the transformation order n 

as follows. In this paper, we are working on third order TO 

(n=3) and fifth order TO (n=5). 

      
   

  
 

 (21) 
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 (23) 

2.2.1 Simulation Results 

A simulation for a cylindrical cloak using third order TO 

was made on COMSOL is shown below 

 

Figure 6: Cylindrical cloak using 3
rd

 order TO technique 

 

Another simulation was made for a cylindrical cloak using 

fifth order TO is shown below. 

 

Figure 7: Cylindrical cloak using 5
th

 order TO technique 

A simulation was made using MATLAB to show the 

different material property tensors values needed to 
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complete the spatial transformation based on 3

rd
  order and 

5
th

  order TO. 

 

Figure 7: The required material properties based on 3
rd

  

order TO.  

 

Figure 8: The required material properties based on 5
th

  

order TO. 

[3] Conclusion 

Combining the amazing properties of MetaMaterials with 

the Transformation Optics technique is proven to be the 

best method to achieve invisibility cloaks. Using High 

order TO is more efficient than Linear TO. Figure 9 shows 

the permittivity tensor for linear, 3
rd

 order and 5
th

 order 

TO. 

 

Figure 9: Material Permittivity values as a function of r 

for Linear, 3
rd

 Order and 5
th

 Order TO.  
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Abstract
We prove that all complex valued response functions obey-
ing the Kramers-Kronig relations can be approximated as
superpositions of Lorentzian resonance functions, to any
precision. A practical consequence is that arbitrary target
response functions can be engineered in terms of common
resonant metamaterial responses. A basic dispersion en-
gineering methodology outlining these possibilities is pre-
sented, along with relevant metamaterial systems.

1. Introduction
The prospect of engineering metamaterials with tailor-made
dispersion properties, rather than being limited to the dis-
persions of conventional media, is becoming a reality. Such
dispersion engineering finds interesting applications within
dispersion compensation [1, 2] broadband absorption [3],
broadband ultra-low refractive index media [4], couplers
[5], antenna design [6, 7], and filters [8], to mention but a
few. The rapid developments made in metamaterial design
and manufacturing towards this goal, allow us to speculate
on what classes of dispersion behavior will be ultimately
realizable as further progress is made. Important restric-
tions in this respect are for instance compliance with the
Kramers-Kronig relations, which characterize the class of
causal functions, and considerations such as whether the
medium in question is to be passive or active. Since both of
these conditions can be seen as somewhat lenient (the space
of passive/active and causal functions is large), it seems nat-
ural to expect a significant degree of freedom for prospec-
tive metamaterial dispersions.

Contrary to this intuition, however, most treatments of
dispersion phenomena commonly model dielectric media
as superpositions of a single causal response function, the
Lorentzian resonance, owing to its generality in describ-
ing a wide range of resonance phenomena and its simplic-
ity [9–11]. It is natural to ask whether or not typical text-
book discussions on dispersion therefore leave a significant
number of possibilities out of view, and how large the possi-
ble gap in the function space between causal functions and
Lorentzian superpositions is. With these considerations at
hand, it comes as somewhat of a surprise that superposi-
tions of Lorentzian functions can be shown to approximate
any causal function obeying the Kramers-Kronig relations
to any precision, as we have recently demonstrated [12].

In other words, there exists no gap in the function space
between complex valued functions fulfilling the Kramers-
Kronig relations and the superpositions of Lorentzian res-
onance functions commonly used in textbook treatments.
The typical textbook approach to dispersion is therefore
shown to encompass all responses fulfilling the Kramers
Kronig relations.

In the context of this paper, the above results also
demonstrate interesting practical consequences to the
prospects of engineering desired dispersions. Since a num-
ber of metamaterial systems capable of realizing Lorentzian
superpositions exist in literature [12–14], it seems possible
to realize a given target response function, for which no
physical system is known, by a metamaterial realization of
its corresponding Lorentzian resonance superposition.

This paper will derive expressions for the relevant su-
perpositions of Lorentzian resonance function, as well as
outline a basic design methodology for the realization of
arbitrary target response functions. With relation to our
former discussions on Lorentzian resonance superpositions
[12], this paper complements earlier results by providing a
simpler proof, while expanding on inherent possibilities for
realizing arbitrary target dispersions in metamaterials.

2. Identifying the superposition of Lorentzian
resonance functions

A Lorentzian resonance function may be written in the form

L(ω) =
ω0

ω2
0 − ω2 − iωΓ

, (1)

where ω is the frequency and ω0 and Γ are the resonance
frequency and bandwidth, respectively. Fig. 1 displays its
characteristic plot. For an arbitrary susceptibility function
χ(ω) that is analytic in the upper complex frequency plane,
we shall now demonstrate that

χ(ω) =
2

π
lim
Γ→0

∫ ∞
0

Imχ(ω0)
ω0

ω2
0 − ω2 − iωΓ

dω0, (2)

which constitutes the main result of this paper. Eq. (2)
shows that the susceptibility χ(ω) can be expressed as a su-
perposition of Lorentzian resonance functions weighted by
Imχ(ω) under the limit Γ→ 0. This can be understood in-
tuitively by noting that the imaginary part of (1) approaches



a δ-function as a distribution under the limit Γ → 0, and
that Reχ(ω) and Imχ(ω) are Hilbert transforms of each
other, as discussed at length in [12]. However, this result
is in fact simply a consequence of the analytic properties
of χ(ω) in the upper complex half plane. To show this, we
first separate (1) into partial fractions

L(ω) =
1

2(ω0 − ωp)
+

1

2(ω0 + ωp)
, (3)

where ωp =
√
ω2 + iωΓ. The pole positions of (3) are

displayed in Fig. 2 along with a semicircle contour curve
C in the upper half-plane for ω0. Note that despite being
analytic in the upper complex ω-plane, (3) is not required
to be analytic in the upper complex ω0-plane, as observed in
Fig. 2. Multiplying with the susceptibility function χ(ω0)
and using Cauchy’s Integral Formula and Cauchy’s Integral
Theorem over the contour C on each of the terms in (3),
respectively, give

1

2

∫ ∞
−∞

χ(ω0)

ω0 − ωp
dω0 = iπχ(ωp) (4)

1

2

∫ ∞
−∞

χ(ω0)

ω0 + ωp
dω0 = 0, (5)

when having assumed that the radius of the contour semi-
circle tends to infinity. Adding (4) and (5) together then
gives ∫ ∞

−∞

ω0χ(ω0)

ω2
0 − ω2 − iωΓ

dω0 = iπχ(ωp). (6)

The reality of the time domain fields requires that
χ(−ω0) = χ∗(ω0) along the real ω0 axis. This symme-
try property allows us to re-express the integral and obtain

χ(ωp) =
2

π

∫ ∞
0

Imχ(ω0)
ω0

ω2
0 − ω2 − iωΓ

dω0. (7)

Taking the limit limΓ→0 χ(ωp) = χ(ω) gives (2) and con-
cludes this proof.

The superposition (2) corresponds to an infinite num-
ber of Lorentzian resonances with zero widths. We will
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Figure 1: A Lorentzian resonance function.
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C

Figure 2: The complex plane of the resonance frequency
ω0. Note that the function (3) is not analytic in the upper
complex half plane of ω0, despite analyticity being ensured
in the upper half plane for ω.

now show that χ(ω) can be approximated by a finite sum of
finite-width Lorentzian resonance functions to any degree
of precision. As a first step, we therefore remove the limit
Γ → 0 from (2), thereby giving the right hand side of (7),
which we rename χΓ(ω). Since limΓ→0 χΓ(ω) = χ(ω), it
follows that χΓ(ω) approximates χ(ω) to any desired de-
gree of precision. The next step is to approximate the inte-
gral in χΓ(ω), as expressed in (7), by a finite sum of finite-
width resonances giving

χΓ,∆(ω) =
2

π

M−1∑
m=0

Imχ(ωm)
ωm∆

ω2
m − ω2 − iωΓ

. (8)

Here ∆ is the spacing between the resonance frequencies,
ωm = ∆/2 + m∆, and M is a large integer. Intuitively
a sufficient condition for χΓ,∆(ω) to converge to χ(ω) is
to e.g. set M = 1/∆ and take the limit ∆ → 0 before
taking the limit Γ→ 0. This condition is however not prac-
tical as we desire to use a finite number of Lorentzian res-
onance functions. It can be shown that if we for instance
set ∆ = Γ2/

√
M the error |χΓ,∆(ω)− χ(ω)| converges in

L2 as Γ → 0, and vanishes if we also let M∆ → ∞ [12].
This demonstrates that χΓ,∆(ω), a finite sum of finite width
Lorentzians, can approximate any χ(ω) to any desired ac-
curacy.

3. Engineering target dispersions by
metamaterials

Owing to the generality of resonance phenomena in phys-
ical systems a number of material realizations exist for
the response (1), and a number of metamaterial systems
have demonstrated that it is possible to tailor its resonance
strengths, widths and positions [13,14]. This seems to sug-
gest that it is possible to engineer desired responses χ(ω)
by use of superpositions of Lorentzian resonance functions

2



in the manner of (8). Here a basic design methodology shall
be outlined.

3.1. Reducing the number of resonances

To facilitate the discussion, a simple target response χ(ω)
is chosen with the imaginary part

Imχ(ω) =

{
ω/ωc if |ω| < ωc

0 elsewhere .
(9)

Inserting this target function into (8) and choosing Γ/ωc =
0.001 and ∆/ωc = 0.0005 yields the sum plotted in Fig.
3a. In order to accurately approximate the steep drop at
ω/ωc = 1, this sum contains 2000 narrow Lorentzian reso-
nance functions. An interesting feature of this target χ(ω) is
that it leads to Reχ(ω) = −2 in a narrow frequency region
around ωc. As a side remark we note that the Kramers-
Kronig relations can be used to show that if the edge of
Imχ(ω) is made infinitely steep at ω = ωc then one can
achieve Reχ(ωc) = −2 with negligible loss for all fre-
quencies [15]. Here we can at best hope to approximate
this effect, since an infinitely steep drop would require us-
ing infinitely many Lorentzian resonance functions of zero
width.

The high number of resonances in the sum (8) displayed
in Fig. 3a may present a challenge towards metamaterial
realization. Forty out of a total of 2000 are shown individ-
ually in Fig. 3b. However, making use of the observation
that the bandwidth Γ and density of resonances do not have
to be equal everywhere, it is possible to reduce the number
of needed resonances dramatically. For Imχ(ω) defined by
(9) we can for instance imagine placing many narrow reso-
nances close to ω = ωc, and few, though wider, resonances
at lower frequencies. To help illustrate the process of plac-
ing resonances with varying widths in a systematic manner,
it can be helpful to define two functions for the target char-
acterized by (9):

1. Placement function: We set ωm/ωc = 1−(m/N)ν ,
where ωm is the mth resonance out of a total of N
resonances, and ν is a parameter one may vary. Set-
ting ν = 1 gives linear spacing between the res-
onances, while increasing ν concentrates them to-
wards ω = ωc. For our purpose we choose ν = 4
and N = 20.

2. Width function: We simply choose Γ/ωc = 1 −
(ωm/ωc)

γ , where γ is a parameter we shall vary. Set-
ting γ = 1 makes the widths decrease linearly over
the bandwidth, while we set γ = 0.5.

Figure 4 displays the resonance placements and widths
for our chosen functions and parameters, leading to the su-
perposition displayed in Fig. 5. This superposition is a Rie-
mann sum similar to (8), but differs due to the fact that both
Γ and ∆ vary with respect to frequency. This superposition
approximates the shape of Fig. 3a with only 20 Lorentzian
resonance functions instead of the 2000 needed earlier, and
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(a) Real and imaginary parts of the sum approximations by (8) for
Γ/ωc = 0.001 and ∆/ωc = 0.0005. There are 2000 Lorentzian
resonance functions included in the sum. The red and blue curves
correspond to ImχΓ,∆ and ReχΓ,∆, respectively.
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(b) The imaginary parts for one out of every fifty Lorentzians in the
sum (8), when Γ/ωc = 0.001 and ∆/ωc = 0.0005.

Figure 3

maintains Reχ(ωc) ≈ −2 without any significant change
in the amount of loss below ωc.

Having found an approximation of the target function
χ(ω) by a superposition of Lorentzian resonance functions
where the tradeoff between the needed accuracy and the
maximum number of resonances has been satisfactory ne-
gotiated, the next step is to find a suitable metamaterial re-
alization. Continuing with the target response character-
ized by (9), we shall consider two possible metamaterials
in which the sum displayed in Fig. 5 can be realized.

3.2. Metamaterial realization 1: Network of loaded
RLC transmission lines

Homogeneous dielectric or magnetic media can be given a
network equivalent in the low frequency limit. A network
of lumped circuit elements with unit cells much smaller
than the operating wavelength results in effective parame-
ters µ(ω) and ε(ω) for the magnetic permeability and the
electric permittivity, respectively. These may be derived

3
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(a) Positioning of the resonance frequencies according to the place-
ment function ωm/ωc = 1 − (m/20)4 where ωm is the mth reso-
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(b) Designation of the width Γ(ωm) of each Lorentzian resonance
function at each resonance frequency ωm in (a), according to the
width function Γ/ωc = 1− (ωm/ωc)0.5.

Figure 4

through the use of the telegrapher’s and Maxwell equations
after having related the current and voltage in each unit cell
to the magnetic and electric fields [16, 17]. In terms of the
series impedance Z(ω) per unit length and the shunt admit-
tance Y (ω) per unit length in a 1D unit cell displayed in
Fig. 6a, one has

µ(ω) = − 1

iωµ0
Z(ω) (10)

ε(ω) = − 1

iωε0
Y (ω). (11)

In order to realize Lorentzian resonance functions of the
form L(ω) from (1), we must synthesize circuits that give
the necessary impedance and/or admittance in (10) and (11)
to achieve µ(ω) − 1 = L(ω) and/or ε(ω) − 1 = L(ω).
This may for instance be achieved through straightforward
application of Brune synthesis [18] leading to the circuits
displayed in Fig. 6b. The impedance circuit leads to
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(a) Real and imaginary parts of a sum approximation of (2) where the
resonances ωm are placed according to Fig. 4a, and the widths Γ of
each resonance are given by Fig. 4b. By varying the placements and
widths of the resonances, a similar response to that displayed in Fig.
3a is achieved with only 20 resonances.
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(b) Imaginary parts of the Lorentzian resonance functions constitut-
ing the sum displayed in (a). The widths Γ and resonance frequencies
are varied according to the width- and placement functions displayed
in Fig. 4.

Figure 5

µ(ω) = 1 +
F

ω2
0 − ω2 − iωΓ

, (12)

where F = 1/µ0C, Γ = µ0F/R and ω2
0 = µ0F/L. Simi-

larly, the admittance circuit gives the same form as (12) for
ε(ω) with F = 1/ε0L, Γ = ε0FR, and ω2

0 = ε0F/C. The
circuit elements with parameters L′ and C ′ correspond to
the inductance and capacitance per unit length of the trans-
mission line, which we have set equal to µ0 and ε0, respec-
tively. We observe that the resonator strength, width and
resonance frequency of the resonances may be tailored by
altering the values of the lumped elements in Fig. 6b for
both µ(ω) and ε(ω). In order to realize the sum displayed
in Fig. 5 for µ(ω) and/or ε(ω) we must construct a unit cell
consisting of the circuit in (6b) repeated twenty times (apart
from the elements corresponding to L′ and C ′) for different
values of R,L,C.
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3.3. Metamaterial realization 2: Split ring cylinders of
varying parameters

Split ring cylinder metamaterials are known to lead to reso-
nances similar to that of the Lorentzian resonance function
(1) [13]. We have recently shown elsewhere that a superpo-
sition of Lorentzian resonance functions with different res-
onance frequencies, widths and strengths can be realized in
terms of split ring cylinders of differing radii r, capacitance
C per m2, resistance ρ per circumference-length ratio, and
fractional volume F of the unit cell occupied by the interior
of the cylinders [12]. The effective parameter in the case of
N split ring cylinders per unit cell then becomes

µ(ω)− 1 =

N∑
k

ω2Fk
2

π2µ0Ckr3k
− ω2 − iω 2ρk

rkµ0

. (13)

where k represents the kth split ring cylinder in the unit cell.
This expression becomes exact as the cylinder heights tend
toward infinity. It is observed that the expression within the
sum is similar to that of the Lorentzian resonance function
(1), with the discrepancy in the numerator becoming negli-
gible as the width of each resonance becomes small relative
to the resonance frequency. The task of realizing the sum
displayed in Fig. 5 therefore amounts to tailoring the geom-
etry, material composition and density of a given split ring
cylinder with parameters rk, Ck, ρk, Fk so that its response
approximates one of the resonances displayed in Fig. 5b.

4. Conclusion
It has been proven that causal susceptibility functions obey-
ing the Kramers-Kronig relations can be approximated by
superpositions of Lorentzian resonance functions, to any
precision. Making use of the practical implications that fol-
low from this result, a basic metamaterial design methodol-

ogy for the realization of arbitrary target responses has been
outlined. This consists in reducing the number of needed
Lorentzian resonance functions by varying their widths and
resonance frequencies, and then finding a suitable metama-
terial system for their realization. Two metamaterial sys-
tems were identified: A network of RLC-loaded transmis-
sion lines, and split ring cylinder arrays.
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Abstract
The distinction of opto-electrical properties in case of alu-
minum, gold and silver random and ordered nano-holed
layers was demonstrated. It is found that transmittance
drops due to the shortening of plasmon polaritons propa-
gating length within the Anderson localization effect, while
sheet resistance increases in regard of decrement of metal
connections’ volume. Eventually gold and silver possess
the transmittance of more than 80% and the sheet resis-
tance of 20 Ohm/sq regardless of holes’ arrangement. Alu-
minum demonstrates comparable parameters only with or-
dered patterns.

1. Introduction
The future extinction of indium [1] which is main com-
ponent of the indium-tin-oxide (ITO) leads the scientists
to create alternative transparent conductive layers (TCLs)
[2–8]. The novel TCLs must have transmittance and sheet
resistance around 80% and 20 Ohm/sq, respectively [1], as
well as large deposition area ranging from micrometers to
tens of centimeters; moreover the formation method should
be a cheap one.

The simplest TCLs are planar gold (Au) films of thick-
ness less than 50 nm. The transmittance of 10 nm Au thick
films is around 60% in visible wavelength spectrum and
sheet resistance is 15 Ohm/sq [2]. The further patterning
of films leads to optical properties’ improvement, while the
sheet resistance unfortunately grows. Therefore the type
and dimensions of the patterning are crucial for optimiz-
ing the opto-electronic properties. This trade-off has cur-
rently been investigated in Refs. [8, 9]. However the pri-
mary research focus was concentrated on the uniform pat-
terns while little attention has been paid to the random ones.

This paper presents the detailed theoretical study of ran-
dom nano-holed metallic layers and their comparative anal-
ysis with uniform structures. Calculations show that opto-
electronic parameters of metals with stronger plasmon res-
onance are less affected by disordering effect.

2. Methodology
The holed metallic layers of aluminum (Al), Au and silver
(Ag) on glass substrates with size of 2x2 µm were used in

simulations. Cylindrical shape holes were aligned parallel
to Z axis. Holes’ locations were distributed according to
p+dp, where p is each hole initial position in the hexagonal
arrangement and dp is its deviation along XY plane. Each
holes radius was obtained by adding of deviated value to
initial radius: r+dr. The normal and uniform distributions
were used to get dp and dr. Furthermore, the normal one
had a broader range of dp and dr.

The optical properties were simulated using the finite-
difference time-domain method (FTDT) which is commer-
cially available within Lumerical software [10]. The inci-
dent light distributed along Z axis. The periodic boundary
conditions and perfectly matched layers were applied par-
allel and perpendicular to Z axis correspondingly.

The sheet resistance was calculated by using the per-
colation theory model [11]. According to this theory the
following equation is used:

Rs =
1

hσ0 (φf − φcrit)
t , (1)

where Rs, h, σ0, φf , φcrit and t are sheet resistance, layer
thickness, unpatterned solid layer conductivity, patterned
metal volume fraction, critical patterned metal volume frac-
tion when conductivity is tending to zero and critical expo-

Figure 1: Nano-holed layers’ simulation concept. Layer
types: (a) constant interhole distance and holes’ radius; (b,
c) constant interhole distance and random holes’ radius, ob-
tained by uniform and normal distributions, accordingly;
(d) random interhole distance and constant holes’ radius;
(e, f) random interhole distance and holes’ radius, obtained
by uniform and normal distributions, accordingly.
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Figure 2: Al nano-holed layer optical properties. The curves’ names are related to layer types La-Lf from Fig. 1.

nent, respectively. t value was chosen equal to 1.1 for 2D
structure [11].

3. Results and discussion

The optical properties of metallic nano-patterns are charac-
terized by incoming photons’ communicate with free elec-
trons in a metal lattice. There are two types of such com-
munication. The first one is localized surface plasmons
(LSPs); the patterns are optically isolated from each other.
In this case an enhanced electric field appears around the
patters, which, in turn, affects on the photon-electron rela-
tion. The second type is surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs);
the patterns are optically close to each other, which per-
mits electromagnetic waves propagate along the patterns.
Therefore the nano-holed layers presented are to exhibit the
first, the second or both relation types which are dependant
mainly on the holes’ geometry.

Table 1: Geometrical parameters of nano-holed layers.

layer type holes’ deviation interhole distance
dr [nm] deviation dp [nm]

La 0 0
Lb [-8, 8] 0
Lc (0, 6) 0
Ld 0 [-20, 20]
Le [-8, 8] [-20, 20]
Lf (0, 6) (0, 10)

Holes’ radius, interhole distance and thickness were fixed: 33,
100 and 10 nm correspondingly.
[-a, b] - uniform distribution in range form -a to b.
(a, b) - normal distribution with mean a and standard deviation b.

Fig. 1 presents the simulation concept, which was based
on two approaches. The first one (Ap1) evaluates layers’
transmittance dependence on the holes’ radius (see Fig. 1a-
c); the second approach (Ap2) estimates layers’ transmit-
tance dependence on both holes’ radius and interhole dis-
tance (Fig. 1d-f).

Fig. 2a-c shows the optical properties of Al layer in
case Ap1, where parameters of the layer are shown in Ta-
ble 1. The holes’ transformation from ordered radius to
disordered one causes the transmittance decrease. As we
can see the transmittance drop is almost entirely determined
by the absorbance. Further pattern disordering (Ap2) pro-
vokes continued transmittance dropping; the influence of

Table 2: Nano-holed layers optical data.

material Al Au Ag
range vis plasm vis plasm vis*

La

T 49.26 55.87 77.64 79.23 79.07
R 34.62 30.24 8.85 8.16 10.63
A 16.12 13.89 13.51 11.66 10.3

Ld

T 47.41 52.39 73.71 75.09 73.98
R 31.91 28.65 10.53 10.35 12.01
A 20.68 18.96 15.76 14.56 14.01

Le

T 46.15 52.39 73.66 75.19 73.70
R 31.92 28.63 10.68 10.74 12.34
A 21.93 18.98 15.66 14.07 13.96

Le

T 48.1 55.87 75.61 77.37 74.84
R 34.81 30.23 10.07 9.78 11.91
A 17.09 13.90 14.32 12.85 13.25

T, R, A transmittance, reflectance, absorbance accordingly.
vis: 400-750 nm; plasm: 400-600nm for Al, 500-750nm for Au.
*vis = plasm in case of Ag.
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Figure 3: Au and Ag nano-holed layers’ optical properties. The curves’ names are related to layer types La-Lf from Fig. 1.

reflectance becomes noticeable. Surprisingly the effect of
holes’ radius deviation dr is negligible.

It is well known that Au and Ag possess strong plasmon
resonance in visible optical range [12]. Therefore disorder-
ing influence on above mentioned metals is of interest to
be investigated. Fig. 3 illustrates the optical properties of
Au and Ag layer according to Ap2. Ap1 was omitted on
account of the fact it changes the optical properties less sig-
nificantly. To be mentioned firstly, the transmittance drop-
ping for Au and Ag is larger in comparison with Al. Sec-
ondly, the transmittance drops in visible range only where
plasmon resonance takes place: 550-750 nm for Au and
400-750 nm for Ag. Thirdly, the transmittance decrease is
determined by reflectance and absorbance increments com-

Figure 4: Electric field intensity distribution of random and
ordered nano-holed Ag layers at 600 nm wavelength. XY
plane is located at the center of layer thickness.

parably. Lastly, it is observable that the both Au and Ag
optical properties curves of the disordered cases generally
shift to longer wavelengths. Corresponding optical value
changes are presented in Table 2. In case of Al above men-
tioned effects are less observable due to the fact that its plas-
mon resonance range is located in ultraviolet range [12].

In 1958 P. W. Anderson suggested an explanation of
electrons’ localization inside semiconductor having large
amount of impurities [13]. Later, Anderson localization
was used to describe diffusion optical waves in random
structures [14]. Photons are trapped in certain regions
where constructive interference takes place. Indeed, it can
be seen in Fig. 4 that random structure has definite areas of
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high electric field intensity, while uniform one has straight
lines directed along electric field vector. This indicates re-
duction of SPPs propagation length; thus LSPs effect be-
comes dominative, which, in turn, is followed by increase
of absorbance and reflectance.

According to percolation theory φcrit is a key value
affecting the sheet resistance in case of random and uni-
form (hexagonal in presented paper) structures’ compari-
son; φcrit is equal to 0.4 [15] and 0.1, accordingly. Fig. 5
illustrates the dependance of average transmittance in range
of 400-750 nm on sheet resistance. In case with Al it is seen
that only uniform patterns’ design posses opto-electronic
properties close to ITO while random patterns can attain
only 55% transmittance at 20 Ohm/sq. Totally different sit-
uation is observable for Au and Ag. Uniform patterns of
above mentioned materials have transmittance around 90%
at 10 Ohm/sq; random ones possess around 75-80% at 20
Ohm/sq.

4. Conclusions
Opto-electronic properties’ distinction between random and
ordered nano-holed layers was studied. Disordering of
holes’ radius and interhole distance reduces their transmit-
tance due to the shortening of SPPs propagation length.
Sheet resistance, in its turn, drops on account of the in-
crease of φcrit. Simulations’ results indicate that both
random and ordered Au and Ag nano-holed layers pos-
sess opto-electronic parameters comparable to ITO which
makes them potentially interesting as alternative TCLs. In
case of Al these parameters can be obtained only with or-
dered patterning.
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Abstract 

In the past decade, a number of interesting designs have 

been proposed to generate artificial magnetism at optical 

frequencies using plasmonic metamaterials, but owing to 

the planar configurations of typically fabricated 

metamolecules that make up the metamaterials, the 

magnetic response is mainly driven by the electric field of 

incident electromagnetic wave. In this paper, we fabricated 

three-dimensional (3D) split ring resonators (SRRs) which 

behave as magnetic metamolecules sensitive to both the 

incident electric and magnetic fields upon excitation with 

the stronger induced magnetic energy in comparison to that 

of planar SRRs. Subsequently, we conduct experimentally 

and numerically to investigate the plasmon coupling 

between 3D SRRs by varying the distance in between. We 

found that magnetic plasmon coupling can be significantly 

enhanced by standing the SRR metamolecules and it indeed 

plays a role in 3D SRR dimers. This work offers an 

important method to enhance the interaction between 

incident fields and metamaterials as well as the plasmon 

coupling between metamaterials at optical frequencies. 

Since the smaller occupied area in the case of 3D SRRs, it 

also paves a way for localized surface plasmon (LSP) based 

sensing device applications with more pronounced spectral 

resonant signals.  

1. Introduction 

Metamaterials are far more easily constructed with planar 

sub-wavelength elements on substrates, even when they are 

stacked in multilayer structures, their magnetic dipoles are 

always perpendicular to the magnetic field of normal 

incident wave, resulting in a weak interaction. While the 

oblique incidence allows for the magnetic response to be 

observed to an certain degree [1], such an effect can be 

enhanced with the three-dimensional (3D) split-ring 

resonator (SRR) structure in which the metamolecules stand 

up vertically, because the LSPR are not only excited by the 

electric field, but also by the magnetic field directly under 

normal incidence [2-4]. In this work, using a recently 

developed accurate alignment technique, we have fabricated 

3D SRRs which allowed us to study how incident 

electromagnetic fields interact with these 3D SRRs and to 

reveal the plasmon coupling between closely spaced SRR 

dimers. We first numerically investigate the plasmon 

excitation and the magnetic energy density between isolated 

planar and 3D SRR. The 3D configuration of the SRRs 

offers another clear advantage over the planar structure in 

that it gives us the freedom to increase the magnetic 

coupling strength of two SRRs by having them stand next to 

each other very closely (while in planar structure SRRs lay 

down next to each other and their magnetic dipoles are only 

weakly coupled). Therefore, with two SRRs of different 

dimensions, we have indeed further observed plasmon 

hybridization due to both electric and magnetic coupling 

between the LSPRs associated with each SRR that resulted 

in LSPR shifts and the amount of shifting depends on the 

coupling strength between them. From the energy 

calculation of dipole-dipole interaction, we show that the 

presence of the magnetic plasmon coupling is indeed 

essential and comparable to the electric plasmon coupling 

effect in the 3D SRR dimer structures. 

2. Discussions 

Figure 1(b) shows the schematic configuration with respect 

to incident wave for 2D (left) and 3D (right) SRR 

metamolecules. Such configurations make sure that 3D 

SRRs can be excited simultaneously with an electric field 

along its SRR opening (x-axis) and a magnetic field 

perpendicular to the SRR plane (y-axis). In order to purely 

compare the magnetic plasmon excitation and field 

enhancement between them, all the geometrical parameters 

are identical, as shown in Fig. 1(a). It has been proposed and 

demonstrated that the planar (2D) SRR structure can support 

the magnetic plasmon resonance under normal illumination 

by interacting with incident electric field and result in a 

strong magnetic field within the SRR opening between 

prongs (left figure in Fig. 1(d)). On the other hand, in 

comparison with the planar SRRs lying flat on the substrate, 

the 3D SRR structure has a clear advantage in that they 

couple directly with not only the electric field but also the 

magnetic field of a normal illumination. As shown in Fig. 
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1(c), the magnetic plasmon can be excited in both SRR cases 

leading to a sharp resonance dip in transmittance spectrum 

but in different wavelength. Due to the environment change, 

the resonance wavelength is blue shift when the SRR 

configuration transferred from the planar to the upright one 

which provides an advantage to the meta-devices operating 

in higher frequencies. In addition, thanks to the involvement 

on the incident magnetic field for plasmon excitation of 3D 

SRRs, a stronger magnetic plasmon excitation is approached 

which leading to the deeper resonance dip in transmittance 

spectrum and stronger magnetic energy density (Fig. 1(d)) 

between two prongs. 

 
 

Figure 1: (a) Schematic diagrams for single SRR 

metamolecule and its dimensions. (b) The feature 

configurations with respect to the incident wave for 2D and 

3D SRR metamolecule in identical dimensions as shown in 

(a). (c) Simulation transmittance spectra of 2D (blue curve) 

and 3D (red curve) SRR structure with 500 nm period in x 

and y directions. (d) The magnetic energy density at the 

interface between bottom rod structures and prongs for 2D 

(left) and 3D (right) SRRs. 

 

Inspired by above results and discussions, we subsequently 

investigate the optical properties of a series of coupled 3D 

SRRs (dimers as SRR metamolecules) which may able to 

behave stronger magnetic plasmon interaction in between. 

Figure 2(a) shows the schematic of an array of 3D dimer 

(metamolecule) structures made of two 3D SRRs of 

different base rod lengths (L1 = 170 nm and L2 = 220 nm) 

that are placed in parallel along x-axis with their centers 

aligned on y-axis (the dimensions of this dimer sample is 

given in the caption of Fig. 2).  

 

 
 

Figure 2: (a) Schematic diagrams of 3D SRR dimer unit cell 

with designed parameters: L1 = 170 nm, L2 = 220 nm, H1 = 

20 nm, H2 = 60 nm, W = 60 nm and P = 500 nm. A 

parameter G is introduced for the gap separation between 

SRRs. (b) The 45
o
 oblique and room in (inset) views for 

SEM micrographs (G = 50 nm) from fabricated samples. 

Scale bar: 500 nm. 

 

Figure 2(b) shows the SEM images (oblique views) of the 

gold SRR dimer sample with 50-nm gap separation 

fabricated on a glass (BK7) substrate. The inset in Fig. 2(b) 

is an enlarged perspective view of four 3D SRR dimers with 

their two prongs sitting precisely on the two ends of the base 

rod. 

 

Figure 3(a) represents the simulation transmittance spectra at 

four different gap separations between SRRs where two 

transmittance dips are well resolved and are associated with 

the SP resonances of the two SRRs of different sizes and 

their coupling. We have also observed the same behavior in 

the coupled 3D SRRs by systematically varying the 

separation G within a SRR dimer. Figure 3(b) shows the 

resonance wavelength (energy) separation Δλ = λa-b - λa+b of 

the “anti-bonding” and “bonding” for the four samples with 

SRR spacing from 40 to 90 nm under normal illumination. 

For large SRR spacing (G > 90 nm), Δλ remains largely 

unchanged, suggesting that these two SRRs are uncoupled 

with each supporting a plasmon mode (λa and λb), thus λa-b - 

λa+b ≈ λa  - λb. As the spacing reduces, the two SRRs become 

coupled as reflected by the trend of increasing Δλ with the 

decreasing G. To reveal the contribution of electric and 

magnetic resonance on resonance wavelength separation, we 

individually calculate and purely compare the energy of 

electric and magnetic dipole-dipole interaction with varying 

gap sizes G. The energy of dipole-dipole interaction for both 

electric and magnetic can be descripted as: 

 

1 2 1 2
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where   (n = 1, 2) represent the electric dipoles ( 31
n nd r

i
 P j

) 

or magnetic dipoles (   31

2
n n n d r

c
 M r j

). The j means the 

induced volume current density of each SRR metamolecule 

while plasmon excited. According to the above equations, 

the magnitude of normalized energy separation of dipole-

dipole interaction can be further defined as the following: 
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The larger normalized energy separation represents the 

stronger coupling at particular gap size. As shown in Fig. 

3(c), we found that the normalized energy separation of both 

electric and magnetic dipole-dipole interaction are directly 

correlated with the coupling strength, that is, both the 

electric and magnetic coupling between 3D SRRs are 

substantially enhanced with smaller gap size, and the 

enhancement of magnetic dipolar interaction is as large as 

the electric one. More specifically, the normalized energy 

separation between electric and magnetic resonance is quite 

identical at each gap size indicating the magnetic dipoles 
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coupling can be dramatically enhanced. Although several 

other results show the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction 

between planar SRRs can be enhanced, it still exist an 

opening problem that can be only occurrence with particular 

orientations between SRRs. Some previous studies also 

claim that the coupling strength between two metamolecules 

can be further improved by stacked metamaterials or 

connecting two SRRs in which both the inductive and 

conductive coupling can be involved into the interaction 

process. Comparing with the other researches, our study 

provides a much effective way to directly enhance the 

inductive coupling between metamolecules because the 

distance between the centers of 3D SRRs can be 

significantly decreased. Furthermore, our approach is much 

suitable for SP based devices due to the SRR dimers is 

surrounded in free space without any dielectric material in 

vicinity. It is benefitting for LSP based refractive index 

sensor because most of the induced electromagnetic fields is 

able to expose in surrounding. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: (a) Simulation transmittance spectra for 3D SRR 

dimer with various gaps. (b)The resonance wavelength gap 

of 3D SRR dimer at normal illumination with different 

separations between SRRs. Orange line and magenta dots 

are corresponding to the simulation and measurement results, 

respectively. Blue line: a second-order polynomial fitting for 

experimental results. Insets represent the corresponding 

SEM image with gap sizes G = 40, 50, 70 and 90 nm 

between SRRs (left to right). (c) Normalized energy 

separation of the electric (red) and magnetic (blue) dipole-

dipole interaction 

3. Conclusions 

Comparison with traditional planar SRR structures, the 3D 

SRR metamolecules provides more pathways to interact 

with incident magnetic field under normal illumination 

which results in a stronger field enhancement in near field 

region. In addition, the shorter resonance wavelength and 

smaller floor space for 3D SRRs are benefiting for 

metamaterial based devices and applications due to the 

density of unit cell can be significantly increased. A series 

of 3D plasmonic dimers which composed of two SRRs in 

different feature dimensions have been fabricated by e-

beam lithography with accurate alignment technique for 

studying the improvement in magnetic coupling strength 

between SRRs. Due to the inductive coupling between 3D 

SRRs in near-field regime, the resonance wavelength 

separation strongly depends on the distance in between. We 

indeed showed that the magnetic coupling strength between 

SRRs can be dramatically improved by standing the SRRs 

in order to significantly decrease the distance between 

SRRs. These results show that the electric and magnetic 

plasmon hybridization counteracts with each other and 

electric-induced plasmon plays a dominant role for two up 

3D SRR dimers. This work provides a pathway for 

enhancing the plasmon excitation of metamaterials and 

plasmon coupling in between. It also paves a promising way 

for integrated opto-electronic devices due to the decreased 

connecting area and increased density of unit cell of 

metamolecules. 
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Abstract 
We investigate theoretically doped Metal-LiNbO3-Metal 
nano-structure. We show that symmetric and anti-
symmetric Surface Plasmon Polariton (SPP) modes can be 
coupled in such a structure by the mean of photorefractive 
effect. We found that the power transfer in the coupled 
modes is unidirectional from a strong symmetric mode to a 
week anti-symmetric mode. Either as an amplification or a 
mode-conversion process, the presented coupling process 
promises novel future applications. These include 
implementing known photorefractive applications in the 
plasmonic fields.   

1. Introduction 
Plasmonic technology has been proposed as a potential 
solution to the challenge of bringing together the two 
worlds of photonics and electronics [1]. In principle, 
plasmonic devices comprised of several metal-dielectric 
layers. The propagating light is coupled to the free electrons 
in the metal, which act like plasma at the optical frequency. 
It then follows that the propagating light modes are strongly 
confined. For instant, light can be confined to 100 times 
smaller than its wavelength. Such tight confinement is 
potential to open a new world of scalability and integration.  
   To date, several recent advances in plasmonic technology 
have been reported. These include plasmonic amplification 
and lasing, electrically controlled plasmonic devices, 
focusing and enhancing terahertz radiation using plasmonic 
waveguides, solitonic plasmonic waveguides, and all-
optical nanoplasmonic logic gates [2-4], to mention a few 
examples. However, relatively little attention has so far 
been paid to plasmonic waveguides doped with impurities, 
and, to the best of our knowledge, the issue of doped Metal-
LiNbO3-Metal plasmonic waveguide has not yet been 
explored. 
   The photorefractive effect has been known since the early 
sixties; it was observed in many doped electro-optic 
crystals, including LiNbO3, BaTiO3, SBN, KTN, KNSBN, 
BSO, BGO, GaAs, InP, CdTe [5]. The photorefractive 
effect is an automatically phase-matched nonlinear 
phenomenon, whereby interfering light modes can generate 
a spatial space charge electric field in a host material. This 
spatial space charge electric field in turn couples the 
interfering light modes in a phase-matched fashion. Many 
applications have been proposed utilizing the 
photorefractive effect, such as dynamic holography, 
generation of optical phase conjugation, photorefractive 

resonators, nonreciprocal transmission window and laser 
beam clean up, and information storage, processing and 
communication [5-7]. 
   In this work, we describe theoretically and evaluate 
numerically the evolution of co-propagating surface 
plasmon polariton modes (SPP) in a doped Metal-LiNbO3-
Metal plasmonic waveguide. Specifically, we consider a 
gold-LiNbO3-gold nano-structure. We show that symmetric 
and anti-symmetric interfering SPP modes can be coupled 
by the mean of photorefractive effect. The power transfer 
between the considered interfering modes is calculated to 
quantify the modes interaction. 
   This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a 
theoretical model is presented. In section 3, numerical 
simulations considering practical parameters, including 
losses, are presented and discussed. Section 4 provides 
concluding remarks. 
 

2. Theory 
Consider a MIM plasmonic waveguide consisting of two 
metallic layers sandwiching a lithium niobate (LiNbO3) of 
thickness a . The LiNbO3 is doped with donor and accepter 
impurities, and the waveguide is independent of the 
y − axis, as shown in Fig. 1. Given proper thickness of the 
LiNbO3, two TM plasmonic modes are propagating. The 
two modes are of symmetric and anti-symmetric transvers 
field distribution, each of x  and y electric field 
components.  
 

Figure 1: The Metal-LiNbO3-Metal nano-structure. The LiNbO3 
is with thickness a  and doped with impurities.    
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 The interaction of the interfering SPP modes with the 
LiNbO3 impurities is governed by the standard band 
transport model [5], which can be expressed mathematically 
in terms of the three coupled nonlinear differential 
equations. The first equation is the electron continuity 
equation, the second is the current density equation, and the 
third is Poisson’s equation. It is known, however, that such 
a set of nonlinear coupled equations does not have closed-
form analytical solutions. Nonetheless, in the steady state, a 
perturbation approach can be employed in the small depth 
intensity modulation limit i.e. 2 2 *

1 2 1 2A A A A+ >> , where 

1A and 2A are the complex amplitudes of the anti-symmetric 
and symmetric propagating SPP fields, respectively.  
   The effective permittivity can be approximated by finding 
the space charge electric field and the LiNbO3’s nonlinear 
polarization components.    
   The evolution of the interfering SPP modes can be 
evaluated by solving the governing nonlinear wave 
equation. It then follows that the slowly varying envelope of 
the SPP modes are given by [8]: 

( )2
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where 
1,2β and 1,2dk  are the propagation constant and the 

transverse decay factor of the anti-symmetric and 
symmetric SPP modes, respectively, 

13r and 
33r are the 

electro-optic coefficients of the LiNbO3, 
,x zε  are the 

permittivity of the LiNbO3, c  is the speed of light in free 
space, and the constant 

1C  (attributed to the photorefractive 
effect) is given by: 
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Here e  is the electron charge, µ  is the electron mobility, 
kB

 is the Boltzmann constant, T  is the temperature, 
DN is 

donor density,  
0N   and  

0
i
DN  are the average of free 

electron and ionized donor densities, respectively, 
0I  is the 

average SPP total power,
Rγ is the recombination constant, 

and s is the photoionization cross-section . 

3. Results and Discussion 
To illustrate the potential of the PR effect in plasmonic 
waveguides, we consider typical realistic values. In this 
work, we consider the telecom wavelength 1550 nmλ = . The 
LiNbO3 permittivity is 5.06zε =  and 5.52xε = at this 
wavelength. Also, we choose the gold (i.e. Au) as the 
cladding metal, that has a permittivity of  

125.22 10m iε = − +  at 1550 nmλ = .  
First, we numerically solve the coupled SVEA 

equations, i.e. (1) and (2), and calculate the gain of one of 
the two modes, while the latter is considered as a pump. Our 
numerical investigation shows that the power transfer is 
unidirectional and can be realized only from the symmetric 
mode (acting like a pump) to the anti-symmetric mode 
(acting like a signal). We explain this result by noting that 
the space charge electric field, which couples the two 
modes, has an anti-symmetric transverse distribution.  

   In the following numerical results, calculations will be 
carried out considering three different LiNbO3 thicknesses: 

150a nm= , 160a nm=  , and 175a nm= . By solving 
the dispersion relation graphically at 1550nmλ =  , we find 
that for 150a nm= , we have 1 0/ 2.3495 0.0541 ,k iβ = +  

2 0/ 2.6962 0.0277k iβ = + ; for 160a nm=  we have 

1 0/ 2.34955 0.0249 ,k iβ = +  2 0/ 2.6767 0.0136k iβ = + ; 
and for 175a nm=  we have 1 0/ 2.3496 0.0226 ,k iβ = +  
and 2 0/ 2.6514 0.0127k iβ = + . In the following analysis, 
we first ignore the modal losses and characterize the 
photorefractive effect. Optimum doping concentration and 
input pump power values will be studied and identified. 
Then, losses will be taken into account, and the 
photorefractive effect will be characterized against the 
losses.   
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Figure 2: The anti-symmetric power gain versus waveguide 
length, for three different LiNbO3 thicknesses. 
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   In Figure 2, we present the anti-symmetric power gain 
versus the waveguide length, ignoring the modal losses. 
Here 20 312 10DN m−= × , ( ) 2 2 2

1 0 3.316 10 /A V m= × , and 

( ) 2 8 2
2 0 3.316 10 /A V m= × .  The average power density 0I  

is 103.7643 10 , × 103.7254 10 ,× and 10 23.6780 10 /W m×  
for 150,a = 160, and 175nm , respectively. As can be 
seen, the gain is larger for the smaller LiNbO3 thickness a ; 
however, longer interaction length is needed. 
   In Figure 3, the anti-symmetric power gain versus the 
doping concentration is calculated for waveguide length 

0.5L mm= , considering same input power densities as in 
Figure 2. Three different LibNO3 thicknesses are 
considered as well. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the gain 
is maximized over a band of the doping concentration 
values, while the band is wider for smaller thicknesses. 
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Figure 3: The anti-symmetric gain versus the doping 
concentration DN , for there different LiNbO3 thicknesses. 
Here, the wave guide length is 45 10L m−= × . 
 

In Figure 4, the anti-symmetric power gain is presented 
versus the input ratio 1

2

(0)
(0)

A
A

, for a constant 2 (0)A . The 

presented result here is for 175a nm= . No differences were 
noted for different thicknesses. As is expected in any 
photorefractive medium, the gain increased with decreasing 
input signal power ( 2

1(0)A ) for a fixed pump power 

( 2
2 (0)A ). This is quite promising for designing an optical 

oscillator, which starts operating from a tiny amount of 
noise. 
   In Figure 5, the anti-symmetric power gain versus the 
input pump field amplitude 2 (0)A is calculated for the 
waveguide length 0.5L mm= , 2 311.3963 10DN m−×=  and 

3
1 2(0) / (0) 10A A −= . Three different LibNO3 thicknesses are 

considered as well. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the gain is 
also maximized over a specific band of the input field 

amplitude values, 2 (0)A , while the band is wider for smaller 
thicknesses. 
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Figure 4: The anti-symmetric power gain versus the input 
ratio 1 2(0) / (0)A A , for constant   2 8 2 2

2 (0) 3.316 10 /A V m= × . 
Here 45 10L m−= × , 2 311.3963 10DN m−×=  and 175a nm= . 
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Figure 5: The anti-symmetric power gain versus the input 
pump field amplitude 2 (0)A . Here 45 10L m−= × , 

2 311.3963 10DN m−×= , 3
1 2(0) / (0) 10A A −= . 

 
The modal losses can be taken into account by 

incorporating the effective decay factor effα in the SVEA 

equations, (1) and (2). The effective decay factor effα  is 

given by:  
 

{ }2 Im
meff mα β=  (4) 

where { }1,2m∈ . In the remaining simulation, the modal 

losses will be taken into account. As expected, losses limit 
the interaction dynamics by dissipating the pump and the 
signal powers. To minimize the impact of losses, we will 
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choose the doping concentration and input power values that 
maximize the anti-symmetric gain, inferred from the 
simulations in Figures 3 and 5.  

In figure 6, the anti-symmetric power gain versus the 
waveguide length is presented, taking the modal losses into 
account. As a first iteration towards optimizing the response, 
let us consider the doping concentration and input pump 
amplitude values that maximize the gain in the ideal lossless 
case, taken from the simulation in Figures 3 and 5. Here, 
three different thicknesses are considered. As can be seen 
from Figure 6, no net gain can be achieved for 150a nm= . 
This is because losses dominate the photorefractive gain at 
this thickness. However, net gain can be experienced up to a 
certain waveguide lengths for 160a nm= , and 

175a nm= . For instance, the maximum gain for 
150a nm= and 175a nm=  are achieved at 6.7L mµ=  

and 13.38L mµ=  waveguides lengths, respectively.      
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Figure 6: The anti-symmetric power gain versus waveguide length, 
for three different LiNbO3 thicknesses, taking the modal losses 
into account. 

   In Figure 7, the anti-symmetric power gain versus the 
doping concentration is re-calculated, taking into 
consideration the modal losses. Here, the waveguide lengths 
are  6.7L mµ=  and 13.38L mµ=  for 160a nm=  and 

175a nm= , respectively. The waveguide lengths are with 
optimum values taken from the simulation in Figure 6.  As 
can be seen, the gain reaches its maximum at 

21 31.379 10DN m−×=  and 21 31.629 10DN m−×=  for 
160a nm=   and 175a nm= , respectively. 

   In Figure 8, the anti-symmetric power gain versus the 
pump input amplitude is also re-calculated, while losses are 
considered. Here, the waveguide lengths and the doping 
concentrations, are 6.7L mµ=  and 13.38L mµ= , and 

21 31.379 10DN m−×=  and 21 31.629 10DN m−×= , for 
160a nm=  and 175a nm= , respectively. These doping 

concentration are with optimum values taken from the 
simulation in Figure 7. As can be seen in Figure 8, the gain 
reaches its maximum at 4

2 (0) 1.82 10 /A V m= ×  and 

4
2 (0) 1.8199 10 /A V m= ×  for 160a nm=  and 175a nm= , 

respectively. 
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Figure 7: The anti-symmetric power gain versus the doping 
concentration DN , taking the modal losses into account. Here, the 
wave guide lengths are  6.7L mµ=  and 13.4L mµ= for 

160a nm=  and 175a nm= , respectively. 
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Figure 8: The anti-symmetric power gain versus the pump power 
amplitude, taking the modal losses into account. 

In Figure 9, the anti-symmetric power gain versus the 
waveguide length is re-evaluated. Here, as a second 
iteration towards optimizing the response, we consider the 
doping concentration and the input pump amplitude values 
taken from the simulation of Figures 8 and 9. Namely,  

21 31.379 10DN m−×=  and 21 31.629 10DN m−×= , and 
4

2 (0) 1.82 10 /A V m= ×  and 4
2 (0) 1.8199 10 /A V m= ×  for 

160a nm=  and 175a nm= , respectively. As can be seen, 
a significant net gain can be achieved despite losses for 
proper doping concentrations and pump amplitudes values. 
We note here that further iterations can be conducted 
towards more optimized parameters. However, the goal of 
this work is more to model and highlight the potential of the 
photorefractive effect in plasmonic waveguides. 
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Figure 9: The anti-symmetric power gain versus waveguide length, 
taking the modal losses into account. 

Figure 10 depicts the results of Figure 9 in dB units. As 
can be seen, given the assumed parameters, the maximum 
achieved gain can be 8dB  and 7.77 dB , at 6.5L mµ=  
and 12.1L mµ= , for 160a nm=  and 175a nm= , 
respectively. It can also be seen that the photorefractive 
effect dominates losses up to 97.8L mµ=  and 

111.6L mµ= , at which zero dB gain is achieved, for 
160a nm=  and 175a nm= , respectively.  
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Figure 6: The anti-symmetric power gain in dB versus waveguide 
length, taking the modal losses into account. 

4. Conclusions 
In this paper, we investigated the evolution of two 

interfering symmetric and anti-symmetric SPP modes in a 
doped metal-LibNO3-metal nano-structure. The interaction 
of the SPP modes with impurities was modeled by the band 

transport model. The evolution of the propagating fields 
was evaluated by solving the governing nonlinear wave-
equation. Numerical simulations were carried out by 
considering gold as the gladding material. It was found that 
a unidirectional power transfer can be realized from 
symmetric to anti-symmetric SPP modes. The anti-
symmetric gain was thus characterized and found to be 
maximized over a certain bands of the doping concentration 
and input power. The modal losses were also taken into 
account. The presented effect can be conducted either as a 
modal conversion process or all-optical amplification 
process. This work opens new opportunities for 
implementing known photorefractive applications in the 
nano-plasmonic devices. 
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Abstract 

Owing to the capability of tight confinement of optical 

mode far beyond the diffraction limit, plasmonics provides 

a potential solution for miniaturization of the photonic 

devices in electronic and photonic integrated circuits to be 

comparable with the electronic counterparts. Among 

various plasmonic waveguides developed to date, a metal-

dielectric-Si hybrid plasmonic waveguide (HPW) is an 

attractive one owing to its superior properties over other 

kinds of plasmonic waveguides. Various ultracompact 

passive and active photonic devices based on this HPW 

have been demonstrated using standard CMOS technology 

on SOI wafers, such as straight waveguides, 90 bend, s-

bends, power splitters, Bragg reflector, ring resonators, and 

modulators, which are required to realize plasmonic 

integrated circuitry. This paper describes the current status, 

challenges, and future directions of these CMOS-

compatible HPW-based photonic devices for integrated 

plasmonic circuits.         

1. Introduction 

In recent years, silicon photonics has attracted attention 

as an emerging technology for optical telecommunications 

and for optical interconnects in microelectronics [1]. Silicon 

electronic and photonic integrated circuits (EPICs) have 

been well developed. However, they are challenged by the 

size mismatch between the nanoscale electronic 

components and the microscale photonic components 

because the footprint of photonic components is limited by 

the diffraction effect. A potential solution to scale down the 

photonic components to be compatible with the electronic 

counterparts for future dense EPICs lies in plasmonics, 

which deals with surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) 

propagating at metal-dielectric interfaces [2,3].  

An essential building block of every plasmonic device 

to be integrated in EPICs is a plasmonic waveguide. A 

major problem in design of plasmonic waveguides is the 

inherent tradeoff between the propagation distance and the 

optical mode confinement. For seamless integration in the 

existing Si EPICs, the plasmonic waveguides should be 

CMOS-compatible. Moreover, the plasmonic waveguide 

should be flexible enough to allow active functions such as 

modulation and detection to be implemented. Many kinds of 

plasmonic waveguides have been developed, such as 

metallic strips and nanowires, structures of coupled 

nanowires [4,5], plasmonic slot waveguides [6,7], metallic 

grooves [8], metal-dielectric-metal structures [9], and 

dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguides [10]. Among them, 

the recently proposed metal-dielectric-Si hybrid plasmonic 

waveguide (HPW) [11-13], especially that with the 

structure as shown in Fig. 1(a) [14], is an attractive 

candidate because (1) the optical field can be tightly 

confined in the thin dielectric layer as shown in Fig. 1(b), 

(2) it provides a longer propagation distance as compared to 

a metal-dielectric-metal plasmonic waveguide with the 

same light confinement factor, (3) its metal-oxide-

semiconductor configuration allows active functions to be 

implemented, especially with a functional dielectric such as 

ITO, VO2, or AlN etc, and (4) it is fully CMOS compatible 

when Cu or Al is used as the metal. 
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic diagram of Cu-dielectric-Si HPW 

for seamless integration in Si EPICs, and (b) Electric field 

(|E|) profile in the HPW. The optical field is tightly confined 

in the thin dielectric layer between the Cu cover and the Si 

core.  

In this paper, various ultracompact photonic devices are 

developed based on the Cu-dielectric-Si HPW using 

standard CMOS technology on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) 

wafers. Because the plasmonic waveguide has much larger 

propagation loss than the conventional Si waveguide, the 

low-loss Si channel waveguide is used for long-distance 

light transmission and the high-loss plasmonic waveguide is 

used for realization of ultracompact functional devices, 

including passive devices such as power splitters, ring 

resonators, and MZI etc, and active devices such as detector 

and modulators, as shown schematically in Fig. 2. A 

coupler with high coupling efficiency is developed to link 

the plasmonic waveguide and the photonic waveguide.  
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Figure 2: Schematic view of various ultracompact HPW-

based photonic devices inserted in the conventional Si 

waveguide, including (1) plasmonic rotator, (2) plasmonic 

power splitter, (3) plasmonic ring- resonator, (4) plasmonic 

MZI, (5) plasmonic modulator, (6) plasmonic detector, and 

many others. 

2. Fabrication and measurement 

The devices are fabricated on 0.22-m top-Si and 2-m 

buried SiO2 using the process flow shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3: Process flow of the Cu-dielectric-Si HPW-based 

passive devices. More steps are necessary for active devices. 

 

After Si patterning, as shown in Fig. 4(a), Si3N4 and 

SiO2 were deposited sequentially, followed by SiO2 

chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) to planarize the 

surface (using Si3N4 as the CMP stopping layer). Then, 

Si3N4 and SiO2 were sequentially deposited again, followed 

by SiO2 window opening to expose the plasmonic area 

(using Si3N4 as the etching stopping layer), as shown in Fig. 

4(b). After wet etching the remaining Si3N4 in the windows, 

a thin dielectric layer was deposited. In this work, SiO2, 

Si3N4, and TiO2 are used as the dielectric. Then, a thick Cu 

layer was deposited, followed by Cu-CMP to remove Cu 

outside the windows. For active devices, more steps are 

necessary such as for doping and contact formation. The 

fabricated devices have cross section as shown in Fig. 4(c) 

and the top view as Fig. 4(d). One sees that the Cu covered 

plasmonic devices are inserted in conventional Si 

waveguides.   
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Figure 4: (a) SEM image of the Si core, (b) SEM image after 

SiO2 window opening, (c) XTEM image of the fabricated 

Cu-dielectric-Si HPW, and (4) microscopy view of one of 

the plasmonic device.    

 

After dicing, the chips were measured using a fiber-

chip-fiber method as conventional Si photonic chips. Light 

from a broadband (1520-1620 nm) laser source was quasi-

TM polarized by a polarizer and then coupled into the input 

Si waveguide through a polarization-maintaining fiber. The 

transmitted light from the output Si waveguide was 

monitored by an optical spectrum analyzer. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Straight HPWs 

The properties of HPW are generally characterized 

through the propagation loss, the effective index, and the 

confinement factor defined as the ratio of optical intensity 

inside the dielectric layer over the area of WPt [7]. Fig. 5(a) 

depicts the measured transmission spectra through straight 

HPWs with different length LP, as shown schematically in 

the inset of Fig. 5(b). One sees that the propagation loss is 
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almost wavelength independent in the range of 1520–1620 

nm. Fig. 5(b) plots the measured output power as a function 

of LP, after subtracting that of the reference Si waveguide. 

One sees that it exhibits good linearity. From linear fitting, 

the propagation loss is extracted to be 0.122 dB/m and the 

coupling loss between the HPW and the conventional Si 

waveguide is 0.65 dB/facet.      
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Figure 5: (a) The transmission spectra of one set of Cu/200-

nm SiO2/340-nm Si HPWs with LP ranging from 1 to 200 

m, normalized by the transmission spectrum of the 

reference Si waveguide without the plasmonic area, and (b) 

Output power through the straight HPWs (shown 

schematically in the upper inset) versus the length (LP), 

normalized by that of the reference Si waveguide without 

the plasmonic area, from which the propagation loss and the 

coupling loss between the HPW and the conventional Si 

waveguides can be extracted.   

 

Fig. 6 plots experimental and theoretical propagation 

loss and confinement factor as a function of WP for straight 

HPWs with the dielectric of 32-nm TiO2, 58-nm TiO2, or 

35-nm SiO2, and 220-nm-thick Si core. One sees that the 

tightest confinement is reached at WP of 150–200 nm, 

regardless the n and t of the dielectric. Above this value the 

mode size increases with WP increases while below this 

value the lateral confinement becomes poorer. On the other 

hand, the propagation loss changes little with WP. Moreover, 

one sees that the larger n or the thicker t of the dielectric 

results in larger propagation loss and tighter confinement, 

reflecting the inherent tradeoff between the mode 

confinement and the propagation distance.  
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Figure 6: (a) Calculated and experimental propagation loss 

and (b) Calculated confinement factor as a function of WP 

for straight HPWs (h = 220 nm) with 32-nm TiO2, 58-nm 

TiO2, and 35-nm SiO2.   

3.2. Tapered couplers 

Tapered couplers as shown in Fig. 7 are studied, which 

link the conventional Si channel waveguide and the 

plasmonic waveguide. Figs. 8(a) and (b) plots the coupling 

losses as a function of geometric parameters Lm and LC, 

respectively. One sees that a very high coupling efficiency 

can be reached with the optimal parameters. This is 

important as all plasmonic devices are inserted in the 

conventional Si waveguides. 
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Figure 7: Top view of the tapered coupler links the Si 

waveguide and the HPW, which  has same cross section as 

the HPW. 
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Figure 8: Measured coupling loss between the Si waveguide 

and the HPW as a function of (a) LC and (b) Lm. High 

coupling efficiency is obtained with the optimal geometry.    

3.3. Sharp 90 bends 

The bending loss is studied using 90-circular bends as 

shown in Fig. 9(a). Fig. 10(b) shows electric field profile 

along the middle of the 32-nm TiO2 layer of a 0.5-m-R 

bend, obtained using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) 

simulation, showing that the HPW supports sharper bending 

than the conventional Si channel waveguide, thus enabling a 

more compact resonators. 
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Figure 10: (a) SEM image of the Si core of a 90-circular 

bend with 0.5-m radius, the red rectangle is defined as the 

plasmonic area where a 32-nm TiO2 layer and a thick Cu 

layer will be deposited, (b) Electric field profile along the 

middle of the 32-nm TiO2 layer in a 0.5-m-R bend. 

 

90-circular bends with radii of 0, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 m 

are fabricated and measured using a broadband (1520-1620 

nm) laser source. Fig. 11(a) shows the measured spectra for 

bends with 200-nm WP, normalized by that of the 

corresponding straight HPW with the same length. One sees 

that the pure bending loss depends on wavelength weakly in 

the wavelength range of 1520–1620 nm. The experimental 

and theoretical bending losses are depicted in Fig. 11(b) as a 

function of R for bends with WP of 200 or 400 nm, as well as 

that of a 500-nm-wide Si channel waveguide for 

comparison. As expected, the bending loss decreases with R 

increasing, approaching to a negligibly small value when R 

is sufficiently larger. The HPWs provide a smaller bending 

loss than the Si channel waveguide with the same R, making 

the HPW supports a smaller ring resonator than the 

conventional Si channel waveguide. The 200-nm-WP HPW 

exhibits a smaller bending loss than the corresponding 400-

nm-WP HPW due to its tighter confinement. 
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Figure 11: (a) Transmission spectra measured on 200-nm-

WP HPW 90-circular bends with R of 0, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 

m, normalized by that measured on the corresponding 

straight HPWs with the same length, and (b) Experimental 

(represented by the symbols) and theoretical (represented by 

the curves) of pure bending losses versus R. 
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3.4. Bragg reflectors  

Fig. 12 shows the schematic diagram of HPW-based 

plasmonic Bragg reflector (PBR) fabricated in this work 

[15]. The PBR is formed by periodically interrupting the Si 

core of the straight HPW along the propagation direction x 

to form N identical Si pillars with length of d1 and interval 

(between two Si pillars) of d2. The Si cores of HPW and the 

Si pillars have the same width and height. The grooves 

between Si pillars are filled by SiO2, as shown in Fig. 12(b). 

It actually contains two periodically concatenated 

waveguide subsections along the x-direction: one is Cu-

dielectric-Si and the other is Cu-dielectric-SiO2.  
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Figure 12: Schematic diagram of the Cu-dielectric-Si HPW 

based PBR inserted in the Si channel waveguide (a) top 

view and (b) cross sectional view.  

 

Fig. 13 plots spectra measured on a set of PBRs with d = 

230 nm and different periods N = 10, 15, and 20, 

respectively, normalized by that measured on the 

corresponding 2-m-long straight HPW. Since the spectral 

range of our broad-band laser source (100 nm) is smaller 

than the width of stop-band estimated from numerical 

simulation (174 nm), only the right side of the stop-band is 

observed. One sees that the fabricated PBR with 20 periods 

(total length of 10 m) already exhibits favorable 

performance such as low transmission of -30 dB within the 

stop-band, insertion loss of -10 dB outside the stop-band, 

steep band edges of 0.92 dB/nm, and small ripples in the 

transmission spectra beyond the band edges.  
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Figure 13: Transmission spectra measured on PBRs with d = 

230 nm and different periods of 10, 15, or 20, normalized by 

that measured on the corresponding 2-m-long straight 

HPW.     

3.5. Ring resonators 

HPW ring resonators with radii of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 m 

are fabricated and measured. Since it is technically different 

to fabricate a small gap using the conventional UV 

lithography, the gap in the layout is set to 0.2 m in this 

work. Fig. 14 shows the measured transmission spectra, 

normalized by that measured on the corresponding straight 

HPW without the ring. They exhibit a relatively large Q 

value as compared with those based on MIM plasmonic 

waveguides.  
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Figure 14: Transmission spectra measured on HPW ring 

resonators with radii of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 m, normalized by 

that of corresponding straight HPW without the ring. The 

red lines are the fitting curves. 

 
In general, the normalized transmission, T(), can be 

expressed as :        






cos21

cos2
)(

22

22

tt

tt
T




                   (1) 

where   Rneff  2/2  is the phase change around 

the ring, b

R P   10/2
10  is the field attenuation factor 

per roundtrip around the ring (P being the propagation loss 

in dB/m and  being a parameter accounting for the pure 

bending loss),  itt exp  is the field transmission 

through the coupling region in the bus waveguide, and  is 

the free-space wavelength. Assuming neff keeps the same for 

four WRRs and P is the same as that deducted from the 

straight HPWs, the spectra are fitted by Eq. 1 using neff, b, 

|t|, and  as the fitting parameters. The fitting curves are also 

plotted in Fig. 14 with the corresponding fitting parameters 

indicated.  
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3.6. Thermo-optic switchers 

By add a TiN heater just above the Cu layer, the resonant 

wavelengths of ring resonators can be tuned with high 

efficiency and relatively fast speed. Such a plasmonic TO 

switch is fabricated, as shown in Fig. 15(a).  
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Figure 15: (a) Schematic of the Cu-dielectric-Si hybrid 

plasmonic waveguide ring resonator based TO device 

studied in this work. The TiN heater is placed above the Cu 

cap over a thin PECVD SiN layer of tSiN. (b) Transmission 

spectra measured on an all-pass resonator with 3-m R and 

0.24-m WP under different voltages, normally by that 

measured on a reference Si waveguide without the 

plasmonic area, (c) Temporal response measured on the 

through port of the add-drop resonator at 1547 nm under 10-

kHz 5-V square-wave voltage. 

 

Fig. 15(b) shows the measured transmission spectrum of 

a 3-m-R plasmonic ring resonator at the bias of 0 to 5V. 

One sees that the spectrum is red-shift with voltage 

increasing due to the thermal effect. The tuning efficiency is 

measured to be 1.13 nm/mW for the 2.5-m-R resonator 

and to be 1.08 nm/mW for the 3.0-m-R resonator, much 

larger than the conventional Si ring based TO devices (67 

pm/mW). The tuning speed of the plasmonic resonators is 

characterized by applying a 10 kHz/0-5V square-wave 

voltage on the TiN heater. Fig. 7(c) shows the temporal 

response measured on the through port of the 2.5-m-R add-

drop resonator at 1547-nm wavelength. The rise time is 7.9 

s and the fall time is 9.3 s, which is much faster than the 

conventional Si ring based TO devices (400 s). 

3.7.  Electro-optic modulators 

An electro-optical (EO) modulator [16], which converts 

an electronic signal to an optical signal, is designed based on 

the Cu-dielectric-Si HPWs, as shown in Fig. 16.  
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Figure 16: (a) Top view, and (b) cross-section side view of 

the proposed Si microdonut modulator based on Cu-

insulator-Si hybrid plasmonic waveguide illustrating the 

ring-shaped high- dielectric gate, the Cu cap, and the Cu 

cylinder above the center-donut to contact the p-Si. A 

voltage is applied between the ring-shaped Cu cap and the 

center Cu cylinder contacted with Si. 

 

Fig.17 plots the spectral transmittance of the modulator’s 

output waveguide in the critical coupling condition in the 

depletion and accumulation states, respectively. The 

resonator has a loaded-Q value of 400, close to that the 

experimental value. neff is calcualted to be 0.0076, which 

leads to a  of 4.3 nm. One sees that a large extinction 

ratio (ER) of >6 dB is already obtained at a relatively large 

wavelength range. Obviously, a larger ER can be obtained 

simply by increasing the accumulation charge density, but it 

is priced by a large driving voltage as well as a large driving 

energy. For the proposed device with tox = 5 nm and NA = 

110
19

 cm
-3

, the voltage for depletion is calculated to be: 

Vdep = -1.45 V + Vfb, and the voltage for accumulation with 

Naccu of 210
20

 cm
-3

 is: Vaccu = 1.45 V + Vfb. Therefore, the 
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required voltage swing is 2.9 V. The oxide capacitance is 

calculated to be 61fF. Thus, the switching energy Es of the 

MOS modulator is calculated to be 100 fJ based on the 

following equation: 

 
22

2

1

2

1
accuaccudepdeps VCVCE                   (2) 

Because in practice the bit’s energy usually occupies 

50% of the time slot, we could assume that the modulator’s 

switching energy per bit is approximately one-half of Es, 

namely, 50 fJ/bit, which is much smaller than the current 

Si modulators. The speed of the modulator is limited by the 

free-carrier transport time between the Si contact and the 

accumulation region as well as the RC delay time. The 

distance between the Si contact and the accumulation region 

is less than 1 m for our modulator, thus the transport time 

is predicted to 10 ps by assuming free carrier velocity of 

10
7
 cm/s, corresponding to a speed of 100 GHz. If the 

loaded resistance of our device is assumed to be 50 , the 

speed limited by the RC delay time is predicted to be  50 

GHz. Therefore, the proposed modulator is inherently very 

fast and its modulation speeds are probably of the order of 

>50 GHz. 
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Figure 17: Power transmission effect of the optimized 

plasmonic donut modulator (in the critical coupling 

condition) in the depletion and accumulation states.  

 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, we describe various optical devices based 

on the recently develop Cu-insulator-Si hybrid plasmonic 

waveguides, including straight waveguides, tapered couplers 

to link the conventional Si waveguides and the HPW 

devices, sharp 90 bends, Bragg reflectors, ring resonators, 

thermo-optical switchers, and donut-based electro-optic 

modulators. The other devices such as s-bends, power 

splitters, racetrack resonators, and TE/TM splitters [17-19] 

are also demonstrated (not included in this paper). All these 

devices offer ultracompact size as compared with those 

based on the conventional Si waveguides owing to the tight 

mode confinement in the plasmonic waveguide structure. 

Combined with the fully compatibility, these HPW-based 

devices establish a platform for the integrated plasmonic 

circuits. 
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Abstract 
In this work, we have investigated experimentally and 
theoretically the dispersion relation of a plasmonic slab 
waveguide, where the thin gold film with nano-aperature 
arrays is sandwiched by graphene and silica layer on silicon 
chip. It is shown that the plasmonic slab waveguides are 
compatible with silicon technology. We have found that 
when the light waves irradiate the nanostructured 
waveguides with or without graphene, surface plasmon 
polaritons are always excited at the metal-dielectric 
interface due to the interaction between the surface charge 
oscillation and the electromagnetic field of the light.  But in 
the slab waveguide with graphene, the resonant dips 
definitely shift in the reflection spectra, which indicates that 
the contact of graphene can tune the dispersion relation of 
the waveguide in the visible regime. Experimental 
measurements on optical reflections are in good agreement 
with calculated plasmonic band structures.  Further 
calculations show that the dispersion relation of plasmonic 
slab waveguide can be tuned by electron doping and 
nonlinear effect of graphene. The investigations provide a 
way to actively control the dispersion relation of plasmonic 
waveguides on silicon chips and benefit to the development 
graphene-related active optical devices.  

1. Introduction 
Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) is the surface wave that 
forms at the metal-dielectric interface [1]. It can propagate 
along the interface for a rather long distance and can 
confine light into deep subwavelength volumes beyond the 
diffraction limit [1,2]. Nowadays the SPP waveguide made 
by noble metal slab is regarded as a fundamental component 
in the plasmonic circuits [3,4]. Several approaches have 
been introduced to excite the SPPs via overcoming the 
momentum mismatch between the light in free space and 
the surface wave, including prism coupling [5,6], defect 
scattering [7], and periodic patterning [8]. The periodic 
patterning uses reciprocal vector to satisfy the momentum 
match and has been successfully used to launch SPPs at 
specific wavelength or frequency [9,10]. The excited 
wavelength is very sensitive to the surface condition, 
reminding us that one can alter the dispersion relation of the 
plasmonic waveguides by modifying its surface. Recently, 
there has been an increasing interest in graphene application 
in plasmonics [11,12]. Graphene-noble metal contact can 

serve as a good foundation for enhanced light-matter 
interaction [13-15], molecule sensing [16-19] and low loss 
plasmonic applications [20,21] due to the interaction 
between graphene electron and the surface plasmon. The 
properties of graphene can be tuned by doping or the 
nonlinear effect [22-25], providing a new way for tunable 
graphene-related device. In this work, we design a 
plasmonic slab waveguide that is compatible with silicon 
technology, and tune the dispersion relation of the 
waveguide via graphene contact. Shifts of the resonances in 
the reflection spectra are obvious and experimental 
measurements are in good agreement with calculated 
plasmonic band structures.  
 

 
Figure 1: Design of the slab plasmonic waveguide. 
Materials from bottom to top are respectively silicon chip, 
300nm SiO2 layer, 40nm gold film and graphene. 

2. Experiment results and theoretical model 

2.1. Sample fabrication and measurement 

Since silicon is very lossy in the visible range, an isolating 
layer is necessary to design a plasmonic waveguide 
compatible with silicon technology. Figure 1 is a schematic 
view of our design. In experiment, 300nm SiO2 layer is 
formed on top of the Si substrate by thermal oxidation, 
which is thick enough to isolate the Si substrate from the 
metal waveguide above. The plasmonic waveguide is made 
of 40nm Au film fabricated by magnetron sputtering. To 
effectively excite the SPPs, periodic holes are milled in the 
metal film using focus ion beam (FIB). The radius of the 
hole is designed 100nm to ensure strong interaction with 
light in the visible range, and three samples with period 
300nm, 350nm and 400nm are fabricated. Graphene layer 
was firstly grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
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method on copper and then transferred onto the waveguide 
by PMMA method [26]. Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) show 
the SEM image of samples with and without graphene, 
respectively. Inset in Fig. 2(b) indicates the region where 
the graphene is cracked. Fig. 2(c) is the Raman spectra of 
three samples after the deposition of graphene where the 
broad baseline is the photoluminescence of Au. Two sharp 
peaks on the baseline are G and 2D modes of graphene and 
the dominant 2D peaks indicating that the graphene is 
indeed monolayer [27,28]. The reflection spectra, in Fig. 
2(d), are measured before and after the deposition of 
graphene using micro-spectrophotometer (Craic). We can 
see that after the deposition of graphene, resonant dips red 
shift.  
 

 
Figure 2: (a) SEM image of the sample with period 300nm 
before the deposition of graphene. (b) SEM image of the 
sample with period 300nm after the deposition of graphene. 
Inset: the region where the graphene cracks. (c) Raman 
spectra of three samples with period 300nm, 350nm and 
400nm. (d) Reflection spectra of the three samples before 
and after the deposition of graphene. 

2.2. Theoretical model 

We use the commercial finite difference time domain 
(FDTD) software package (Lumerical FDTD Solutions) to 

calculate the band structure of the waveguide. In calculation, 
graphene layer is modeled as an ultra-thin metallic layer 
whose optical conductivity is exactly the optical 
conductivity of the pristine graphene (πe2/2h) in visible 
range. We take the theoretical value of the graphene 
thickness 0.35nm in calculation. All the geometry 
parameters are set as the same as those in experiment. 
Figure 3 shows the band structure of the waveguide plotted 
in ω~k diagram, which is calculated from the reflection dip 
as a function of incident angle. The right/left side of the 
ω~k diagrams describes band structure before/after the 
deposition of graphene. Fig. 3(a)-(c) are band structures 
under TE incident. We can see that for all three samples two 
modes exist which behave differently as increasing the 
period. The mode which red shifts with the period is SPP 
mode and the other one is cavity mode. Fig. 3(d)-(f) are the 
band structures under TM incident. Except the cavity modes, 
there also exist SPP modes which can be more efficiently 
excited by TM rather than TE illumination. The dispersion 
relations of the SPP mode show clearly the plasmonic 
characters and red shift while increasing the period of the 
aperture arrays. At the centre of the band structure where 
k//=0, the resonance dips stagger from each other. This is 
the case under normal incident corresponding to the 
reflection spectra in Fig. 2(d). 

To further analyze the modes, we investigate the field 
distribution at the resonances. Figure 4 shows the field 
distributions from the cross-sectional and top views of the 
structure whose period is 400nm. Fig. 4(a) and Fig.4 (b) 
describe the field profile at 523nm from which we can 
conclude that it is cavity mode. The hole and the structures 
beneath form a cavity and the cavity mode can be excited 
under both TE and TM illuminations. Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) 
show the field profile at wavelength 731nm, corresponding 
to the second dip in Fig. 2(d). The propagation of the SPP 
along the metal layer indicating that such mode is SPP 
mode. Therefore, there are two kinds of modes in the 
structure, one is the cavity mode and the other is the SPP 
mode. We draw this conclusion based on the field profiles 
and the reflection spectra at the resonances.  

 

 
Figure 3: (a), (b), (c) are respectively band structure of sample with period 300nm, 350nm and 400nm under TE illuminations. 
(d), (e), (f) are respectively band structure of sample with period 300nm, 350nm and 400nm under TM illuminations.
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For cavity mode, the field intensity is rather weak at the 
metal- dielectric interface and the resonance is in the silica 
layer, shown in Fig. 4(a); while there is no sign of wave 
propagation at the metal surface, as shown in Fig. 4(b). 
Another proof of the cavity mode is that it does not scale 
with the period, as described in Fig. 3(a)-(f). Unlike cavity 
mode, the SPP mode profile has maximum field intensity at 
the metal-dielectric interface (in Fig. 4(c)) and wave 
propagating along the metal film is rather obvious (in Fig. 
4(d)). Furthermore, the resonance wavelength scaling with 
the period, described in Fig. 3(d)-(f), also indicates the 
existence of the SPP mode. 

 
Figure 4: (a) Cross-sectional and (b) top views of the cavity 
mode at 523nm. (c) Cross-sectional and (d) top views of the 
SPP mode at 731nm. 
 

Next, we compare the simulation results under normal 
incident with the measured ones, just as plotted in Figure 5. 
For all samples with different periods, the simulated results 
agree with the measured ones very well and two kinds of 
modes are all clearly identified in the reflection dips. In 
experiment, the reflection dips for the SPP mode is 
shallower and broader than the calculated ones. This can be 

attributed to the disorder effect in sample fabrications. 
Disorder of the hole period and radius will scatter and 
partially block the propagating SPPs, thus it will decrease 
the resonance depth and broaden the dip. We further plot 
the discrepancy between simulation and experiment for the 
cavity mode and the SPP mode (defined as Δ) as a function 
of the resonant wavelength in Fig. 5(g). Just as we can see, 
there exists only small disagreement between the theoretical 
and the experimental results. 

3. Tuning the dispersion relation 
One of great advantages of graphene over other materials is 
that its property can be easily tuned either by the electron 
doping or the nonlinear effect. Here we theoretically 
investigate that the dispersion relation of the waveguide can 
be tuned via graphene contact. 

3.1. Electron doping effect 

The interaction between light and graphene can be 
described by the optical conductivity which can be 
calculated by summing the interband and intraband 
conductivity. More explicitly [29,30], 
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where ( )Ff Eε − is the Fermi distribution function with 
Fermi energy

FE , Γ describes the broadening of the 
interband transitions, and τ  is the momentum relaxation 
time due to intraband carrier scattering. The bandgap 2∆ , 
due to any interaction that breaks the symmetry between A 
and B atoms in the unit cell of graphene, is set to be zero in 
this paper. Switching on and off the interband transition by 
tuning the Fermi level provides the way to tune the optical 
conductivity thus the optical response of the graphene.

 

 
Figure 5: Calculated reflection spectra of sample with period (a) 300nm, (b) 350nm and (c) 400nm, respectively. Measured 
reflection spectra of sample with period (d) 300nm, (e) 350nm and (f) 400nm, respectively. (g) Resonances shift of the cavity 
mode and SPP mode as a function of resonant wavelength. 
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Figure 6 shows the reflection spectra for different doping 
levels of graphene and the inset plots the corresponding 
total optical conductivities. Just as we can see, the 
conductivity decreases drastically when switch off the 
interband transition, so the corresponding reflection dip 
shifts. Thus the dispersion relation of such waveguide can 
be tuned by doping the graphene, for example, via backgate 
voltage. 
 

 
Figure 6: Reflection spectra for different doping levels of 
graphene. The Fermi level is set at 0eV, 0.8eV and 1.2eV. 
Inset: Real part of the graphene conductivity, in the unit of 
πe2/2h.  
 

 
Figure 7: Reflection spectra under different pump intensities. 
Upper inset: The refractive index of graphene as function of 
pump intensity. Lower inset: enlarged figure near the SPP 
modes. 

3.2. Nonlinear effect 

It has been discovered that graphene has a giant nonlinear 
refractive index of n2= -1.2×10-7cm2/W [24] and ultrafast 
response of the order of 1ps due to fast carrier relaxation 
dynamics. Therefore, graphene is an excellent nonlinear 
optical material with an ultrafast response and high third-
order optical nonlinearity. In this way, we can tune the 
dispersion relation of our waveguide by introducing intense 
optical pump. In simulation, we set the effective linear 
refractive index n0 of graphene to be 2.4 as previously used 
by Yu Zhu et.al [25]. The effective refractive index n of 
graphene changes as a function of pump intensity I as 
n=n0+n2I, where n0 and n2 are effective linear and nonlinear 
refractive index of graphene, respectively. Upper inset of 

Fig. 7 shows the refractive index of graphene as a function 
of pump intensity, which decreases linearly as the pump 
intensity increases due to the negative nonlinear refractive 
index. Thus the resonance dips blue shift as the pump 
intensity increases, as shown in the lower inset of Fig. 7. 
Therefore the dispersion relation of the plasmonic 
waveguide can be tuned based on the nonlinear effect of 
graphene. 

4. Conclusions 
In this paper, a plasmonic waveguide compatible with 
silicon technology has been studied and the dispersion 
relation of the waveguide has been tuned via graphene 
contact. We have proposed a model of graphene in the 
visible range for FDTD calculation and the results coincide 
with the experiment. Two kinds of resonance, i.e. cavity 
mode and SPP mode, have been clearly identified and the 
effect of graphene has been discussed. Furthermore, by 
doping the graphene or using the nonlinear effect, we can 
theoretically tune the dispersion relation of the waveguide.  
Our work presents a useful effort in exploring hybrid 
Si/Graphene plasmonic waveguides and provides potential 
applications for tunable opto-devices. 
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Abstract 

Pronounced retroreflection behavior is reported for a fishnet 
nanoporous strongly absorbing semiconductor material. 
Retroreflection appears along with diffusive specular 
reflection for all angles of incidence for light wavelength 
corresponding to interband optical transitions, where 
absorption coefficient is of the order of 105 cm-1 (green and 
red light). Retroreflection is apparent by the naked eye with 
day light illumination and exhibits no selectivity with 
respect to wavelength and polarization of incident light 
featuring minor depolarization of retroreflected light. 
Retroreflection vanishes for wavelength corresponding to 
optical transparency range where photon energy is lower 
than the InP bandgap (1.064 μm). The phenomenon can be 
classified neither as coherent backscattering nor as 
Anderson localization of light. The primary model includes 
light scattering from strongly absorptive and refractive 
super-wavelength clusters existing within the porous fishnet 
structure. We found that retroreflection vanishes for 
wavelength where absorption becomes negligible. 

1. Introduction 

Scattering of the light in complex nanostructured media is 
the subject of extensive research. Non-trivial phenomena in 
this field include coherent backscattering [1,2], Anderson 
localization of light [3,4,5,6], the photonic glass concept 
[7], propagation of waves in quasiperiodic [8] and fractal 
[9] structures, anisotropic scattering in aligned nanoporous 
dielectrics [10], and Letokhov’s (random) lasers [11]. But 
all of the above phenomena necessarily imply 
nonabsorptive material forming desirable nanostructured 
media since multiple scattering and interference of scattered 
light waves are of principal importance. Recently we have 
observed yet another unusual feature in nanoporous 
semiconductor material, InP, namely pronounced 
retroreflection for light whose wavelength corresponds to 
interband optical transitions in bulk InP material [12]. In 
this experiment, green laser light was used (531 nm, 
2.33 eV) to be compared with the bandgap energy 
Eg = 1.344 eV or bandgap wavelength 922 nm [13]. 

In this paper, we continue investigation of the 

retroreflection and scattering properties of fishnet 
nanoporous semiconductor InP not only in the spectral 
range of interband optical transitions where multiple 
scattering is inhibited by strong absorption, but also in the 
infrared spectral region where this material is transparent. 

2. Sample preparation 

Nanoporous InP samples were fabricated from (100)- and 
(111)-oriented n-type InP:Si wafers with variable free 
carrier concentration from 1.9×1016 cm-3 to 2×1019 cm-3. 
The etching was carried out in an electrochemical double 
cell (Fig. 1) using a configuration of four platinum 
electrodes: reference electrode in the electrolyte (REE), 
reference electrode on the sample (RES), counter electrode 
(CE), and working electrode (WE), all of them connected to 
a Keithley 236 source measure unit. A 5% aqueous solution 
of HCl at different galvanostatic conditions was used as the 
electrolyte. Its temperature was kept constant at T = 23°C 
by means of a Julabo F25 thermostat on one side of the 
double cell (where pores were expected to grow).  

Figure 1: Electrochemical etching set-up. 
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The electrolyte was continuously pumped through both 
cells with peristaltic pumps. The area of the sample 
exposed to the electrolyte was 0.12 cm2. The experiments 
were performed in the dark, and the holes necessary for the 
dissolution of the material were created by the breakdown 
of the depletion layer. 

The morphology of the etched samples was examined 
using a VEGA TESCAN TS 5130MM scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) equipped with an Oxford Instruments 
INCA energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) system.  

Scattering/reflectance indicatrices were measured in an 
experiment sketched in Fig. 2. The samples were 
illuminated by a beam from a cw Nd:LSB microchip solid 
state laser (LEMT, Belarus) with λ = 531 nm, from diode 
laser (BelOMA, Belarus) with λ = 654 nm and from 
Nd:YAG solid state laser (Solar LS, Belarus) with 
λ = 1064 nm. The beam was directed at incident angle α, 
and the spot size from the beam at the sample was 
approximately 2 mm. The scattered light was collected at 
varying angle β and guided to a spectrograph (Solar TII) 
followed by a detector (LN/CCD-1152-E 16-bit CCD array, 
Princeton Instruments). 

Figure 2. Experimental set-up 

At a wavelength of 531 nm a real n and imaginary κ  
parts of the complex refraction index of InP are n = 3.8 and 
κ = 0.5 [13]. The latter corresponds to the absorption 
coefficient 1.3 × 105 cm−1. At 654 nm wavelength n = 3.4, 
κ = 0.3 that corresponds to the absorption coefficient 
0.6 × 105 cm−1 [13]. At 1064 nm wavelength the refractive 
index is 3.3 whereas the absorption coefficient can be 
treated as negligible [13]. 

3. Results and discussion 

Pronounced retroreflection behavior was found for most of 
samples of nanoporous InP for laser wavelengths where 
absorption coefficient is very high because of interband 
optical transitions. Figs. 3–6 show the SEM micrographs 
for the four of the fabricated samples along with the 
scattering indicatrices. Remarkable is the systematic 
manifestation of retroreflection in scattering diagrams of 

every sample for the wavelengths of high (interband) 
optical absorption (531 and 654 nm). At the same time, 
retroreflective feature vanishes for 1064 nm wavelength 
where absorption is negligible. The diffuse reflection for 
1064 nm shows angular dependence close to that typically 
observed in low-absorptive nanoporous materials (see, e.g. 
Ref. [12]). Notably, in a few cases (Figs. 3 and 4) mirror-
like reflection develops. The latter is believed to arise from 
the length scale properties, namely, for longer wavelengths 
not only absorption becomes lower but also scattering 
cross-section goes down since a portion of scattering units 
becomes smaller than the wavelength. 

Figure 3: SEM image and scattering diagrams for the InP 
nanoporous sample #1 for the three laser wavelengths. 
The line with arrow represents the incident laser beam 
direction. Sample position is shown for clarity. 

Figure 4. The same as in Fig. 3 for sample #2. 
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 Figure 5. The same as in Fig. 3 for sample #3. 

Figure 6. The same as in Fig. 3 for sample #4. 

Therefore we believe that the previously reported 
anomalous retroreflection is inherent in a strongly 
absorbing nanoporous semiconductor material and vanishes 
for low-absorptive species. Retroreflection appears along 
with diffusive specular reflection for all angles of 
incidence. Retroreflection is apparent by the naked eye with 
day light illumination and exhibits no selectivity with 
respect to wavelength and polarization of incident light 
featuring minor depolarization of retroreflected light. 

The observed retroreflection phenomenon can be 
classified neither as coherent backscattering nor as 
Anderson localization of light because high absorption 
excludes multiple scattering phenomena. The primary 
model [12] includes light scattering from strongly 
absorptive and refractive super-wavelength clusters existing 

within the porous fishnet structure. The typical diffusive 
reflection inherent in low-absorptive porous structures 
becomes inhibited owing to low mean free path resulting 
from high dissipative losses. 

We consider that for further progress in understanding 
of the observed retroreflection phenomenon the time-
resolved studies will be helpful as has been reported for 
many cases of complex light propagation in dense 
inhomogeneous medium. Time resolved studies will be the 
subject of the further research. 

4. Conclusion 

The retroreflection phenomenon for certain nanoporous 
semiconductor structures is reported and examined. The 
retroreflection is believed to arise from scattering of light 
under condition of the mean free path being defined mainly 
by dissipative losses. For spectral range corresponding to 
intense interband optical absorption the effect is 
pronounced in day light illumination. The effect was found 
to vanish for laser wavelength where optical absorption of 
InP can be neglected.  
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Abstract

We demonstrate a quantitative match between SERS inten-
sity and the optical extinction experimentally and numeri-
cally. An analytical model is well matching SERS data not
only from a simple square lattice array of nanostructures,
but also for a rectangular lattice. It is shown how SERS se-
lectivity of different Raman modes is controlled by the op-
tical extinction at the excitation and scattering wavelengths.
Both square and rectangular lattices have similar behavior,
however, the rectangular pattern has a much higher selec-
tivity of the SERS modes.

1. Introduction
Surface enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) is a promising
technique for detection of a small number of molecules on
the surface of noble metals. Recently, with advances in nan-
otechnology and nanoengineering combining the top-down
and bottom-up methods, a better control over surface prop-
erties and reproducibility are achieved and peculiarities of
SERS mechanisms are better understood [1,2]. It is usually
assumed that SERS intensity scales with the optical extinc-
tion. SERS has complex spectral properties due to multi
modal scattering depending of a local atomic configuration
on the surface. It is difficult to identify, even qualitatively,
the Raman modes especially in multi-analyte systems. Re-
cently, the scaling of SERS intensity was revealed in com-
plex randomized periodic arrays of nanoparticles [3, 4] and
square lattice periodic patterns [2] with the radiative and
nonradiative loss mechanisms playing an important part.

Here, we demonstrate the relationship between SERS
intensity and optical extinction spectrum, also, a selectivity
enhancement is revealed in the case of rectangular lattices
of nano-disk particles. The revealed scaling can be used to
maximize SERS in practical applications.

2. Samples, measurements, modeling
Samples were fabricated via standard procedures of elec-
tron beam lithography (EBL) and lift-off [2–5]. Two types

ΛΛ Λ
S

Λ
L

(a) (b)

glass
Au

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of a square (a) and rectan-
gular lattice (b) nano-disc array structures.

of periodic patterns were prepared: (i) a square lattice and
(ii) rectangular lattice arrays of nano-disks of Au on glass.
Schematics is shown in Fig. 1. For the square lattice struc-
ture, the diameter, d, of the disks varied from 140 to 300 nm
in steps of 10 nm, and the lattice period was correspond-
ingly increasing by 10 nm for the each step varying from
Λ = 450 to 610 nm. The thickness of the Au disks was
40 nm. In such design, the distance between neighboring
disks was constant in all the patterns. For the rectangular
lattice, which has the two different larger and smaller pe-
riods ΛL and ΛS, respectively, the period ΛS was fixed to
300 nm while the larger ΛL was varied from 500 to 680 nm
in 20 nm steps. The disk diameter was fixed to 180 nm,
thickness of disks was 50 nm.

As SERS probe, the laser dye IR-26 (Exciton. Inc.)
was used. Samples with gold nano-disks were immersed
into a dye solution in dichloromethane 10−4 M for 10
hours. The extinction spectra were measured by micro-
scopic spectroscopy techniques with an inverse microscope
IX-71 (Olympus), with a 40×objective lens of numerical
aperture NA = 0.75. SERS was measured with a dedi-
cated Raman microscope inVIA (Renishaw plc.) at the ex-
citation wavelength λ = 785 nm of a semiconductor laser
with 20× objective lens. Focusing was into a linear spot of
100 × 5 µm2 cross-section on the sample surface. A sin-
gle exposure for 10 s was required for every Raman spectra
collection.

Numerical modeling of extinction spectra were carried
out by 3D finite difference time domain (FDTD) simula-
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Figure 2: Typical extinction spectra of square lattice(left)
and rectangular lattice (right) structures. The wavelength
of excitation and Raman scattering are λl,S , respectively
(λS corresponds to 1558 cm−1 mode). Polarizations along
shorter, longer, and non-polarized light are shown for the
rectangular lattice (see, conventions in Fig. 1). For rectan-
dular pattern: d = 180 nm, ΛS = 300 nm.

tions using Lumerical package.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows typical extinction spectra of a square and
rectangular lattice arrays of nano-disks with marked 785 nm
excitation and 894 nm (1558 cm−1) SERS wavelengths.
SERS spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. In case of square lat-
tice, the plasmon resonance spectral shape behave as a sin-
gle Lorentzian dipole resonance with inter-band transition
absorption only at shorter than 500 nm. When diameter
of disk was increased around 200 nm, a quadrupole res-
onance mode has appears around 800 nm as the shoulder
of a Lorentzian dipole mode. These modes are not de-
pendent on the linear polarization of the extinction light.
However, in the case of rectangular arrays, a strong linear
polarization dependence has been appeared. Linear polar-
ization along the longer period - the ΛL mode - appeared
on the shorter wavelength wing and the ΛS mode at the
longer wavelengths. Detailed explanation of this polariza-
tion dependence was presented elsewhere [6] and in caused
by an coupling of the modes. Due to this polarization de-
pendency, the rectangular lattice patterns gives a rather flat
extinction spectral profile as compared with a square lattice
arrays.

Figure 3 shows a typical SERS spectrum of the IR-26
dye adsorbed on the Au nanodisks. We focused on the 1558
cm−1 Raman mode as the probe peak and the 685 cm−1

mode was used as a reference for evaluating the SERS se-
lectivity (this reference peak is close to the laser excitation
wavelength).

Figure 4 shows the normalized SERS intensity by the
surface area. SERS intensity has not a simple linear scal-
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Figure 3: The typical SERS spectra obtained with experi-
ments and DFT calculations. The Raman mode frequency
is νS and the reference mode νref is chosen close to laser
excitation for selectivity calculations, see text for details.

ing with extinction as revealed in this presentation where
SERS intensity is plotted against the product of excitation
at the excitation Extl and Raman scattering Exts wave-
lengths. For the qualitative expression of SERS intensity
as the function of the extinctions the following scaling ap-
plies [2]:

SERS

Extl × Exts
∼

fdye(d)

γ(νl, d)γ(νs, d)
, (1)

where γ = γrad + γnr represents the decay rate including
the radiative and non-radiative components, fdye is the in-
tegration over the volume with dye molecules. As is shown
in Fig. 4, SERS intensity is maximal for the d = 180 nm
disc diameters. For larger particles, size radiative decay
rate γrad and the consequently γ is increasing. In the case
of rectangular lattice and disk diameter d = 180 nm, a max-
imum of SERS intensity is achieved for the square lattice.
However, additional enhancement of SERS is achievable by
controlling the extinction at the excitation and Raman scat-
tering wavelength in rectangular lattice as discussed next.

Figure 4 shows that the SERS scaling rule (eqn. 4) also
fits experimental SERS data for rectangular lattice. Also,
apparently SERS intensity can be further controlled via
parameters of rectangular lattice. This is consistent with
previously reported SERS increase in randomized periodic
structures even though the extinction of plasmon resonance
was reducing with disorder [3]. Disorder caused a strong
EM field enhancement between clusters of several nanos-
tructures and was the most strong then sizes of the nano-
particles was different (even the volume was the same).
A nano-gap formation between two (or more) nanoparti-
cles generate strong field enhancement and SERS despite
smaller extinction. The same phenomenon is present but
not discussed in relationship of SERS intensity and extinc-
tions [7–9].

We can introduce SERS mode selectivity using SERS
scaling [6]. The extinction at laser irradiation and Raman
scattering wavelengths plays an important role for the over-
all SERS intensity (eqn. 1). SERS selectivity defined as the
ratio of the two SERS peaks, here, we use the 685 cm−1

and 1558 cm−1 (marked in Fig. 3) vs the extinction ratio
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at the corresponding wavelengths (frequencies) as shown
in Fig. 5. The ratio of SERS intensities at the two modes
reflects at two wavelengths makes the extinction at the ex-
citation wavelengths canceled out. Figure 5 shows that se-
lectivity is larger for the rectangular lattice as compared to
square one.

There is an important difference between the square
and rectangular lattices in selectivity. Namely, the maxi-
mum SERS selectivity of the rectangular lattice is obtained
around the peak of SERS intensity, however in the case of
square lattice, the maximum selectivity is for the largest
values of Extl × Exts. This is because, for the rectangu-
lar lattice, it is possible to fit both the irradiation and scat-
tering wavelengths to the corresponding extinction spec-
tral maximum. However, it is impossible for the square
lattice, mainly, because narrower spectral profiles of ex-
tinction (a sharper resonance). The maximum selectivity
for the 200 nm diameter disks in square lattice is achieved
for a shoulder of plasmon peak and lower intensity (see
Figs. 2, 2).

Next we test whether the experimentally observed
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Figure 6: 3D-FDTD simulations of SERS scaling with ex-
tinction (a) and selectivity (b). To compare the results nor-
malization to the Au particles surface area A was carried
out.

(Fig. 4) and analytically predicted (eqn. 1) SERS intensity
scaling with extinction for the square and rectangular lat-
tices is corroborated by numerical FDTD simulations. This
is an important quest since FDTD are known not to repro-
duce experimental results for the interfaces and surfaces
due to inherent algorithm issue where the E- and H-fields
are defined not at the same point [10]. For SERS, which
is an interface phenomenon a correspondence between nu-
merics and experiments has to be verified since an ideal
shape nanoparticles are used for simulations.

Figure 6(a) shows 3D-FDTD simulation results. The
square lattice simulations qualitatively well follows the ex-
perimental observation (Fig. 4). Selectivity of SERS modes
is shown in Fig. 6(b) and differs from experimental data
(Fig. 5). The main differences can be caused by unknown
Raman scattering cross sections and their chemical and
physical (EM) enhancements. FDTD simulations calculate
an integrated light intensity outside and inside the parti-
cle. They corresponds to light field experienced by analyte
molecules (outside the particle) and losses (inside particle)
and are related to the radiative and non-radiative losses in
SERS; they are accounted for analytically in eqn. 1.

4. Conclusion

We have demonstrated experimentally and numerically the
relationship between SERS intensity and extinction for

3



square and rectangular arrays of nano-disks. A simple
model of SERS and extinction scaling is capable to account
qualitatively for the experimental results and fit the exper-
imental data. SERS intensity increase via maximizing ex-
tinction at the excitation and Raman scattering wavelengths
can be achieved using rectangular pattern. How the demon-
strated SERS scaling with extinction could be used to in-
crease sensitivity of SERS detection based on randomly
nanotextured surfaces [11–13] needs further investigation.
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Abstract 
Propagation characteristics of plasmonic metal-insulator-
metal wave guide (MIM) and dielectric-metal-dielectric 
(DMD) wave guide have been investigated. Waveguide 
dispersion of both the structures was studied. It was 
observed that asymmetric and symmetric modes get coupled 
in the both the structures. With increase in thickness of the 
core beyond 120nm surface waves get decoupled and tend 
towards photonic modes in MIM waveguide  

1. Introduction 
Plasmonics deals with generation and propagation of 
surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) in different types of 
structures. SPP’s get coupled at the metal dielectric 
interface by light in the infrared and visible regions of the 
spectrum[1][2]. These are charge density oscillations with 
both longitudinal and transverse electromagnetic 
components. The field can be described by  

𝐸𝐸 = ±𝐸𝐸0exp[+𝑖𝑖(𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 ± 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧 𝑧𝑧 − 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔)                                  (1) 
Where kx  and kz are the transverse and longitudinal wave 
vectors  which are related as 
𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 �𝜔𝜔

𝑐𝑐
�

2
= 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥

2 + 𝐾𝐾𝑧𝑧
2                                                             (2) 

Where i=m for metal and d for dielectric. The wave vector 
kx is continuous at the interface and can be written as 

𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 = 𝜔𝜔

𝑐𝑐
 � 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑

𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚+𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑
�

1
2�
                                                        (3) 

 
 For obtaining real value of k x , it requires that εd = - εm’ 
where εd  and εm’ are the permittivity of dielectric and real 
part of the permittivity of metal. At optical frequencies the 
real part of the permittivity of metal is negative which 
satisfies the condition for generation of SPP’s. 
Plasmonic wave guides with having symmetric structures 
have been investigated. Two structures have been studied- 
MIM and DMD. The dielectric is glass with refractive index 
nd = 1.46 and metal is silver with permittivity𝜀𝜀(𝜔𝜔). SPP’s 
get coupled when excited by light to form either symmetric 
or antisymmetric modes. Symmetric mode can be 
characterized by electric field maxima in the core and 
decaying exponentially at the interface and anti symmetric 
mode has field maxima at the interface. Both modes exhibit 
dispersion with thickness of the core in MIM and DMD 

structures. Plasmonic waveguides have been reported in the 
literature. The conditions for existence of SPP and overall 
performance have been reported [1][2].Modes that can be 
coupled to finite film structures for different boundary and 
width variations have also been reported[3][4].Dispersion 
characteristics of MIM and DMD structures have been 
analyzed[5][6][7].In this work, dispersion of MIM and 
DMD waveguides due to thickness variation of guiding 
layer, changes in refractive index of dielectric material are 
being reported. In the metal stripe structure reported by 
authors [8], it was found that width of the stripe is a 
parameter based on which modes get excited. For realizing 
various plasmonic structures like gratings, couplers it is 
necessary to establish a relation which clearly defines 
variation of effective refractive index and attenuation with 
thickness. The dispersion relation [1] analytically was 
studied and plotted for required dimensions of the 
waveguide and verified with simulation results. The 
analytical relation of MIM and DMD waveguides have been 
studied to gain a better insight for realizing such plasmonic 
structures. The paper is organized as follows: In section II 
the basic structure is described and analyzed. In section III 
simulation results about the various characteristics are 
presented.  Discussions and conclusions are presented in 
section IV and section V. 

2. Analysis of DMD and MIM Waveguides 
MIM and DMD waveguide structures used for analysis and 
simulation are shown in fig 2.1  

 
 
Figure 2.1: Basic structure of MIM and DMD wave guide 
with metal film as silver and dielectric as glass  
In DMD waveguide core is metal with glass as dielectric 
cladding. The metal is modeled by drude model with metal 
permittivity as 

𝜀𝜀(𝜔𝜔) =  𝜀𝜀0 �1 − 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝
2

𝜔𝜔2 + 𝑖𝑖 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝
2

𝜔𝜔3𝜏𝜏
�                                                (4) 
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Where ωp is the plasma frequency and τ is the extinction 
ratio [9]. At optical frequencies the equation becomes 
 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚 (𝜔𝜔) =  𝜀𝜀∞ − 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝

2

𝜔𝜔 2+𝑖𝑖𝜏𝜏𝜔𝜔
                                                      (5) 

with ωp  = 9.1ev, τ = 0.018ev and ε∞ = 3.7 for silver[10]. 
The symmetric glass/silver/glass structure shows 
interesting properties and dispersion due to thickness. 
When the thickness of metal film is less than 20nm, the 
symmetry of the structure causes the field on both 
surfaces  to interact giving raise to symmetric field 
distribution at the plane z=0 and anti symmetric field 
with different polarizations of light coupling these 
modes. The dispersion due to these fields is a function of 
both in plane wave vector kx  as well as thickness of the 
metal film. When the thickness of the metal film is made 
more than 55 nm, the surface modes at the interfaces do not 
interact and the dispersion curve tends to that of single 
metal-dielectric interface. Dispersion relation for the 
structure can be given as [1] 
𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 + 𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚 𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ �−𝑖𝑖

2
𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚 𝑑𝑑� = 0                                 (6) 
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The plot shown in fig 2.2 uses relation in equation 6 and 
displays field variations in anti symmetric mode for the 
DMD waveguide. The thickness is varied from 10nm and 
excitation wavelength from 550nm. 
 

 
Figure 2.2: Variation of effective refractive index in DMD 
waveguide. Dielectric thickness = 50nm, metal thickness = 
5nm~200nm, λ = 600nm ~1µm. 
From the plot in fig.2.2 it was observed that dispersion 
curves shift right when excitation wavelength is increased 
due to increase in the value of in plane wave vector. It can 
also be observed that modes get decoupled and a sharp 
reduction in the value of effective refractive index. 
Attenuation in the metal film is also observed which limits 
the propagation length [5]. 
The MIM structure is shown in fig. 2.1 is also a symmetric 
structure with silver/glass/silver interface. As in the case of 
DMD structure the dispersion relation depends on the in 
plane wave vector as well as thickness of the insulator layer. 
As the skin depth of silver is approximately 26nm for 
optical frequency range, the metal cladding is chosen to 
have thickness of 50nm. The cladding is further bounded by 
air. The dispersion relation can be given as following [1][5] 
 
𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 + 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚 𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ �−𝑖𝑖

2
𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚 𝑑𝑑� = 0                        (8) 
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2
𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚 𝑑𝑑� = 0                                           (9) 

The plot in the fig 2.3 shows the anti symmetric mode as 
per the dispersion relation in 8. The value of effective 
refractive index for a given excitation wavelength is higher 
than DMD structure as the field maxima is at the surface. 
As the coupling is through the dielectric it is expected that 
propagation lengths of these structures will be long range in 
nature. The variation in effective refractive is gradual and 
the modes get slowly decoupled and tend to that of single 
metal-air interface structure. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.3: Dispersion characteristics of MIM structure  

3. Propagation Characteristics of MIM and DMD 
Waveguides 

3.1. MIM Wave guide 

Propagation characteristics based on simulation results are 
presented in this section. The wave guide structure is shown 
in fig 2.1 with glass core of refractive index nd=1.46, silver 
cladding which is further bounded by air. Using FEM 
analysis with in plane TM/TE excitation wave equation is 
solved hybrid modes for this structure. It was observed that 
TM excitation couples Anti symmetric Modes and TE 
excitation symmetric modes. These modes evolve 
independently and do not cutoff for any changes in 
thickness of core. However with increase in thickness, 
modes in the core tend to photonic and the energy 
distribution in the surface modes becomes minimal. The 
anti symmetric mode exhibits minimal attenuation and is a 
long range mode. The effective refractive index of the mode 
is also high indicating considerable modal confinement [5]. 
TE polarized excitation couples symmetric mode with high 
modal confinement for thinner core values. However this 
mode exhibits significant attenuation for thicker core 
dimensions and is a short range mode. From the simulation 
results dispersion characteristics are plotted for both the 
modes in fig 3.1. 

 
Figure 3.1: Dispersion characteristics of MIM waveguide 
from simulation results. Glass core with nd=1.46, λo=800nm  
It was observed for core thickness less than 40nm 
asymmetric mode cannot be excited. When thickness is 
increased beyond 40nm, long range SPP mode gets coupled 
with minimal attenuation and high effective refractive 
index. These modes evolve independently at each interface 
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and decouple into separate SPP modes with minimal energy 
distribution in the core. For thickness beyond 120nm, 
photonic modes evolve in the core and energy distribution 
of the surface modes rapidly decreases which results in 
decrease in effective refractive index of these modes. The 
excitation wavelength effects the in plane vector and hence 
the reduction in energy of these modes can be observed for 
smaller core thicknesses. The Symmetric mode gets excited 
for thickness even below 10nm. However these dimensions 
result in poor energy confinement and low effective 
refractive index. When core thickness is increased 
decoupling effects the energy distribution in the core and 
increases the surface energy distribution. Due to decoupling 
effect with increase in core dimensions both modes tend to 
similar value of refractive index and to that of single metal-
dielectric interface. The effect on propagation 
characteristics due to core refractive index variations was 
also observed. It was seen that changes in the range of 10-3 
effect the energy distribution significantly in both the 
modes. With changes in core refractive index in plane 
vector gets affected hereby causing these changes. It was 
also observed that when the metal cladding thickness is at 
least twice skin depth, it does not affect the characteristics.   

3.2. DMD Wave guide 

The waveguide structure shown in fig 2.1 is used for 
simulation.  Changes in propagation characteristics due to 
metal film as core were noted. Similar to MIM wave guide 
symmetric and anti symmetric modes get excited with 
TM/TE polarized in plane waves. However the modes at the 
two interfaces are closely coupled and exhibit cutoff when 
thickness of metal film goes beyond 30nm. Energy 
distribution in the waveguide changes very rapidly for 
changes in core dimensions as compared to MIM structures. 
Propagation lengths are in tens of micrometers due to 
attenuation in the metal film. Dispersion characteristics are 
plotted as shown in fig. 3.2. 
 

     
 
Figure 3.2: Dispersion characteristics of DMD waveguide 
a) symmetric mode b) anti symmetric mode 
The cutoff of the waveguide depends on both the thickness 
of the metal layer as well as excitation wavelength. For 
metal thickness in the range of 10nm, cutoff depends on 
excitation wavelength. At excitation wavelength of 1.23µm, 
metal permittivity has significantly high value and the 
waveguide cutoff for both the modes. For thickness of metal 
core beyond 30nm, attenuation in the metal highly limits the 
energy in the surface waves and the propagation length gets 
reduced. It was noted that imaginary part of the kx vector 
which signifies attenuation is a function of square of 
thickness of metal core as well as the permittivity of metal 

[1]. The simulation results agree to this as with increase in 
metal thickness, attenuation significantly increases limiting 
the propagation. 

4. Discussion 
Propagation characteristics of MIM and DMD plasmonic 
waveguides were analyzed. The dimensions of the 
structures are very much below excitation wavelength. It 
was observed that results due to analysis and simulation 
closely resemble each other. Modes coupled in the MIM 
structure have higher surface energy distribution and are 
coupled independently at each metal-dielectric interface. 
They have propagation lengths in hundreds of micrometers. 
Modes in DMD waveguide are always coupled to each 
other and due to significant loss in the metal film cut off for 
any given dimension. 

5. Conclusions 
From the simulation and analytical results which are in 
close resemblance, It can be observed that MIM waveguide 
is more suitable for wave guiding applications. Due to the 
dispersion characteristics which are dependent on the in 
plane wave vector and thickness several applications like 
filters, gratings and couplers can be realized. Variations due 
to core refractive index can be used for sensing 
applications.  
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Abstract 

In this work, we evaluate through Rigorous Coupled Wave 
Analysis (RCWA) simulations the effect of various process-
related inaccuracies on plasmonic filters performance, 
especially regarding cross-shaped-hole arrays. Focusing 
exclusively on CMOS-compatible materials, we 
demonstrate the potential of these structures for reliable 
integration and fabrication at wafer level. A high 
monitoring of the deposition parameters is required to 
control the transmission level and the resonant wavelength 
of the filters. Optical proximity calculations show that 
double patterning is a way to limit corner rounding and to 
avoid losing the resonant mode of the crosses. The impacts 
on plasmon resonances of the metal oxidation, or a sloped 
profile after metal etching, are evaluated. These results 
allow for a good anticipation regarding process issues to 
realize efficient plasmonic filters. 

1. Introduction 

Plasmonic structures have been widely investigated since 
Ebbesen clearly established the link between extraordinary 
optical transmission and surface plasmons [1]. Surface 
plasmons are collective oscillations of the electrons gas that 
can occur at the metal/dielectric interface when light 
impinges a metallic surface in proper conditions. 
Illuminating a periodically-structured metallic layer is a 
common way of exciting surface plasmons [2,3]. In the case 
of periodic hole-arrays in a metallic layer, the plasmon 
resonates inside the structure for a specific wavelength 
related to characteristic dimensions of the lattice. Hole-
arrays are thus well-adapted for optical filters [4,5]. 
Moreover, some particular hole shapes have shown 
interesting optical properties. Cross-shaped-hole arrays 
indeed present the ability of being nearly insensitive to light 
incidence and polarization with proper design rules [6]. This 
property potentially allows for the realization of optical 
filters with very low color variations when light incidence 
and polarization state are changed. 

Beside their appealing optical properties, such 
plasmonic devices also present a financial interest. Their 
simple structure – a single patterned metallic layer even for 

multi-colors filtering – implies a few number of fabrication 
steps, unlike Fabry-Perot filters which are made of several 
layers with varying thicknesses [7]. They also do not 
require any external infrared filter thanks to their infrared 
rejection capability, unlike color resists. All these features 
make plasmonic filters particularly attractive for industrial 
fabs. However, the integration of plasmonic structures in 
industrial products requires reliable fabrication guaranteeing 
drastic specifications dispersions. In the visible range 
though, the holes dimensions are small and fabricating such 
structures while keeping an accurate shape definition may 
be challenging, especially working at wafer level, on 
300mm silicon wafers. In practice, the final processed 
shapes may substantially deviate from the targeted ones due 
to process limitations at each critical step of the fabrication 
route. 

In this paper, we aim to evaluate the potential 
performance of cross-shaped-hole array filters fabricated 
with CMOS materials, especially with aluminum. The main 
weaknesses of each critical step are identified and we 
estimate how they impact the spectral response. Through 
RCWA computations, we first present the influence of film 
thickness and optical index standard deviations on a 
reference filter at 550nm. Then, we consider lithography 
inaccuracies using optical proximity calculations. The effect 
of rounded crosses on the filter performances is studied. A 
strategy is presented to obtain the best performances after 
the lithography step. Sloped etching profiles of metal holes 
are investigated, and then we simulate also the presence of a 
native oxide on the metal surface. This paper enables to 
anticipate the design rules required to get efficient 
plasmonic filters. 

2. Filters modeling 

In this work, cross-shaped-hole array filters are considered 
for their angular stability properties as mentioned earlier. 
They are defined with the following geometrical parameters: 
period P, metal thickness hm, arm length a, arm width b and 
a radius of curvature in the corners R, as shown in Fig. 1.  
Except in the part regarding rounded crosses, R is set to 0 so 
that we deal with regular sharp crosses. The period is chosen 
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the same in the x- and y-axis. The metal used is aluminum 
and the dielectric material used for the superstrate, the 
substrate, and inside holes is SiO2 due to its wide use in 
CMOS foundries. The superstrate and the substrate are both 
considered as semi-infinite. 

The refractive indices of aluminum are extracted from 
Palik references. The refractive index of silica is considered 
constant at n=1.46 without imaginary part (no losses). The 
RCWA used for the calculations is an in-house code, and the 
simulations presented in this paper are using 8 harmonics 
ensuring adequate convergence. 

Al

SiO2

b

a

P

R
R

x

y

 
Figure 1: Scheme of cross-shaped designs modeled. 

3. Main results 

3.1. Process deposition standard deviations 

An Al/SiO2 plasmonic filter can be fabricated according to 
this simplified process route: i) SiO2 deposition, ii) 
aluminum deposition, iii) aluminum etching and iv) SiO2 
filling. Deposition steps induce two kinds of process 
variations: deviations from targeted thicknesses and 
fluctuation of materials refractive indices, in particular for 
the SiO2 surrounding the metallic layer. These two effects 
are taken into account in our study. We consider typical 
process dispersions that can be obtained in 300mm CMOS 
foundries: the standard deviation on the metal thickness σhm 

is chosen at 3% and the standard deviation on the refractive 
index of silica σRI is taken at 1.6%. In Fig. 2, the plasmonic 
filters are simulated with maximum dispersions of ±3σ as 
generally considered in statistical process controls for the 
metallic thickness alone (blue curves), for the silica 
refractive index alone (green curves) and for the 
combination of the two dispersions (orange curves). The 
results show that these process variations have a moderate 
impact on plasmonic filter. The main effects are a 
transmission level modification and a shift of the resonance 
wavelength. Indeed, we show that a high control on the 
standard deviation on materials thickness and optical 
parameters would be profitable to avoid fluctuations of the 
transmission efficiency and the resonance wavelength.  
 

Nominal

-3σhm

+3σhm

-3σRI

+3σRI

-3σRI / -3σhm

+3σRI / +3σhm

 
Figure 2: Spectral response variations of a plasmonic filter 
induced by process dispersions at ±3σ for metal thickness 
with σhm=3% (blue), silica refractive index with σRI=1.6% 
(green) and both combined (orange). Filter dimensions are: 
P=250nm, a=200nm, b=100nm, hm=300nm. 

3.2. Lithography inaccuracies 

The following step after metal deposition is lithography 
pattern to print the hole shape to be etched in the metal 
layer. For a filtering application in the visible range, the 
dimensions of the holes are approximately between 50nm 
and 250nm. For such small dimensions with current 
lithography techniques as 248 nm deep-UV, the internal and 
external right angles of the crosses are expected to be 
rounded after photoresist reveal, and subsequently on the 
final etched patterns.  
 

200nm
100nm

 
 

Figure 3: Optical proximity effects calculations for an array 
of crosses obtained with a double patterning with 248nm UV 
lithography. The inset presents the same cross (target shape 
in green) obtained with single patterning (in red). Filter 
dimensions are: P=250nm, a=200nm, b=100nm, hm=300nm. 

 
We have used optical proximity calculations tools to 

predict the actual shape of cross-holes after lithography. A 
few options are investigated to decrease the deviation from 
the targeted design based on different technological 
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strategies. The strategy of double patterning, where the two 
arms of the crosses are insolated sequentially, has shown to 
be the best solution. For instance, the shape obtained for a 
cross hole with a double patterning in 28nm CMOS 
technology is given in Fig. 3. This is consistent with the 
work presented by Landis et al. [8] where crosses are 
insolated in two steps to get proper shapes for nanoimprint. 

These results help us to anticipate the main defaults of 
the actual shape that can be obtained after UV exposure and 
etching. The effect of rounded corners on cross holes 
plasmon resonances had not been investigated yet to our 
knowledge. We perform here a dedicated study with crosses 
rounded with different radii R, in both internal and external 
angles (Fig. 1). The spectral responses are examined to 
conclude on the impact on the filters properties. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Evolution of the spectral responses of the filter 
with increasing corners rounding (increasing radii). Filter 
dimensions are: P=250nm, a=200nm, b=100nm, hm=300nm. 
The spectra are compared to a circular-hole array with 
diameter a. 
 

The results presented in Fig. 4 reveal that curving the 
crosses corners alters the optical properties of the filter, 
especially with a decrease of the transmission efficiency but 
also a blue-shift of the plasmon resonance. A circular-hole 
array with diameter a is also simulated to observe how it 
may fit to rounded crosses. While its spectral response 
seems to support the blue-shift noticed for highly rounded 
crosses, it may be tricky to conclude clearly since aperture 
areas of crosses are not the same when curvature radius 
increases, which may also affect spectra.  

In order to dissociate the aperture area variation effect 
from the roundness effect, simulations are made with 
adaptive crosses dimensions to compensate the loss of 
aperture induced by rounded corners, so that the aperture 
area is the same whatever the R value (keeping ratio 
b/a=0.5). The results are very similar to previous ones, with 
slightly less transmittance losses (Fig. 5). This means that 
the loss of transmission efficiency is not attributable to the 
decrease of aperture area. When comparing the evolution of 
this filter with a circular-hole array of equivalent aperture 

area (diameter 195.5nm), it can however be confirmed that 
the blue-shift and the decrease of transmittance are due to 
the progressive loss of crosses' specific resonance properties, 
coming close to those of  circular holes when R increases. 
 

 
Figure 5: Evolution of the spectral responses of the filter 
with increasing corners rounding, keeping constant the cross 
aperture area. Filter dimensions are: P=250nm, a=(200nm, 
200.07nm, 200.29nm, 200.64nm, 201.14nm and 201.78nm), 
b=0.5*a, hm=300nm. The spectra are compared with a 
circular-hole array with equivalent aperture area (diameter 
195.5nm). 

3.3. Etching profile 

Once the lithography step is performed, the metal has to be 
etched to create periodic patterns. A sloped profile of the 
hole may be expected when aluminum is etched, which can 
be detrimental to the optical properties of the device given 
the small dimensions and thicknesses of the filters. We have 
simulated filters with different slopes for a 300nm-thick Al 
layer to evaluate the effect of such holes profiles. The slopes 
are modelled with RCWA, using a decomposition of the 
metallic layer into N elementary layers of equal thickness 
hm/N to create steps reproducing the sloped profile. The 
slope is defined with the angle θ relatively to the vertical 
direction (θ=0° corresponding to a perfect etching), as 
shown in Fig. 6. 
 

θ win

wout

hm

N 
layers

 
Figure 6: Modeling of sloped etching profiles with N steps 
in an aluminum filter. The angle θ defines the slope 
relatively to straight edges. 

 
Before processing metallic filters, it has to be chosen 

whether the targeted hole dimensions have to be respected at 
the entrance or at the exit of the filter. For instance, 
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plasmons resonances may not be the same if we decide to 
have win=a (top) or wout=a (bottom) in the case of cross-
shaped-hole arrays. We propose to study both situations to 
understand the impact of slopes on plasmons. All the results 
are obtained with 25 elementary layers, which gave similar 
results to finer modeling. Different slopes from 0° to 7.5° 
are simulated for the reference filter. 
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Figure 7: a) Evolution of the spectral response simulated 
with etching slopes of 0°, 2.5°, 5° and 7.5° in the case where 
a is fixed at the bottom of the filter. b) Same graph in the 
case where a is fixed at the top of the filter. Filters 
dimensions: P=250nm, a=200nm, b=100nm, hm=300nm. 
 

It can be observed in Fig. 7a that the transmission 
efficiency increases and the spectra broaden with increasing 
slopes, when the exit section is fixed. This highlights a kind 
of "funnel" effect where the widening of the hole induces a 
higher collection of light in the holes, leading to a strong 
confinement of the electromagnetic field at the exit of the 
filter. These results are in good agreement with the work of 
Shen and Maes on tapered metallic gratings [9], although 
they use higher win/wout ratios in their study. Note that for a 
7.5° slope, the arm length of the crosses on the top of the 
filter exceeds the period value by a few nanometers. In 
practice, fixing the exit section can be realized with proper 
anticipation on masks design and with a good knowledge of 
the etching chemistry. On the other hand, Fig. 7b shows that, 

in the case where the entrance section is fixed, sloped 
profiles lead to a dramatic loss of transmission efficiency. 
This can be simply explained by the fact that increasing the 
slope progressively obstructs the holes in this case.  

In order to evaluate which of these two effects is 
prevalent on the filter response, we study a third situation 
where both the entrance and the exit sections vary with the 
slope (Fig. 8), and the nominal width is set at the middle of 
the metallic layer. As it can be seen, the two effects partially 
compensate, but the trend is nevertheless rather a decrease 
of the transmission efficiency with slope increase. This 
proves that the impact of the exit section is predominant 
over the input section. It is therefore more interesting to 
adjust the lithography masks so that the targeted dimensions 
are satisfied at the bottom of the filter. Note that the effect of 
sloped profiles would be significantly limited for thinner 
filters, but thin filters would have a worse rejection than 
thick ones. 

 

P

Al
a

 
 

Figure 8: Evolution of the spectral response simulated with 
slopes of 0°, 2.5°, 5° and 7.5° in the case where a is fixed at 
the middle of the metallic layer. Filters dimensions are: 
P=250nm, a=200nm, b=100nm, hm=300nm. 

3.4. Metal oxidation 

The last effect we consider is the potential oxidation of the 
metallic layer. Several studies regarding plasmonic filters 
use aluminum as metallic layer [4,5,10,11], but don’t take 
into account a possible oxidation of the metal layer. There is 
either a formation of a native oxide layer Al2O3 at Al surface 
when the metal layer is in contact with air, as for example 
during chamber changing between two process steps or a 
formation of an aluminum oxide when it is in contact with 
another oxide such as SiO2. In both cases, a few-
nanometers-thick interfacial layer is formed with a 
stoichiometry close to Al2O3. The thickness of alumina 
generally grows up to a maximum of 10nm under room 
temperature [12]. In this work different values of alumina 
thickness are simulated to observe the evolution of the 
spectral response with the native oxide thickness.  

For modeling simplification, we consider that the 
oxidation thickness is the same on all sides of aluminum that 
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means on bottom and top of Al layer and on hole sides as 
well. Al2O3 refractive indices are taken from in-house 
measurements (n=1.666+0.0032i at λ=633nm). The 
simulation results presented in Fig. 9 show that the oxidation 
of aluminum leads to an increase of the transmission 
efficiency, a widening of the spectrum and also a red-shift of 
the resonance, the latter being due to the higher refractive 
index of alumina compared to SiO2. However, as for the 
holes corners rounding, there remains a bias in these results: 
the transmittance increase and the peak broadening may be 
partly due to the fact that the oxidation process removes 
metallic atomic layers at the metal/dielectric interface, as 
shown in the filter cross section scheme on Fig. 9a. This 
makes the obtained filter different from the targeted design, 
with larger aperture area and thinner metal, potentially 
leading to higher transmission. 
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Figure 9: a) Case of oxidation leading to a reduction of 
aluminum dimensions. b) Corresponding spectral response 
evolution of a SiO2-Al filter with different Al2O3 thicknesses 
around the aluminum layer. Filter dimensions are: 
P=250nm, a=200nm, b=100nm, hm=300nm.  
 

In order to understand the actual effect of alumina, it is 
necessary to dissociate from its effect the geometrical 
changes induced by the oxidation process. This can be easily 
done in practice by tailoring thickness deposition 
specification and the masks design so that the targeted 
aluminum shape is obtained after oxidation, as shown in Fig. 
10a. In these conditions, it can be observed on Fig. 10b that 
the alumina layer itself does not have a significant impact on 
the filter spectrum. Increasing the oxide thickness nearly 

does not change the transmission of the filter. A slight red-
shift is observed, since plasmons are interface phenomena, 
related to the refractive index of the dielectric directly in 
contact with the metal, and the alumina has a higher 
refractive index than silica.  
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Figure 10: a) Case of oxidation with no modifications of 
aluminum dimensions (anticipation of metal dimensions 
through deposition and mask design). b) Corresponding 
spectral response evolution of a SiO2-Al filter with different 
Al 2O3 thicknesses around the aluminum layer. Filter 
dimensions are: P=250nm, a=200nm, b=100nm, hm=300nm.  

4. Conclusions 

We have presented a review on the impact that can induce 
the process deviations specific to the different steps of the 
fabrication routes for cross holes aluminum visible filters. 
These results clearly show that the principle of plasmonics 
allows for an anticipation of these process variations on the 
design so that the final filter has a spectral response close to 
the targeted spectrum. Beside the benefit of an accurate 
monitoring on the process standard deviation on the metal 
thickness and the refractive indexes, we have demonstrated 
with this anticipatory methodology that a proper tailoring of 
the mask design and an adapted etching recipe can limit the 
impact of process inaccuracies on plasmon resonances. The 
effect of the metal oxidation is thus significantly reduced 
and the effect of sloped etching profiles can be limited with 
a tough control on the patterns dimensions at the bottom of 
the filters. Although this study was focused on Al-SiO2 
structures filtering light around 550nm, this methodology 
could be used for any kind of plasmonic filters, using 
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different holes shape, dielectric materials, metals, or having 
different operation bandwidths. 
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Abstract 
Thin CuInS2 light absorbing layer prospective for the solar 
cell applications is modified by gold nanoparticles. 
Theoretical and experimental possibilities of placement 
nanoparticles over or under the CuInS2 coating were tested. 
It was revealed that placement of nanoparticles under the 
CuInS2 layer is better in terms of spray pyrolysis technique. 
It results in more effective plasmon enhanced light 
absorption in the CuInS2 layer at the visible/near infrared 
650-700 nm spectral range.  

1. Introduction 
Development of solar cells made of thin films with 
possibility of their deposition on the flexible substrates is 
promising trend nowadays. In spite of comparative 
simplicity in production and low costs, efficiency of thin 
film solar cells inferiors to the crystalline analogues. One of 
the promising ways to increase efficiency of thin film solar 
cells at certain spectral ranges is doping them by noble 
metal nanoparticles. Resonance between the oscillations of 
surface electron plasma in metal nanoparticles and incident 
light results in strong concentration of light energy and 
electric field near the metal dopant [1]. It causes growth of 
light absorption and light scattering near metal 
nanoparticles in certain resonance spectral range. 
When the metal nanoparticle is placed on the interface 
between two media, more part of light is scattered two the 
medium with higher refractive index. Thus metal 
nanoparticles placed on the top of solar cell active layer can 
provide more light scattering inside the material and 
increase light harvesting by such a way [2].  
Another possibility can be realized for the nanoparticles 
incorporated directly inside the solar cell absorber layer. 
Since the cross section of plasmonic light absorption of the 
metal nanoparticle is larger than its geometrical cross-
section, plasmon resonance in metal could support stronger 
light absorption in the semiconducting host in certain 
spectral range. 
Realization of mentioned principles of plasmonic light 
harvesting requires adjustment of existing techniques for 
solar cell coatings with addition of noble metal 

nanoparticles. On the point of view of chemical doping, 
deposition of material by spray pyrolysis looks suitable for 
such modification. Indeed the ability to add gold or silver 
salt to the precursor was used for preparation of sprayed 
coatings for tinted glasses [3], layers for semiconductor 
sensors [4] and photovoltaic films [5]. Formation of Au or 
Ag via thermal decomposition of Au and Ag precursor salt 
such as HAuCl4⋅3H2O and AgNO3, respectively, is 
discussed in [6]. 
Here we used CuInS2 precursor for the solar cell absorber 
layer. Water solution of gold tetrachloride trihydrate salt 
was a precursor for the gold nanoparticles. 
To check different locations of gold nanoparticles relatively 
to the absorber layer, we did not mixed gold and 
semiconductor precursors. The precursors were sprayed one 
after another to get gold over or under CuInS2 coating. 
Optical, plasmonic and structural properties of prepared 
coatings were investigated to define optimal location of the 
gold nanoparticles providing plasmonically enhanced light 
absorption in the visible/near infrared spectral range.  

2. Materials and methods 
Two types of coatings on the glass slabs were prepared 
depending on the sequence of gold and CuInS2 precursors 
spraying. Samples of the first type were obtained by 
spraying of gold solution over the CuInS2. Samples of 
second type contain gold nanoparticles under the CuInS2. 
Particular chemical features of preparation are described in 
more detail in our previous paper [7]. 
Here the procedure is described briefly. Gold nanoparticles 
were formed after the spraying of 2 mM aqueous solution of 
HAuCl4∙3H2O on the 340°C hot substrates. Gold 
nanoparticles of different size were obtained depending on 
the amount of sprayed liquid (2.5, 5.0, 10, 15 ml). Aqueous 
solution containing CuCl2, InCl3 and SC(NH2)2 at molar 
ratio of 1:1:3 was sprayed on the 310°C pre-heated 
substrates to obtain resulting CuInS2  films with thickness 
~150 nm. 
Mathematical modeling of light absorption was realized by 
Mie calculations modified for the application to the light 
absorbing medium [8]. For more complicated 
configurations finite element method software package 
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COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3a was used. To allow easier 
analysis only single particle was considered in the 
calculations. In reality closely packed particles can cause an 
additional red-shift of plasmon resonance [9, 10]. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Structure of samples 

3.1.1 Gold over the CuInS2 

Gold nanoparticles on the surface of CuInS2 layer form 
granular surface with average size of gold nanoparticles 20-
60 nm (Fig. 1). Agglomerated particles with the size up to 
200 nm are formed at increased amount of sprayed gold 
precursor. Gold nanoparticles on the CuInS2 surface consist 
of the cubic gold nanocrystalites with the size 20-30 nm 
according to the analysis of X-ray data [7]. Precise 
measurements revealed that the CuInS2 dissolves partly, 
when too big amount of gold precursor HAuCl4∙3H2O is 
sprayed over it [7].  

 
Fig. 1. Scanning electron misroscopy image of gold 
nanoparticles obtained after spraying of 10 ml of gold 
precursor over the CuInS2 layer. 

3.1.2 Gold under the CuInS2 

Undesirable destructive action of chlorine from the gold 
precursor is eliminated in case of deposition of CuInS2 layer 
over the ready gold nanoparticles. X-Ray analysis testifies 
that the resulted coating consists of more pure CuInS2 doped 
by 20-50 nm gold nanoparticles consisting of 15-20 nm 
cubic gold crystallites [7]. 

3.2. Optical properties of samples 

3.2.1. Gold over the CuInS2 

Formation of gold nanoparticles over the CuInS2 absorber 
layer was initially aimed to increase the amount of the 
energy scattered inside the sample from the incident light. In 
practice such approach works only for the sufficiently big 
nanoparticles formed from the enough big amount of the 
gold precursor. Smaller particles absorb more energy 
themselves than scatter into the CuInS2 layer.  
Light absorbance of the samples was obtained from their 
total transmittance. Plasmonic maximum on the 
experimental spectra is not very pronounced and situates in 
the range of 520-550 nm (Fig. 2, curves 2 and 3). Its spectral 
position and width correspond to the plasmonic light 
extinction calculated for the comparatively big gold 

nanoparticles ~ 150 nm (Fig. 3, curve 2), which are visible 
on the SEM image (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 2. Optical absorbance spectra of CuInS2 films 
covered by gold nanoparticles. Amount of used gold 
precursor is: 1) 0 ml (referent CIS); 2) 2.5 ml; 3) 10 ml; 
4)15 ml. 
 

Experimentally measured resonant band with low intensity 
and significant width of spectral band (Fig. 2, curves 2, 3) 
can be a result of overlapping of many individual resonances 
from differently shaped and sized gold nanoparticles quite 
densely distributed on the surface. As a consequence, rising 
of light absorbance was detected in the range of all 
measured wavelengths at big content of gold precursor 
(Fig. 2, curves 3 and 4).  
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Fig. 3. Calculated normalized extinction cross sections for 
the gold nanoparticles with sizes: 1) 25 nm, 2) 150 nm. 
 

Thus more dense arrangement of big nanoparticles with low 
degree of monodispersity can be the reason of stronger 
background  light absorption in case of deposition of bigger 
amount of gold precursor solution (~15 ml) over the CuInS2 
layer (Fig. 2, curve 4). 

3.2.2. Gold under the CuInS2 

Gold nanoparticles deposited under the CuInS2 layer 
demonstrated more pronounced plasmonic behaviour. Gold 
nanoparticles become surrounded by CuInS2 having higher 
refractive index, plasmon resonance in the experimental 
spectra of light absorption becomes more pronounced and 
shifted from 550 nm to 650 nm (see Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. Optical absorbance spectra of CuInS2 films with 
embedded gold nanoparticles. Amount of used gold 
precursor is: 1) 0 ml (referent CIS); 2) 2.5 ml; 3) 5 ml; 
4) 15 ml. 
 

It results in plasmonic increase in light absorption by the 
CuInS2 layer at 600-700 nm up to 2 times (Fig. 4, compare 1 
with 2 and 3). Position of the calculated plasmonic light 
absorption band for the gold nanoparticle immersed into the 
CuInS2 layer corresponds to the experimental data only at 
the assumption about the ~25 % porosity of CuInS2 layer. 
Data calculated at such assumption are corresponding to the 
experimentally observed red shift of plasmonic resonance 
band to the 650 nm (Fig. 5). The assumption about porosity 
of CuInS2 layer looks reasonable, while there is a need in its 
additional experimental verification. We suppose that 
plasmonically enhanced electric field near the metal 
nanoparticle stimulates more effective light absorption in 
contacting CuInS2 material. Finite element method 
simulations testified that plasmonic enhancement in CuInS2 
light absorption is much higher than unwanted light 
absorption inside the metal. 
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Fig. 5. Calculated optical absorption of gold nanoparticles 
in the CuInS2 film. Sizes of nanoparticles are: 1) 20 nm; 
2) 30 nm; 3) 40 nm; 4) 50 nm. Refractive index of CuInS2 
having ~25 % of pores was used for the calculations. 
 

Thus measured near field enhancement of light absorption in 
the CuInS2 layer in the vicinity of gold nanoparticle could 

help in more effective light harvesting in the visible/near 
infrared spectral range 650-700 nm. 
The benefit of gold inside CuInS2 film is in the absence of 
destruction of CuInS2 film by gold precursor.  

4. Conclusions 
Plasmonically enhanced up to 2 times light absorption in the 
CuInS2 layer caused by underlying gold nanoparticles was 
obtained in the spectral range of 650-700 nm. Spraying 
technique applied for the deposition of gold nanoparticles 
under the CuInS2 layer turned out more suitable than 
placement of gold on the top causing undesirable chemical 
destruction of CuInS2 layer. It was found that 2.5-5 ml of 
2 mM gold precursor is an optimal amount resulting in the 
formation of gold nanoparticles with the size of 20-50 nm 
giving well defined plasmonic addition to the CuInS2 light 
absorption. Development of presented technique for the 
preparation of plasmonic thin film solar cells by spray 
pyrolysis method is planned.  
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Abstract  

In this paper, we demonstrate volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs) detection with surface enhanced Raman scattering 

(SERS) based on the bimetallic nanogap plasmonic structure 

fabricated by deep UV photolithography. Measurements on 

ethanol (5.4%) and acetone (25.4%) vapor have been 

performed with the SERS VOCs sensing platform and 

highly reproducible results have been shown.  Such system 

can find promising applications in health care, homeland 

security, chemical sensing and environmental monitoring. 

                      1. Introduction 

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) detection has wide 

applications and commercial values in different areas, 

including chemical sensing [1,2], homeland security [3], 

environmental monitoring [4] and health care [5-7]. In 

health care, exhaled breath analysis is a powerful tool for the 

diagnosis of medical diseases [4-6]. It is a non-invasive 

detection method and it is readily acceptable by patient. 

Sample collection is easy and even can be obtained from the 

unconscious patients. VOCs (e.g. acetone, ethane, isoprene 

ethane, and pentane), inorganic gases (e.g. CO2, H2O2) and 

non-volatile substances (e.g. isoprostanes, cytokines and 

nitrogen) are the common composition of human exhaled 

breath [8, 9]. VOCs and aerosolized particles are produced 

from the internal surface of lung [10], peripheral human 

cells and tissues, blood [11] and bacteria or microorganisms 

[12]. Carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), 

acetone vapour and ethanol vapour are common breath 

disease biomarkers [5, 6]. Exhaled acetone and ethanol 

concentration has been found correlated to plasma glucose 

level [13] and exhaled acetone is also accepted as the breath 

biomarker for diabetes [6].  
 

Gas chromatography (GC) system is the most widely using 

method for VOCs detection and analysis [4-7]. However, the 

physical dimension of GC is not suitable for on-site 

detection and the cost of the system is high. Ion-mobility 

spectrometry (IMS) is another common using method for 

chemical vapor detection [14]. Nevertheless, it is a 

destructive measurement technique and cannot be applied 

for the analysis of VOCs mixtures [14]. Raman spectroscopy 

provides the vibrational fringerprints of molecular structures 

[15, 16] for VOCs mixture identification in Raman 

spectrum. Due to the limited Raman scattering cross section 

value, the sensitivity of Raman signal is relatively low [15, 

16].  

 

Surface plasmon was discovered by Wood at 1902 [17]. He 

observed a photon-excited electrical resonance phenomenon 

at small metallic particles. Over the past decades, intensive 

research works have been on surface plasmon enhanced 

detection, such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [18-32], 

localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) [33, 34], 

surface plasmon field-enhanced fluorescence spectroscopy 

(SPFS) [35, 36] and surface plasmon-enhanced Raman 

scattering (SERS) [15, 16, 39-41]. In SERS, the electric field 

enhancement occurring at the surface plasmon hot spot of 

metallic plasmonic nano-structure provides an enhanced 

Raman signal in a factor of 10
14

 [15, 16, 38]. SERS has been 

demonstrated for single molecule detection [37], which is 

considered as the ultimate limit of detection. SERS also 

provides specific ‘fingerprint’ chemical information for 

different VOCs molecules [15]. In this paper, we propose 

SERS VOCs detection with the bimetallic nanogap 

plasmonic structure. Detections of acetone and ethanol 

vapor have been performed. With further development, the 

SERS VOCs sensor platform can find promising 

applications in point-of-care VOCs measurement, including 

on-site breath analysis for diabetes patients [5, 6].  

2. Methodology 

2.1 Fabrication of bimetallic nanogap plasmonic 

nanostructure 

Deep UV photolithography (DUV) was used to pattern 

nanostructures on 8inch diameter single crystal p-type Si 

wafer. In the lithography process, positive photo-resist in 

4100Ǻ thick was applied. It followed with a baking step (at 

130ºC for 90s) and the puddle development process. A 

single binary mask with circular patterns was used to 

generate different sizes of nano-gap structures by varying 

the exposure dosage form 66, 70, 74 to 78mJ/cm
2
. Deep 

reactive ion etching system was used in silicon etching with 

SF6 and C4F8 chemistry and the etching depth was about 
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150nm.The spacing of the nanostructure was controlled by 

dry oxidation at 900ºC for 2-6h. Then, Ag (30nm) and Au 

(15nm) plasmonic active layers were deposited subsequently 

deposited on the nanostructure by e-beam evaporation. A 

SEM image of the bimetallic nanogap plasmonic 

nanostructure is shown in Fig. 1. 

                   

Figure 1: SEM image of the bimetallic nanogap plasmonic 

nanostructure 

 

2.2  Experimental set-up 

A sensor chip with the bimetallic nanogap plasmonic 

nanostructure was placed in a gas detection chamber for 

SERS detection. VOCs of acetone or ethanol vapor were 

generated as described in Fig. 2. During detection, excitation 

light from He-Ne laser (633nm) was incident on the Ag-Au 

coated nanostructure through an objective lens (50x, 

0.75N.A.) and the surface enhanced Raman spectrum was 

recorded by a Raman spectrometer (Renishaw InVia). 

Different gas molecules possess characteristic fingerprint 

Raman peaks will help in the high sensitivity detection.  

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up 

                       3. Results and discussion 

Acetone vapor was detected with the SERS VOCs sensing 

platform. A reference spectrum was recorded before the 

vapor injection. As shown in Fig. 3a, no significant peak 

was found in the spectrum. After that, acetone vapor at 

25.4% was generated and the surface enhanced Raman 

scattering signal excited at the bimetallic nanogap plasmonic 

nanostructure was shown in Fig. 3b. A significant peak at 

790 cm
-1

 spectral range was observed, which was found 

correlated to the signature Raman peak of acetone molecule 

[40].  

Cycling detection to acetone vapor has also been 

demonstrated and the results are shown in Fig. 3a-3d. As 

shown in Fig. 3c, the 790 cm
-1

 peak was not found in the 

Raman spectrum after the flashing process with air. 

However, the 790 cm
-1

 peak was shown in the Raman 

spectrum (Fig. 3d) when the same concentration of acetone 

vapor was injected to the surface of the sensing chip again. 

The cycling detection results reveal the high reproducibility 

of the SERS technique for VOCs detection. 

 

 

 

 

 

The sensor platform has further been applied for ethanol 

vapor detection. Fig. 4a shows the reference spectrum before 

the injection of ethanol vapor. After that, ethanol vapor at 

5.4% was generated and injected to the surface of the 

bimetallic nanogap plasmonic nanostructure. The result was 

shown in Fig. 4b. As shown in the Raman spectrum, a peak 

at 880cm
-1 

spectral range was found, which is correlated 

with the signature Raman peak of ethanol molecule [40]. 

The surface of the sensor chip was then flashed with air for 

the removal of ethanol molecules. As shown in Fig. 4c, the 

880cm
-1 

peak was not found in the Raman spectrum after the 

flashing process. 

Figure 3: SERS spectra for acetone vapor detection a) 

Reference spectrum (air) b) Acetone vapor (25.4%) c) 

Reference spectrum (air) d) Acetone vapor (25.4%).  
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Figure 4: SERS spectra for ethanol vapor detection a) 

Reference spectrum (air) b) Acetone vapor (5.4%) c) 

Reference spectrum (air)  

3. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have successfully demonstrated VOCs 

detection based on the surface enhanced Raman scattering 

signal excited at the bimetallic nanogap plasmonic structure. 

Measurement results on ethanol (5.4%) and acetone (25.4%) 

vapor are highly reproducible and no chemical sensing layer 

is required.  Such system can find promising applications in 

health care, homeland security, chemical sensing and 

environmental monitoring. 
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Abstract 

The detailed investigation has been made of the lens effect 
in plane multilayered metal-dielectric structures (Ag-
TiO2). The optical scheme of the lens has been studied 
with the radiation focusing in free space. The transfer 
function is calculated, where the phase profile determines 
definitely the possibility of focusing. The condition for far-
field image formation is found using a flat lens. This 
condition is used for a numerical simulation of several lens 
designs with a various number of metal layers. It is found 
that considered flat lenses have close to limiting angular 
aperture and therefore the subwavelength resolution. It is 
established that at increase of a number of metal layers the 
object and image distances grow. 

1. Introduction 
One of the most important achievements in optics of 
metamaterials is to establish the possibility of light 
focusing by plane-parallel multi-layered metal-dielectric 
structures [1-3]. Lens effect in such structures is 
interesting for the optical microscopy, fluorescence 
imaging, lithography and so on. For a successful 
application of flat lens further it is necessary to explain not 
only the physical fundamentals of their functioning, but 
also to calculate and analyze their characteristics. Flat 
lenses in this respect differ advantageously from other 
nanostrucutres such as structures with nanocylinders, 
because lenses allow accurate calculations. In the study of 
flat lenses there is no necessity to use approximation of 
effective permeability or to introduce anisotropy. At the 
same time the comparison of the results of exact 
calculation with approximate ones allows one to 
understand deeper the physical meaning of approximations 
and to determine the limits of their applicability. Of 
course, this is important for further use of the approximate 
methods at calculations of more complex nanostructures. 

2. Optical scheme of flat lens 
The optical scheme illustrated in Fig.1 will be investigated. 
Here a layered metal-dielectric (MD) system is illuminated 
by a divergent light beam from the source located at the 
distance z1 from the layered structure. The layered 
structure consists of several layers of metal and dielectric 
(in the studied case of Ag and TiO2). Homogeneous media 
on both sides of lens in the general case are different 
(Fig.1b).  
 

a 

b 
Figure 1. The principal scheme of far-field flat lens (a). 
The scheme of the lens calculated in the paper (b). Here: 1 
– layered metal-dielectric system; 2 – non-transparent 
coating with one or several apertures; 3 – substrate; 4 – 
incident light beam; 5 – beam at the lens output. 

Under certain conditions, which will be specified 
hereinafter, MD- system acts as a lens that means that at 
some distance z2 source image is formed. The optical 
scheme of the lens, as it is presented in Fig.1b, makes 
focusing into free space. That is why the incident field 
propagates from the side of substrate. To investigated the 
focusing it is enough to use the scheme with one incident 
beam, but at calculation of spatial resolution also the 
scheme can be used with two close apertures, i.e. with 
illumination of lens by two parallel beams. 
Far-field imaging by the lens is realized in a pure form if 
the source does not create an evanescent field or if distance 
z1 is rather large and the evanescent field (at the lens 
input) disappears. In this case in the image plane the field 
will not be an evanescent one. The same regime of 
imaging takes place also when distance z1 is short, but 
distance z2 is large. Fig.1a illustrates also equiphase 
surfaces within the region of the source and the image. The 
presence of concave surface (in the image plane) within 
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the region of the image there is a necessary condition of 
functioning of lens in the regime of far-field imaging. 
Finally, it should be pointed out that unlike conventional 
optical lenses the most important parameter of flat lenses 
is their energy efficiency. This is due to the presence of 
light-absorbing metal layers, number of which can be more 
than one. 

3. Theory 
To obtain the quantitative characteristics of flat lens the 
accurate method based on calculation the transfer matrix 
(TM) for TH- polarized field will be used. Applied to the 
vector field, the TM for x- component of electric field and 
y- component of magnetic field will be calculated. It will 
allow us to calculate the z- component of Pointing vector 
and at last the power efficiency of flat lens. 
The relation between x- components of input (in) and 
output (out) electric fields for the flat lens it is possible to 
represent as 

1
out, , in, 1,1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x x out z x x x xE n n n E n M n−= . (1) 

Here the particular case is studied of two-dimensional 
space of wave numbers (kx, kz) and hence the normalized 
transverse wave number 0x xn k k=  is introduced, where 

0 2k π λ=  and 2
0z xk k nε= − . 1,1M  is the component 

of TM of multilayer. 
As it follows from the optical scheme the lens, their TM is 
a product of three multipliers free1 free2mlM M M M= , where 
indices (free) and (ml) relate to free space and multilayer. 
The ability of formation of an image by the optical scheme 
under study is mainly determined by phase function in the 
relation following from Eq. (1) 

out, in,( ) ( )exp( ( )) ( )x x x x x xE n t n i n E nϕ= ,  (2) 
If function ( )xnϕ  depends weakly on the transverse wave 

number and function ( )xt n  is rather smooth in comparison 
with the source field, then the scheme in Fig.1 is 
considered to be as a flat lens. Let function ( )xnϕ  be in a 
form of sum 

( ) ( ) ( )x free x ml xn n nϕ ϕ ϕ= +     (3) 
where 

2 2
1 2 0 1 0 2( ,z ,z )free x in x out xn k n z k n zϕ ε ε= − + −  (4) 

and ( )ml xnϕ  is the phase function of multilayer. 
In the Eq (4) the phase function of free space is positive. 
But it does not follow from it that for compensation of 
phase incursion phase function of multilayer should be 
negative. It is only important that function ( )ml xnϕ  
increases while nx becomes larger.  
Then the condition of realization of the flat lens has the 
form 

( ) constxnϕ ≈      (5) 

The deviation of function ( )xnϕ  from the constant value 
will be considered as a source of aberrations.  

4. Calculation and analysis of specific 
systems 

The simplest experimentally realized system is the layer of 
metal on the dielectric substrate. Let’s study the system 
SiO2(substrate)-Ag(20nm)-TiO2(20nm). 
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Figure 2. Phase functions of multilayer at wavelength λ = 
355 nm(a); 532 nm(b); 633 nm(c); 800 nm(d). Here and in 
all figure the phase is measured in degrees. 

As is seen from Fig.2, the phase function of this multilayer 
is concave almost in all considered cases. Hence the 
average phase shift decreases with the increase of the 
wavelength and becomes negative in near IR-region. But 
in this region the lens is the least energy-efficient. 
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Figure 3. Angular dependence of the transmission 
coefficient for various wavelengths. 
The above-mentioned least energy-efficiency is seen from 
Fig. 3, which illustrates that the transmission of the lens 
depends non-monotonically on the wavelength and is 
rather large for the wavelengths under study, except for λ 
= 800 nm. 
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Fig. 4 Phase functions - ( ,20,15)free xnϕ  (solid) and 

( )ml xnϕ (dash) (а) and total phase function ( )xnϕ  (b).  

Fig. 4 illustrates the degree of fulfillment of the 
approximation (5) for the studied scheme. The function 

1 2( ,z ,z )free xnϕ  can vary due to the change of distances 
z1 and z2, selecting them in such a way that difference of 
curves in Fig. 4а was minimal. Here the minimal values of 
both functions have been chosen equal to zero by 
subtracting the phase incursions at 0xn = . Fig. 4b shows 
the phase function ( )xnϕ  (Eq. 3). As is seen in Fig. 4, the 
difference of phase incursion is located within ± 1 degrees 
except for the extreme regions corresponding to close to 
grazing incidence. It means the considered lens has close 
to limiting angular aperture and hence the subwavelength 
resolution. 

It should be also noted that for a given z1 and slightly 
different values z2 the phase distortion produced by the 
lens has a different character. According to Fig. 4b at 
change of z2 from 15 nm up to 13 nm the distortions in the 
area of low spatial frequencies (SF) decrease and in the 
area of high SF increase. For full estimation of the quality 
of focusing in such cases it is necessary to take into 
account dependence of the lens transmission coefficient on 
the SF. In the case under the study, as follows from Fig. 3, 
lens transmission for λ = 532 nm in the area of high SF is 
sharply decreasing. That is why the phase distortion in this 



area can be neglected in first approximation. Fig. 3 shows 
also that the degree of the fall of transmission function at 
high SF can depend essentially on the wavelength. So for 
description of the flat lens it is reasonable to introduce also 
the parameter of angular aperture x,maxn . For example, for 

the case considered above x,max 0.975n =  in accordance 
with criterion of fall of transmission function in two times. 
At the given parameter x,maxn  the value has been 
investigated of the average phase error, which has been 
calculated using the formula 

,max

1 2 1 2
0

( ,z ,z ) ( , ,z ,z ) d
xn

x xErr n nλ ϕ λ= ∫   (6) 

At the given value of z1 the minimum has been found for 
this integral depending on z2. It is detected that the 
minimal value of integral (6) exists and depends on the 
magnitude z1. Hence within the range z1 from 14 nm up to 
22 nm the distances z1 and z2 satisfy approximately the 
simple lens formula 1 1 1

1 2 fz z− − −+ =  with the value f ≈ 
7.8nm. 
The obtained result, however, has some limitations of the 
physical character. It is meant that within the range of 
values z1 and z2, pointed above, the far field will not exist 
in a pure form, because its overlap is possible with the 
evanescent field. 
That is why the task is acute to search the possibilities of 
increasing the focal distance of such a type of lenses. 
Apparently, the only solution here is to move to the 
systems with larger number of layers. Consider for 
example, the structure Ag-TiO2-Ag-TiO2-Ag-TiO2 on 
SiO2 substrate. The individual layer thicknesses are 33, 28, 
30, 28, 33 and 10 nm, respectively. Such a structure has 
been used in paper [5] as unite cell of more complex flat 
lens. Here layer TiO2(10nm) is additionally introduced for 
modeling the protective coating of metal. Unlike [5] here 
the focusing not in substrate but in air is studied. 
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Figure 5. Phase function of the MD- system containing 
three layers of metal. 
 
Phase characteristic of lens is shown in Fig.5. As is seen, 
the phase shift of light when passing through the lens is 

negative, except for small edge areas. But these areas are 
not essential that follows from Fig. 6 where the angular 
dependence of transmission of this lens is shown. As was 
expected, its energy efficiency reduces essentially. 
Parameter x,maxn  here is approximately equal to 0.75.  
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Figure 6. Transmission function of flat lens (a). 
Dependence z2(z1) providing the minimum of phase 
distortion. Wavelength λ = 364 nm. 

Further the calculation has been made of lengths z1 and z2, 
at which the phase distortion of lens is minimal. Fig. 6b 
illustrates dependence z2(z1) and its approximation by 
straight line. The equation of straight line has the form 

2 0 1( )(z z )z tg θ= −     (7) 
Here θ is the acute angle of the line with axis z1. In the 
case under study θ is equal to 32.4 degrees, and z0 = 
230nm. The link of these parameters with the 
characteristics of multilayer is not still clear. 
It should be also noted that the obtained before thin-lens-
equation is not fulfilled here. 
The plots in Fig. 6b shows that object distance z1 and 
image distance z2, as it is supposed, are essentially larger 
that for MD- lens with single metallic layer. 

5. Conclusions 
In the paper the description is made of flat lenses 
consisting of layered MD- structures. The description is 
based on the application of transfer matrix, which is 



calculated numerically. Using the established components 
of transfer matrix further the transfer function is calculated 
of the layered structure and its phase characteristics. Also 
transmission function of lens is established determining its 
energy efficiency. At the next stage the phase distortion is 
calculated of flat lens in comparison with ideally imaging 
lens. From the condition of minimum of phase distortions 
the function is determined of link between object (z1) and 
image (z2) distances. The particular cases have been 
studied of layered structures with Ag and TiO2 as the 
constituent materials on substrate of SiO2, which differs 
by the number of metal and dielectric layers. It is shown 
that for the lens with a single Ag-layer values z1 and z2 are 
small and located in the region of 10÷20 nm. For lens with 
three layers of Ag the distances increase up to values of 
order of 100 nm. This trend is preserved further. Thus, the 
doubling of the second structures described above, the 
optimal values of z1 and z2 can be equal to 150 nm and 
223nm, respectively. However, the transmittance of this 
lens is small and is at the level of several percents. 
Moreover, with the increase of the number of layers the 
phase characteristic of lens is deformed, i.e. phase 
distortions increase. The decrease of distortions is possible 
at reduction of the angular divergence of the input field 
that leads to a reduction in spatial resolution.  
In a whole, as the calculations and analysis showed, flat 
lenses on the basis of layered MD structures are 
characterized by rather smooth transfer functions, 
parameters of which can be predictably changed due to the 
choice of geometric parameters of the layered structure. 
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Abstract

In this article, we provide an asymmetric generalization of
the invisibility cloak. Our asymmetric invisibility cloak en-
joys unidirectional transparency, and therefore a person in-
side this cloak can not be seen from the outside but can
see the outside. Existing method for designing invisibility
cloaks are based on the transformation optics [1, 2], and
light travels along the geodesics for a given Riemannian
metric. Therefore we can not apply this method to asym-
metric situation. To overcome this problem, we propose
employing tight-binding model to describes the metamate-
rial which enable us to introduce directionality into invisi-
bility cloaking.

1. Introduction
An invisibility cloak realizes a shielded region that light
coming from all quarters circumvents without going
through nor reflecting on. Outer onlookers cannot see any
object inside this shielded region as if there is nothing in
the region. This mans a person will be invisible from the
outside once he/she hides in the shielded region. Such de-
vices are designed by using transformation optics. How-
ever, a serious, practical problem occurs: the hiding person
inside will NEVER see outside since light cannot enters the
shielded region. This greatly reduces the practical useful-
ness of invisibility cloaks.

To overcome this defect, we propose to generalize invis-
ibility cloaking to directional one, that is asymmetric cloak-
ing, to develop a device with unidirectional transparency.
For this purpose, we formulate a theory for designing asym-
metric cloaking. A person inside the shielded region of our
asymmetric cloaking can see out, but other people outside
cannot see the person inside. The transformation optics is
not useful for this generalization. Our formulation is based
on‘ the theory of effective magnetic field for photons ’
proposed by Stanford University in 2012 [3]. In this paper,
extending the Stanford’s theory to the concept of‘ effec-
tive electro-magnetic field for photons ’, we present new
method for designing asymmetric cloaking devices in the
real world. In the following, we first give a brief review on
some background materials. We then explain the concept of
effective electro-magnetic field for photons (Sect. 3), and
propose the method of asymmetric cloaking based on this

concept (Sect. 4), show the trajectory of light simulated for
a simple example of asymmetric cloaks.

2. Symmetric Invisibility Cloak: A Review
As is well known, there are two familiar ways to bend opti-
cal path: the gravity force and medium configuration. The
general relativity, the relativistic theory of gravity, tells us
that the gravity force act as a curvature of the space-time,
and an object travels along the minimal path in the curved
space time. Light consists of coherent ensemble of massless
particles, namely photons, and gravity affects on its trajec-
tory. The optical path in a curved space is determined by
the following geodesic equation

d2xi(s)
ds2

+ Γi
jk
dxj(s)
ds

dxk(s)
ds

= 0. (1)

Is it possible to realize the same trajectory of light by a
certain medium configuration? The answer to this question
is yes. The key to the answer is the Maxwell equations
which determines the light, that is electro-magnetic field,
propagation. The Maxwell equations in a vacuum curved
space time take the following covariant form

∂i(
√
ggijEj) =

√
gρ

ε0
, ∂i(

√
ggijBj) = 0, (2)

εijk∂jEk = ±
∂
√
ggijBj

∂t
, (3)

εijk∂jBk = ± 1
c2
∂
√
ggijEj

∂t
+ µ0

√
gji. (4)

On the one hand, the Maxwell equations in a medium are
given by

∂iD
i = ρ, ∂iB

i = 0, (5)

εijk∂jEk =
∂Bi

∂t
, εijk∂jHk =

∂Di

∂t
+ ji (6)

The point is that these two sets of equations are very sim-
ilar, and by setting the electric permittivities and magnetic
permeabilities equal to the metric tensor of the curved space
as

εij = µij = ±√
ggij , (7)

these two take the same form. This means we can realize
the optical path in a virtual and curved space time in the



real world by designing a medium with the above electric
permittivities and magnetic permeabilities [1, 2].

The problem of this construction is that we need to set
the electric permittivities and magnetic permeabilities equal
to each other and they cannot have a directionality since the
metric tensor of the Riemannian curved space does not de-
pend on direction around a point. To overcome this short-
coming, we employ an another way to bend the optical path:
‘ the effective electro-magnetic force for photons ’. At

first sight, this concept sounds very strange because pho-
tons does not have the electro-magnetic charges and there-
fore electro-magnetic fields cannot act on themselves. Ac-
tually, this‘ effective electro-magnetic force ’is not the
genuine one but a virtual effect on the real photons as the
virtual gravity force in the transformation medium. In the
next section, we demonstrate how such a force is possible
to realize.

3. Effective Electric and Magnetic Fields for
Photons

3.1. Effective magnetic field for photons

As the starting point of our study, we introduce the notion of
‘effective magnetic field for photons’proposed by Stanford

University team [3, 4]. The point of this excellent theory
is that a lattice configuration of photonic resonators, a sort
of metamaterial, can generate a virtual field action on pho-
tons that is similar to a magnetic field for moving charged
massive particles. Consider a lattice (see Fig. 1(a)) consist-
ing of alternately arrayed two kinds of photonic resonators
A and B with resonance frequencies ωA and ωB . Let us
assume that each resonator has dynamic coupling with its
nearest neighbors, and that the coupling strength is modu-
lated harmonically. We can model this system by employ-
ing the second quantization scheme, and this model is the
tight-binding model with the following Hamiltonian for a
photon

H =
∑

i

~ωAa
†
iai +

∑
j

~ωBb
†
jbj

+V
∑

<i,j>

cos(Ωt+ φij)
(
a†i bj + b†jai), (8)

where subscripts i and j label the position of resonators A
and B on the lattice system. V is the coupling strength to
the nearest neighbors, Ω/~ is the frequency of the coupling
modulation, φij is the relative modulation phase between
two adjacent resonators at position i and j. The operators a†i
and ai are creation and annihilation operators for resonator
A, and b†j and bj are creation and annihilation operators for
resonator B. The vacuum state |0〉 is therefore annihilated
by ai and bj . This Hamiltonian consists of the free field
part, that is composed of two types of harmonic oscillators
with the frequencies ωA and ωB

H0 =
∑

i

~ωAa
†
iai +

∑
j

~ωBb
†
jbj , (9)

Figure 1: Lattice model for effective electromagnetic field
for photon. (a) Magnetic field model. (b) Electromagnetic
field model.

and the interaction part whose coupling is controlled by V .
Let us move the picture of this quantum system from this
Schrödinger picture to the interaction picture. The interac-
tion picture is a hybrid of the Schrödinger picture and the
Heisenberg picture, and the time evolution of an operator is
given by the free HamiltonianH0 and a state evolves by the
action of the interaction Hamiltonian. The creation and an-
nihilation operators in the interaction picture are therefore

ci(t) ≡ e
itH0

~ aie
− itH0

~ = e−
itωA

~ ai, (10)

cj(t) ≡ e
itH0

~ bje
− itH0

~ = e−
itωB

~ bj , (11)

The Hamiltonian

HI = e
itH0

~ (H −H0) e−
itH0

~

= V
∑

<i,j>

cos(Ωt+ φij)
(
c†i (t)cj(t) + c†j(t)ci(t)).

(12)

Let us assume ~Ω = ωA − ωB for simplicity. Using the
rotational wave approximation then simplifies this Hamil-
tonian

HI ' Heff =
V

2

∑
<i,j>

(
e−iφijc†i cj + eiφijc†jci), (13)

where this approximation drops the time-depending vibra-
tion terms e±2iΩt. This Hamiltonian consists of the time-
independent creation/annihilation operators

ci ≡ ci(t = 0), cj ≡ cj(t = 0), (14)

and the coefficients are also time-independent.
The point is that equation 13 has the same form as that

of the tight-biding Hamiltonian for an electron in a mag-
netic field as we will show this fact in the next subsection.
This means that the photonic resonator lattice produces a
background field acting on the real photons. This field is not
a genuine magnetic field but is called an‘effective magnetic
field (EfM).’The configuration of EfM can be designed as
desired by adjusting the spatial distribution of modulation
phase difference φij . A photon in the EfM background ex-
periences a‘Lorentz-like’force as if it had the electromag-
netic charge and felt the magnetic field. We can show this
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Figure 2: Concept of asymmetric cloaking. (a) Ray trajec-
tory for forward direction. (b) Ray trajectory for backward
direction. (c) Photon propagation in local area M. (d) Detail
phase information in local area M.

phenomena explicitly by computing the motion of a wave
packet of this system with computer simulation. The center
of mass coordinate of a wave packet then travels along a
circular trajectory.

3.2. Introducing effective electric field for photons

The concept of the EfM is the important key to achieve
asymmetric invisibility cloaking. The EfM can break time-
reversal symmetry in optics and give a certain extent of
asymmetricity to the light propagation. But the EfM is not
enough for our purpose since asymmetric cloaking requires
a higher asymmetricity in light propagation. For exam-
ple, as shown later in Sect. 4, forward-propagating light
has to avoid and circumvent the cloaking region, whereas
backward-propagating light has to go straight and enter the
cloaking region. Such a nonreciprocity cannot be achieved
only with the EfM.

To resolve this problem, we propose introducing an an-
other background field acting on photons that is an analog
of electric field for charged particles. Let us call this field
an‘ effective electric field (EfE). ’Employing the EfE in
addition to the EfM, we will be able to realize a light ray
with high asymmetry. The EfE can be generated as follows,
using the photonic resonator lattice.

Let us start with the resonator lattice shown in the previ-
ous section. We then make a change such that the resonance
frequency of the resonators is not constant but depends on
its position labelled by i or j (see Fig. 1(b)). We consider
the resonance frequency ωA(i) = ΩA +VAΦi for resonator
A and ωB(j) = ΩB + VBΦj for resonator B. VA and VB

are frequency parameters, and Φi and Φj are dimensionless
parameters associated with the resonators located at i and
j. By adjusting these parameters, the spatial distribution of

the resonance frequency can be set as desired. The tight-
binding model Hamiltonian for a photon in this system is
given by

H =
∑

i

(
~ωA + VAΦi

)
a†iai +

∑
j

(
~ωB + VBΦj

)
b†jbj

+V
∑

<i,j>

cos(Ωt+ φij)
(
a†i bj + b†jai) (15)

We set ~Ω = ωA − ωB as in Eq. 13. Using the interac-
tion picture and rotational wave approximation simplify the
Hamiltonian into

Heff =
V

2

∑
<i,j>

(
e−iφijc†i cj + eiφijc†jci)

+
∑

i

VAΦic
†
i ci +

∑
j

VBΦjc
†
jcj , (16)

and the time-evolution of this system then obeys the
Tomonaga-Schwinger equation for the Hamiltonian. The
point here is that Equation 16 has the same form as that of
the tight-binding Hamiltonian for a charged particle in an
electro-magnetic background field [5]. The first term of the
right-hand side corresponds to the motion of a photon intro-
duced by the EfM introduced by the Peierls substitution [6].
The second and third terms lead to the motion induced by
the EfE. The magnitude and direction of the EfE are con-
trolled by the parameters VA, VB , Φi and Φj . A photon
under the EfE experiences a‘ Coulomb-like ’force as if
it is a charged massive particle. In this way, we can gener-
ate the EfE in addition to the EfM, employing the photonic
resonator lattice.

4. Asymmetric Invisibility Cloaking using
Effective Electric and Magnetic Fields

Dealing with a simple example, we illustrate our method
for designing the asymmetric invisibility cloaks by making
use of the EfE and the EfM. The procedure for designing is
as follows.

Step 1: Designing the directed optical path for asym-
metric cloaking
The first step is to decide what kind of asymmetric cloaking
we need and draw the directed optical path diagram for the
wanted cloaking. For example, let us consider a asymmetric
cloaking device such that its wearer, when looking toward
spectators, can see them but cannot be seen from them. In
more detail, consider a specific cloaking device such that
(i) the device has a spherical cloaked region with forward-
backward directionality, and its wearer directs the forward
direction toward the spectators,
(ii) the wearer can see the spectators clearly, whereas the
spectators can see only the background behind the wearer
and cannot see the wearer itself.

For such unidirectional transparency, the device has to
direct incident light to take a different path depending on
the direction of incident light ray. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) il-
lustrate the desired optical path on a plane passing through
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the optical axis of the system. In this figures, the forward
direction of the device is left-to-right, and spectators are on
the right side of the device. The directional propagation of
light we need is:
(a) forward-propagating light (left arrows in Fig. 2(a)) cir-
cumvents the cloaked region and return undisturbed to its
original trajectory so that a wearer in the cloaked region
will be invisible to the spectators on the right,
(b) backward-propagating light (right arrows in Fig. 2(b))
proceeds undisturbed so that the wearer in the cloaked re-
gion can see the spectators on the right.

Step 2: Directing light to follow the designed optical
path
Next thing to do is to divide the space surrounding the
cloaked region into small local regions and consider the
propagation of light inside each local region. Let us take
a local region denoted by M in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for ex-
ample. In this region, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (c), forward-
propagation photons (red arrows) need to deviate down-
ward from usual path, whereas backward-propagating pho-
tons (blue arrows) need to travel straight without deflec-
tion. If propagating quanta were electrons, such propaga-
tion could be realized by introducing a magnetic field in the
z direction and an electric field in the y direction, with ap-
propriate magnitudes. For photons, the same propagation
can be realized by a z-directed EfM and a y-directed EfE
instead of a real magnetic and an electric field. For this pur-
pose, we consider a photonic resonator lattice in region M
and tune the parameters of the lattice system appropriately
so that photons will travel along the directed optical path
shown in Fig. 2(c). The whole cloaking device is built by
putting a photonic resonator lattice configuration on every
local region and adjusting the parameters of each region so
that the local optical paths will be connected into the whole
optical path illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

In order to create an z-directed EfM and an y-directed
EfE in a resonator lattice, we tune the parameters φij and
Φj of the lattice as follows (see Fig. 2(d)). The parame-
ter φij is proportional to the column index and increases by
ψ when a index increases one. Vertically adjoining lattice
points on the same column share a same value of φij , and
φij is equal to 0 for horizontally adjoining ones . The pa-
rameter Φj is proportional to the row index and increases
by ζ when a index increases one, and equal between the
resonators on the same row.

The lattice spacing a is sets sufficiently smaller than the
dimension of local region in order to deal with the system
in a continuum approximation. For simplicity, we assume
a few relations between the parameters such as VA = VB .
Under this condition, the magnitude Beff of the z-directed
EfM is given by

Beff = 1
a2

∮
~A( ~X) · d ~X, (17)

2π
φ0

∫ ~Xj

~Xi

~A( ~X) · d ~X = φij , (18)

where φ0 = hc/e is the quantum unit of magnetic flux. The

Figure 3: (a) Ray trajectory under effective magnetic field
for photon. (b) Ray trajectory under effective electromag-
netic field for photon.

magnitude Eeff of the y-directed EfE field is given by

Eeff

(
~Xk+ ~X`

2

)
= −ϕ( ~Xk)−ϕ( ~X`)

a , (19)

ϕ( ~Xk) = ~2VA

mea2V Φk, (20)

where k and ` are adjoining two lattice points. The scalar
potential for EfE is given by ϕ.

Under these EfM and EfE, a photon travels as if it was
a charged massive particle with mass m in a magnetic and
an electric field whose magnitudes are given by Beff and
Eeff. Surrounding the cloaked region with many resonator
lattices yields an appropriate spatial distribution of EfE and
EfM around the cloaked region, thereby controlling the
propagation of photons to realize asymmetric cloaking.

Step 3: Simulating the unidirectional movement of pho-
tons to determine lattice parameters
Our final task is to determine appropriate parameter values
for each resonator lattice to achieve a desirable optical path
in the lattice. This can be performed with the aid of com-
puter simulation. This lattice system has several parameters
including ψ and ζ, and in this study we found their opti-
mal values simply with exhaustive search technique, though
there might be a more efficient method of searching.

To see the forward and the backward optical path in
a given local region, we put a photon wave packet in the
center of the local region and simulated its time-evolution.
In our simulation, we consider the Tomonaga-Schwinger
equation for the Hamiltonian Eq. 15 with an initial Gaus-
sian wave packet state of a photon. Figure 3 shows an ex-
ample of the time evolution of the photon wave packet for
forward and backward traveling, simulated under the spe-
cific choice of the parametersψ = 0.3, ζ = 0.3, V = 3, and
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VA = VB = 2 or 0. Figure 3(b) shows the time-evolution
under a EfM and a EfE (V = 3 and VA = VB = 2) and
Fig. 3(a) under only an EfM (V = 3 and VA = VB = 0).
In these figures, the shape of the wave function on the lat-
tice system is visualized with colored amplitude imaging.
The center of mass position of the wave packet moves as
the wave propagates, and its movement describes the light
ray associated with the photon (a solid arrow describes the
trajectory of the photon). An incident photon experiences a
‘ Lorentz-like ’and a‘ Coulomb-like ’force and shows

asymmetric movement depending on its propagation direc-
tion.

5. Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrated the new procedure for de-
signing actual invisibility cloaks with asymmetry utilizing
the photonic resonator lattice and confirmed their operation
with the aid of computer simulation. A point in our anal-
ysis is the tight-binding model description of the photonic
resonator lattice system, and this scheme enables us to con-
struct systematically a‘ Lorentz-like ’and a‘ Coulomb-
like ’force acting on photons. The EfM then breaks the
time-reversal symmetry of the system, and then it leads to
the desirable hight asymmetry of the cloaking device.
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Abstract 
The resonance mode properties of the ferrite defect in 
photonic crystal in terahertz region are studied by using the 
finite difference time domain method. The results indicate 
that the resonance modes of the point defect exist with 
certain structures and change in large frequency 
domains(1.14THz-0.91THz and 0.99THz-0.9THz) when the 
permeability of ferrite material changes with external 
magnetic field . Furthermore, the transmission spectra and 
modulating properties of the ferrite defect coupled with 
photonic crystal waveguide are simulated. Controlled by the 
external magnetic field, the central frequency of the defect 
mode spectra with narrow bandwidth (about 0.017THz) 
change from 0.917THz to 0.993THz. These results provide a 
useful guide and a theoretical basis for the developments of 
terahertz modulation and tunable filtering. 
 

1. Introduction 
In recent years, terahertz (THz) technology and its 
applications have made great progress in many fields such as 
THz sensing, imaging, spectroscopy, and communication [1-

6]. For the construction of compact application systems, THz 
functional devices such as THz modulators, filters, and 
phase retarders are indispensable. Among these devices, 
artificial structural materials including metamaterials and 
photonic crystals (PCs) have proved to be effective way to 
transmit and control THz waves[7-14]. Especially, in PC the 
changing of dielectric constant of materials and structure of 
the PC make the devices tunable. For example, Ghattan et 
al. [15] demonstrated the high density polyethylene (HDPE) 
PC with air holes filled with liquid crystal (LC) can be used 
as a switch with the extinction ratio of 13.3dB at 91GHz. 
Ying Li[16] have shown an omnidirectional reflector and a 
tunable filter by using the dielectric constant temperature 
sensitive semiconductor material InSb as a one dimensional 
photonic crystal defect. L. Fekete et al [17]proposed  a 
narrowband modulation by using femtosecond laser pumped 
GaAs as defect of one dimensional photonic crystal. Overall, 
the devices are tunable mainly dependent on the dielectric 
constant changed by temperature, external electric or 
magnetic field and laser pumping. However, the modulating 
depths are limited by the tunable bandwidth of the materials. 
For example the laser pumping semiconductor with 
refractive index tunable within 0.02.  Recently several 
reports on the electro- magnetic parameters of ferrite 
materials have shown that some kinds of ferrites have small 
absorption loss, which indicate that the ferrite is a kind of 

promising materials for the THz wave[18,19]. Moreover, some 
devices using ferrite materials  have been designed and 
fabricated for the THz wave[20,21]. 
      In this paper, according to the magnetic control 
mechanism of ferrite material  LuBiIG in the THz regime, 
we proposed a tunable narrowband filter by using the ferrite 
material as point defects in PC.  The bandgaps as well as the 
transmission and local properties of the ferrite point defect 
are investigated. The operating frequency of this narrow 
band filter can be broadly tuned by changing the external 
magnetic field . Moreover, we find a great transmission 
enhancement through this device for THz modulation and 
tunable filtering. 

 

2. Material properties  
The analyzed structure is shown in Fig. 1. The uniform in z-
direction circular high-resistance silicon  rods are oriented 
along the z axis. The space between the rods is filled with 
air. They form a square lattice in the plane xy. Then, a point 
defect of ferrite rod is produced by replacing a silicon rods. 
The magnetized LuBiLG ferrite rods is a tensor of the 

second rank µ


  and the permittivity is a scalar 0ε of 4.85[22]. 

A uniform dc magnetic field 0H   is applied to the crystal 
along z axis.  Fully magnetized under the external static 
magnetic, the ferrites have a tensor relative permeability in 
the following form [24]: 

0

0
[ 0 ]

0 0

j
j
µ κ

µ κ µ
µ

= −


              (1)

 

The tensor element µ  and κ are given by 

0 2 2(1 )ex m

ex

ω ωµ µ
ω ω

= +
−

              (2) 

 

 0 2 2
m

ex

ω ωκ µ
ω ω

=
−

                     (3) 

where  0,ex ex m sB Mω γ ω γµ= = , γ is the gyromagnitic 

ratio of 1.758 × 1011 rad/Ts, 0µ  is the permeability in the 
vacuum, ω is the circular frequency of the incident THz 
wave, exB  is the external mag-netic flux density, and sM  
= 1560 G is the saturation magnetization of ferrite 
materials. Yang et al. [19,23] measured the absorption 

http://dict.baidu.com/s?wd=mechanism%20
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coefficient of LuBiIG single crystal with less than 0.3 cm−1 
in the range of 0.2–1 THz by THz-TDS. The electro-
magnetic parameters of LuBiLG used in the calculation 
come from these references. Because the magnetic field of 
the transverse magnetic (TM) wave does not interact with 
the magnetic dipoles of the ferrite, the permeability is 0µ . 
On the contrary, the magnetic field direction of the 
transverse electric (TE) wave is perpendicular to the 
external magnetic field which causes the movement of the 
magnetic dipole. Generally, the permeability for TE wave in 
the structure cannot be simply modeled by an effective 
isotropic medium with the permeability of a scalar value. 
However, For ellipsoids in a uniform external magnetic 
filed 0H , the magnetization in the saturated regime is 
uniform. Infinitely long cylinders are a particular case of 
ellipsoids, therefore the magnetization of them is also 

uniform. Thus, in this case the parameters of µ


are constant 
inside the ferrite elements. The permeability for TE wave 
can be calculated by Eq. (2). So the refractive 
index n εµ=  will change in the range of 2.4–3.2[24]. 
 

3. Defect modes analysis   
The analyzed structure is shown in Fig. 1. The uniform in z-
direction circular high-resistance silicon  rods are oriented 
along the z axis. The space between the rods is filled with 
air. They form a square lattice in the plane xy. The lattice 
constant a is 100μm. And the fill factor r/a=0.2,where r is 
the radius of the silicon rod. Then, a point defect of ferrite 
rod is produced by replacing a silicon rods. (the gray rod in 
Fig.1) The high-resistance silicon has a scalar permeability 

0µ   of 1 and a scalar permittivity 0ε of 11.7[25]. A uniform 
magnetic field 

0H   is applied to the crystal along z axis. 
The permeability of the ferrite rods for TE wave is changed 
by the external field. So the refractive index for LuBiLG  
will change in the range of 2.4–3.2[24]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 2-dimension square lattice of circular cross-section 
silicon rods with one ferrite rods as defect. 

The defect mode of the ferrite is the key for controlling 
the transmitting of THz wave. The defect mode can change 
with the refractive index and the radius of the ferrite rod. we 
analyze the bandgap and point defect mode change with the 
radius of ferrite rod. In the TE mode, the magnetic field of 
the mode is perpendicular to the external magnetic field, and 
thus it induces a precession of magnetic dipoles around the 
external field at the mode frequency. Therefore, we 
simulated the TE mode properties.  

We study the influence of radius of the ferrite defect 
rods on the TE mode bandgaps. Fig. 2 shows the bandgap of 
photonic crystal with the radius of ferrite defect (expressed 
as Raduis1) when the refractive index of ferrite is 2.4 
without external magnetic field applied. Fig. 3 shows the 
bandgap of photonic crystal with the radius of ferrite  defect 
when the refractive index of ferrite is 3.2 with large external 
magnetic field applied.  In fig. 2, the normalized frequency 
(ωa/2πc) range of 0.28-0.42 (corresponding to 0.84-
1.26THz) is the PC bandgap and the curves in the gap is the 
cavity defect mode. Obviously, there is no defect mode 
when the radius of ferrite rod is in the range of 28-33μm. 
And the defect mode frequency becomes lower from0.36-
0.28(0.84-1.08THz)  when the radius vary from 10μm to 
28μm. The defect mode frequency decrease from 0.42-
0.34(corresponding to 1.02-1.26THz)  when the radius vary 
from 28-50μm. In figure 3, the radius range without defect 
mode existing is from 17μm to 26μm. Therefore, the radius 
of the ferrite rod should be within 10-17μm and 33-50μm, 
which make sure that the defect modes exist and vary with 
external magnetic field.  

 
Fig. 2 The defect modes vary with the radius of ferrite defect 

when there is no external magnetic field applied. 
 

 
Fig. 3 The defect modes vary with the radius of ferrite defect 

when there is large external magnetic field applied. 
 
Fig. 4 and fig. 5 shows the defect modes vary with the 

refractive index difference between the ferrite rod and air 
background when the defect radius is 15μm and 40μm, 
respectively. Obviously, in fig.4 the normalized frequency 
of the defect mode changes from 0.335 (1.02THz) to 0.30 
(0.9THz) with the refractive index of ferrite controlled by 
the external magnetic field. And in fig.5,with the dielectric 
constant increasing, the frequency of the defect mode 
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gradually declines from 0.38(1.14THz) to 0.31(0.93THz). 
Overall, the defect modes have large tunable range with the 
external magnetic field at both cases. 

 
Fig.4 The bandgaps vary with the refractive index of the 
ferrite defect with radius 15μm 

 
Fig.5 The bandgaps vary with the refractive index of the 
ferrite defect with radius 40μm 

The bandgap characteristics of the ferrite defect PC 
determine propagation characteristics of a THz wave. 
Therefore, calculations of the propagation characteristics of 
the PC would be interesting in a way to show the modulating 
functions of the ferrite material. Therefore, we simulated the 
THz transmission spectra in the silicon photonic crystal 
waveguide including a ferrite defect. The structure is 
described in fig.6. A wideband THz wave is guided in the 
PC waveguide. Two waveguide monitors are settled in the 
output of the waveguide and the ferrite defect, respectively. 
A tunable external magnetic field is applied along the axial 
direction of the ferrite rod.  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Fig.6 the transmission photonic crystal stucture 

The transmission spectra and the defect mode in the 
defect are shown in fig.7. The dotted line is the transmission 
spectra in the output of the waveguide. Large bandwidth 
THz wave ranging from 2.3-3.3 (corresponding to 
0.909THz-1.304THz)   are transmitted in the waveguide. 
The dashed line is the spectra for the case of B = 0T, in 
which the refractive index of ferrite rod is corresponding to 
2.4. The THz wave with normalized wavelength(λ/a) at 
about 3.01(corresponding to 0.997THz) is coupled into the 
ferrite defect, which well coincides with the description of 
the defect mode frequency shown in fig. 5. The spectra of 
the defect mode has a relative high peak and a narrow 
bandwidth in the range of 3.05-2.98 (0.984THz -
0.1001THz), which means a high cavity quality factor. The 
solid line is the spectra for the case of larger magnetic field, 
in which  the refractive index of ferrite rods is 3.0. 
Obviously, the defect spectra peak moves to the lower 
frequency with central normalized wavelength at 
3.27(corresponding to 0.917THz). The electromagnetic field 
distributions in the defect for an incident TE polarized THz 
wave at 0.917 THz are calculated and illustrated in fig. 8. 
Obviously, the energy of the THz wave can be located in the 
defect. Overall, the defect mode spectra are in good 
agreement with the analysis on the bandgaps. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.7 the transmission spectra 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.8 the electromagnetic field distributions in the defect 
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4. Conclusions 
In conclusion, the transmission resonance modes modulating 
properties of a photonic crystal ferrite defect have been 
investigated in the terahertz regime. The numerical 
simulations show that the defect modes exist when the 
radius of the  ferrite rods are in the range of  10 -17μm and 
33-50μm. According to the mode analysis, the resonance 
frequency of the ferrite defect changes in a large domain 
(1.14THz-0.93THz and 1.02THz-0.9THz) with the external 
magnetic field. Finally, we show the transmission and 
modulating properties of the ferrite defect coupled with 
photonic crystal waveguide. These results provide a useful 
guide and a theoretical basis for the developments of THz 
modulation and tunable filtering. 
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Abstract 

This article represents a new Y-branch hybrid design of 2D 

Photonic Crystal (PhC) with defect control. The structure is 

made of hexagonal arrays of InP nano-rods surrounded by 

air. This system is comprised of a modified add/change to a 

polymethymethacrylate (PMMA) rod, which can be applied 

to the beam splitter selection device. The optical properties 

and radial of PMMA defect rods has been transfigured. By 

selecting an appropriate temperature, a change of refractive 

index and expanded radius are occurred. The obtained 

results have shown that the selected optical amplitude in a 

hybrid semiconductor-polymer Y-branch can be separated 

to 50-50, 60-40 and 67-33 percent at wavelength 1.557 µm. 

Both of the Photonic Band Gap (PBG) and transmission 

spectra are calculated by using 2D Finite Different Time 

Domain (FDTD) method via OptiFDTD software. Such a 

device can be useful for photonic crystal switching devices 

in the integrated optical circuit.  

 

Keywords: photonic crystal, beam splitter, finite different 

time domain, defect control, integrated optics 

1. Introduction 

The artificial periodic structure, photonic crystal (PhC), has 

the advantages property of small scale and low loss optical 

power waveguide due to unique photonic band gap (PBG).  

As the ability in controlling the light propagating direction, 

the different functional of PhC has become the next key 

component evolution on the photonic integrated circuit 

development [1, 3, 4, 9]. Particularly, the beam splitter has 

been widely investigated in many categories of photonic 

crystal [1-4], [8] and there is required for the many 

powerful optical research and applications, such as beam 

interferometers and the multimode interference devices 

including the optical communication artifacts in small scale 

optics. However, the conventional optical power splitter 

based on 2D PhC has a specific power separated ratio for a 

single structure.  

       In this research, the divided optical power with a defect 

controlling modification was designed by the 2D photonic 

crystal. The initiative design is made from nano rod array 

on a hexagonal lattice conformation which surrounded by 

air. The fabric 2D PhC waveguide in a shape of Y-junction 

path separate the incident wavelength into each arm equally. 

Consequently, to select the other splitting ratio, a hybrid 

system design of semiconductor-polymer dielectric rods had 

been implemented. The PMMA defect rods r1 are added to 

inside waveguide and in band structure, indium phosphide 

(InP) rods r2, are changed to PMMA rod (see in Fig. 1). The 

optical properties and dimension of PMMA is transfigured 

by heating the defect rods in single arm. Two defect rods 

are controlling the wavelength intensity pass through one 

port more than the other which applied to the beam splitter 

variation device. 

       The simulation results of the optical propagation in 2D 

photonic crystal hybrid system were analysed by the finite 

different time domain method via OptiFDTD software. 

2. Numerical simulation method 

The finite different time domain (FDTD) and plane wave 

expansion (PWE) method provided the analysis of PhC 

investigation. The various numerical approaches have been 

established as a powerful appliance for the electromagnetics 

(EM) wave of optical properties simulations [13]. As the 

rigorous of time-dependent Maxwell’s equations solution, 

the derived curl 2D transverse electric (TE) wave equations 

for linear isotropic material polarized along the travelling 

direction in free region can be written in the following form 

[2, 13], 
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where e=e0eR is the dielectric permittivity and m0 is the 

magnetic permeability in the vacuum. The E and H field are 

related on two polarized modes in 2D case which the E- and 

H-polarizations. The 2D wave propagation in real space and 

linear isotropic structure are following FDTD time stepping. 

These equations can be discretized in free region and time 

variant called Yee-cell technique. The spatial dimensions of 

the equations 1-3 is broken up into discrete two dimension 

mesh with step of time differential in the x-z coordinate 

system of the E-polarization [2], 
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where n is the index which labels the discrete time step, The 

indices i and k accounted the number of space steps in the x-

z plane respectively. Δx  and Δz are the interval between 

points on a grid along the x and z directions. Δt  is the time 

step increased. 

       The numerical derivative of time step is proportional to 

the number of discretization points. The time stepping on the 

following condition of FDTD is defined, 
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where c is the speed of light. 

3. Hybrid structure design 

In the presented design of optical power splitting variation 

with a defect rods controlled based on 2D PhC, the photonic 

crystal waveguide (PCW) comprise of the band structure 

and linear defect rods embedded in the double branches have 

formed into the semiconductor-polymer waveguide. These 

produce guided modes in PhC corresponding to orientated 

intensity between output ports. The system has considered 

both of band structure analysis and the defect rods. 

3.1. 2D PhC beam splitter selected using defect rods 

Port 1

Port 2

Port 3

defect rods 

(PMMA)

defect rods 

(PMMA)

r2

r1

r2

r1

 
 

Fig. 1 Scheme of the hybrid Y-junction design with PMMA 

defect rods controlled in 2D PhC. 

For a selected Y-splitter, a 2D photonic crystal of dielectric 

rods in air array on the hexagonal lattice of InP with index 

refractive, n = 3.1 had been designed. In most applications, 

the radius-constant lattice ratio r/a has always been chosen 

less than 0.5 [5]. The transverse electric propagation in the 

waveguide is determined by r/a = 0.2986 compatible with 

desired range of wavelength 1.557 µm. To control the power 

intensity pass through each arm, defect rods were placed in 

optical path of Y-splitter, positioning on r1 and r2 (Fig.1).  
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Fig. 2 PhC diagram of hexagonal lattice PBG in TE mode. 

 

       Moreover, the proposed hybrid structure has designed a 

2D PhC with InP rods in air. The electric field component is 

oriented perpendicular to the travelling direction which the 

structure covering wavelength range has been found. The 

photonic band gap for the transverse magnetic modes (TM 

polarization) in 2D PhC lattice pattern was calculated by the 

plan wave expansion (PWE) method.  

       Based on PWE method, the PBG of 2D lattice structure 

is provided by the radius-constant lattice ratio r/a = 0.2986 

with linear defect rods, PMMA, have shown in Fig. 2. The 

processed TM polarization PBG provides two normalized 

frequencies 0.33836-0.46410 and 0.62291-0.78022. The 

resolving PBG results donated the forbidden wavelength 

range 1.594μm λ 2.187μm   and 0.948μm λ 1.188μm   

which the incident wavelength 1.557 µm guided through the 

region.  

3.2. Description of the defect rod controlled 

The polymethymethacrylate (PMMA) was used as a defect 

rod which the optical properties and dimension of PMMA 

can be changed by controlling the temperature of PMMA 

rods (r1, r2) in each arms. By heating the defect rods, the 

refractive index and radius of PMMA rods have selected to 

an appropriate temperature as shown in Fig. 3 and 4. With 

the suitable condition, the three values of the reasonable 

temperature results to the changed and expanded PMMA 

rods in a single port have been chosen for multiple splitter 

ratios transfiguration.  
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Fig. 3 Refractive index changes of PMMA with the variant 

temperature [10]. 

 

       For heating the defect rods, the procedure imagined to 

beam the high intensity narrow laser pulse into the PMMA 

rods in a single path. The prescribe defect rods temperature 

was supposed to changes suddenly. In this hybrid system, 

the ground temperature was set place at 0 0C and 140 0C for 

the interested maximum point. By the thermal expansion of 

a PMMA, the remodelled dimension of rods related on the 

refractive index have been formed into the perfect condition 

of defect at coincided temperature.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Radial variation of the PMMA and InP rods based on 

thermal expansion. 

 

       Reasonably, the PMMA has high thermal expansion 

coeffient and optical properties can be variant easily which 

the temperature changed [10]. Although the heated rods are 

set place in the optical path, a high temperature has less 

effect to the neighbor lattice, InP, with both enlarge and 

refractive index of band structure and added rods (see in 

Fig. 4). Consequenly, the fervoured defect rods in the one 

single port have been controlled, the power intensity pass 

through 2D PhC optical waveguide in this path is more than 

non-heated defect in other output port which is set back to 

gruond temperature. The performance idea is based on the 

principle of a symmetry appearance signal of incident and 

double splitted arms with identical gaussian mode. 

4. Simulation results and discussion 

The power splitter propagation based on 2D PhC has been 

observed in x-z plane. The 2D FDTD method providing the 

simulated TE transmission wave of the variation optical 

separated with defect controlled in Y-junction modification. 

With the hybrid fabric system, the two specific appropriate 

temperature have been chosen for tunable the splitting ratio 

between the branches and one condition is set place at the 

ground temperature for the equivalent output signal. The 2D 

FDTD simulation allowed the light observation in an optical 

path with defect rods. In the FDTD analytical results at the 

wavelength 1.557 µm, PMMA rods (r1 and r2) in the upper 

branch or port 2 with r/a = 0.2986 were heated for monitor 

the travelling wave in a proposed design. 

       At first, the considered structure was determined to the 

ground temperature at 0 0C in the hybrid system. The beam 

transmission efficiency was divided into 50% for each arm. 

According to the added PMMA rods inside the optical path, 

they probably blocked some power transmission but, most 

of them can pass through the rods into both output ports.  

The resolving electric field amplitude simulation in the y-

direction providing a poynting vector pattern and beam 

propagation of equivalent output signal that have shown in 

Fig. 5a and 6a. 

       Reaching the other splitting ratios can be formed by 

control the temperature of defect rods. The heated PMMA 

rods in the upper branch while the rods in port 3 is constant 

characteristic at  0 0C authorized the separate power input 

channelled more than the downward optical path. When the 

temperature of PMMA rods in port 2 reached to the 100 0C, 

the refractive index and  the dimension of PMMA has been 

transfigurated following the relation as Fig. 3 and 4. In this 

system with the temperature controlled at the 100 0C, the 

mentioned results donate light intensity approximately 60 % 

at port 2 incured the poynting vector and TE propagating by 

60-40 of power splitting ratio as shown in Fig. 5b and 6b.  

       Finally, the last separated ratio in the initiative design, 

the heated PMMA defect rods in the port 2 as though the 

previous procedure, it have been achieved to the 140 0C of 

temperature. The metamorphosis of  operative PMMA rods 

is providing the changed qualification of optical properties 

caused the incident wavelength distinguished approximately 

67 % into the port 2. Then, it has given the variation of the 

splitter ratio to the 67-33 allowed the poynting vector and 

the H-polarized travelling wave as shown in Fig. 5c and 6c. 

       As the results, in the first 2D FDTD simulation pattern, 

the light intensity that passed through the exhibit 2D PhC 

waveguide which whole system temperature established at 

the 0 0C. Given in Fig. 7a, the calculated spectra plot are 

overlapped precisely of port 2 and 3. The splitting ratio for 

50-50 was surpassed by 83.60% or 0.78 dB of loss for TE 

transmission in the consistency of symmetrical Y-branch at 

wavelength 1.557 µm. Later, with heating PMMA rods in 

the upper arm that reached to 100 0C, the modification of 

the optical properties and effected by thermal expansion 

offering optical power separated to port 2 more than port 3. 

Consequenly, the Fig.7b have displayed the optical loss 

signal in a waveguide valued approximately 12.93% or 0.60 

dB for the splitting ratio of 60-40 at wavelength 1.557 µm.  
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Fig. 5 The poynting vector pattern splitting of the y-branch 

at wavelength 1.557µm separated to the (a) 50% and 50%. 

(b)  60% and 40%. (c) 67% and 33%. 

 

 

(a)

 
 

 

(b)

 
 

 

(c)

 
 

Fig. 6 TE wave propagation simulation by increasing the 

temperature of PMMA rods (r1 and r2) in port 2. (a) T=0 0C, 

beam splitting to 50% and 50%. (b)  T =100 0C, beam 

splitting to 60% and 40%. (c) T=140 0C, beam splitting to 

67% and 33%. 
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Eventually, by increasing temperature of PMMA rods into 

140 0C, an influence of the defect rods transfiguration in 

port 2 result to improved the PhC beam splitter, in order to  

separate the transmission to port 2 by approximately 67 %. 

As shown in the Fig. 7c, the plots obtained splitting ratio 

67-33 at wavelength 1.557 µm. The power has lossed by the 

structure and the transformed of PMMA properties has 

given by 10.67 % or 0.49 dB. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 Simulation results of the TE transmission efficiency 

at λ = 1.557 μm with the r/a = 0.2986. For the splitting 

ratio: (a) 50-50, (b) 60-40 and (c) 67-33. 

 
 

Fig. 8 Different optical transfer by changing the PMMA 

defect rod dimension inside band structure of InP (r2) in 

port 2 furrow formed to tunable line of power splitter. 

 

       According to the three simulation results, the analysis 

of a proposed hybrid system with defect rods controlled in 

the perfect condition can be concluded in the tunable line of 

the separated optical power relation between port 2 and 3. 

Moreover, as the 2D FDTD simulation has observed in a 

single branch, the added defect rod r1 assumed to obstruct 

the beam propagating in path. Simultaneously, the changed 

rod r2 is controlling the light intensity pass through to the 

considered arm related to diminish optical power in the 

other branch as shown in Fig. 8 wherein the primitive defect 

rods remain at the initial state. 

5. Conclusions 

The artifact tunable power splitting ratio based on 2D Y-

junction PhC has been analysed and simulated. The TE 

transmission wave separation is formed by the different 

guiding mechanisms of heated defect rods in a single optical 

path. With the PMMA aspect in a single branch of hybrid 

system is varied by a perfect condition, is caused the beam 

propagation pass through the operative arm more than the 

other which is due to the numerous of distinguished power 

proportion. According to the results, this artificial structure 

initiative can be applied to the Y-branch symmetrical design 

of adjustable beam splitter devices in photonics integrated 

circuit and the other complicated objectives. It offers the 

advantage of the optimized small scale optical invention 

that can be provided in widely applications such as the 

interferometers for photonic crystal holographic imaging 

and optical switching devices in the near future. 
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Abstract 

In this work, we theoretically investigate non-reciprocal 

propagation of terahertz (THz) waves through a photonic 

crystal cavity integrated with graphene under external 

magnetic field. The magnetic field applied perpendicular to 

the graphene plane introduces asymmetric conductivity 

tensor into the system, thus the Jones matrix for THz waves 

propagation in one direction is not the transpose of that in 

reversal direction. As a consequence, non-reciprocal 

propagation is achieved in THz regime, which has been 

verified by non-reciprocal photonic band structures, 

transmission spectra, and also electrical-field distributions. 

Further by tuning the magnetic field or the Fermi level of 

graphene, non-reciprocal transmission can be drastically 

tuned. This non-reciprocity at the level of material response 

enables us to design the photonic structure which can let 

specific mode pass but its time-reversal counterpart stop. 

The investigations may provide a unique approach to guide 

THz waves and achieve potential applications on one-way 

devices (e.g. isolators) in THz regime. 

1. Introduction 

The study on reciprocity in wave propagation has a long 

history. In 1959, de Hoop formulated his reciprocity 

theorem under the condition that all the materials in 

electromagnetic scattering problems are characterized by 

symmetry tensor and are independent on the electric and 

magnetic fields [1,2]. It is shown that asymmetry in the 

material response function, i.e. permittivity, permeability, or 

conductivity may lead to failure of this reciprocity [2-12]. A 

circularly polarized wave propagating through such 

asymmetric medium may have different transmission 

spectra and band structures from its time reversal 

counterpart. For example in magneto-optic media, magnetic 

field perpendicular to the plane introduces asymmetric off-

diagonal terms into the permittivity tensor. In such media, 

Jones matrix for one direction is not the transpose of the one 

for the reverse direction [2] and thus the circularly polarized 

waves have different transmission depending on its 

direction. In recent years, there has been an increasing 

interest in non-reciprocal device [13-18]. Non-reciprocal 

devices such as isolators have many applications and have 

been intensely investigated. Most of the works are 

concerned about traditional magneto-optic [14,16] or 

nonlinear [17,18] materials, and mainly focus on microwave 

and infrared regions. However, there still lack nonreciprocal 

devices for THz waves, especially electric tunable ones. 

Since the development of mechanical exfoliation 

method [19], graphene has been increasingly used in 

photonics and plasmonics [20,21]. Similar to magneto-optic 

materials, graphene possesses asymmetric conductivity 

tensor under the magnetic field [22,23]. Therefore, 

circularly polarized waves may have different transmission 

depending on its incident direction, i.e. non-reciprocal 

transmission. What’s more, graphene has two advantages 

over other materials. Firstly, its properties can be easily 

tuned either by the external magnetic field or the Fermi 

level. Secondly, it has electromagnetic response in a rather 

broad frequency range, especially in THz region. In this 

paper, we have designed a photonic cavity in the THz 

region with two graphene sheets located in its center. A 

magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the plane to 

provide necessary condition for reciprocity breaking. And 

then the non-reciprocal effect is verified by the photonic 

band structure, the transmission spectra and the electrical-

field distributions. Furthermore, by tuning the magnetic 

field or the Fermi level of graphene, the non-reciprocal 

transmission can be drastically tuned, which may provide an 

approach to design active non-reciprocal devices in THz 

region.  

2. Theoretical model 

We begin with designing a cavity consisting of three periods 

of photonic crystal unit cell mirroring itself, as shown in 

Figure 1. All the slabs are designed to be quanta wave plates 

at 336μm. The center of the cavity is made by two quanta 

wave slabs with the same refractive index ε2=3.8, and the 

graphene sheet is placed at the center of each slab. Under 

magnetic field, graphene possesses Hall conductivity. The 

2D conductivity becomes an asymmetric tensor which only 

depends on the direction of the external magnetic field, 

leading to reciprocity failure. Such a non-reciprocal effect 

can be directly demonstrated as the transmission spectra 

would be different for different illuminating directions 

(forward or backward).  
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Figure 1: (Colour on-line) Schematic illustration of the 
photonic crystal cavity. All the slabs are designed to be 

quanta wave plates at 336μm. Grey and blue slabs are 
dielectric slabs with permittivity ε 1=11.7 and ε 2=3.8 , 

respectively. Two graphene layers are located in the center. 

Black arrow denotes the external magnetic field along +Z 
direction. Two spiral arrows in red and blue indicate the 

right circularly polarized THz waves for forward and 
backward propagating, respectively.  

 

To calculate the transmission intensity in such a system, 

the S-matrix approach [4,6] is extended into a vector form 

for the consideration of hall conductivity, which will mix x 

and y polarizations. In this paper, spatial dispersion is 

neglected because we focus on low THz frequency region 

[23]. The graphene is treated as an infinitesimal thin 

conductive layer which has 2D conductivity tensor: 

       xx xy l h

yx yy h l

   


   

   
    

  

                         (1) 

where σl and σh are longitudinal and hall conductivity of the 

graphene, respectively. Two diagonal terms are identical 

while two off-diagonal terms have opposite signs. It is 

apparent that the 2D conductivity is asymmetric and 

independent on the propagation direction of the incident 

waves. In the calculation, the temperature is set to be 300K. 

All the conductivity values are calculated using formula in 

Ref. 22. Scattering effects in graphene are taken into account 

by setting the imaginary part of energy to 6.8meV. Slight 

changes of these parameters will not affect the results.  

We choose two tangential components of electric field 

Ex and Ey as independent variables. Then the normal 

component Ez can be easily derived by Ez=(-kx/ky)Ex+(-

kx/ky)Ey, where kx, ky and kz are x, y, z components of the 

wave vector k. The tangential magnetic field can also be 

derived using: 
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where matrix The denoted above transforms the electric field 

into the corresponding magnetic field. Here the magnetic 

field is multiplied by the vacuum impedance, so it has the 

same unit as the electric field. The S matrix for the graphene 

can be derived by imposing the boundary conditions: firstly, 

the tangential components of the electric field are 

continuous across the graphene; secondly, the discontinuity 

of the magnetic field at two sides of the graphene equals the 

surface current. 
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where 
( )i

FE /
( )i

FH  and 
( )i

BE /
( )i

BH  are electric/magnetic waves 

propagating forward and backward in region i (i=I or II, 

respectively indicate regions at two sides of graphene). Z0 is 

the vacuum impedance.  Matrix T is defined as  
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Solving Equation 3, we can derive the S matrix of the 

graphene. Then the S matrix for the whole system can be 

constructed by iteration process. 

3. Jones matrices and non-reciprocity effect 

Non-reciprocity requires that the Jones matrix for the 

forward waves is not the transpose of the one for backward 

waves. Since the 2D conductivity tensor of graphene under 

magnetic field has rotation symmetry, it is impossible to tell 

whether the transmission is reciprocal only by the absolute 

values of txy and tyx, which are two off-diagonal elements of 

the Jones matrix. One should look into the phases. The 

phases of the transmission coefficients under specific 

magnetic field B and Fermi level μ are plotted in Figure 2. 

Fig. 2(a), (b) are for B=6Tesla, μ=0.25eV and Fig. 2(c), (d) 

are for B=8Tesla, μ=0.15eV. We can see from Fig. 2(a) and 

Fig. 2(b) that the phase of txy for the forward waves (red 

circle in Fig. 2(a)) is not the same as the phase for tyx for 

backward waves (blue stars in Fig. 2(b)). Similar conclusion 

can be found in Fig.2(c) and Fig. 2(d). Such non-reciprocity 

originates from the asymmetry of the 2D conductivity tensor 

of graphene, which only depends on the direction of the 

magnetic field. Further investigation reveals that the 

difference of the phases for the off-diagonal terms in one 

direction is equal to π for all frequencies. This indicates 

that the Jones matrix of the structure under magnetic field 

has a form for both directions: 

'

'

t t
J

t t
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where t and t’ are diagonal and off-diagonal terms of the 

conductivity tensor, respectively. Furthermore, it can be 

seen from Fig.2 that the Jones matrix are different under 

different external magnetic fields and Fermi levels. So the 

non-reciprocal transmission coefficient of our structure is 

tunable by changing either the external magnetic field or the 

Fermi level of graphene. 
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Figure 2: (Colour on-line) Phases of the transmission 

coefficient txy and tyx under (a) (b) B=6 Tesla, μ=0.25eV (c) 

(d) B=8Tesla, μ=0.15eV. Red circles and blue stars mark the 

phases of forward and backward propagating waves, 

respectively. 

 

 
Figure 3: (Colour on-line) Band structure (a), first cavity 

mode (b) and second cavity mode (c) for the case of B=1T, 

μ=0.15eV. Band structure (d), first cavity mode (e) and 

second cavity mode (f) for the case of B=4T, μ=0.15eV.  

4. Tunable non-reciprocal band structures and 

transmission spectra 

In this section, we focus on the band structures and 

transmission spectra under the illumination of right 

circularly polarized THz waves. The band structures are 

calculated by the transmission under different incident 

angles. In the band gap, only the cavity mode can transmit, 

and first cavity mode and second cavity mode appear in the 

first and second band gap, respectively. Calculation results 

are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 and the corresponding 

magnetic field intensity and Fermi level are denoted therein. 

We can see from these figures that both band structures and 

transmission spectra are different for forward and backward 

propagating waves. In this design, backward propagating 

waves have higher transmission than forward propagating 

waves. Mode splitting and suppression may occur under 

specific magnetic field intensity and Fermi level. For 

example, in Fig. 4(f), the second cavity mode for forward 

propagating wave is completely suppressed and no peak 

appears in the band gap while for backward propagating 

wave the transmission peak is relatively high.  

 

 
Figure 4: (Colour on-line)Band structure (a), first cavity 
mode (b) and second cavity mode (c) for the case of B=6T, 

μ=0.15eV. Band structure (d), first cavity mode (e) and 
second cavity mode (f) for the case of B=6T, μ=0.25eV.  

 

As mentioned above, asymmetric band structures and 

transmission spectra originate from the off-diagonal terms 

of graphene conductivity, i.e. if σxy=0, non-reciprocity 

would vanish. To further quantificationally measure the 

asymmetry, we define the contrast factor as f=(Tb-

Tf)/(Tb+Tf), which equals zero if the spectra are symmetric 

and equals to 1 if transmission of one direction is 

completely blocked. Contrast factors plotted as a function of 

magnetic field or Fermi level are shown in Figure 5. All the 

points are taken at the transmission peaks of backward 

waves. Fig. 5(a) plots the contrast factor as a function of the 

Fermi level while keeping the magnetic field fixed at 6T. As 

for μ=0, i.e., pristine graphene without doping, there exists 

no significant non-reciprocity effect. For graphene with 

doping, there exists an optimized Fermi level where 
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the contrast factor reaches its maximum. Fig. 5(b) shows the 

contrast factor as a function of magnetic field intensity 

while the Fermi level μ=0.15. The lowest magnetic field is 

set to be 1 Tesla. One can see from the curves that for a 

fixed Fermi level, there also exists an optimized magnetic 

field intensity that will maximize the contrast factor. Thus 

tunable non-reciprocal band structure and transmission 

spectra can be achieved by tuning either the external 

magnetic field or the Fermi lever of graphene. What’s more, 

we mention here that the external magnetic field can be 

replaced by intrinsic time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking 

of the graphene layer. In bi-layer graphene, quantum 

anomalous Hall state are naturally TR breaking providing 

asymmetric conductivity tensor without external magnetic 

field, thus providing non-reciprocal transmission of THz 

waves in the same design. The nonreciprocity in THz 

propagation presented here provides us a method to develop 

some one-way devices, such as the THz isolators and 

modulators.  

  

 
Figure 5: (Colour on-line) (a) Contrast factor plotted as a 
function of Fermi level while B=6T. (b) Contrast factor 

plotted as a function of magnetic field intensity while 
μ=0.15eV. 

5. Non-reciprocal field distributions 

Since the S matrix involves iteration process, it will be 

much more convenient for one to take the transfer matrix 

(T matrix) in field distribution calculations. Once the fields 

at one of the ports (input or output ports) are known, the 

fields in the cavity structure can be derived by simple T 

matrix multiplication. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show field 

distributions under the same magnetic field intensities B 

and Fermi levels μ as in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively, and 

all the field distributions correspond to the transmission 

peaks of backward propagating waves. At these frequencies, 

backward waves have higher field distributions than the 

forward waves, which is in accordance with the 

transmission spectra in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 where backward 

waves dominate. Without graphene, the cavity mode is 

strictly symmetric and has perfect transmission [24,25]. In 

the presence of graphene, loss is unavoidable which will 

lower the transmission peak of the cavity mode and even 

break the symmetry of field distribution. Under magnetic 

field and finite electron doping, non-reciprocal field 

distribution occurs. This non-reciprocal field distribution 

has the same origin as the transmission spectra and the band 

structures, which is the asymmetry of the graphene 

conductivity tensor. 

 

 
Figure 6: (Colour on-line) Field amplitude distribution for (a) 

the first cavity mode and (b) the second cavity mode at the 

peak of backward propagating waves (blue lines) in Fig. 3(a). 

Field amplitude distribution for (c) the first cavity mode and 

(d) the second cavity mode at the peak of backward 

propagating waves(blue lines) in Fig. 3(d). 

 

 
Figure 7: (Colour on-line) Field amplitude distribution for (a) 

the first cavity mode and (b) the second cavity mode at the 

peak of backward propagating waves (blue lines) in Fig. 4(a). 

Field amplitude distribution for (c) the first cavity mode and 

(d) the second cavity mode at the peak of backward 

propagating waves(blue lines) in Fig. 4(d). 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we theoretically investigate tunable non-

reciprocal transmission and band structure of terahertz 

waves through a photonic cavity integrated with graphene. 

Under magnetic field, 2D conductivity of graphene is 

asymmetric which leads to the failure of reciprocity. As a 

result, right circularly polarized waves propagating in two 

directions have different transmission spectra and field 

amplitude distributions. Such non-reciprocity at the level of 

material response enables us to design the photonic 
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structure which can let specific mode pass but its time-

reversal counterpart stop. By tuning the external magnetic 

field intensity or Fermi level of the graphene, one can tune 

the band structures, transmission spectra and field intensity 

distributions of the structure. Our investigations may 

provide a unique approach to guide THz waves and achieve 

potential applications on one-way devices (e.g. isolators) in 

THz regime. 
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Abstract 

Due to the fact that it is possible to manipulate light with 

photonic crystals, photonic crystals hold a great potential for 

designing new optical devices. There has been an increase in 

research on tuning the optical properties of photonic crystals 

to design devices. We presented a numerical study of optical 

properties of metamaterial based devices by liquid crystal 

infiltration. The plane wave expansion method and finite-

difference time-domain method for both TE and TM modes 

revealed optical properties in photonic crystal structures in 

an air background for a square lattice. E7 type has been used 

as a nematic liquid crystal and SrTiO3 as a ferroelectric 

material. We showed the possibility of the metamaterials for 

a two dimensional photonic crystal cavity on a ferroelectric 

base infiltrated with a nematic liquid crystal.  

 

Keywords: Ferroelectric, Metamaterial, Photonic Crystal, 

Liquid Crystal, SrTiO3 

1. Introduction 

Progress in solid-state physics, optics of 3D artificial 

structures, and nanotechnologies based on a variety of the 

physical and chemical processes has strongly stimulated and 

motivated the investigation into the properties of photonic 

crystals (PCs) and has resulted in the growth of applications 

of photonic band gap (PBG) materials, i.e. artificially 

structured materials where the optical parameters are 

periodically modulated in space with a period of a unit PC 

cell on the order of the optical wavelength. Previous studies 

about PBG structures, PBG materials, and PCs have been 

important investigations [1, 2]. The basic feature of PCs is 

the presence of permitted and forbidden frequency bands for 

light. It is possible to manipulate the light with PCs. Due to 

this property, PCs hold great potential for designing new 

optical devices. There has been an increase in research on 

tuning the optical properties of PBG to design devices. 

Some tunable PBG research has been conducted in one-

dimensional (1D) and two dimensional (2D) and 3D [3-6] 

PCs.  

Recently, new investigations have reached a point of view of 

LCs because of the tunable light wave propagation. LCs’ 

refractive indices can be changed by rotating the directors of 

LCs [7]. Liu investigated the tunable light wave propagation 

in two-dimensional hole-type photonic crystals infiltrated 

with nematic liquid crystal and the tunable absolute band 

gap in two-dimensional anisotropic photonic crystal 

structures modulated by a nematic liquid crystal [8, 9]. Liu 

and Chen proposed the tunable field-sensitive polarizer 

using hybrid conventional waveguides and PC structures 

with nematic liquid crystals, the tunable PC waveguide 

coupler with nematic liquid crystals, the tunable PC 

waveguide Mach–Zehnder interferometer based on nematic 

liquid crystals, the tunable full band gap in a three-

dimensional PC structure modulated by a nematic liquid 

crystal, the tunable channel drop filter in a two-dimensional 

photonic crystal modulated by a nematic liquid crystal and 

the tunable band gap in a photonic crystal modulated by a 

nematic liquid crystal [10-15]. Liu et al. created the tunable 

bandgap in three-dimensional anisotropic photonic crystal 

structures modulated by a nematic liquid crystal and an 

efficient tunable negative refraction photonic crystal 

achieved by an elliptic rod lattice with a nematic liquid 

crystal [16, 17]. 

Negative refraction has investigated recently. In contrast to 

double negative metamaterials (left-handed materials), 

single negative materials and indefinite materials, photonic 

crystals (PCs) made of synthetic periodic dielectric materials 

can exhibit negative refraction behaviors that are solely 

determined by the characteristics of their band structures and 

equi-frequency contours [18-21]. 

In the present paper, we theoretically demonstrated and 

developed the optical properties in the 2D PC structure of 

ferroelectric rods modulated by nematic LCs. The 

investigation was achieved by controlling the intensity of the 

optical properties that had different materials added to a 

certain structure. 

2. Method of Calculation  

The fundamentals of the plane wave expansion (PWE) 

method and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method 

are based on a direct numerical solution of the time-

dependent Maxwell’s equations as illustrated [22].  
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On the other hand, Bloch’s theorem [23] is used to expand 

the  H r  field in terms of plane waves since the light 

waves are transmitted in periodic structures, as 

     
ˆ

i k G r

GG
H r h G e e

 
  (1) 

Where k  is a wave vector in the Brillouin zone of the 

lattice and ˆ
G

e  is the direction that is perpendicular to the 

wave vector  k G  owing to the transverse character of 

the magnetic field  H r ,   0H r  . 

3. Results of the Calculation 

The PBG is manipulated by the rotating directors of LCs 

under the impact of an applied electric field. Using the PWE 

and the FDTD methods, the PC structure, composed of a PC 

in ferroelectric rods infiltrated with nematic LCs in an air 

background, is designed for the square lattice. PCs structures 

that are designed as round rods and square rods with a 

square lattice shape are computed. SrTiO3 was used as 

ferroelectric material and E7 type as nematic LCs.  

This paper is aimed at describing and comparing 2D PC 

structures which differ by the characteristics of their band 

gap, transmission, equi-frequency and group velocity 

dependences. 

3.1. Band gap and transmission 

We considered the results obtained from the calculation 

of the band structure of the spectrum for the sample of the 

2D PC of the SrTiO3 rods type, which consists of the 

elements in the form of dielectric cylinder forming a square 

lattice filled without and with LC. The calculations are 

performed for the PCs with the permittivity of the cylinders 

5.772 and the period of the structure 1a m  . E7 type LCs 

has two different principle refractive indices as the ordinary-

refractive index 0 1.52131n   and the extraordinary 

refractive index 1.73657en   . The filling factor is 30%. 

Schematic views of the proposed 2D PC of SrTiO3 round 

and square rods with nematic LC-infilled in an air 

background  1a   in a square lattice are shown in Figure 

1 (a). The photonic band structure for TE and TM mode is 

calculated along direction that includes the high symmetry 

points Г, X and M for the Brillouin zone in a square lattice. 

It is assumed that 1 30.3  and 0.1r a r a   denote the outer 

radius and inner radius of SrTiO3 round rods, and 2 0.2r a  

round rods air-infilled. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1: 2D PC structure for square lattice (a) SrTiO3 

round rods (b) SrTiO3 square rods in an air background. 

There is no band gap for 2D PC of SrTiO3 round and square 

rods with air-infilled and rods with nematic LC-infilled in 

TE mode.  

Figure 2 shows the seed band structure of the PC (inset, 

from figure 1 (a)) with the permittivity of the dielectric 

cylinders and the permittivity of free space 1. For the filling 

factor 30%, this PC has the maximum width of the first 

complete band gap. In this case, the PC band gap along the 

direction between high symmetry points   direction of 

the Brillouin zone lies in the frequency range from 

(21.049 )c a  to (21.092 )c a . For SrTiO3 round rods 

with air-infilled, relative widths are 4.07% of TM mode. 

 

 
Figure 2: The photonic band structure of TM mode in 

square lattice for SrTiO3 round rods with air-infilled. 

 

The dispersion of the PC structure in combination with the 

dispersion of the LC leads to the appearance of additional 

band gaps in the continuous spectrum of the seed PC and 

additional narrow transmission bands in the band gap of the 

PC, (which are imperceptible on the scale of Figure 2). 

These effects are illustrated in Figure 3. It can be seen from 

Figure 3 that the presented fragment of the band structure of 

the spectrum exhibits an additional band gap with the width 

0     . This width exceeds the width of the LC 

resonance lines by an order of magnitude when the 

frequencies of the LC (21.024 )c a  and (21.063 )c a  are 

in the continuous spectrum near the high frequency edge of 

the third band gap. 

A different situation arises when the LC frequencies 

(20.365 )c a , (20.623 )c a  and (21.024 )c a  are in the 

band gap of the PC (Figure 3). In this case, a narrow 

transmission band with the width exceeding the width of the 

LC lines by an order of magnitude appears in the band gap. 

The widths of the additional transmission band and the band 

gap can be controlled by varying the type of nematic LC. 

When SrTiO3 round rods are infiltrated with nematic LC, 

three band gap in TM mode for the extraordinary refractive 

index is shown in Figure 3 (a). The band gap has relative 

widths of 8.68%, 2.98% and 3.72%, and center normalized 

frequencies of (20.382 )c a , (20.633 )c a  and 

(21.044 )c a . As the results obtained for ordinary-

refractive index and extraordinary refractive index of 

nematic LC are different, it is an indication of anisotropy. 

Using the anisotropic features of LCs different results for 

TE and TM mode were obtained. This means that either the 

structure is rotated into a certain direction or it is infiltrated 

with – LCs –, that have different directors (orientations of 
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the LCs molecules along order’s direction) into the structure 

in order to be able to change the features of these structures. 

It is well known that an anisotropic nanostructuring 

photonic band structure array is capable of changing the 

polarization state of transmitted or reflected light. 

Therefore, we also calculated the optical response of the 

photonic band structure for different directors of the LCs 

and the light polarization transmitted through a photonic 

band array. The numerical results of the variation of full 

transmission by changing the director of LC for the PC 

structure are presented. The transmission spectrum as a 

function of the frequency is computed for extraordinary 

refractive index of nematic LC in a square lattice. The 

transmission of SrTiO3 round rods with nematic LC-

infiltrated is zero at frequencies between (20.296 )c a  and 

(20.394 )c a ,between (20.614 )c a  and (20.679 )c a , 

between (20.863 )c a  and (20.891 )c a , between 

(21.021 )c a  and (21.054 )c a , between (21.089 )c a  

and (21.194 )c a , (Figure 3 (b)).  

Let us turn to the analysis of the results obtained from the 

calculation of the band structure of the spectrum for the 

sample of a PC infiltrated by LC of the SrTiO3 round rods 

type, which consists of elements in the form of infinite 

hollow cylinders that are filled with an LC and form square 

lattice in a dielectric matrix. Figure 2 shows the seed band 

structure for the SrTiO3 round rods type PCs sample with 

the parameters the permittivity of the air 1, and the filling 

factor 30%.  

For the filling factor 30% this PC has the maximum width of 

the complete band gap. In this case, the photonic band gap 

along the direction between high symmetry points   

direction of the Brillouin Zone lies in the frequency range 

around (21.07 )c a . 

A comparison of Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows that the 

spectra of seed PC of both types have a similar structure. 

This is obviously explained by the fact that these crystals 

have close factors of filling with dielectric materials. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3: (a) The photonic band structure in TM mode (b); 

Transmission spectrum of SrTiO3 round rods with nematic 

LC-infilled with extraordinary refractive index in air 

background in square lattice. 

 

Structure and material are very important to determine the 

optical properties of a PC structure as aforementioned. 

Therefore, we changed the PC structure in order to obtain 

optimum results. The materials’ refractive index values 

have the same values as in the above calculations.  

We consider that 2D PC of SrTiO3 square rods in an air 

background in a square lattice with lattice constant 

1a m . Parameters 
1 30.6  and 0.2l a l a   denote the 

outer and inner length of SrTiO3 and 
2 0.4l a  length of the 

air and the sides of the square rods are parallel to the 

primitive reciprocal lattice vectors in Figure 1 (b). The 

photonic band structure is calculated along with the high 

symmetry point for the Brillouin zone in a square lattice 

(Figure 4). According to Figure 4 there is also no band gap 

in TM mode. When SrTiO3 square rods are compared with 

SrTiO3 round rods in a square lattice, it is seen that there is a 

reduction in the band gap number of the square structure. 

 

 
Figure 4: The photonic band structure in TM mode of 

SrTiO3 square rods with air-infilled in air background in 

square lattice. 

 

The photonic band structure of SrTiO3 square rods 

modulated by nematic LC is studied again for extraordinary 

refractive index of LC. There is only one band gap in TM 

mode as shown in Figure 5 (a). Their relative widths are 

2.63%, and the center normalized frequencies are 

(20.361 )c a . 

The transmission spectrum of SrTiO3 square rods with 

nematic LC-infiltrated is zero at frequencies between 

(20.293 )c a  and (20.383 )c a , between (20.599 )c a  

and (20.664 )c a , between (20.762 )c a  and 

(20.776 )c a , between (20.870 )c a  and (20.891 )c a , 

between (21.075 )c a  and (21.187 )c a  in Figure 5 (b). 

When the PC structure is turned into SrTiO3 square rods, it 

can be clearly seen that PBG has become narrow and that 

there was a decrease in the band gap. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5: (a) The photonic band structure in TM mode (b); 

Transmission spectrum of SrTiO3 square rods with nematic 

LC-infilled with extraordinary refractive index in air 

background in square lattice. 
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3.2. Equi-frequency surface 

Because, the momentum conservation law is satisfied at the 

reflection and refraction of waves, it is convenient to 

analyze the reflection and refraction of a certain wave in the 

space of wave numbers  0; , ,x y zk
k k k   by introducing 

the equi-frequency surface of the wave. This surface is 

directly described by the dispersion relation of the 

anisotropic medium at the fixed frequency ω. Then, the 

group velocity Vg  of the wave in an anisotropic medium 

can be found as the frequency gradient in the space of wave 

vectors [24]. It is known that for an electromagnetic wave 

propagating in an anisotropic medium with a fixed 

frequency ω, the equi-frequency surface represents a sphere. 

In this case, the wave vector k  and group velocity vector 

Vg , which determines the ray direction, are always parallel. 

However, equi-frequency surface is not spherical for 

anisotropic media and the vectors Vg  and k  are not 

parallel. By analogy with 3D case, the propagation, 

reflection, and refraction of the wave in 2D structure can be 

describe in terms of the equi-frequency dependence which 

can be considered as the section of the dispersion surface 

 ,y zk k  in the space of variables  , ,y zk k  by the plane 

corresponding to constant frequency. It is well known that 

the analysis of equi-frequency dependences is most efficient 

in the studies of 2D geometries, especially in solving 

problems when only orientations of the Vg  and k  vector of 

incident, reflected, and refracted waves are of interest, and 

are not the amplitudes of the reflected and refracted rays. 

The equi-frequency dependence has a simple physical 

meaning for the analysis of 2D geometries: since this 

dependence describe all the possible waves with the given 

frequency ω and various wave vectors, the directions of the 

reflected and the refracted rays can be determined by simply 

finding the points in equi-frequency dependences of media 

that satisfy the momentum conservation law at a known 

orientation of the boundary and a given angle of incidence 

of the wave. 

Now, we present some numerical examples for our PC 

structures. In all these examples, we exploit symmetry to 

calculate the equi-frequency surfaces over the irreducible 

Brillouin Zone of the entire Brillouin Zone. First, we 

consider the equi-frequency surface of a square lattice of air 

hole in a dielectric medium for the H –polarization. In 

Figure 6 we reproduce PC with SrTiO3 round rods in an air 

background  1a   in the square lattice parameters the 

lattice constant 1 ma  , radius 1 30.3  and 0.1r a r a   and 

refractive index of SrTiO3 2.40252n  , radius 
2 0.2r a  

and refractive index of the air 1n  . Here, the map was 

discretized using six field points per edge of the unit cell for 

the first band in Figure 6 (a). The map was discretized using 

four field points per edge of the unit cell for the second band 

in Figure 6 (b). The curves shown correspond to equi-

frequency surfaces of the lowest order band up to 

frequencies just below the band gap starting at around 

 1.048 2 c a .  

 
  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6: The equi-frequency contours of PC with SrTiO3 

round rods in an air background for the square lattice (a) 

first band (b) second band. 

 

In Figure 7, we reproduce for PC with SrTiO3 round rods of 

nematic LC-infill in an air background for the square lattice 

parameters the same for SrTiO3 round rods and 

extraordinary refractive index of E7 type LCs 1.73657en   

for radius 
2 0.2r a . The map was discretized using five 

field points per edge of the unit cell for the first band in 

Figure 7 (a). For the second band, the map was discretized 

using four field points per edge of the unit cell in Figure 7 

(b). The curves shown correspond to equi-frequency 

surfaces of the lowest order band up to frequencies just 

below the band gap starting at around 0.365(2 )c a . 

Because of the three band gap, the band gap from band 3 to 

band 4 are between 0.623(2 )c a  and 0.642(2 )c a , and 

the band gap from band 7 to band 8 are between 

1.024(2 )c a  and 1.063(2 )c a .  

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7: The equi-frequency contours of PC with SrTiO3 

round rods of nematic LC-infill in an air background for the 

square lattice (a) first band (b) second band. 

 

In Figure 8, we reproduce for PC with SrTiO3 square rods in 

an air background for the square lattice parameters 

1 30.6  and 0.2l a l a   the outer and inner length of SrTiO3 

and 
2 0.4l a  length of the air. For the first band, the map 

was discretized using five field points per edge of the unit 

cell (Figure 8 (a)). The map was discretized using four field 

points per edge of the unit cell for the second band in Figure 

8 (b). The curves shown correspond to equi-frequency 

surfaces of the non-band gap.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8: The equi-frequency contours of PC with SrTiO3 

square rods in an air background for the square lattice (a) 

first band (b) second band. 

 

In Figure 9 we reproduce for PC with SrTiO3 square rods of 

nematic LC-infill in an air background for the square lattice 

parameters the same for SrTiO3 square rods and 
2 0.4l a  

length of the LCs. The map was discretized using six field 

points per edge of the unit cell for the first band in Figure 6 

(a). For the second band, the map was discretized using four 

field points per edge of the unit cell (Figure 6 (b)). The 

curves shown correspond to the equi-frequency surfaces of 

the lowest order band up to frequencies just below the band 

gap starting at around 0.356(2 )c a . 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 9: The equi-frequency contours of PC with SrTiO3 

square rods of nematic LC-infill in an air background for the 

square lattice (a) first band, (b) second band. 

3.3. Group velocity 

We believe a pulse of light propagating along the PC let the 

pulse be finite in dimension along the direction of 

propagation. Theoretically, such a pulse can be represented 

as a wave packet formed as a superposition of the modes, 

but with a different propagation constant [25]. From [25], it 

follow that the envelope of the wave packet propagates with 

the velocity  Vz

g n  , where   is propagation constant. 

The direct calculation of the derivative of the dispersion 

relation calculated numerically is not always convenient and 

can give error. As shown in [26], the group velocity of the 

wave packet V z

g , is equal to the velocity of energy transfer 

by the mode n . Thus, by using the results of [26] the 

group velocity can be always calculated more accuracy, 

irrespective of the number of points in the dispersion curve. 

Figures 10 and 11 show the results of calculations of the 

group velocity of the wave packet formed of the differently 

polarized localized modes in PC with SrTiO3 round rods, PC 

with SrTiO3 round rods of nematic LC-infill, PC with 

SrTiO3 square rods, and PC with SrTiO3 square rods of 

nematic LC-infill in an air background in the square lattice, 

respectively.  

 
  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10: The group velocity in TM mode of (a) PC with 

SrTiO3 round rods (b) PC with SrTiO3 round rods of 

nematic LC-infill in an air background for the square lattice. 

 

From Figures 10 and 11, it is evident that the components of 

the group velocity versus the high symmetry direction (Г–X) 

vary over wide limits. The dependences  Vz

g  , which 

describe the wave packets of localized modes of any 

polarization and any order, exhibit (generally) a maximum at 

certain propagation constants. This means that the dispersion 

of group velocity can be positive, negative, or zero [27]. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 11: The group velocity in TM mode of (a) PC with 

SrTiO3 square rods (b) PC with SrTiO3 square rods of 

nematic LC-infill in an air background for the square lattice. 

 

Therefore, as can be seen in Figure 12 the group velocity of 

TE polarized wave packets is almost always higher than that 

of the TM-polarized packets. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 12: The group velocity of PC with SrTiO3 square 

rods of nematic LC-infill in an air background for the square 

lattice in (a) TE mode, (b) TM mode. 

 

4. Conclusions 

We analyzed the optical properties in a 2D PC structure of 

ferroelectric round and square rods filled without and with 

nematic LCs in a square lattice. The photonic band structure 

for TE and TM mode is calculated along with the high 

symmetry point for the Brillouin zone.  

It has been shown that the dispersion of 2D seed photonic 

structure in combination with the dispersion of nematic LC 
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leads to qualitative changes in the band structure of the 

spectrum of the intrinsic electromagnetic excitations of the 

LC infiltrated PC.  

In practical applications, such LC infiltrated photonic 

crystals are promising materials for use in the design of 

narrow band filters and a new type of optoelectronic 

devices. 
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Abstract
It has been observationally confirmed that the color of birds,
such as kingfisher and red-flanked bushrobin, is a structural
color owing to interference of the light within a sponge
structure inside a barb. In this study, we consider the air
rod photonic crystal to which disorder is introduced into the
translation vectors and the radius as a model of the struc-
tural color of red-flanked bushrobin, and the optical prop-
erty of the model is numerically analyzed and is compared
with that of the structural color.

1. Introduction

The essential structure producing the structural color has
been vigorously investigated for various creature like a
morpho butterfly, a kingfisher, etc.[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] It has
been shown that the three-dimensional cuticular structures
in the butterfly wing of some papilionids and lycaenids
can be modelled by gyroid structures with various filling
fractions and lattice parameters by analytically modelling
published scanning and transmission electron microscopy
images.[9] It expresses three-dimensional optical photonic
crystals.

Concerning avian cases, study on the peacock whose
interference structure is rather simple has already been
progressed.[10, 11, 12] It has been observationally found
that the sponge structure within the ramus of a feather pro-
duces the blue color of the kingfisher etc. The gyroid struc-
tures are similar to the sponge structures, whereas the for-
mer are periodic and the latter are disordered. The complex-
ity of the structure however prevents progress of theoretical
study.

On the other hand, it was numerically shown that
the structure “photonic amorphous diamond (PAD)” pos-
sesses a sizable three dimensional photonic band gap (PBG)
and that it can confine light at a defect as strongly as
conventional photonic crystals can, where PAD is based
on a “continuous-random-network (CRN)” of diamondlike
tetrahedral-bonding configuration. The photonic density of
states and the spectral intensities for the PAD were calcu-
lated by a finite difference time domain (FDTD) spectral
method.[13, 14]

Figure 1: A photo of red-flanked bushrobin, Tarsiger cya-
nurus.

Although this model might explain the avian structural
color, the constructing way of the model is unnatural com-
pared with that of biomaterial. By experience of the numer-
ical analysis of the optical property of photonic crystals and
random lasers,[15, 16, 17] furthermore, we consider that the
numerical analysis of such a complicated structure assum-
ing a structural color requires a numerical method beyond
the FDTD method in accuracy.

In this paper, we propose a sponge structure model as a
model of a barb of the red-flanked bushrobin, Tarsiger cya-
nurus, whose sponge layer is rather thin and whose bubbles
within the sponge structure are long in the direction of the
barb.

Although the goal of our project is to analyze the optical
property of the whole system of the model numerically by
means of the finite element method[16, 17], here, results of
analysis of a more simplified model with the vector KKR
method[15] are reported as progress.

2. Numerical Model

We pay attention to the cross-sectional structure of the barb
of the red-flanked bushrobin since the bubble in a barb is
long in the direction of a barb.[13, 18] The berb is mod-



Figure 2: A model of a barb of the red-flanked bushrobin.

Figure 3: A model of the disordered porous photonic crys-
tal.

eled by a infinitely wide dielectrics plate with randomly ar-
ranged cylindrical holes (air rods) (Fig.2). Here, the curva-
ture on the surface of a barb is disregarded. We consider a
plane layer in which air rods are infinitely arranged at par-
allel and a porous photonic crystal (PPC) made by piling up
five of the layer so that the rods configure the triangular lat-
tice (Fig.3). In this case, the disorder is introduced into the
PPC by assuming the translation vector and the radius of the
rods with randomness of 30% of the layers, respectively.

3. Numerical Method

In order to compute the exact scattering matrix (S matrix)
for a monolayer, we employ the vector KKR method in
which the tensor Green function is expanded in terms of
the vector cylindrical waves.[15]

By using the layer-doubling method with theS matrix
for a monolayer, we may obtain theS matrix for an entire
system of stacked layers. From theS matrix for the entire
system, the transmission and reflection spectra are calcu-
lated directly.[19]

For a system of arrayed cylinders, the necessary quanti-
ties and formulations are all given in Ref. [15].

The S matrices are, now, defined including the phase
factors which result from the translation between layers.
The key point to calculate theS matrix for the present sys-
tem of disordered structure is to compute the monolayerS
matrix with the random radiusa and the random translation

vectort defined by

a = ā+
√
3σa (2 rnd1 − 1) , (1)

t =
d

2

(
1,
√
3
)
+

√
3

2
σd(2 rnd2 − 1, 2 rnd3 − 1),(2)

whereā andd are the average radius of a air rod and the
lattice constant of the triangular lattice, andσa andσd are
the standard deviation of the radius and that of the lattice
constant, respectively. rnd1, rnd2 and rnd3 are independent
uniform random numbers in the range from 0 to 1.

TheS matrix ofn layers is obtained by combining the
S matrix of n − 1 layers and that of monolayer. It was
confirmed that the latter transmits the incident light without
reflection and refraction. The compositeS matrix for the
total system is then obtained by applyingn − 1 times the
layer-doubling method.

Here eachS matrix is expressed as

S =

(
T R′

R T′

)
(3)

and the rule for the layer doubling is given by

S1 ⊗ S2 =

(
T1 R′

1

R1 T′
1

)
⊗

(
T2 R′

2

R2 T′
2

)
(4)

=
(

T2

(
I − R′

1R2

)−1
T1 R′

2 + T2R′
1

(
I − R2R′

1

)−1
T′

2

R1 + T′
1R2

(
I − R′

1R2

)−1
T1 T′

1

(
I − R2R′

1

)−1
T′

2

)
,(5)

whereI being the unit matrix. The matricesI, T, R, T’
andR’ are3N × 3N block matrices, whereN is the num-
ber of one-dimensional reciprocal-lattice vectors parallel to
the z axis that are equal to the number of scattering chan-
nels, open or closed, which were taken into account for the
numerical evaluation of theS matrices. The factor 3 in the
dimension comes from the number of the components of
the electric field,(Ex, Ey, Ez).

TheS matrix of the whole system computed in this way
enables us to compute the transmission and reflection coef-
ficients for the incident fields with any polarization and any
incident angle. We, now, assume a 5 layers system and a
plane wave at normal incidence.

4. Numerical Results

According to the material of a avian barb, the relative di-
electrics of the base material, that is, the background is set
to ε = 2.16. The absorption by a substance is not taken into
consideration.

By our measurement, we obtained numerical data as
follows: the average radius of air rods̄a = 52.5nm and
the average interval between air rodsd = 242nm, the stan-
dard deviation of the radiusσa = 7.5nm and the standard
deviation of the lattice constantσd = 37nm. The scaled
radius of the air rod is set toa/d = 0.216942.

The reflection spectrum for the perpendicular incidence
of a plane wave to the regular PPC (namely,σa = 0
and sigmad = 0) is shown in Fig. 4. Even the system
of only five layers has high-reflection domains in both of

2
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Figure 4: The reflection spectrum for the perpendicular in-
cidence of a plane wave to the regular porous photonic crys-
tal.
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Figure 5: The reflection spectrum for the perpendicular in-
cidence of a plane wave to a certain configuration of the
disordered porous photonic crystal withσa/a = 0.143 and
σd/d = 0.153.

TE and TM modes at0.5 < ωd/(2πc) < 0.73, 1.15 <
ωd/(2πc) < 1.4 and1.65 < ωd/(2πc) < 1.9, and they
show formation of photonic band gaps.

Figure 5 shows the reflection spectrum of a certain con-
figuration of the disordered system the disordered porous
photonic crystal withσa/a = 0.143 andσd/d = 0.153.
The disorder broadens the peaks more in higher frequency
where spectrum is sensitive to fine structure and forms sub-
peaks. The reflection spectrum of the TM mode is more
sensitive to disorder than that of the TE mode.

We find that the blue structural color of the red-flanked
bushrobin originates in the reflection by the first photonic
band gap.

In Fig. 6, the averaged reflection probability (%) about
10 configurations is plotted versus the wavelengthλ nm.
The wavelength range where the reflection probability is

TM mode

TE mode
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Figure 6: the wavelengthλnm dependence of the reflection
probability (%) averaged about 10 configurations.

significant agrees well with that of Fig. 1 of Ref. [10], and
the structure with a tail to the long wavelength side is also
well alike each other. The peak position of the reflection
spectrum , however, differs from that of Fig. 1 of Ref. [10].
It would be attributed to the extreme simplification of our
model.

5. Conclusions and Discussions

We proposed the disordered air rod photonic crystal as a
model of the structural color of the feather of blue birds, and
computed the reflection properties. It was found that the
reflection spectra are broadened more at higher frequency
due to disorder of the lattice of the photonic crystal. The
blue structural color is attributed to the reflection by the
first photonic band gap of the disordered porous photonic
crystal.

Edagawaet al found that a full three-dimensional (3D)
PBG in a photonic amorphous structure in spite of com-
plete lack of periodicity.[13, 14] Edagawa emphasized that
the key of this phenomenon would be that the unit struc-
ture has four bonds. In the 3D case of our model, that is,
a dielectric substance with randomly arranged air spheres,
when the air spheres grow up and overlap each other, the
dielectric substance forms continuous network of Plateau
boundaries like a dry foam.[20] Then, a usual junction con-
sists of four Plateau boundaries. Namely, this case of our
model is essentially same as CRN, and our model is more
general and simple to describe.

As already mentioned, our goal is to analyze the whole
system by means of FEM which is generally considered
to be a numerical method of high accuracy. We have al-
ready started to analyze the scattering by the whole struc-
ture shown in Fig. 7 by using FEM. We have found that an
incident plane wave with a wavelength of 470nm which is
a reflection peak position of Fig. 1 of Ref [10] is strongly
reflected on the surface of and within the sponge structure
of doughnut shape. These detailed results will appear soon
elsewhere.

3



Figure 7: A model of a feather barb for FEM analysis.
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Abstract—In this paper, an electromagnetic wave of millimeter
wavelength is incident on multilayered metamaterial structure.
Transfer matrix method is used to find the fields on either side
of the structure. Field equations are the function of frequency,
chirality, angle and length. Numerical results for both normal
and oblique incident angles are presented in the paper. All the
cases satisfy the power conservation law. The structures behave
as bandpass and/or band-reject filters. These structures can be
used in filter, radomes and polarization rotators.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multilayered structures are used to construct radomes and
frequency selective surfaces [1], [2]. Radome is used to protect
antenna from unwanted signal interferences. It blocks all
irrelevant signals and only allows relevant signals that an
antenna transmits and receives, with minimum attenuation [3].
The radiation pattern of the actual antenna differs from that
of the mounted antenna radiation pattern (which is highly
undesirable). This happen because strong radiations present
near an antenna interfere with its radiation pattern and effect
the antenna performance. The difference of radiation pattern
is the effect due to interference caused by the induced current.
Therefore, an antenna is shielded and protected to avoid
distortion. Furthermore, generation of polarization rotators
with good and broad sideband suppressions are useful in data
transmission applications [4].

The structures presented in this paper are composed of
multilayered metamaterials (MTMs). MTMs are man made
artificial materials that donot exist in nature. These mate-
rials can be engineered to achieve desired electromagnetic
properties. Chiral (CH) material have the property of non-
superposable to their mirror image. Lakhtakia introduced the
nihility term for material whose ϵ = µ = 0 for certain
range of frequency and chirality is non-zero [5]. Strong chiral
(SC) materials have chirality to refractive index ratio greater
than 1 (κr ≥ 1) [6]. Also, materials whose permeability
and permittivity both are negative are called double negative
(DNG) materials. Multilayered structures composed of such
materials results in high bandwidth and suppressed sidebands
thereby giving freedom to operate in the larger bands and
achieve desired results.

II. FORMULATION

Figure 1 depicts the five layered structure layout and es-
sential parameters associated with it. Incident and transmitted
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Fig. 1: Five layered metanaterial structure

medium is air. Slab A is of strong chiral material and slab B is
strong chiral, dielectric and double negative material. Transfer
matrix method is used to relate fields on either side of the
structure [7]. The incident, reflected and transmitted fields in
air can be written as in [8],

Ei = [Ei∥(x̂ cosθi +ẑ sinθi) + Ei⊥ŷ]e
−jk◦(ẑ cosθi −x̂ sinθi

)

(1)

Er = [Er∥(x̂ cosθr −ẑ sinθr ) + +Er⊥ŷ]e
jk◦(r̂ cosθr +x̂ sinθr )

(2)

Et = [Ei∥(x̂ cosθt +ẑ sinθt) + Et⊥ŷ]e
−jk◦(ẑ cosθt −x̂ sinθt )

(3)

Hi =
1

η
[Ei∥ŷ − Ei⊥(x̂ cos θi + ẑ sin θi)]e

−jk◦(ẑ cosθi −x̂ sinθi
)

(4)

Hr =
1

η
[Er⊥(x̂ cos θr − ẑ sin θr − Er∥ŷ)]e

jk◦(r̂ cosθr +x̂ sinθr )

(5)

Ht =
1

η
[Et∥ŷ − Et⊥(x̂ cos θt + ẑ sin θt)]e

−jk◦(ẑ cosθt −x̂ sinθt )

(6)

where k0 and η are wave number and wave impedance for
substrate (i.e. air) respectively. It is assumed that both the
component parallel and perpendicular exist for the incident,
reflected and transmitted wave. Parallel and perpendicular
components are represented by ∥ and ⊥, respectively. The
structure is composed of metamaterial slabs. Electromagnetic



fields within the structure are written as in [9].

E+ = E+
Le

−jkL(z cos θL−x sin θL) + E+
Re

−jkR(z cos θR−x sin θR)

(7)

E− = E−
Le

jkL(z cos θL+x sin θL) + E−
Re

jkR(z cos θR+x sin θR)

(8)

H+ = H+
Le

−jkL(z cos θL−x sin θL) + H+
Re

−jkR(z cos θR−x sin θR)

(9)

H− = H−
Le

jkL(z cos θL+x sin θL) + H−
Re

jkR(z cos θR+x sin θR)

(10)

where,

E+
L = E+

L (x̂ cos θL + ẑ sin θL + jŷ) (11)
E+
R = E+

R (x̂ cos θR + ẑ sin θR − jŷ) (12)
E−
L = E−

L (−x̂ cos θL + ẑ sin θL + jŷ) (13)
E−
R = E−

R (−x̂ cos θR + ẑ sin θR − jŷ) (14)

H+
L =

−j
η
E+

L (x̂ cos θL + ẑ sin θL + jŷ) (15)

H+
R =

j

η
E+

R (x̂ cos θR + ẑ sin θR − jŷ) (16)

H−
L =

−j
η
E−

L (−x̂ cos θL + ẑ sin θL + jŷ) (17)

H−
R =

j

η
E−

R (−x̂ cos θR + ẑ sin θR − jŷ) (18)

In the above field equations, kL and kR are the wave number
for left circularly polarized (LCP) and right circularly polarized
(RCP) waves, respectively. Wave number is defined as kg =
ω(

√
ϵµ∓κ√ϵ0µ0) (g = L,R). Applying boundary conditions

on the field equations of air and structure at every interface,
transition matrix is obtained. Ei∥

Ei⊥
Er∥
Er⊥

 = T

[
Et∥
Et⊥

]
(19)

where T is the transition matrix of order 4× 2. It relates the
total field on one side of the five layered structure to the fields
on the other side.

T = [M1][PA][T1]
m[M2] (20)

T1 = [MAB][PB ][MBA][PA] (21)

The field equations are true for any odd number of slabs (2m+
1, where m is a positive integer). Propagation matrices for slab
A and slab B are [PA] and [PB ], respectively. Furthermore,
matching matrices [M1], [MAB ] & [MBA] are of order 4 × 4
whilst [M2] in (20) is a matching matrix of order 2× 4.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1) SC-SC Structure: In the first investigation, slabs at even
places and slabs at odd places both are filled with strong
chiral medium having κr = 1.66. Optical width of each slab
is λ◦/4, where λ◦ is the operational wavelength at 1 THz.
Figure 2 shows the reflected power at oblique incidence. It is
seen that perpendicular component of reflection never increase
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Fig. 2: Power reflected from five layered SC-SC structure when nA =
0.76, nB = 0.46, κA = κB = 0.8, | nA | dA =| nB | dB = λ◦/4,
and f = 1.5 THz

more than 25%. Whereas, parallel component is approximately
zero at 14◦ and 21◦. Figure 3, which shows the transmit power
as a function of incident angle tells that maximum transmission
of 95% occurs at 11◦ for parallel component. Perpendicular
component of the transmit power is 80% at 18◦. Reflected
power as a function of frequency at normal incidence is shown
in Figure 4. It shows that the rejection bands are not sharp and
strong. Also, zero reflection occurs at (≈0.43, 1.0, ≈1.58, and
2.0) THz. Maximum transmission occurs at 1.0 THz as can
be seen in Figure 5. Occurrence of perpendicular transmission
component for normal incidence means that the structure finds
its application in polarization rotating devices.

2) SC-dielectric Structure: As a second examination, slabs
at odd places are replaced with dielectric medium having
dielectric constant of 4.8. The structure behaves as a band-
reject filter as seen in Figure 6. In Figure 7, there is no
transmission for incident angle greater than 40◦. Furthermore,
Figure 8 shows that the structure acts as a band-reject filter
for wide range of frequencies (0.5 - 1.5) THz. Reflection
coefficient is unity for (0.7 - 1.3) THz. Figure 9 points to
the polarization conversion behavior of the structure. As it can
be seen that perpendicular component of the transmission exist
whereas normal wave with parallel polarization was incident.
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Fig. 3: Power transmitted through five layered SC-SC structure when
nA = 0.76, nB = 0.46, κA = κB = 0.8, | nA | dA =| nB | dB =
λ◦/4, and f = 1.5 THz
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Fig. 4: Power reflected from five layered SC-SC structure when nA =
0.76, nB = 0.46, κA = κB = 0.8, | nA | dA =| nB | dB = λ◦/4,
and θi = 0◦

The propagation through the structure resulted in polarization
conversion. Narrow bands of transmission occur with centre
frequency at (0.2, 0.42, 1.58, 1.82, and 2.0) THz. At even
harmonics parallel component of transmission is always unity.
Therefore, this structure acts as wide band-reject filter with
high efficiency and narrow bandpass filter.

3) SC-DNG Structure: In order to examine the perfor-
mance of strong chiral - double negative interface in the
presence of a plane wave, a five layered structure is composed.
Slab A and slab B are filled with strong chiral material and
double negative material, respectively. The optical width of
both slabs remains to be quarter wavelength. Figure 10 reveals
the fact that this surface has a unity (100%) reflection power
over a wider range of frequencies. The important aspect of this
structure is that it does not have sidebands or ripples. A filter
that completely rejects EM plane wave (high power band-reject
filter) over a range of frequencies can be designed by exploiting
this feature. Figure 11 shows that the power transmitted at
even harmonics is maximum and at these frequencies very
low power perpendicular component also exists. It means these
structure can be used to design narrow bandpass filters, which
are very precise and works in narrow band of frequencies.
Reflectance and transmittance as a function of incident angle
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Fig. 5: Power transmitted through five layered SC-SC structure when
nA = 0.76, nB = 0.46, κA = κB = 0.8, | nA | dA =| nB | dB =
λ◦/4, and θi = 0◦
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Fig. 6: Power reflected from five layered SC-dielectric structure when
nA = 0.46, nB = 2.2, κA = 0.8, κB = 0, | nA | dA =| nB | dB =
λ◦/4, and f = 1.5 THz
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Fig. 7: Power transmitted through five layered SC-dielectric structure
when nA = 0.46, nB = 2.2, κA = 0.8, κB = 0, | nA | dA =| nB |
dB = λ◦/4, and f = 1.5 THz
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Fig. 8: Power reflected from five layered SC-dielectric structure when
nA = 0.46, nB = 2.2, κA = 0.8, κB = 0, | nA | dA =| nB | dB =
λ◦/4, and θi = 0◦

are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13, respectively. It is
observed that the structure reflects all the power except at
22◦ narrow transmission band with ≈75% power exist. This
structure works as an excellent band-reject filter with suppress
sideband (no ripples) at oblique and normal incidences. It is
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Fig. 9: Power transmitted through five layered SC-dielectric structure
when nA = 0.46, nB = 2.2, κA = 0.8, κB = 0, | nA | dA =| nB |
dB = λ◦/4, and θi = 0◦
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Fig. 10: Power reflected from five layered SC-DNG structure when
nA = 0.46, nB = −4.6, κA = 0.8, κB = 0, | nA | dA =| nB |
dB = λ◦/4, and θi = 0◦
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Fig. 11: Power transmitted through five layered SC-DNG structure
when nA = 0.46, nB = −4.6, κA = 0.8, κB = 0, | nA | dA =|
nB | dB = λ◦/4 and θi = 0◦

seen that sc-dng structure exhibits resonance behaviour at even
harmonics.

Therefore, these structures can be used to achieve desired
behaviour by varying optical width of slabs, number of slabs,
chirality and refractive indices. This study also helps in under-
standing the behaviour at a specific angle of incidence.
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Fig. 12: Power Reflected from five layered SC-DNG structure when
nA = 0.46, nB = −4.6, κA = 0.8, κB = 0, | nA | dA =| nB |
dB = λ◦/4, and f = 1.5 THz
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Fig. 13: Power transmitted through five layered SC-DNG structure
when nA = 0.46, nB = −4.6, κA = 0.8, κB = 0, | nA | dA =|
nB | dB = λ◦/4, and f = 1.5 THz

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the study of multilayered structures reveals
that they can used as bandpass and band-reject filters with
excellent sideband suppression. Reflection and transmission
coefficients are analytically computed for normal and oblique
incidence. Incident angle and frequency response of the strat-
ified structure composed of three different materials: SC-
SC, SC-dielectric and SC-DNG are presented. Characteris-
tics and features of these structures for millimeter wave are
observed from numerical results. All the results fulfill the
law of conservation of power. The proposed structures can
be used in filters and frequency selective surfaces such as
reflection coatings, anti-reflection coatings, cloaks, polarization
conversion devices.
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Abstract
We present a new method for determining quasi-normal
modes in open nanophotonic structures using a modal ex-
pansion technique. The outgoing wave boundary condition
of the quasi-normal modes is satisfied automatically without
absorbing boundaries, representing a significant advantage
compared to conventional techniques. The quasi-normal
modes are determined by constructing a cavity roundtrip
matrix and iterating the complex mode wavelength towards
a unity eigenvalue. We demonstrate the method by deter-
mining quasi-normal modes of cavities in two-dimensional
photonic crystals side-coupled to W1 waveguides.

1. Introduction
In micro- and nanostructured media, such as micropillars
and photonic crystals (PhCs), characteristic feature sizes are
on the order of the wavelength of light which makes analy-
sis of light propagation in these systems intricate. Design
of such structures therefore relies on an interplay between
theory, computations and fabrication, and to avoid analysis
and design based on trial-and-error transparent and efficient
numerical methods are indispensable. In open structures, the
natural modes are so-called quasi-normal modes which are
solutions to the frequency domain wave equation satisfying
an outgoing wave boundary condition (BC) [1]. Numerical
modeling often includes artificial BCs to ensure finite-sized
computation domains, needed to handle the computations
in computers. Simple choices include Dirichlet and peri-
odic BCs that give rise to normal modes which, however,
suffer from parasitic reflections at the artificial boundaries.
These unwanted effects can to some extent be suppressed by
means of absorbing boundaries like perfectly matched layers
(PMLs) [2], but their implementation remains problematic,
in particular in geometries featuring infinite periodic struc-
turing like PhCs. The outgoing wave BC is thus difficult to
satisfy with conventional spatial discretization techniques
like the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method and
the finite element method (FEM) due to their need for ab-
sorbing BCs.

In this work, we present a new method for determining
quasi-normal modes using a modal expansion method [3,
Chap. 6], a scattering matrix approach [4] and Bloch modes
of periodic structures [5, Chap. 3]. In Fig. 1, two quasi-
normal modes in two-dimensional PhC cavities are dis-
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Figure 1: Quasi-normal mode field distribution (|Ey| [a.u.])
in cavity side-coupled to W1 waveguide in two-dimensional
rectangular lattice PhC. The complex mode wavelengths
are λ0/a = 2.53 + 0.0087i (top panel) and λ0/a = 2.55 +
0.000064i (bottom panel), with a = 0.4µm being the PhC
lattice constant and εRods = 8.9 and εBack = 1.

played. Light propagates in the z-direction, and as detailed
in the following sections the outgoing wave BC in this direc-
tion is satisfied automatically; this represents a significant
advantage of the new method.

2. Bloch mode expansions and quasi-normal
modes

2.1. Bloch modes and scattering matrices

In the modal expansion technique used here [3, Chap. 6],
the structure to be analyzed is sliced into periodic sections
along a chosen propagation direction, taken here as the z-
direction. The periodicity along z, with period a, implies



that the electromagnetic fields in each section w can be
expanded on Bloch modes ewj (r⊥, z),

Ew(r) =
∑
j

cwj e
w
j (r⊥, z), (1)

that are quasi-periodic functions of the z-coordinate [5,
Chap. 3]

ewj (r⊥, z + aw) = exp(ikwj a
w)ewj (r⊥, z), (2)

where kwj is the wavenumber of the jth Bloch mode. This
wavenumber is purely real for a propagating Bloch mode
while inside a bandgap it has a finite imaginary part giving
rise to exponentially decaying waves. For uniform sections,
like translation invariant ridge waveguides, the Bloch modes
become the well-known waveguide modes, but the descrip-
tion using the more general Bloch modes provides a power-
ful framework for analyzing, for example, PhCs. The Bloch
mode form in Eq. (2) holds the analytic z-dependence of
the electromagnetic fields, and this is what allows to satisfy
the outgoing wave BC of the quasi-normal modes in the
z-direction without using artificial BCs. In Eq. (1), cwj are
expansion coefficients determined to satisfy the electromag-
netic BCs across section interfaces. This is handled using a
scattering matrix formalism [4], which in particular relates
the incoming and outgoing Bloch mode amplitudes via the
total scattering matrix S

cout = Scin. (3)

2.2. Quasi-normal modes

It has been suggested that quasi-normal modes in nanopho-
tonic structures can be calculated as non-zero solutions cout
of Eq. (3) for a vanishing input cin = 0 [6, 7]. This yields
the following equation

S−1(λ0)cout = 0, (4)

where we have written the wavelength dependence of the
inverse scattering matrix explicitly. This equation, in gen-
eral, only has non-trivial solutions at complex values of λ0,
the quasi-normal mode complex wavelength. The search for
these complex wavelengths is in principle straightforward,
but for advanced structures that require the inclusion of a
large number of modes the associated scattering matrix is
comparatively large, and the construction of the inverse scat-
tering matrix in Eq. (4) may be complicated and unstable.

In this context, we suggest a new and simpler formula-
tion for determining the quasi-normal modes. For a given
structure, the relevant cavity section wc is identified, and the
cavity roundtrip matrix [8] Mwc is constructed

Mwc(λ0) ≡ RbotPwc
− RtopPwc

+ , (5)

where Rbot (Rtop) is the scattering reflection matrix be-
tween the cavity section and the bottommost (topmost) sec-
tion. Pwc

+ and Pwc
− are diagonal matrices accounting for the

propagation of the Bloch modes through the cavity section.

At real wavelengths, the eigenvalues of Mwc have abso-
lute values below unity since the reflectivities of the mirrors
surrounding the cavity section are smaller than unity; in
every roundtrip, a fraction of the light leaks out of the cavity
and into the mirrors. However, by analytically continuing
the definition of Mwc into the complex wavelength plane it
is possible to compensate the mirror losses by making the
elements in the propagation matrices Pwc

+ and Pwc
− larger

than unity. We therefore iterate the complex wavelength λ0
to find an eigenvalue of Mwc equal to unity; the associated
eigenvector gives the quasi-normal mode distribution in the
cavity section

Mwc(λ0)c
wc = cwc . (6)

The finite imaginary part of the quasi-normal mode wave-
length gives rise to a finite Q-factor of the mode [9, Chap.
11]

Q =
Re(λ0)

2Im(λ0)
, (7)

and also means that the quasi-normal modes diverge when
propagating outwards; this renders the associated mode vol-
ume non-trivial to calculate [10, 11].

3. Example: W1 waveguide and side-coupled
cavity in rectangular lattice photonic crystal

We consider two-dimensional structures that are uniform and
infinitely extended in the y-direction. In this case, Maxwell’s
equations decouple into TE- and TM-polarizations in which
the fields may be described completely by the scalarsEy and
Hy , respectively. We focus on two-dimensional rectangular
lattice PhCs with dielectric rods (εRods = 8.9) suspended in
free-space (εBack = 1). This structure is known to possess
a TE-bandgap [5, Chap. 5], with the electric field having
only its y-component Ey non-zero. By removing one row of
holes a W1 waveguide is created, and for wavelengths inside
the bandgap light may be guided through this waveguide.
By furthermore removing one rod in the bulk of the PhC
lattice and in the vicinity of the waveguide a cavity is formed,
see Fig. 1; we here focus on determining the quasi-normal
modes of this structure.

We first crudely locate the quasi-normal mode spectrally
by calculating the transmission of the guided Bloch mode
through the structure; a dip in the transmission spectrum in-
dicates the excitation of the cavity mode. Subsequently, we
use the spectral position of the transmission minimum as a
starting point for the iteration using a Newton-Raphson algo-
rithm towards a complex wavelength that gives an eigenvalue
of unity for Mwc(λ0). We do the above for two positions
of the cavity; separated by one rod and by three rods from
the waveguide. The quasi-normal mode distributions (|Ey|)
are shown in the top and bottom panels of Fig. 1, respec-
tively, and the associated quasi-normal mode wavelengths
are λ0/a = 2.53 + 0.0087i and λ0/a = 2.55 + 0.000064i,
respectively, with a = 0.4µm being the PhC lattice constant.
We note that both modes have roughly the same real part of

2



the mode wavelength, while the imaginary part decreases as
the cavity is moved further away from the waveguide. Using
Eq. (7), the Q-factors are found to be Q = 145 (top panel)
and Q = 19820 (bottom panel), and for this structure we
gain approximately an order of magnitude in Q when the
cavity is moved a lattice constant away from the waveguide.

We have tested the method with other structures that
exhibit lower Q-factors, and this in general challenges the
numerical stability of the formalism since it corresponds to
wavelengths with comparatively large imaginary parts. We
have, however, been able to determine modes with Q as low
as 25, and this demonstrates that the method can be useful
for plasmonic structures, that usually feature low-Q modes,
as well.

4. Conclusion
We have proposed a new method for determining quasi-
normal modes in open nanophotonic structures using a Bloch
mode expansion approach. The scheme relies on an iteration
of the complex quasi-normal mode wavelength to determine
a unity eigenvalue of the cavity section roundtrip matrix.
The unity eigenvalue approach is analogous to the lasing
condition in laser cavities and is thus more intuitive, more ef-
ficient and simpler than other methods that rely on inversion
of the total scattering matrix. The use of modal expansion
techniques to determine quasi-normal modes as compared
to conventional techniques like FDTD and the FEM is ad-
vantageous since the outgoing wave BC of the quasi-normal
modes can be satisfied automatically and without artificial
absorbing boundaries. We have demonstrated the use of our
method by determining quasi-normal modes in side-coupled
cavities in two-dimensional rectangular lattice PhCs, and
we have discussed the effect of the cavity position with re-
spect to a nearby W1 waveguide on the quasi-normal mode
Q-factor.
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Abstract 
In this study, we present the analysis and modeling of 
Jerusalem cross frequency selective surfaces adopting an 
efficient vector fitting  procedure which is a new approach 
for rational macro modeling that ensures high accuracy with 
arbitrary terminal conditions. The simulations of 
microstructure are performed with full wave simulation tool 
CST Microwave Studio on single-substrate for different 
physical parameters, oblique incidence and effect of  TE / 
TM  polarization as well. Then circuit models are extracted 
and developed using the vector fitting tool and implemented 
in a circuit simulator enabling both time and frequency 
analyses along with effect of polarization and angle of  
incidence. Then ADS SPICE generator is used for verifying 
circuit models developed using simulated results. The 
developed model is within 1% of average deviation against 
reference data.  

1. Introduction 
Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSS) have recently been 
widely used in a variety of electromagnetic applications, 
such as radomes (terrestrial and airborne), electromagnetic 
shielding, absorbers and antennas [1]. There has been a 
great deal of research on the analysis and design of the FSS 
element using analytical or numerical electromagnetic 
methods (FEM, FDTD or MoM). Despite their accuracy in 
analysis, these techniques require time - consuming 
simulations and do not allow designer to have a good 
insight into the physics behind the structures. Among the 
possible methods, the equivalent circuit model approach to 
the design of FSSs is very popular because of the ease with 
which it can be understood. The evaluation of transmission 
and reflection properties of FSSs become simple and 
accurate with the help of circuit approach. Moreover, the 
approximate analysis, based on the parallel between real 
structure and a lumped - RLC - network counterpart is also 
useful for acquiring physical insights into the working 
principles of FSS [2]. 

There is a growing demand for developing an accurate 
circuit model for FSS so that one can synthesize a desired 
frequency response (center frequency, bandwidth, insertion 
loss and tuning range) by an optimization method in a 
reasonably short time using a circuit simulator [3]. In this 
paper, an equivalent circuit model for the analysis of 
Jerusalem cross (JC) has been presented, as shown in Fig.1. 

For this purpose, vector fitting (VF) technique [4-6] is used 
for determination of their poles and residues from simulated 
S-parameters [7]. Then the SPICE - compatible equivalent 
circuit model [3] of frequency-domain responses 
approximated by rational functions are developed. The 
transmission and reflection properties of JC FSS are 
evaluated through a simple and accurate circuit approach. 
The developed model is within 1% of average deviation 
against reference data. 
 

                   
(a)                                               (b) 

Figure 1: (a) Layout of JC and (b) its equivalent circuit. 
 

2. Equivalent Circuit Using Vector Fitting 
An efficient broadband modeling of transmission lines must 
also take into account the frequency-dependent behaviour of 
dielectrics. These effects materialize as a frequency domain 
variation in the resistance, inductance and capacitance 
matrices used in the formulation of the model. In practice, 
the frequency dependent responses are obtained via 
calculation or measurements as discrete functions of 
frequency. 

An attempt at formulating a general fitting methodology 
was introduced as VF method. Consider the rational function 
approximation [4 ] 
 

     ∑
=
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−

=
N
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n shd
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c)s(f                           (1) 

The residues cn and poles an are either real quantities or 
come in complex conjugate pairs, while d and h are real. The 
problem at hand is to estimate all coefficients in equation - 
(1) so that a least squares approximation of f(s) is obtained 
over a given frequency interval.  

Vector fitting solves the equation-(1) sequentially as a 
linear problem in two stages, both times with known poles 
[4-5]. The first stage was carried out with complex poles 
distributed over the frequency range of interest. In addition, 
an unknown frequency dependent scaling parameter was 
introduced which permitted the scaled function to be  
accurately fitted with the prescribed poles. From the fitted 
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function a new set of poles were obtained and then used in 
the second stage in the fitting of the unscaled function. This 
method ensures that the poles of the generated closed-form 
responses are stable or all poles have non-positive real 
parts. 

In this section, circuit representation for complex pairs is 
presented for the generation of SPICE [3] compatible 
equivalent circuit of  JC FSS from three-dimensional 
models. In the rational approximation of a transfer function 
f(s) , as shown in equation-(1), the nth residue and pole have 
been extracted by using a fitting procedure mentioned in  [4]. 
It has been assumed that the constant term d and the s-
proportional one can be synthesized with a resistance and a 
capacitance whose values are 1/d and h. It is convenient to 
distinguish the case of real poles from that of complex pairs. 
The detailed methodology and expressions can be obtained 
from [3]. 

 

                    
               (a)                                                 (b) 

 
Figure 2:  (a) Equivalent RL circuit for real pole synthesis; 
and (b) Equivalent series RLC circuit for complex pole pair 
synthesis. 
 
The following synthesis approach has been used in this 
research work to achieve the SPICE-compatible equivalent 
circuit of  JC FSS microstructure: 
 
Step 1)  Scattering parameter extraction by means of a full - 
wave electromagnetic simulation of FSS microstructure. In 
this work CST Microwave Studio is used; 
Step  2)  ABCD parameters evaluation; 
Step 3) Building of the П equivalent circuit as shown in   
Fig.3; 
Step 4)  Residues and poles extraction of admittances AY , 

BY  and Y ; 
Step 5) SPICE-compatible equivalent circuit synthesis [3]. 
 

 
Figure  3: Equivalent П circuit. 

 
The VF technique has been adopted to extract poles and 
residues of admittances AY , BY  and Y , which have been 
synthesized in the equivalent circuit, as shown in Fig.2, of 
FSS microstructure and simulated in a ADS SPICE [8] 
environment enabling both time and frequency analyses 
according to this approach. It is worth mentioning that the 
standard VF procedure while ensuring the stability which is 

enforced flipping the poles with Re(pole) > 0 in the left-half 
plane, does not provide residues satisfying necessarily, the 
conditions specified in [4]. This means that, although it is 
able to evaluate a good rational approximation of the given 
transfer function, it may not be passive. Passivity is here 
enforced, when needed, by means of the technique described 
in [6]. 
 

3. Parametric Study of JC  FSS  
 To develop a better understanding of operation of FSS and 
to arrive at an accurate model, sensitivity analyses using a 
full-wave simulator are carried out. The full-wave approach 
is also necessary to establish the relationship between the 
physical parameters of the miniaturized unit cell and the 
lumped elements of the circuit model. So, JC FSS structure 
is studied and investigated on single-substrate for different 
physical parameters using CST Microwave Studio [9-10]. 
The effects of  oblique incidence and  TE / TM  polarization 
are also studied. TM - incidence occurs when the E-field is 
polarized parallel to the plane of incidence, i.e. θ= 0°; and 
TE - incidence when the E-field is perpendicular to the plane 
of incidence, i.e. Φ= 0°. 
The geometrical parameters of the designed JC FSS are w = 
3.5 mm, g = 0.5 mm, d = 1 mm, p = 7 mm and  L = 10 mm. 
All the FSS designs are simulated on FR4 substrate with 
permittivity rε  = 4.4, loss tangent tan δ = 0.025 and  
substrate thickness h = 1 mm. 
        

   
(a)                                           (b) 

   
(c)                                           (d) 

Figure 4:  Plane-wave reflection and transmission response 
for JC FSS. 
 
Fig. 4 shows the parametric study of JC FSS at normal  and 
oblique incidence. For the sake of brevity, few results are 
shown here. Fig.4(a) and 4(b) show magnitude and phase of 
reflection and transmission characteristics respectively for 
different cross sizes. It can be observed that by increasing 
cross size there is shift in resonance towards lower 
frequency. By decreasing cell size there is shift in resonance 
peak towards lower frequency for transmission 
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characteristics. By increasing substrate thickness, there is 
shift in resonance towards lower frequency. Fig.4(c) and 
4(d) show the effect of oblique incidence and TE/TM  
polarization on magnitude of reflection and transmission 
characteristics of  JC  FSS. 

4. Model Verification and Simulation Results 
In this section, the results of reflection and transmission 
characteristics of JC FSS obtained from the developed 
circuit model using VF tool, circuit model available from 
literature and  CST simulations are compared against each 
other.  

 

 
                      (a)                                           (b) 
 

Figure 5: JC FSS - (a) Magnitude and (b) Phase. 
 

The reflection and transmission characteristics of JC FSS 
have been fitted by using 12  poles [4]. The fitting 
procedure has provided two real poles and five complex 
pairs, which can be synthesized in ADS SPICE generator 
using repeated units shown in Fig.2. Table 1 shows 
extracted poles and synthesized component values of JC 
FSS. Fig. 5 shows the plots of the magnitude and phase of 
reflection and transmission characteristics, those obtained 
by simulation, equivalent circuit from Fig.1(b) and 
equivalent circuit using VF technique. 
 
Table 1: Extracted Poles and Synthesized component values 

of JC FSS. 
 

 
 

The proposed synthesis allows a satisfactory approximation 
of all the considered FSS being the percentage errors on 
magnitude and phase of the order of 1%.While the 
equivalent circuits available in literature have the 
percentage errors on magnitude and phase of the order of 
2%. All the equivalent circuits are designed and simulated 
using ADS SPICE generator. In future work, this work will 
be extended to multilayer substrates. 

5. Conclusions 
The present work reports detailed investigation and study of 
JC FSS with resonant unit cells. The simulations are 
performed with CST Microwave Studio on single-substrate 
for different physical parameters, oblique incidence and 
effect of  TE / TM polarization as well. The VF tool is 
employed to extract equivalent circuits from S-parameters 
of JC FSS microstructure to use in circuit simulators to 
avoid time consuming 3D simulations. Then ADS SPICE 
generator is used for verifying circuit models developed 
using simulated results. All the models are within 1% of 
average deviation against reference data.  
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Abstract Electromagnetic modeling of composite pan-

els as planar multilayers involving a periodic set of cir-

cular cylindrical fibers in each constitutive layer is con-

sidered. As a first step, the case of a single layer is

studied. Combining multipole method and plane-wave

expansion leads to full-wave field representations in all

space, yielding in particular reflection and transmission

coefficients for TE/TM oblique plane-wave illumina-

tions. Gaussian beams are accounted for via a Fourier

transform and numerical quadrature scheme. Compar-

isons with data available for photonic crystals show

the accuracy of the method, while results for fiber-

reinforced composites illustrate its effectiveness.

Keywords Electromagnetic modeling · Multilayer

structure · Periodic · Photonic crystals · Fiber-

reinforced composites

1 Introduction

The time-harmonic electromagnetic response of multi-

layer periodic structures is investigated. The approach

is intrinsically broad-band and holds for any isotropic

constitutive material, though emphasis is put on fiber-
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reinforced composite structures as in aeronautic and au-

tomotive parts. The latter are modeled as stacks of pla-

nar layers, each being a regular periodic arrangement of

long cylinders (fibers) with same circular sections em-

bedded in a given material (matrix), all oriented into

the same direction. Orientations possibly differ from

one layer to the next. (This is a small-scale view, re-

fer to [1] for a large-scale view wherein homogeneiza-

tion of any given layer leads to them having uniaxial

permittivities.)

In that case, each layer behaves like an infinite ar-

ray, and is prone to Floquet-related solutions, which

is to be weighted in vs. the limited extent of most

real-world sources and sensors. Carbon-fiber-reinforced

polymers (highly conductive fibers and strong electric

contrasts) and glass-fiber-reinforced polymers (almost

lossless fibers and weak electric contrasts) are of main

interest, though the work is as already said valid for a

wide range of frequency, materials and dimensions.

Here one studies a single-layer structure. Results

sought are reflection and transmission coefficients for

TE/TM plane-wave illuminations under oblique inci-

dence and the total field distribution for Gaussian beams

obliquely impinging onto the structure.

Reflection and transmission coefficients are calcu-

lated by combining a multipole method and plane-wave

expansion, borrowing in good part from pioneering poro-

acoustics and elasticity analyses [2] and photonic ones

(in a limited-extent case) [3]. Scattering of Gaussian

beams follows via a Fourier transform and numerical

quadrature scheme. The incident beam is a superpo-

sition of elementary plane waves with different ampli-

tudes and incident angles. The total scattered field is a

superposition of the corresponding scattered fields. The

method extends to out-of-plane incidences and provides
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the main elements to approach full-wave scattering by

a multi-layered structure in a next step.

2 The electromagnetic scattering of plane wave

The structure is sketched in Fig. 1. Circular cylinders

of radius c parallel to one another and oriented in the

y direction are embedded in a planar slab infinite in

both x and y directions with interfaces Γa (z = a) and

Γb (z = b). They are arranged periodically in the x

direction with period d. So the reference (unit) cell is

at the center, with height L = a − b and width d. The

space itself is divided into four subspaces R+
0 above the

slab, R−0 below it, R1 in it and outside the cylinders

and R2, the cylinders. All materials are linear isotropic,

possibly lossy (save R+
0 ), with εj and µj , j = 0, 1, 2, as

permittivities and permeabilities.

Here, a TM plane wave with plane of incidence x−z
is obliquely impinging with angle θi upon the slab. Its

electric field is Einc = ŷEince
i(kixx−k

i
z(z−a)), implying

time-harmonic dependence e−iωt. ki is the wave vector

of the incident wave, with amplitude ki, letting kix =

ki sin θi, k
i
z = ki cos θi. The fields in the TE case of

illumination follow from duality.

Fig. 1 Sketch of the structure.

The key feature is the transverse periodicity of the

inclusions, since repeating the primary cell into both

+x and −x directions enables to build up the struc-

ture. According to the Floquet theorem, Ejy(x+d, z) =

Ejy(x, z)eiα0d, Ejy(x, z) as the fields in different regions

— fields in R+
0 and R−0 being denoted as E+

0y(x, z) and

E−0y(x, z). The latter can be plane-wave expanded as

E+
0y(x, z) =

∑
p∈Z

(Eince
−iβ0p(z−a)δp0

+Rpe
iβ0p(z−a))eiαpx (1)

E−0y(x, z) =
∑
p∈Z

Tpe
i(αpx−β0p(z−b)), (2)

with Rp and Tp the reflection and transmission coeffi-

cients of the plane wave indexed by p, δp0 the Kronecker

symbol, αp = α0+2pπ/d, and βjp =
√
k2j − α2

p, j = 0, 1.

Because of the continuity of αjp across Γa and Γb, αp
is used everywhere instead of αjp.

For R1, the field is consisted of the field diffracted

by the boundary of the plate and the boundary of the

central cylinder. Applying the Green’s second identity

around the boundary of one primary cell [4,5] with the

periodic Green’s function

G(r) =
1

2id

+∞∑
p=−∞

1

βp
ei(αpx+βp|z|), (3)

the field diffracted by the central cylinder is obtained.

Combining the plane-wave expansion of the field inside

R1, we have the field representations

E±1y(x, z) =
∑
p∈Z

(f−p e
−iβ1pz + f+p e

iβ1pz)eiαpx

+
∑
p∈Z

∑
m∈Z

BmK
±
pme

i(αpx±β1pz) (4)

with K±pm = 2(−i)me±imθp/(dβ1p), and + and − mean

z > c and z < c, respectively. Magnetic fields easily

follow. Matching the boundary conditions on Γa (z = a)

and Γb (z = b) yields

Tp =
1

Dp

[
− 4χ0pχ1pEincδp0 +

∑
m∈Z

8(−i)mχ1pBm
dβ1p

× [iχ0p sin(β1pa−mθp)− χ1p cos(β1pa−mθp)]
]

Rp =− 1

Dp
[2i sin(β1pL)(χ2

1p − χ2
0p)Eincδp0

+
∑
m∈Z

8(−i)mχ1pBm
dβ1p

(χ1p cos(β1pb−mθp)

+ iχ0p sin(β1pb−mθp))]

with Dp = 2i sin(β1pL)(χ2
0p+χ2

1p)−4χ0pχ1p cos(β1pL),

χjp = βjp/µj , j = 0, 1. It is obvious that the reflec-

tion and transmission coefficients are related to the

multipole expansion coefficients Bm which can be cal-

culated by matching the boundary conditions around

the cylinders [2]. The necessary field representation in

region R1 in polar coordinates is obtained from the

above form (4) in Cartesian coordinates via x = r cos θ,

z = r sin θ, α1p = k1 cos θp, β1p = k1 sin θp and identity

eikr cos θ =
∑
m∈Z i

mJm(kr)eimθ. Its lengthy expression

is omitted here [2–5].

3 Gaussian beam plane-wave expansion

As sketched in Fig. 2, a 2D Gaussian beam impinges on

the structure with angle ϕi with respect to the z-axis

in the x−z-plane, the center of the beam being located
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at (−dx, dz). In the local coordinate system (x′, y′, z′),

it is expressed as

Ey′(x
′, z′) =E0

w0

w(z′)
exp

(
− x′

2

w2(z′)
− i kix

′2

2R(z′)

−ikiz′ + i arctan
z′

z′0

)
;

(5)

z′ is the beam propagating distance from the beam

waist at z′ = 0, w0 is the spot size, z′0 = πw2
0/λ, w(z′)

and R(z′) are defined as

w(z′) = w0

[
1 +

(
z′

z′0

)2
] 1

2

, R(z′) = z′

[
1 +

(
z′0
z′

)2
]
.

Applying a Fourier transform [6–8], one has

Gaussian beam

Fig. 2 A Gaussian beam incident on a slab with a periodic
arrangement of circular fibers.

Ey′(x
′, z′) =

√
πw0E0

∫ +∞

−∞
exp

(
−π2f2x′w

2
0

)
× exp

[
2πi (fz′z

′ + fx′x
′)
]
dfx′ .

(6)

Let f = fx′ x̂ + fz′ ẑ and the wave vector ki as 2πf =

ki = ki0x′ x̂+ki0z′ ẑ = ki0(sinϑx̂+cosϑŷ), where ki = |k|,
and ϑ is the angle between ki and the z′ axis. From (6),

Ey′(x
′, z′) =

kiw0E0

2
√
π

∫ π/2

−π/2
exp

(
−k

2
iw

2
0 sin2 ϑ

4

)
× exp [iki (sinϑx′ + cosϑz′)] cosϑdϑ,

(7)

where integration limits account only for non-evanescent

waves — no energy is taken away by evanescent ones [6].

By numerical quadrature, (7) is written as a discrete

plane wave spectrum [7,8]

Ey′(x
′, z′) =

N∑
n=1

A′(ϑn) exp [iki (sinϑnx
′ + cosϑnz

′)],

where

A′(ϑn) =
kiw0E0

2
√
π

exp

(
−k

2
iw

2
0 sin2 ϑn

4

)
cosϑn∆ϑ.

∆ϑ = π/N and ϑn = −π/2 + n∆ϑ, n = 0, 1, ..., N .

Going back to the global coordinate system (x, y, z) via

x′ =(x− dx) cosϕi + (z − a− dz) sinϕi

z′ =(x− dx) sinϕi − (z − a− dz) cosϕi (8)

yields the plane wave expansion of the Gaussian beam

Ey(x, z) =

N∑
n=1

A(ϑn) exp
[
iki(x sin(ϑn + ϕi)

− (z − a) cos(ϑn + ϕi))
]
,

(9)

where

A(ϑn) =
kiw0E0

2
√
π

exp

(
−k2iw2

0 sin2 ϑn
4

)
× exp

(
− iki(dx sin(ϑn + ϕi)

− dz cos(ϑn + ϕi))
)

cosϑn∆ϑ

The scattered field associated to the nth incident

plane wave Ey,n(x, z) = A(ϑn)ei(α
0
nx−β

0
n(z−a)), α0

n =

ki sin(ϑn+ϕi) and β0
n =

√
k2i − α0

n
2, is obtained by the

method in section 2.The total scattered field follows by

summing up the scattered fields of all such waves [8].

4 Lattice sums

A class of Schlömilch series (lattice sums) arises in the

investigation of wave scattering by periodic structures.

In this 1-D periodic, 2-D scattering case, they are Sm =∑∞
n=1 H(1)

m (k1nd)[eiα0nd+(−1)me−iα0nd], where H(1)
m (x)

is the first-kind Hankel function of m-th order, α0 =

k0 sin θi. This representation yields slowly convergent

numerical results. Much literature exists for accelerat-

ing convergence [9–13].

Here, one uses [13]. The series is transformed into a

new expression with elementary functions, fast yielding

accurate lattice sums. For a 5 GHz TM wave normally

incident upon a glass-fiber-reinforced slab, letting L =

d = 0.1 mm, results with relative error below 10−6 are

achieved in less than 0.03s on a PC with Intel i7 CPU

and 8G memory. Computing the lattice sums directly,

the convergence is much slower, see Fig. 3.
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[13]

Fig. 3 Computed values of the real part of S0 for 5 GHz,
θi = 0, L = d = 0.1 mm.

5 Numerical results

Infinite sums
∑
p∈Z and

∑
m∈Z are truncated as

∑P
p=−P

and
∑M
m=−M with P = Int (d/2π(3<(k1)− α0)), M =

Int
(
<(4.05× (k1c)

1/3) + k1c
)
. Defining the relative er-

ror |Rn+1 −Rn|, n = P , M , the influence of M and P

is shown in Fig. 4. Truncating as M = 11 and P = 5, a

relative error less than 10−6 is obtained.
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0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8
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re
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ti
v
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r

For P , TM

For P , TE

For M , TM

For M , TE

Fig. 4 Relative error versus M or P for glass fibers with
epoxy matrix. d = λi = 0.1 mm, L = 2d, c = 0.4d.

The power reflection and transmission coefficients

are defined asR =
∑
p∈Z<(β0)‖Rp‖2/(k0‖Einc‖2), T =∑

p∈Z <(β0)‖Tp‖2/(k0‖Einc‖2). The power absorption

coefficient then is A = 1−R− T .

To check the results the power reflection coefficients

of an incident TE/TM wave are compared with those in

[14], [15]. Figs. 5(a) and (b) show comparisons of results

for a TM-illuminated array of lossless or perfect electric

conductor (PEC) fibers (the matrix is air). In Fig. 5(c)

one compares with TM and TE results computed by

the COMSOL FEM code for carbon (εr = 12, σ =

3.3× 102 S/m) fibers and epoxy (εr = 3.6) matrix.

The proposed approach is now focused onto power

reflection and transmission properties of carbon or glass-

fiber-reinforced polymers. Epoxy resin is the most com-

mon matrix material, its relative permittivity being taken

as 3.6 and its conductivity as zero (below 10−10 S/m in

practice). For carbon fibers, relative permittivity ranges

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

d/λ0

R

(a) εr1 = 4, εr2 = 2, TM

Present results

[14]

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

d/λ0

R

(b) PEC fibers with air matrix, TM

Present results

[15]

0 20 40 60 80
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Incident angle (degree)

R
0

(c) εr1 = 3.6, εr2 = 12, σ2 = 3.3× 102 S/m

Present results, TE

COMSOL, TE

Present results, TM

COMSOL, TM

Fig. 5 Comparison of results. (a) TM case, d = 0.2 µm, L =
0.95d, c = 0.375d, (b) PEC fibers, d = 0.1 mm, L = d, r =
0.15d, (c) TE and TM cases, d = λi = 0.1 mm, L = 2d and
c = 0.4d for 0-th mode.

between ≈ 10 and 15, and conductivity is high in their

axis direction, ≈ 2.5× 106 S/m [17–19], yet in the cross-

section, it is≈ 3.3× 102 S/m [20,21], as now considered.

For glass fibers, relative permittivity ranges between ≈
3.7 and 10.

Power coefficients for carbon-fiber-reinforced com-

posites (epoxy matrix) in the TM case are shown in

Fig. 6 for 0 < d/λ0 < 1. Weak power absorption is

observed when d/λ0 is close to zero. When λ0 is close

to d, there is strong absorption. In the usual test band

of carbon-fiber-reinforced composites, 1 MHz to 1 GHz,

the power reflection coefficient is around 0.3.

For glass-fiber-reinforced composites (epoxy matrix),

most testing is carried out from 10 to 60 GHz. Power re-

flection coefficients are shown in Fig. 7. Comparing the

results involving glass fibers (ε2 = 6ε0) with those for
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1

d/λ0

R
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T
A

Fig. 6 Variation of R and T with d/λ0 for carbon-fiber com-
posites illuminated by a TM wave. L = 0.1 mm, c = 0.25d,
d = L, ε1 = 3.6ε0, ε2 = 12ε0, σ2 = 3.3× 102 S m−1

a homogeneous plate (ε2 = ε1 = 3.6ε0), the periodic

structure exhibits the same behavior in the frequency

band chosen.

10 20 30 40 50 60
0

1

2

3

4

f (GHz)

R
(×

1
0
−

2
) ε2 = 3.6ε0

ε2 = 6.0ε0

Fig. 7 Coefficients R and T for glass-fiber-reinforced epoxy
composites from 10 GHz to 60 GHz, TM wave, L = 0.1 mm,
c = 0.25d, d = L, ε1 = 3.6ε0

To accurately model a Gaussian beam, N in (9)

must be properly chosen. One defines a relative error

Error =
1

Np

Np∑
1

|Ẽy′ − Ey′ |2

|Ey′ |2
(10)

taking Ẽy′ as the approximate value of the plane wave

expansion and Ey′ referring to the exact value from (5).

Np is the total number of field points computed. Fig.

8 shows the relative error for region −4λ0 < x′ < 4λ0
and −3λ0 < z′ < 3λ0, meshed into Np = 200× 200, λ0
as the wavelength of the beam. When N > 60, in all

cases shown, the approximation works well, the largest

error being below 10−4.

Expanding the Gaussian beam into 80 plane waves

enables to achieve a relative error less than 10−6. The

field intensity distributions for an epoxy matrix with

carbon, glass and metal fibers are given in Figs. 9 (glass

fibers), 10 (carbon fibers) and 11 (PEC fibers as a limit

case). The incident wavelength is λ0 = 0.1 mm, letting

w0 = 2λ and dx = dz = 0. For the composites, d =

0.1 mm, L = 2d and c = 0.15d.
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Fig. 8 Relative error versus number of plane waves λ =
0.1mm.
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Fig. 9 Gaussian beam impinging on glass-fiber-reinforced
slab (refer to text).
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Fig. 10 Gaussian beam impinging on carbon-fiber-reinforced
slab (refer to text).
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Fig. 11 The limit case of a Gaussian beam impinging on a
PEC-fiber-reinforced slab (refer to text).

6 Conclusion

Scattering from a single-layer slab with TE/TM or 2D

Gaussian beam illumination has been investigated in

the above. A full-wave formulation has been proposed

in both situations, once said that the beam-wave case

proceeds from the plane-wave case provided that the
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beam is properly decomposed into elementary plane

waves, each scattered individually, and the resulting

beam being recomposed afterwards. Among key points

illustrated, the need to devise a fast and convergent way

to calculate so-called lattice sums has been considered,

as well as the fact that infinite expansions arising in the

formulation need careful truncations to preserve the ac-

curacy. The focus otherwise has been on reflection and

transmission properties of carbon- or glass-fiber rein-

forced composite medium, here in the simple case of a

single polymer-matrix panel, with also the limit case

of fibers in air (meaning just a periodic array of cylin-

ders in air), of the photonic-crystal type. Notice that

in the case of fiber-reinforced polymer composites, the

adequate frequency bands have been chosen in carry-

ing out the numerical experiments, in harmony with

those usually considered during non-destructive testing

of such composites. One has also validated, in the air

matrix case, at high accuracy the proposed results via

a finite-element approach, while successfully retrieved

the results of an earlier approach.

The work as summarized is about a 2-D scattering

situation, but it has recently been extended to a 2.5D

case, wherein the wave vector of the incident wave is

no more orthogonal to the fibers axes, which means

TE/TM mode conversion in particular. Stacking up the

periodic slabs one above the other, the circular cylinders

in different layers being oriented in different directions,

will be the next step.

The periodicity of the structure might be lost by

taking away or displacing cylinders. That disorganiza-

tion could also be caused by changes of electromag-

netic properties or of shapes of cylinders in the layers.

To image such disorganized periodic structures, a good

understanding of the electromagnetic behavior of both

periodic and disorganized periodic structures is a pre-

requisite, considering that dyadic Green’s functions as

needed in most imaging procedures follow from plane-

wave expansions of the fields due to elementary dipoles

set inside or outside. It is believed that the present work

and forthcoming contributions pave the way to such in-

vestigations.
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Abstract 

Here we present for the first time the rigorous boundary problem 

solution of the Maxwell’s equations for the determination of 

scattering characteristics of a structure. The structure consists of a 

finite set of infinite parallel circular cylinders that can be made of 

different lossy isotropic materials. We numerically analyzed two 

structures that differ only in the symmetrical arrangement of 

semiconductor cylinders in relation to a central metamaterial 

cylinder. The electrical radii of cylinders can be arbitrary. Both 

polarizations of the incident microwave are considered in this 

work. The Pointing vector of the plane microwave that reflected 

from and transmitted through the strictures analyzed here. We 

investigated dependency on the radius of an arc where are placed 

the semiconductor cylinders, the semiconductor specific 

resistivity, the operating frequency at two radii of the metamaterial 

cylinder. We discovered that the structure can have features of a 

bandgap photonic crystal dependent on the topology and the 

polarization of the incident microwave. We have found that the 

structure can operate as a microwave reflector at the certain radius 

of the arc on which are located thirteen n-Si cylinders. The 

Pointing vector is very sensitive to the value of semiconductor 

specific resistivity when the incident microwave is the parallel 

polarized.  

 

1. Introduction 

Large quantity of articles about investigations of 

metamaterial waveguides and metamaterial scattering 

structures shows the need for the development of microwave 

devices with unique characteristics [1−4]. The particular 

properties of structures with some metamaterial elements 

can be achieved by the sign variations (plus or minus) of the 

metamaterial permittivity and/or permeability, as well as by 

effects when the metamaterial has the very low (near-zero) 

refractive index at different frequencies of electromagnetic 

(EM) waves. The metamaterial elements are especially 

interesting to use in microwave devices that developed on 

the base of photonic crystals. At the last decade photonic 

crystals are a subject of the active research and they open 

novel technical possibilities [5, 6]. There are a large range of 

modern technical developments by using microwave 

synergetic of photonic crystals and metamaterial elements. 

The mentioned modern structures can be multifunctional and 

they can alternately allow the propagation of EM waves in 

certain directions, the confining waves within a limited 

volume, the full or partial reflection of waves from the 

structure at the desired frequency ranges [7-10]. One of 

great request among the structures is the one consisting of 

many parallel cylinders. On the base of the structures have 

been created many devices, such for example, controlled 

antenna reflectors, filters, polarizers, beam switching 

antennas, bandgap photonic crystals for transmission of EM 

waves, the impedance transformers [3-10].  

The topologies of mentioned structures become more 

complex with the development of microwave technology. 

This fact entails the increasing of complexity of boundary 

conditions of electrodynamical problem. For this reason, the 

development of new methods is relevant. The scattering 

problem for last structures has been analyzed by various 

analytical or numerical techniques [10-13]. 

2D infinite metallic cylinders array in the square 

configuration is studied in [11]. An important assumption is 

that the cylinder radius r << a, when the parameter a is the 

cylinder array periodicity. Here the finite-element method 

for the simulation of scattering parameters is used. In [12] is 

given a solution of the Helmholtz equation by modified 

multiple-scattering method for an arbitrary arrangement of N 

identical 2D circular scatterers. The plane wave could 

incident normally or obliquely on circular scatterers. 

The rigorous semi-analytic method based on the cylindrical 

Floquet mode expansion is given in [13]. There are 

calculation results of concentric and eccentric cylindrical 

EM band gap structures that are composed of the perfect 

conductor and dielectric cylinders. The structures are excited 

by a Hertzian dipole source. An incident wave is the plane 

one. Resonances and stopband regions of the transmission 

spectra are numerically studied there.  

Early we have presented our solutions for the single 

multilayered isotropic cylinder and single anisotropic one. It 

was presented the scattered and absorbed powers of the 

incident microwave by the single two layered metamaterial-

glass cylinder in [14]. The diffraction characteristics of a 

single conductor cylinder coated with twelve glass and 

semiconductor layers on the semiconductor specific 

resistivity was given in [15]. The single three-layered 

cylinder with a middle layer made of gyrotropic ferrite or 

metamaterial was analyzed in [16].  
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Here we present our new algorithm for determination of the 

scattering characteristics of the system containing a finite set 

of circular cylinders. The quantity of cylinders can be 

arbitrary. The limitation on the cylinders’ quantity is 

imposed by the capabilities of a used computer. 
The cylinders can have different radii and be placed in the 

arbitrary positions. The ones cannot intersect with each 

another. Any cylinder of the set can be made of various 

materials. The material can be a perfect conductor or some 

isotropic materials including the high absorption properties 

of the ones. The permittivity and/or the permeability of a 

material can have complex values with any signs of their 

components. The permittivity and/or permeability of 

materials can by very small (near zero) as well as very large.  

Our home-made computer code let us calculate the Pointing 

vector, scattered and absorbed power densities, scattering 

patterns as well as all EM wave components depending on 

the wave incident angles, polarizations, operating frequency 

of microwave of considered structures.  

2. Scattering Problem Formulation and 

solution 

 

Here we present the rigorous boundary problem solution of 

the Maxwell’s equations for the determination of scattering 

characteristics of a multi-cylindrical structure. The structure 

consists of a set of infinite parallel cylinders that can be 

made of various lossy materials.  

The problem is formulated like this. There are N parallel 

cylinders that are placed in an isotropic homogeneous 

medium with the permittivity ε0 and the permeability μ0. 

The radii of cylinders are Rs, s=1,…,N and the relative 

material parameters of every cylinder are εs, μs. The axis of 

the every cylinder is parallel to the z axis of the Cartesian 

coordinate system. The designation of any cylinder center is 

rs, s=1,…, N at the plane z=0. There is a requirement: 

| | , , 1,..., , ,s p s pr r R R s p N s p      (1) 

that all cylinders would not cross each other and no one of 

cylinder can be inside of other one. Cylinders can touch to 

each another only by their external surfaces. We denote the 

cylinder for which we write the boundary conditions on it 

interface with index “s” and the other cylinders which are 

participated in the boundary conditions with index “p”.  

In this work we present the structure which consists of 

fourteen cylinders. The central cylinder of metamaterial is 

placed in the origin of the coordinate system and the 

identical semiconductor n-Si cylinders are equidistantly 

placed on the arc. The radius of the arc is R (Fig.1). The 

vector k  is the wave vector of the incident EM wave. The 

external EM field is composited by an incident EM wave 

and scattered EM waves of all cylinders of the set. The EM 

field inside and outside of cylinders convenient describe by 

using of the transverse electric (TE) mode and the 

transverse magnetic (TM) mode potentials [14]. The 

solution of the Maxwell’s equations in the cylinder area, 

b)

k
k

x

y
y

x

R

a)

 

Figure 1: Lossy metamaterial−semiconductor structures 

when (a) - thirteen semiconductor cylinders are placed on 

the left side of the central metamaterial cylinder; (b) - the 

ones are placed on the right side of the central metamaterial 

cylinder. 

 

after the Fourier transformation with respect to the 

coordinate z, can be written in the form: 
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Here W and V are TM wave and TE wave potentials 

respectively that satisfied the Helmholtz equation,  ,   - 

relative permittivity and permeability of area. The 

magnitude h is the Fourier parameter. 

The equations with respect to potentials are 
2
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The solution of scattering problem is constructed by using 

Graf’s additional theorem. The potential )( sRW


 for the TM 

- waves and the potential )( sRV


 for the TE – waves on the 

surface of cylinder s  the potentials can be expressed as: 
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Here sR


 is a radius vector of any point on the surface of 

cylinder s . We denoted spps rrr


 , || psps rr


 , 

|| ss RR


 , )iexp()()|( pspsmps mrHrmT   , ps  is the 

angle between vector psr


 and axis x,  20  ps , the 

magnitudes sc
,nsA , sc

,nsB , 1, ...,s N  are the unknown 

scattered wave magnitudes to be found from boundary 

conditions, ( )H Rn s , )( psn rH   are the Hankel functions 

of the second kind, ( )J Rm s is the Bessel function, the 

propagation constant 22 hk    in external to 

cylinders area and the propagation constant 

22 hk sss    inside of cylinder s , k=ω/c, c is the 

speed of light in vacuum, ω=2πf is an angular frequency, f  

is an operating frequency of an incident microwave.  

We can find the scattered wave field by formulae (2.1)-

(2.6), when the wave amplitudes sc
,nsA  and sc

,nsB are known. 

The electric and magnetic fields of the incident plane wave 

have the form: 

)iexp(),iexp( 0
inc

0
inc  rkHHrkEE


  (6) 

We use the standard boundary conditions, i.e. the 

equalization of the electric and magnetic field tangential 

components on the surface of the cylinder [14]. The set of 

boundary condition equations after integration through 

polar angle (angular coordinate)   give us the system of 

algebraic linear equations with respect to the wave 

amplitudes inside v
,nsA , v

,nsB  and outside sc
,nsA , sc

,nsB  

Ns ,...,1  of the cylinders:  
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Here )iexp()(2  sz rkkhQ


 , )(  zkh   is 

the Dirac Delta function, M is an arbitrary value of 

summation parameter for which summation truncated. The 

used magnitudes of a magnetic field of an incident 

microwave and the intrinsic impedance are: 
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We took the opportunity to eliminate the wave amplitudes 

inside of cylinders in our algorithm and the solution to this 

problem has been simplified. The solution is reduced to only 

finding the external amplitudes. 
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We can define the scattering and absorption characteristics 

dependent on geometry of structure, the distance between 

cylinders, radius and material of cylinders, frequency and 

polarization of incident EM wave. The calculations were 

fulfilled by our homemade computer code in FORTRAN 

language.  

3. Numerical results and discussions 

Here is numerically analyzed two structures depicted in Fig. 

1. The Figs 1(a) and 1(b) differ only in the symmetrical 

arrangement of semiconductor cylinders in relation to the 

central metamaterial cylinder. In our calculations the radius 

of all thirteen n-Si cylinders is 1 mm. The metamaterial 

cylinder has radius 1R  equal to 2 mm (Figs 2−4, 7, 8) or 4 

mm (Figs 5, 6). The radius of the arc R is taken in our 

calculations (Figs 2−4, 7, 8) to be equal to R=12 mm. The 

metamaterial UCSD30815 complex permittivity 1 and 

permeability 1  dependencies on the frequency were taken 

from [17]. The semiconductor n-Si material with the specific 

resistivity ρ is the dispersive lossy material. The n-Si 

permittivity is εs=11.8-i/(ωε0ρ) and the permeability is 

1s .  
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Figure 2: Pointing vector Pρ dependency on the parallel 

polarized incident wave frequency for the structure Fig. 1(a) 

at    and 1R = 2 mm.  

We present here dependencies of the Pointing vector radial 

component Pρ on the operating frequency f at the parallel 

(Fig. 2. 3, 5, 7) and perpendicular (Figs 4, 6, 8) polarizations 

of the incident microwave. The specific resistivity of n-Si 

cylinders are ρ=0.5, 2, 10 Ω٠m. 

In Figs 2−8 are given the component Pρ dependencies at the 

distance of 100 meters from the origin of the system coordinate for 

both structures (Fig. 1). The component Pρ is given in the point 

that lies in the direction of the negative axis x when the polar angle 

φ=π (Figs 2−6). The component Pρ is given in the point that 

lies on the positive axis x, i.e. in the direction of 

propagation of the incident microwave, when the polar 

angle 0   (Figs 7, 8). 
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Figure 3: Pointing vector Pρ dependency on the parallel 

polarized incident wave frequency for the structure Fig. 1(b) 

at    and 1R = 2 mm.  

In Fig. 2 and 3 are shown dependencies of the component Pρ 

for an EM wave reflected from structures on the frequency 

of the incident parallel polarized microwave. We see that the 

Pointing vector values at the same point lying on the 

negative axis x is approximately one order larger for the 

structure Fig. 1(b) in the comparison with the structure Fig. 

1(a). The behavior of curves’ changing is also considerably 

different. Magnitudes Pρ decrease for structure Fig. 1(a) and 

increase for structure Fig. 1(b) in the range between 11 and 

12.4 GHz.  
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Figure 4: Pointing vector Pρ dependency on the 

perpendicular polarized incident wave frequency for the 

structure Fig. 1(b) at    and 1R = 2mm.  

The resonant peaks are also different for both structures. The 

resonant ones are very narrow for structure Fig. 1(b) and 

they are relatively wide for structure Fig. 1(a) at f~12.5 

GHz.  

The values of Pρ do not dependent on the specific resistivity 

ρ for the structure Fig. 1(a) at f~14.5-16 GHz (Fig. 2). There 
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is a significant dependency of Pρ on the specific resistivity 

for structure Fig. 1(b) at the same frequencies (Fig. 3). It is 

possible to use the last dependency for the determination of 

a material specific resistivity at different frequencies.  
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Figure 5: Pointing vector Pρ dependency on the distance R 

for the structure Fig. 1(b) at the parallel polarized incident 

wave f = 15 GHz,   and 1R = 4 mm.  

In Fig. 4 is presented the analogical characteristics for the 

structure Fig. 1(b) when the incident microwave has the 

perpendicular polarization. The comparison of Figs 3 and 4 

shows how strongly characteristics of the structure are 

changed with the changing of polarization. The resonant 

peaks of Pρ are shifted on other frequencies. The second 

resonant peak shifted from ~12.5 to 14.3 GHz and the third 

peak shifted from ~15 to 14.8 GHz.  
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Figure 6: Pointing vector Pρ dependency on the distance R 

for the structure Fig. 1(b) at the perpendicular polarized 

incident wave f = 15 GHz,    and 1R = 4 mm. 

Two resonant peaks of the Pointing vector are next to each 

other in the narrow frequency interval for the perpendicular 

polarized microwave. The largest reflection of the 

microwave from the structure is at the resonant peaks’ 

frequencies. On these frequencies the structure can works as 

a reflector of a microwave signal. The dependency on the 

specific resistivity disappears for the perpendicular polarized 

microwave (Fig. 4).  

In Figs 5 and 6 are shown the dependency of component Pρ 

on the distance R between the central metamaterial cylinder 

and the n-Si cylinders for both polarizations. Here the 

metamaterial cylinder radius is equal to 4 mm, i.e. it is twice 

as larger than before (Figs 2-4). We see that the character of 

the Pointing vector distribution dependent on the distance R 

is completely different for both polarizations. 
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Figure7. Pointing vector Pρ dependency on the parallel 

polarized incident wave frequency for the structure Fig.1b 

at 0   and 1R = 2mm. 
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Figure 8: Pointing vector Pρ dependency on the 

perpendicular polarized incident wave frequency for the 

structure Fig. 1a at 0  and 1R = 2mm.  

The Pointing vector of the reflected parallel polarized 

microwave from the structure is about three orders larger in 

the comparison when the microwave has another 

polarization. The structure Fig. 1(b) is possible to use as a 
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microwave reflector when the component Pρ has resonant 

peaks, for instance R~ 15 mm and 46 mm (Fig.5) at the 

certain frequency. 

In Figs 7 and 8 presented the value Pρ dependencies at the 

distance 100 m along the positive axis x (Fig. 1b) from the 

origin of the system coordinate in the direction of 

propagation of the microwave k


 for both polarizations. We 

see that characteristics are markedly different. Dependencies 

on the specific resistivity ρ of silicon material appeared 

stronger at the parallel polarization. The Pointing vector is 

usually the larger when the semiconductor cylinders have 

the largest specific resistivity. It is possible to explain by the 

smallest losses of EM energy by semiconductor cylinders of 

the structure. For this reason the largest portion of EM 

energy passes through structure (Fig. 7). 

It is possible to control the quantity of microwave energy 

that can pass through the structure by the changing of the 

semiconductor specific  resistivity of cylinders (Fig. 7). 

4. Conclusions 

The boundary problem of the plane EM wave’ scattering by 

the structure of many lossy isotropic cylinders has been 

solved. Numerical results for two structures that consist the 

central metamaterial cylinder and thirteen silicon cylinders 

that are located equidistantly on the semicircle arc  are 

presented here as an illustration of our solution. We 

discovered that the structure can have features of a bandgap 

photonic crystal dependent on it topology at the certain 

polarization of the incident microwave.   We find that the 

structure can have properties of a microwave reflector at the 

certain sizes of the elements. The Pointing vector values are 

strongly dependent on the semiconductor specific resistivity 

of the cylinders when the incident microwave has the 

parallel polarization.  This fact can be used to control the 

Pointing vector value by changing of the semiconductor 

specific resistivity. 
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Level set-based topology optimization for whispering gallery mode
resonator circuits incorporating surface effects
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PACS 42.60.Da – Resonators, cavities, amplifiers, arrays, and rings
PACS 42.15.Eq – Optical system design
PACS 47.55.dr – Interactions with surfaces

Abstract – A level set-based topology optimization method for whispering gallery mode res-
onator circuits is presented. The effect of total internal reflection at the surfaces of dielectric
disks are simulated by modeling clearly defined dielectric boundaries in the process of optimizing
the topology. The electric field intensity in an optimal resonator became more than 20 times
larger than the initial intensity. Dielectric structures were expressed by level set functions defined
as piecewise-constant values. The expression obtained provided precise optimal configurations
without any grayscale, which is the intermediate density between the dielectric materials and air.
The clear dielectric boundaries of the optimal configurations were defined as iso-surfaces of the
level set functions and the zero-points of the level set functions were obtained based on linear
interpolations of the functions.

Introduction. – Recent development on the fabrica-1

tion of micro-nano structures has resulted in advanced op-2

tical devices such as lasers [1–5], waveguides [6], and cloaks3

[7, 8]. Whispering gallery mode (WGM) lasers [9–13] are4

one of the advanced devices used to realize low-threshold5

laser oscillations. Light waves propagated along the sur-6

faces of disk resonators by repeated total internal reflec-7

tion. The light trajectory became circular or polygonal8

when WGM occurred. Hence, it is necessary to model9

clearly defined dielectric surfaces in simulations of WGM10

oscillations to incorporate the effects of reflections.11

Topology optimizations [14] are powerful numerical12

methods for designing high performance optical devices.13

These optimization methods have been applied to the de-14

signs of cloaks [15], super lenses [16], and metamaterials15

with a negative permeability [17, 18]. In the topology op-16

timizations, some structural expressions have been pro-17

posed and topology optimizations based on homogeniza-18

tion [14, 19] and density methods [20] are widely used for19

designing materials in engineering. However, these meth-20

ods provide optimal configurations that include grayscales,21

which are the intermediate densities between the materi- 22

als and air [21]. The presence of the grayscales makes it 23

difficult to fabricate designed structures and graded op- 24

timal configurations that need discrete filtering schemes 25

[21]. Grayscales greatly affect the device properties and 26

the use of filtering schemes degrade the devices perfor- 27

mances considerably when grayscales are filtered out to 28

provide discrete configurations. To overcome the grayscale 29

problem, a topology optimization method based on a level 30

set expression [22] is proposed. Level set functions are 31

defined as piecewise-constant values and become zero at 32

structural boundaries. The level set-based topology op- 33

timization can remove the grayscale from inside the op- 34

timal configurations. However, the grayscale still exists 35

along the structural boundaries in the optimal configura- 36

tions. To design optical devices that incorporate the effect 37

of dielectric surfaces, topology optimizations that consider 38

clearly defined dielectric boundaries are needed. 39

In this work, we present a topology optimization for 40

WGM resonator circuits based on the level set expres- 41

sion. Clearly defined dielectric boundaries were obtained 42

p-1
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by linear interpolations of the level set functions and the43

effect of the dielectric surfaces was incorporated into the44

optimization processes. The structures of the dielectric45

disk resonators were expressed as level set functions and46

grayscale-free optimal configurations were obtained. Op-47

timally designed WGM resonator circuits could enhance48

the electric field intensity in resonators and improve the49

performance of devices.50
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Fig. 1: (Color online) (a) Structure of a WGM resonator cir-
cuit. The domains sizes are Ly

design = 0.5 × Lx
design, Lx

out =
1.2 × Lx

design, Ly
out = 0.6 × Lx

design, Lwg = 0.12 × Lx
design,

Lgrid = Lx
design/300, and Rdisk = 0.3×Lx

design. The position of
posing source is (xp, yp) = (−Lx

out, Rdisk +Lwg/2). (b) The di-
electric boundaries were defined as the iso-surfaces of the level
set functions. The zero-points of the level set functions were ob-
tained by linear interpolation of the level set functions. Finite
elements were created based on the clear dielectric boundaries
obtained. The numbers of nodes and elements were approxi-
mately 550000 and 1060000, respectively.

Formulation and implementation. – Figure 1(a)51

shows a schematic illustration of the problem for the opti-52

mization of a WGM resonators circuit. A circuit with di-53

electric disk resonators Ωdm was designed. The resonators54

were designed and underwent a transformation in the de-55

sign domain, Ωdesign. A fixed waveguide, Ωwg guided the56

light waves emitted from a point source located at (xp, yp).57

The width of the waveguide was Lwg. The intensity of58

the electric field was maximized in the Ωdm. A perfectly59

matched layer absorbing boundary condition (PML-ABC)60

[23] and an optimized absorbing function [24] were used61

to simulate light scattering in the open regions.62

Figure 1(b) shows the level set functions defined on grid63

points and at the dielectric boundary. The zero-points of64

the function were obtained by linearly interpolating the65

function, and the iso-surfaces of the level set functions66

were interpreted as the dielectric boundaries. Finite el- 67

ements were created based on the dielectric boundaries 68

obtained and the grids. 69

Governing equation. It was assumed that there was
a TM mode and that the total electric field Ez could be
expressed as the sum of the scattered and incident fields
Es and Ei, respectively, as:

Ez = Es + Ei.

The relationship between the scattered and incident fields
can be expressed with a Helmholtz equation:

∇2Es +
ω2

c2
ϵ(x)Es = −ω2

c2
[ϵ(x)− ϵair]Ei,

where ω is the circular frequency of light, c is the speed 70

of light in a vacuum and ϵair is the relative permittivity of 71

air. 72

Level set expression of the dielectric structures. The
optimal arrangement of the position-dependent relative
permittivity ϵ(x) was designed. The relative permittiv-
ity ϵ(x) is defined as:

ϵ(x) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

ϵair + χ(ϵdm − ϵair) x ∈ Ωdesign

ϵair x ∈ Ωout

ϵdm x ∈ Ωwg ,

where ϵdm is the relative permittivity of the dielectric ma-
terial and χ is a characteristic function defined in the
Ωdesign as:

χ(φ(x)) =

{
1 if x ∈ Ωdm

0 if x ∈ Ωdesign\Ωdm ,

where φ(x) are the level set functions and are defined as
the signed distances to the dielectric material boundaries
such that:

⎧
⎨

⎩

−1 ≤ φ(x) < 0 for ∀x ∈ Ωdesign\Ωdm

φ(x) = 0 for ∀x ∈ Γdm

0 < φ(x) ≤ 1 for ∀x ∈ Ωdm\Γdm .

The values of the level set functions were determined with 73

respect to the grid points, as shown in Fig. 1(b), and were 74

linearly interpolated at each location, having a value of 0 75

at the dielectric boundaries. 76

Objective functional. To design WGM resonator cir-
cuits, the total electric field Ez in the resonators Ωdm must
be maximized. Hence, the objective functional for maxi-
mizing the light intensity in the resonators is defined as:

maximize
φ

F =
1

F0

∫

Ωdm

EzE
∗
zdΩ, (1)

where E∗
z is the complex conjugate of Ez, and F0 is the

integrated intensity of the total electric field for the initial
configuration:

F0 =

∫

Ωdm

EzE
∗
zdΩ

∣∣∣∣
Initial

. (2)
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Topology optimizations need regularization to obtain
optimal configurations because such optimizations are an
ill-posed problem. Based on the formulation of the level
set-based topology optimization method [22], the objec-
tive functional (1) was regularized by adding a fictitious
interfacial energy term derived from the phase field model,
as follows:

minimize
φ

Fr = −F +

!

Ωdesign

1

2
τ |∇φ|2dΩ, (3)

where τ is a positive regularization parameter that repre-77

sents the ratio of the objective functional to the fictitious78

interfacial energy term. The above regularization with79

the fictitious energy term also acted as a perimeter con-80

trol, a type of geometrical constraint. The geometrical81

constraint became weaker and the optimal configurations82

became more complex. For details on this geometrical con-83

straint, please refer to the theoretical papers previously84

published [15,22].85

(a) Initial configuration,
Lp/L

x
design = 5.65× 100,

Rdisk = 0.3× Lx
design.

(b) Electric field distribution,
F = 1.00× 100.

(c) Electric field amplitude,
F = 1.00× 100.

Fig. 2: (Color online) An initial configuration, electric field
distribution Ez/|E0

i | and electric field amplitude |Ez|/|E0
i | for

the initial configuration. E0
i is the incident electric field at

the center of the Ωdesign The relative permittivity values were
ϵdm = 4.0 and ϵair = 1.0. The normalized frequency was
ωLx

design/2πc = 5.0.

Results. – Figure 2 shows the initial configuration,86

a normalized electric field distribution, its amplitude and87

the corresponding objective functional value, F . The value88

of F became 1 because the objective functional value was89

normalized by itself in Eq. (1).90

In Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), the light waves radiated from the91

light source and propagated in the waveguide and a small92

amount of light was observed in the resonators. WGMs93

were not observed in the dielectric disks.94

Figure 3 shows the optimal configurations obtained for95

τ = 1×10−6 and 1×10−7, and the distributions of the total96

electric field and its amplitude for the optimal configura-97

tion. The F s for the optimal configuration reached values98

roughly 20 times higher than the initial configuration. A99

(a) Optimal configuration,
τ = 1× 10−6,
Lp/L

x
design = 5.11× 100.

(b) Optimal configuration,
τ = 1× 10−7,
Lp/L

x
design = 5.33× 100.

(c) Electric field distribution,
τ = 1× 10−6, F = 2.05× 101.

(d) Electric field distribution,
τ = 1× 10−7, F = 2.23× 101.

(e) Amplitude of the electric
field, τ = 1×10−6, F = 2.05×
101.

(f) Amplitude of the electric
field, τ = 1×10−7, F = 2.23×
101.

Fig. 3: (Color online) The optimal configurations, electric field
distributions Ez/|E0

i | and electric field amplitudes |Ez|/|E0
i |.

The corresponding objective functional values (F ) are shown in
the sub-captions. The relative permittivity values were ϵdm =
4.0 and ϵair = 1.0.

large structural difference was not observed between the 100

initial and the optimal configurations, as shown in Figs. 101

3(a) and 3(b). In Figs. 3(c) to 3(f), ”circuits” of light tra- 102

jectories along the disk surfaces and the waveguides were 103

observed. 104

When the optimal configurations were compared with
the initial configuration, a difference was observed be-

(a) Left link, initial
configuration.

(b) Left link,
τ = 1× 10−6.

(c) Left link,
τ = 1× 10−7.

(d) Right link, ini-
tial configuration.

(e) Right link,
τ = 1× 10−6.

(f) Right link,
τ = 1× 10−7.

Fig. 4: (Color online) Link structures between neighboring
disks.
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 0
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 25

 3  4  5  6  7  8

F

!Lx
design/2"c 

  
# = 1.0 ! 10$7

# = 1.0 ! 10$6

Initial configuration

Fig. 5: (Color online) Normalized frequency ωLx
design/2πc ver-

sus the objective functional values (F ) for ϵdm = 4.0.

 0

 5

 10

 15

 20

 25

 1  3  5  7  9  11  13  15

F

!dm 

  
" = 1.0 ! 10#7

" = 1.0 ! 10#6

Initial configuration

Fig. 6: (Color online) Relative permittivity of a dielectric
material ϵdm versus the objective functional values (F ) for
ωLx

design/2πc = 5.0.

tween the initial and the optimal configurations, linking
the structures between the neighboring dielectric disks.
Figure 4 shows a close-up of the link structures. The
link structures were regarded as the most important differ-
ence between the initial and optimal configurations. The
perimeters of the configurations (Lp) are shown in the
sub captions in Figs 2(a), 3(a) and 3(b) to investigate the
width of the link structures (Llink). The difference in the
perimeters between the initial and optimal configurations
for τ = 1×10−6 became∆Lp/Lx

design = 5.65−5.11 = 0.54.
When the width of the link structures in the initial con-
figuration was Lp = 0.00 and the left and right link struc-
tures in each optimal configuration were regarded as the
same, the difference in the perimeters ∆Lp and Llink have
the following relation:

∆Lp ≈ 4Llink,

and the width of link structures became:

Llink/L
x
design = 1.35× 10−1 τ = 1× 10−6,

Llink/L
x
design = 8.01× 10−2 τ = 1× 10−7. (4)

The wavelength (λdm) in the dielectric structures (Ωdm)

can be written as:

λdm/L
x
design = 1/[(ωLx

design/2πc)
√
ϵdm]

= 1.0× 10−1.

The wavelength (λdm) and the width of the optimal link 105

structures (Llink) were roughly equal to each other. The 106

link structures need to reflect the light to confine the light 107

waves in each dielectric disk as a resonator, and they need 108

to transmit the light to the connected circuit. To satisfy 109

both of the above contradictory functions, the widths of 110

the link-structures need to be on the same scale as the 111

wavelength. 112

Figures 5 and 6 show the frequency and relative permit- 113

tivity responses of the objective functional value. Periodic 114

steep peaks of the F are observed in Fig. 5 and there are 115

repeated peaks in Fig. 6. When the data shown in Fig. 6 116

were plotted as the relation between F and
√
ϵdm, the re- 117

peated peaks emerged periodically. The periods in Fig. 5 118

were ∆(ωLx
design/2πc) = 0.296 and 0.300 for τ = 1× 10−6

119

and 1 × 10−7, respectively. In Fig. 6, ∆
!√

ϵdm
"
= 0.121 120

for both τ = 1× 10−6 and 1× 10−7. 121

The circuit length (Lcircuit) is considered to be the most
important length for feedback in the circuit, becoming an
integral multiple of the wavelength in a dielectric material
as:

Lcircuit = Nλdm,

whereN is an integer. The above relation can be rewritten
as:

ωLx
design

2πc

√
ϵdm = N

Lx
design

Lcircuit
.

When difference between integers N + 1 and N is taken
into consideration, the difference between the oscillating
frequencies and the relative permittivity of the dielectric
material can be derived as:

∆

#
ωLx

design

2πc

$
=

Lx
design

Lcircuit
√
ϵdm

,

∆ (
√
ϵdm) =

Lx
design

Lcircuit

#
ωLx

design

2πc

$−1

,

which leads to following relations:

Lx
circuit

Ldesign
=

1

∆
%

ωLx
design

2πc

&√
ϵdm

(5)

Lx
circuit

Ldesign
=

1
ωLx

design

2πc ∆
!√

ϵdm
" (6)

The circuit length Lx
circuit could be obtained from the val- 122

ues of the periods and the circuit lengths shown in Tables 123

1 and 2. 124

The average Lcircuit/Lx
design in Tables 1 and 2 is:

Lcircuit

Lx
design

= 1.66. (7)
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Table 1: The values of the period and the circuit length ob-
tained from Fig. 5 and Eq. (5).

τ ∆
!

ωLx
design

2πc

" √
ϵdm

Lcircuit
Lx

design

1× 10−6 0.296 2.0 1.68
1× 10−7 0.300 2.0 1.66

Table 2: The values of the period and the circuit length ob-
tained from Fig. 6 and Eq. (6).

τ
ωLx

design

2πc ∆
√
ϵdm

Lcircuit
Lx

design

1× 10−6 5.0 0.121 1.65
1× 10−7 5.0 0.121 1.65

The perimeter of the disks Ldisk is:

Ldisk

Lx
design

= 2π
Rdisk

Lx
design

(8)

= 1.88. (9)

Lcircuit was nearly the same as Ldisk. Hence, the resonance125

in the disk was considered to be the most important feed-126

back mechanism in the WGM resonator circuit.127

Conclusions. – The topology optimization for a128

WGM resonator circuit based on a level set expression129

was presented. Clear dielectric boundaries were obtained130

by linear interpolations of level set functions and the ef-131

fect of dielectric surfaces was taken into consideration in132

the topology optimization process. The link structures be-133

tween neighboring disks were improved and the light tra-134

jectory circuits along the surfaces of the dielectric disks135

were observed in the optimal configurations. The widths136

of the link structures were on the scale of the wavelength137

of light and the widths provided an appropriate rate of138

reflection and transmission for resonance to occur in the139

disks, creating a light circuit.140
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Abstract 

This paper presents some preliminary results of sensing 

properties of single-mode silica blade Bragg gratings model 

which is coated by a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). 

The proposed mathematic model of Blade Bragg Gratings 

consists of alternated periodic slabs waveguide with 

inclined angle is analyzed by using the principle of 

multilayer transfer matrix for photonic crystal. By varying 

the incident angle, the slabs angle, the proposed model is 

simulated for all of the parameters, regarding to the sensor 

applications. The simulation results were shown and 

discussed. According to the simulation results, this model 

can be used for sensitive stain sensor applications. 

 

Keywords: Blade Bragg Grating, incident angle poly(methyl 

methacrylate) (PMMA), photonic crystal transfer matrix 

1. Introduction 

A Blade Bragg Grating is a periodic perturbation of the 

refractive index along the length of waveguide which is 

formed by exposure of the core to an intense optical 

interference pattern [1]. When light is propagated by the 

periodically alternate regions of higher and lower refractive 

index, it is partially reflected at each interface between those 

regions. If the pitch of grating is properly designed, then all 

partial reflections add up in phase and can be grow up to 

nearly 100%, for a specific wavelength even though the 

individual reflections are tiny [2]. Blade Bragg Gratings 

have been received the increasing applications in an optical 

sensing. Their Bragg wavelength shift is proportional to the 

temperature strain or an inclined angle of the waveguide 

when it’s experience to the gratings [3, 4]. 

In this paper, we offered the mathematical model of 

blade Bragg grating in PMMA by analyzing the optical field 

when propagation into the interface regions in which it has 

an inclined angle of the slab waveguide and we also used the 

multilayer transfer matrix modeling to describe the optical 

output field. The analytic mathematical model is achieved 

and demonstrated in the paper description. The number of 

slab layers and the inclined angle of them, i.e. the incident 

angle of the optical filed into the Blade Bragg Grating are 

varied. Then, the relation between the number of slab layers, 

the incident angle and the center peak wavelength have been 

presented and discussed. The simulation results have shown 

the center peak wavelength of the optical output field is shift 

when the slab angle is change. The proposed model could be 

used for the sensitive stain sensor applications [5, 6, 7]. 

 

2. Mathematical Model 

The model of Blade Bragg Grating consists of several layers 

of difference refractive index slab waveguide. For the 

mathematical modeling, we analyzed each region, term by 

term, throughout the rang of the grating all over the system, 

and the schematic diagram is show in Fig. 1  

At first, we applied the Gaussian pulse, an optical field 

(Ein) into the model. The operating wavelength () range is 

set between 1.300 – 1.800µm, and the center wavelength 0 

is 1.550 µm, which is described by  

( ) /T
E A ein

   
  

                                                    (1) 

Where A0 is the amplitude and T0 is the full wide at half 

maximum of the optical field. Then, optical field propagated 

into the waveguide and incident into the interface regions as 

show in Fig.2  

 

 
 

Fig.1. The schematic diagram of Blade Bragg Grating 

 

At the interface regions, the optical filed incident into 

the boundary with an angle 0  that equivalent to the incline 

angle of the slab. Then, the light propagates through the 

next slab. The Snell’s law is applied to the refraction, which 

gives a refraction angle 0t (or transmission angle), and 

then the light incident into the next slab with an incident 

angled 1i and so on. The concept of propagation rays 

throughout the grating can be explained as follows. 

Layer 0; sin sinL H tn n    
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Layer 1; sin sin ;H i L t t in n         

Layer 2; sin sin ;L i H t t in n         

Layer 3; sin sin ;H i L t t in n         

Layer 4; sin sin ;L i H t t in n        ……… 

Layer n; 
( )sin sin ;H in L tn t n inn n                 (2) 

where n = 0, 1, 2, … , n  

 
Fig.2 The schematic diagram of the propagation rays in 

Blade Bragg Grating 

 

The boundary conditions for the electric field at the two 

interfaces became 

00000000 coscoscoscos tittra EEEEE                 (3) 

110101 coscoscos tttrtib EEEE                       (4) 

Where Ea is the input electric field, E0 is the incident electric 

field, Er0 is the reflective electric field at the first boundary 

(between air and first layers), Et0 is the transmission electric 

field and Ei0 is the incident electric field at the second 

boundary (between air and first layers), Ea  is the output 

electric field, Ei1 is the incident electric field, Er2 is the 

reflective electric field and Et1 is the leaves out electric field 

at the next boundary (between first and second layers ) and 

so on. 

Corresponding equations for the magnetic field are 

cos cos cos cosa r t t i tB B B B B                     (5) 

cos cos cosb i t r t t tB B B B                  (6) 

Where Ba is the input magnetic field, B0 is the incident 

magnetic field, Br0 is the reflective magnetic field at the first 

boundary (between air and first layers), Bt0 is the 

transmission magnetic field and Bi0 is the incident magnetic 

field at the second boundary (between air and first layers), 

Ba  is the output magnetic field, Bi1 is the incident magnetic 

field, Br2 is the reflective magnetic field and Bt1 is the leaves 

out magnetic field at the next boundary (between first and 

second layers ) and so on. 

From B n E             (7) 

Where    and µ0 is the permittivity and permeability in free 

space, n is the refractive index, and, from eq. (5) we have 

   cos cosa ro t i tB B B B B                 (8) 

   cos cosa r L t i H tB E E n E E n                   (9) 

   a L r H t iB E E E E               (10) 

Which 
tLLL n  cos00  and 

tHHH n  cos00  

Where Ln and Hn are the low and high refractive index of a 

slab, tL and tH are the low and high transmission angle, 

respectively. From eq. (6) 

 cos cosb i r t t tB B B B               (11) 

  cos cosb i r H t t L tB E E n E n                   (12) 

 b L r H tB E E E             (13) 

When light propagated from
t iE E  the phase difference 

is   transversal of the model for half the phase difference. 

cosnt             (14) 

So, 





 cos

2

0

0 ntk 









       (15) 

Where   is phase difference, k0 is wave number, t  is the 

thickness of slab layer,   is the incline angle of the slab, and 

n is the slab refractive index. 

So, Matrix form 

    
sin

cosa b b

i
E E B






 
   

 

       (16) 

     sin cosa b bB i E B          (17) 

The optical field propagates into the blade Bragg 

grating: the optical field is analyzed by the multilayer 

transfer matrix, where Ein is the optical field enters to the 

blade Bragg grating. Then the optical field that propagated 

throughout the waveguide is in term of MTEin, Where MT is 

the transfer matrix of multilayer slab, and Eout is the optical 

field leaves out the waveguide. 

The relationship between input and output of the 

optical field at each boundary of the interface layer in blade 

Bragg grating can be written in the form of matrix equation. 

The transfer function of the blade Bragg grating consist of 

the high-low refractive index (nH and nL) of multilayer slab 

matrix representation, which is described by 

...T H L H L HM M M M M M             (18) 

Where MT is transfer matrix; MH and ML are the transfer 

high (nH) and low (nL) refractive index matrix which is 

described by 

 

 

 (19) 

 

 

 

   

 

 (20)

  

 

 

Where θ1 and θ2 is the incident angle and transmission 

angle, respectively. The electric field of the optical input is 

defined by 

sin coscos cos

cos

cos sin cos cos cos

HH

HH

H H H

i n tn t

nM

in n t n t
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out T inE M E          (21) 

And the output intensity of the optical field is defined by 

out T inE M E
 
          (22) 

Where Ein and Eout is the input optical field and output 

optical field, that enter and leave the model, respectively. 

For the mathematical model simulation, the values of all 

parameters are simulated as follows: the refractive index of 

waveguide nL = 1.4778 (The material is PMMA)[8, 9] which 

the length of the Blade Bragg Grating LB = 4.9001 µm. The 

Blade Bragg Grating consists of the periodic high-low 

refractive index, 13-19 multilayers. High refractive index 

(nH) is 1.5277, and the low refractive index (nL) is 1.4778; 

The incident angle is varied, from 10 - 30 degree; i.e., stain-

sensor region. The wavelength of Blade Bragg Grating 

reflection is defined by the relationship, B = 2neff  where 

neff provides the effective index, and Λ is the period of the 

grating. The simulation results are plotted and shown in Fig. 

3.  
 

 
 

(a) 

 

 
 

(b) 

Fig.3 The relationship between intensity and wavelength of 

the optical output, which the inclined angle of the slab, i.e. 

an incident angle, is varied from 10-30 degree. And the slab 

layers are (a) 13 layers (b) 15 layers (c) 17 layers (d) 19 

layers, respectably 

3. Simulation and discussion 

The simulation results of the mathematical model with 

periodic refractive index are obtained. Fig.3 shows the 

relationship between intensity and wavelength of an optical 

output where the grating layers is varied from 13-19 layers 

and the incline angle of the slab is also varied for 10-30 

degree for each layer. From the results, it is shown that the 

center peak wavelength is shift when the angle is changed.  

From the Fig. 4, the relationship between the inclined 

angles of the slab, i.e. an incident angle, and the center peak 

wavelength have shown. The simulation results show that it 

has linear relationship between the intensity and center peak 

wavelength, which is preferable for the sensing properties.  

The most linear mentioned relationship has been found in 

the 17 slab layers of Bragg Grating initiative design as show 

in the Fig. 5. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

(c) 

 

 
 

(d) 
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Fig.4. The relationship between the inclined angle of the 

slab, i.e. an incident angle, and the center peak wavelength. 

 

 

 
Fig.5 The relationship between the inclined angle of the 

slab, i.e. an incident angle,  and the center peak wavelength, 

of the 17 slab layers. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, the model of Blade Bragg Grating in PMMA 

waveguide and its application have proposed and analyzed. 

The mathematical model is then analyzed base on inclined 

angle at the interface considered region and the multilayer 

transfer matrix method. The simulation results have shown 

the relationship between the incident angle and the center 

peak wavelength for each parameter which varies with 

incident angle of the periodic layers, where the linear 

relationship is seen, the least square is R  = 0.9145, that it is 

preferable for good sensing applications. According to the 

property, our model can be applied for the stain sensor 

device in which the sample is deformed or bended in curve 

shape. 
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Abstract 

Short wire metamaterial is a kind of metamaterial, which 

has a very simple manufacturing process. In spite of regular 

metamaterials whose fabrication requires compressing and 

stacking of several printed circuit boards (PCBs), short-wire 

metamaterials can be fabricated using standard multi-layer 

PCB fabrication. These metamaterials have already been 

introduced and modeled; however, the reported analytical 

models have a big deviation from simulation and 

measurement results. Here; we propose an accurate 

analytical model for prediction of the resonant frequency of 

these metamaterials. The analytical model has been verified 

through comparison with previously reported measurement 

results.  

1. Introduction 

Metamaterials are in general artificial structures providing 

unusual electromagnetic properties not found in nature [1-

12]. Metamaterials can be designed to provide high  

permittivity (  ) and/or high permeability (  ), or even  

negative values of  and/or  , creating an epsilon negative 

(ENG) or a mu negative (MNG) medium or even a double 

negative (DNG) medium. DNG metamaterials or so called  

left handed materials (LHMs) were first theoretically 

investigated by Veselago [1] and then experimentally 

demonstrated by the use of an array of split ring resonator 

(SRRs) and continuous wires[ 2,3].  

     Short wire or cut wire metamaterial structures are a 

branch of metamaterials [8, 9] which can provide MNG or 

even LHM. At Microwave frequencies this structure first 

introduced in 2006 by Zhou et al [11]. They consist of two 

short parallel plates, printed on both sides of a PCB (Fig. 1).  

The short wires are designed in such a way to play the role 

of a magnetic resonator to produce negative permeability. 

Adding metallic wires to this structure, yields negative 

permittivity simultaneously, thus a planner negative index 

metamaterial can be achieved [11]. Making negative index 

metamaterial with just short wire sets is investigated in [12], 

where a design schedule for bringing both electric and 

magnetic resonance close to each other is stated. 

 

     The most important advantage of this structure is its 

simple fabrication. In spite of most metamaterial structures, 

such as SRR where numerous PCB boards, each containing 

a unit cell, are stacked together to provide an effective 

medium [2-7], 3-dimemtional short wires can be fabricated 

easily by using standard multi-layer PCB fabrication. All 

short wires are made on two sides of one PCB board and in 

this way fabrication will be much easier, especially at higher 

frequencies [8, 9].  

     Some parametric studies of this structure such as the 

effect of number of layers, spaces between layers and the 

widths of short wires are also reported [13,14].  New 

methods to reduce the loss of this structure, especially at 

THz frequencies and in the optical regime have been also 

reported [15]. 

    In this paper, a modified formula for the resonant 

frequency of cut-wire metamaterials is developed, and 

verified through comparison with measured results reported 

in [13]. The developed analytical model has much better 

accuracy than previously reported models [11, 12], and also 

incorporate the effect of all important geometrical properties 

of the metamaterial structure.  

 

1. Proposed Analytical Model   

To predict the resonant frequency of this structure, some 

simple equivalent circuit models are reported in [11,12], as 

the resonant frequency was approximated by 

01

2
m

r

c
f

LC l  
  , where 0c is the speed of light 

in vacuum and l  is the length of short wires as shown in 

Fig. 1. 

 

     This formula states that the resonant frequency just 

depends on the length of short wires and the relative 

permittivity, but as shown in [13], both experimentally and 

numerically, the resonant frequency depends on the widths 

of short wires as well.  

    The resonant frequency of short wire sets can be easily 

calculated by accurately calculating the inductance and 

capacitance of their equivalent circuit model. Here we 

propose analytical formulas to accurately calculate 

capacitance, C and inductance, L. The advantage of this 

formula is its dependency on the structure parameters and 

simplicity while having good agreement with measured 

data.  
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Figure 1: (a) short wire unit cell, (b) periodic structure, all 

on one board (top view).  

1.1.      Inductance of the short wire sets 

To develop an accurate formula for the effective inductance, 

here first we investigate the behavior of the metamaterial 

unit cell through numerical simulation using HFSS13. In 

this simulation, the dimensions of the unit cell are 

considered as follows: 

 7xa mm , 3.5ya mm , 5.5l mm , 1w mm , 

permittivity of the substrate as 4.8r  , substrate 

thickness of 0.4mm and a copper thickness of 0.36 m . 

These dimensions are chosen to be the same as the ones 

investigated in [13], in order to be able to compare the 

results of our resonant frequency with the measured data 

reported in [13].  

      In simulation, a unit cell with appropriate boundary 

conditions was used to imulate an infinite structure. Perfect 

electric boundary condition and perfect magnetic boundary 

conditions are used in the x, and y directions, respectively. 

Using two wave ports at the top and bottom of the cell, in 

conjunction of the mentioned boundary conditions provides 

a plane wave radiating orthogonally to the cell.   

     Figure 2 illustrates the results of this simulation. In this 

figure, the magnitude of the magnetic field along the width 

of the unit cell (in the y direction, for 0x   and 0z  ) is 

plotted. As shown in this figure, although the magnitude of 

H decreases as we go away from the middle of the short 

wire, the value is still considerable. It is well-known that at 

the resonant frequency, an enormous magnetic field is 

produced in the opposite direction of the incident H  field. 

Therefore; the inductance of this structure can be calculated 

as a solenoid inductance, considering the periodic wires in 

the y direction. Using the solenoid formula, the inductance 

can be approximated as:  
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    Where tL  is the total inductance of a row of short wires 

in the y  direction, the inductance of a cell ( L ) is calculated 

as: 
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t s

y

L t l
L

N a
 

, (4) 

     The formula derived above also shows that as ya  

increases, the inductance decreases, as we expect from 

physical properties of the unit cell. The formula reported in 

[11] for the inductance, is independent of ya .  
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Figure 2: Numerical results for the magnetic field at 0x  , 

0z   versus the width of the cell. 

1.2. Capacitance of short wire sets 

The model used in [11] takes each short wire cell as two 

parallel plates in series with each other (each has a length of 

2l ),  

 
0

4
r

s

wl
C

t
  , (5) 

    Because the vertical electric field or zE  on short wires 

circulates (meaning that if at one end zE is in the 

ẑ direction, at the other end it is in the ẑ direction) as 

shown in [12], the short wires set of a cell can be taken as 

two series capacitors. To determine the accuracy of this 

formula, here we numerically calculate the vertical electric 

field. Figure 3 shows the magnitude of zE on a line 

along xa , exactly in the middle of the cell. ( 0y , 0z  )  

(a) 
(b) 
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     Again, the simulation is done with HFSS13 and the 

geometrical parameters are the same as [13]. As can be seen, 

the magnitude of the induced electric field between short 

wires is enormous with the maximum value of the order 

of
510 , and the minimum value exactly at the middle of 

xa (Fig. 1).  As can be observed in this figure, at the middle 

of the strips, very sharp derivative exists and the value of the 

field goes near zero. If we assume the values more than 
410 as uniform and expect these parts as a parallel plate 

capacitance, and other places as earth, it is observed that just 

the distance between the square (which shows the beginning 

of the short wire strip) and dashed line (which has the values 

of 
410 )  has lower values of field. In other words, 

0.26mm  of the 5.5mm  short wires have a lower field. 

Also, fringing field exists, so if we want to take into account 

the effect of fringing fields, we should consider a longer 

effective length for the strip. The space between the short 

wires and beginning of the unit cell in the x  direction is 

0.75mm , as shown on Fig. 3 with a square mark. For 

taking the effect of fringing field into account, a dashed line 

with a value of 
410  is drawn. So the effective length of 

short wires can be estimated as 6effl mm , just 0.09 of the 

strip length.  Later we show that considering the effect of 

fringing field for this structure improves the accuracy of the 

predicted magnetic resonant frequency. In fact two 

simplifying assumptions offset each other. The middle part 

of the line has a very low electric field magnitude, therefore 

the length of each capacitance should be less than / 2l . On 

the other hand, fringing field increases the effective length 

associated with the capacitance which is neglected in [11]. 

As the numerical simulation shows, considering fringing 

effect changes the length from 5.5mm to 6mm which 

seems to have a small effect.  
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Figure 3: The magnitude of z-component of Electric field 

( zE ) versus the length of the cell . 

 

     Therefore the magnetic resonance frequency, using C in 

[11] and L obtained here, can be written as: 
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  , (6) 

This formula shows the dependency of magnetic resonant 

frequency on both the width and the  separation of cells in 

the  y direction and shows that if 

y

w

a
 is constant for a 

certain l , mf  is unchanged.  

 

To verify the accuracy of our model, the resonant 

frequencies estimated by different methods are illustrated 

and compared in figure 5. In this figure, Squares are the 

experimental results reported in [13].  

As shown in this figure, the formula suggested here has a 

good agreement with the measured data reported in [13], 

while the previously reported method has a big deviation 

from the measured data. 
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Proposed Method with Friging Effect

Proposed Method without Friging Effect

Proposed Method in [11]

Measured Data [13]

 
Figure 5: Composition of the magnetic resonant frequency 

predicted by different methods: Squares are the measured 

data from [13], dotted line is resonant frequency suggested 

in [11], solid line is the formula suggested here without 

fringing effect and blue dashed one is suggested formula 

with a fringing coefficient.   

 

 

     This figure shows that the formula suggested here is 

much more accurate than the formula in [11], which is 

determined with a dotted line. It should be noted that 

fringing coefficient is achieved by a numerical simulation 

for the case in which wires width is 1mm , that’s why it 

agrees very good with the measured data in that width (the 

difference between predicted and measured data in this 

width is only 0.6GHz ). Also as can be seen the accuracy 

of the formula decreases as the width of wires decreases. 

That’s because we assumed to have uniform magnetic field 

along y direction. When the wires become very thin with 

respect to ya  , this assumption becomes weaker. On the 

other hand, as the width of wires increases, coupling 
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between adjacent cells increases. This time coupling 

decreases the accuracy of our formula. 

 

     As stated in figure 4 of [13], which compares simulation 

results with experimental ones, magnetic resonant frequency 

decreases as the width of short wires increases, which is 

clearly predicted by the formula developed here. 

 

  

2. Conclusions 

An analytical model was developed to calculate the 

magnetic resonance frequency of short-wire metamaterials.  

The model is more accurate than previously reported 

models, and encounters all the geometrical parameters of 

the metamaterial unit cell. The analytical results were 

compared to previously reported experimental data, and 

good agreement is observed.   
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Abstract 

Here we present our calculation results of the 

electromagnetic (EM) field distributions and the dispersion 

characteristics of open cylindrical tube waveguides. The 

analyzed waveguides are made of the onion like carbon 

(OLC) material. The solution of the boundary problem was 

fulfilled by the partial area method [1]. We have determined 

the complex roots of the dispersion equation by using of the 

Muller method. It was discovered the very complicated 

dependencies of the phase and attenuation constants on the 

waveguide radii. Such dependencies arise because the OLC 

material is the highly dispersive and absorbing one. We have 

investigated the high-frequency cutoff frequency of the 

propagating hybrid modes HE11 and HE12 dependent on the 

tube waveguide external and internal radii. We found that it 

is possible to reach the one-mode regime of OLC tube 

waveguide.  

1. Introduction 

There are many experimental investigations of the modern 

OLC materials and the innovative appliances on their basis 

in the ultra-wide frequency range from tens of hertz till THz 

and extending into the infrared range. The intensive research 

of the material synthesis and industrial applications 

continues over the past two decades. 

The OLC material is predicted to have properties different 

from other carbon nanostructures as graphite or nanotubes 

due to their highly symmetric structure. The material 

consists of spherical closed carbon shells which have 

concentric layered topology alike that of an onion. OLC 

materials can depict as shell fullerenes with certain 

important electro-physical behaviors as a very small weight, 

a higher specific surface area and adhesion properties, 

thermal stability [2–4]. The material can have the higher 

conductivity and capacitive performances, also possess the 

high EM shielding properties. OLC materials can be used as 

the radar absorbing material, as components of magnetic 

recording systems, magnetic fluid. The material also is using 

in the applications as fuel cells, optical limiting devices [3–

6]. There are broad prospects for developing a variety of 

devices on the base of OLC materials [7-10]. 

Here we present the numerical investigations of a cylindrical 

tube (hollow) waveguides with different external and 

internal radii of tube made of the OLC material.  Our 

homemade computer code lets us to investigate a full 

spectrum of the waveguide modes, i.e. the fundamental 

(main) and higher modes. We have been calculated the EM 

field components of the propagating hybrid waveguide 

modes. Here we presented the distributions of the electric 

and magnetic fields in two cross-sections of the waveguide. 

The complex permittivity i      of the OLC material 

was taken from the experimental results [7].  

2. Electric and magnetic field analysis 

We present here the electric and magnetic field distributions 

and the dispersion characteristics of the hybrid modes of the 

tube waveguides. The considered waveguides are the open 

(without any metallic screens) waveguides. In our 

calculations the external waveguide radii R are equal to 

2.5 mm and 5 mm. The internal waveguide radii r can take 

different values dependent on the external radius R. The 

OLC material permittivity is matched to the frequency range 

26–38 GHz as in [7]. For this reason we have calculated the 

waveguide dispersion characteristics in this frequency range. 

We calculated the six components of EM field at the middle 

frequency of the given range, i.e. 32 GHz. 

Here we present the EM field distributions only for the 

fundamental mode HE11 of OLC tube waveguide. Because 

the fundamental mode is only propagating at  f = 32 GHz.  

 

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 1. Distribution of electric vector fields and intensity 

of the fundamental mode in the transversal (a) and 

longitudinal (b) cross-sections of OLC tube waveguide at 

the frequency f = 32 GHz when R = 2.5 mm and r = 1 mm. 

The electric field (Figs. 1 and 3) and the magnetic field 

(Figs. 2 and 4) distributions outside and inside of the OLC 

waveguide, including an air space (channel) in the 

waveguide center are shown in these figures. 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2. Distribution of magnetic vector fields and 

intensity of the fundamental mode in the transversal (a) and 

longitudinal (b) cross-sections of OLC tube waveguide at 

the frequency f = 32 GHz when R = 2.5 mm and r = 1 mm. 

In Figs 1–4 the external radii of waveguides were 

R = 2.5 mm and 5 mm and the internal radius was chosen by 

the requirement that the ratio R / r would be equal to 2.5. 

Since the electric and magnetic fields are vector quantities, 

we have represented here the EM fields by the vector 

arrows. The electric field strength (intensity) and magnetic 

one are represented by the field lines in Figs. 1‒4. The EM 

field visualizations are given by the collection of arrows 

with a given magnitude and direction at every chosen point 

in the plane. We have defined the field vectors in 20000 

points of the transversal (Figs. 1(a)‒4(a)) and in 30000 

points of the longitudinal (Figs. 1(b)‒4(b)) waveguide cross-

sections. For greater visibility here are also presented the 

electric and magnetic field densities by colors. The 

normalized intensity of the EM field is shown in the scale 

that is placed on the right side of the distributions. The red 

color is the maximum intensity and the blue one is the 

minimum intensity of the electric (Figs. 1, 3) or magnetic 

(Figs. 2, 4) fields. 

In figures 1 and 2 are depicted the electric and magnetic 

field structures inside and outside of the tube waveguide 

when the external radius R is equal to 2.5 mm and the 

internal radius r is equal to 1 mm (Figs. 1 and 2). It is shown 

the similar field structures at the waveguide radii R = 5 mm 

and r = 1 mm in figures 3 and 4. The fundamental mode can 

only propagate at the operating frequency f = 32 GHz.  

We can see the common properties all four pictures (Figs. 

1‒4) of the EM field distribution by analyzing the ones. The 

EM field outside of the waveguide rapidly fades out (the 

blue color outside of the waveguides and the small 

magnitude of vector arrows). The longitudinal distributions 

of the electric and magnetic fields point how fast the EM 

field energy is attenuated along of the waveguide. We can 

see the significant attenuation of EM wave energy in the 

direction of propagation of the wave. The Pointing vector is 

directed along the positive axis z. 

The electrical lines are perpendicular to the magnetic lines in 

the every point of waveguide cross-section. As the 

distributions of EM fields are fulfilled at f = 32 GHz, then 

the wavelength of EM wave in free space is λ0 = 9.375 mm 

at this frequency. The longitudinal distribution of EM field 

let us define that the wavelength of wave in the OLC tube 

waveguide λOLC. We see that λOLC changes dependent on the 

radii R and r. The wavelength λOLC is 8.876 mm at 

R = 2.5 mm and r = 1 mm (the thickness of tube wall is  

t = R - r = 1.5 mm) and λOLC is 7.667 mm at R = 5 mm and 

r = 2 mm (t = 3 mm). It means that the EM field energy is 

more concentrated in the OLC material when the thickness 

of the tube wall is larger. The larger the thickness of tube 

wall, the shorter the wavelength in OLC waveguide (see, 

Figs. 1(a) and 3 (a)).  

We can see that the EM field is concentrated inside the OLC 

waveguide in the area of the first interface air-OLC that is 

close to the center. The strongest EM field is into the air 

channel of the tube waveguide. The EM field on the second 

(outer) waveguide interface is weaker in the comparison 

with interface that was mentioned before. The analysis of 

the electric field distribution in the waveguide transversal 

cross-section (Figs. 1(a) and 3(a)) shows that there is only 

the one field variation on the angular and radial coordinates. 

The fundamental hybrid HE11 mode can propagate on the 

analyzed waveguides at f = 32 GHz. 
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The comparison of Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 shows that the 

distribution of the electric fields is different. The field is 

stronger concentrated in the central air channel in the 

waveguide with R = 2.5 mm. The electric field concentrates 

in the OLC wall area of the tube waveguide with R = 5 mm. 

The electric field location is weaker into central air channel 

in the last waveguide.  

 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3. Distribution of electric vector fields and intensity 

of the fundamental mode in the transversal (a) and 

longitudinal (b) cross-sections of OLC tube waveguide at 

the frequency f = 32 GHz when R = 5 mm and r = 2 mm. 

 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4. Distribution of magnetic vector fields and 

intensity of the fundamental mode in the transversal (a) and 

longitudinal (b) cross-sections of OLC tube waveguide at 

the frequency f = 32 GHz when R = 5 mm and r = 2 mm. 

We can clearly see that the field outside the waveguide 

fades quickly in the waveguide with R = 5 mm (Figs. 1(a) 

and 3(a)). The comparison of the longitudinal field 

distributions (Figs. 1(b) and 3(b)) shows that attenuation of 

the propagating hybrid mode HE11 is larger when the 

thickness of the tube wall is bigger. 

3. Phase and attenuation constant analysis 

We have investigated the complex longitudinal propagation 

constant h = h'˗ih'' of OLC tube waveguides with the 

external radii 2.5 mm (Fig. 5) and 5 mm (Fig. 6). The 

calculations were fulfilled in the frequency range 26–

38 GHz according to [7]. In Figs. 5(a) and 6(a) are presented 

the phase constant h' = 2π/λOLC, where λOLC is the 

wavelength of the tube waveguide. In Figs. 5(b) and 6(b) are 

given the attenuation constant (the losses) h''.  

We see that only the fundamental mode can propagate in the 

waveguide with R = 2.5 mm (Fig. 5). Our calculations were 

made at the internal radii r equal to 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 mm. We can 

observe the high-frequency cutoff fcut-h of the mode in the 

Fig. 4. The cutoff frequency of the mode fcut-h is equal to 

35.73 GHz, 35.58 GHz, 34.96 GHz when the internal radii r 

are 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 mm, respectively.  

We would like to draw your attention to the fact that we 

cannot observe the low-frequency cutoff fcut-l at the chosen 

frequency range and sizes R, r of the tube waveguide. 

We see that the values of h', h'' and fcut-h have bigger values 

when the thickness of tube wall t=R-r is larger. The losses of 

the tube waveguide heavily decrease with reducing of wall 

thickness. 

The value λOLC becomes larger and losses become smaller 

with growing of the operating frequency. It is possible to 

explain by the growing amount of the propagating EM wave 

energy in the area of the central air channel. We can watch 

the same effect when the radius of the air channel is 

increasing.  

In Fig. 6 is presented dispersion characteristics of the 

waveguide with R = 5 mm. The internal radii of this 

waveguide are 1, 2 and 3 mm. Here we see curves h', h'' of 

the fundamental mode HE11 at three internal radii r 
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(presented at the top of Fig. 6(a)) and two curves of the first 

higher mode HE12 at the radii r = 1 mm and 2 mm. The high-

frequency cutoff fcut-h of the fundamental mode is larger in 

the comparison with the cutoff  fcut-h  of the first higher mode. 

The fundamental mode cutoff fcut-h  are equal to 37.04 GHz, 

36.92 GHz and 36.57 GHz at the internal radii are equal to 

1, 2 and 3 mm, respectively.  

The first higher mode cutoff  fcut-h are equal to 27.41 GHz 

and 26.59 GHz at the internal radii are equal to 1 mm and 2 

mm. The high-frequency cutoff fcut-h  of the fundamental 

mode is larger than the first higher mode one. Of course the 

fundamental mode has the low-frequency cutoff fcut-l lower 

than the higher modes. The low-frequency cutoff fcut-l of 

modes is at the lower frequency than 26 GHz and is outside 

of the considered frequency range.  

The losses of the hybrid HE11 and HE12 modes are 

approximately commensurate. The EM field distributions of 

the first higher mode are more complicated.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5. Dependences of the OLC tube waveguide 

propagation constant h′ and attenuation constant h″ on the 

frequency at the external radius R = 2.5 mm and three 

internal radii r. 

On the base of the phase constant dependency (Fig. 6 (a)) 

we can come to the conclusion that the large part of EM 

field energy of HE12 mode propagates in the air space 

comparing with the fundamental one. We have also 

examined the EM field distribution of the first mode. We 

can see more variations on the radial coordinate in first 

higher mode distributions. It is interesting to note that the 

EM field of HE12 mode concentrates on the outer interface 

of waveguide and the field is relatively weak into the air 

channel.  The EM field of the HE12 mode outside the OLC 

waveguide fades slowly in the comparison with the 

fundamental HE11 mode.   

There is a one-mode regime in the waveguide when the 

internal radius is equal to r = 3 mm, i.e. here propagates 

only the fundamental mode (Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 6(a)) in the 

considered frequency range. The phase constant of the tube 

waveguide with r = 3 mm is approximately ~750 m
-1

 and 

this value varies insignificantly in the considered 

frequencies (Fig. 6a).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6. Dependences of the OLC tube waveguide 

propagation constant h′ and attenuation constant h″ on the 

frequency at the external radius R = 5 mm and three internal 

radii r. 

The behavior of the dispersion characteristics (Figs. 5(a), 

6(a)) is unusual in the comparison with the open lossless 

dielectric waveguide. The fundamental mode attenuation 

constant has extreme at certain frequencies. Maximum 

values are observed at frequency 27.5 GHz and the 

minimum values at ~34 GHz.  

The attenuation constant h″ extreme value as well as the 

whole behavior of the curve are very much depended and 

strong connected with the magnitude of the imaginary part 

value of the OLC material permittivity ε''. 

The waveguide attenuation constant is high enough (Figs. 

5(b), 6(b)). For this reason the tube waveguides can be used 
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for microwave absorber applications with the air channel 

inside of waveguide that can be useful in different technical 

solutions.   

Table 1: Attenuation constant values of the tube waveguide 

at two frequencies. 

R, mm r, mm 
Attenuation, dB/mm 

27.5 GHz 34.0 GHz 

2.5 

0.5 0.619 0.112 

1.0 0.409 0.071 

1.5 0.192 0.030 

5.0 

1.0 0.873 0.232 

2.0 0.782 0.187 

3.0 0.624 0.124 

 

In the table 1 are given the attenuation of the OLC 

waveguides with three internal radii r at f = 27.5 GHz and 

34 GHz. The larger wall thickness t is the greater the losses 

of the OLC waveguides are. The attenuation is reduced with 

increasing of the frequency. The last dependency is possible 

to explain by the concentrating of EM wave energy into the 

central air channel. 

The values of the propagation constant h′ and the attenuation 

constant h″ (Figs. 5 and 6) are not normalized as it is usually 

done for many dielectric waveguides. The dispersion 

characteristic of OLC tube waveguide is more complicated. 

The propagation constant is not directly proportional to the 

waveguide radius. It is happened due to the fact that the 

calculations are evaluated losses in the OLC material that 

can be large at some frequencies.  

4. Conclusions 

Here was analyzed the tube waveguides made of the highly 

dispersive and absorbing onion like carbon material. The 

boundary problem was solved electrodynamically 

rigorously. The homemade codes are used here for analyzing 

of the EM fields and the dispersion characteristics.  

We have investigated two waveguides with the external 

radius 2.5 mm and 5 mm at the several radii of the central 

air channel.  

The visualization of the electric and magnetic field 

distributions of the fundamental hybrid HE11 mode by two 

methods of images is clearly shown the locations of EM 

field energy in the waveguide transversal and longitudinal 

cross-sections.  

We have investigated the high-frequency cutoff fcut-h 

dependencies of hybrid modes HE11 and HE12 on the 

waveguide radii.  These dependencies can be used for a 

development of a microwave switch. 

We have discovered that the maximum of losses of the 

fundamental mode are approximately at the same value of 

the operating frequency for all investigated waveguides. The 

waveguide propagation constant is not directly proportional 

to the waveguide radius because the onion like carbon 

material is the highly dispersive and absorbing one. 
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Abstract 
Light scattering on rough surface with nano-sized features 
needs simulation with rigorous electromagnetic solver. The 
performance of such grid method as FDTD is closely 
connected with mesh size of computational domain and 
curvilinear surface approximation. The main goal of this 
work was to introduce simple model of surface roughness 
which does not involve objects with complicated shapes and 
could help to reduce computational costs. We described and 
proved numerically that the influence of surface roughness 
at the interfaces in metal-dielectric composite materials 
could be described by proper selection of refractive index of 
dielectric layers. Our calculations show that this model 
works for roughness with RMS value about 1 nm and 
below. Some examples of roughness realization with 
narrow spatial spectrum and high LER value could not be 
described properly by simple dielectric index modification, 
thus forming the limits of this simple roughness model 
applicability. 

1. Introduction 
The necessary stage for every metamaterial engineering 

process is numerical simulation which predicts reflection, 
transmission spectra, effective refractive index and other 
measurable parameters depending on its structural design. 
Since plasmon resonances are highly sensitive to shape of 
structures and presence of closely situated objects it is very 
important to include imperfection of real structures in 
simulation model for better agreement with experimental 
performance of the samples [1]. Hyperbolic metamaterial 
behavior could be described by effective medium theory 
based on permittivity averaging. However, light scattering 
on rough surface with nano-sized features should be 
simulated with rigorous electromagnetic solver. We used 
finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD) with code 
written by the authors [2]. 

Modeling of surface roughness is closely connected with 
mesh size of computational domain and curvilinear surface 
approximation in FDTD. It is known that “staircace” 
approximation of complex shaped objects in rectangular 
grid is the most sufficient error source in FDTD calculation 
of dispersion materials. When dielectric materials are 

considered, there is effective technique of improving grid 
resolution by averaging of material parameters over a unit 
grid cell [3]. Some works show that smoothing is possible 
for plasmonic problems with flat interfaces [4], for 2D  
problems [5] and for the case of simple Drude model of 
permittivity dispersion [6]. Size of grid step should be small 
enough to satisfy fast spatial field decay near metallic 
surface when localized plasmon resonance occurs, 
especially at the sharp corners. This leads to grid steps of 
about 0.001 of wavelength and causes great demands in 
memory and time consumption. The main goal of this work 
is to introduce simple model of surface roughness in FDTD 
which does not involve objects with complicated shapes and  
helps to reduce computational costs. 

2. Introducing of Surface Roughness in FDTD 
Two-dimensional spatial Fourier spectrum is a versatile 
approach for rough surfaces description because it is capable 
of precise transfer of experimentally measured roughness of 
given materials to the simulation program. Let define 
components of Fourier spectrum as Ck,p: 
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where J, M  are lengths of an array in two dimensions; xj,m 
is array of deviation of surface position from ideal contour. 
User definition of roughness spatial spectrum is also 
available, one can specify spectrum contour as 
superposition of Gauss-shape functions: 
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where δk, δp are standard deviation, defining spectrum 
width for two dimensional face of a figure; ωk, ωp are main 
spatial modes. Phase of spectrum components is chosen as 
random number: 

 ( )pkp,kp,k i2expCC ϕϕπ⋅= , (3) 

where φk, φp are random values with uniform distribution 
in a range from 0 to 1. Maximum value of Ck,p spectrum 
defines root mean square (RMS) of surface deviation, often 
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referred to as line edge roughness (LER), which could be 
obtained by experimental measurements as follows: 

 
M

x
m

2
m,j

j

∑
=σ . (4) 

Arbitrary shaped object in our program could be defined 
as a set of primitive figures: parallelepipeds, spheres, 
cylinders, hollow cylinders, spherical sectors, truncated 
pyramids. The surface of geometrical primitive is divided in 
several faces, each face can have its own roughness 
parameters, which consist of value of LER and components 
of two-dimensional complex spatial spectrum. 

Several types of rough surfaces with different spatial 
spectrum are considered in simulation below. Examples of 
surface realization are showed in Fig. 1. Surface roughness 
is introduces at the top and bottom surface ((x,y) plane) of 
Ag layer, covered by TiO2 layers from both sides.  Here 
spatial spectrum is assumed to be symmetrical with 
σ=σx=σy, δ=δx=δy, ω=ωx=ωy. The boundary conditions of 
FDTD in x- and y-directions are periodic, and in z-direction 
perfectly absorbing boundary condition (convolutional 
perfectly matched layer, C-PML) is placed.   

 
a 

 
b 

 
c 

Figure 1: Examples surface profile realizations for 
different parameters of surface roughness of Ag layer, 
σ=1 nm, δ=0.04 nm-1, ω=0.0 nm-1 (a); σ=1 nm, δ=0.2 
nm-1, ω=0.0 nm-1 (b); σ=1 nm, δ=0.4 nm-1, ω=0.2 nm-1 
(c) 

3. Method of obtaining of effective parameters for 
roughness model 

Frequently used model of surface roughness considers 
replacement of roughness by intermediate layers with 
thickness depending on value of LER and refractive index 
averaged over indices of neighboring layers. This model 
comes from ellipsometry [7]. We failed to employ this 
approach for our test structures, since it did not provide 
reflection and transmission coefficients coincided with 
FDTD simulated results for rough surfaces. Possibly, it is 
not suitable for layers with thickness of about 30 nm. As a 
result of our investigation we concluded that the proper 
model of surface roughness is to modify refractive index of 
dielectric layers in metal-dielectric stratified medium. 
Appropriate index values could be found by inverse 
problem solving. FDTD simulation of reflection and 
transmission coefficients of the structure with surface 
roughness gives results of direct problem solving. Modified 
values of dielectric layers refractive index pass to transfer 
matrix method which gives reflectance and transmittance 
that are compared to coefficients simulated with FDTD. 
Thus, values of refractive index of dielectric layers are 
found by minimizing target function: 

 ( ) btarb,af −+−= , (5) 

where a, b are reflection and transmission coefficients 
calculated by transfer matrix method for multi-layered 
structure; r, t are reflection and transmission coefficients 
calculated by FDTD for definite profile of the structure with 
rough surface. Conjugate gradient method for nonlinear 
equations was used for minimizing of function (5).  

4. Test structures description  
Parameters of test structures were chosen according to 

design of flat lens with hyperbolic dispersion, described in 
[8]. 

 Surface roughness in test structures was set at silver 
layers while titanium dioxide layers were considered flat 
having modified refractive index. Test structures examined 
below were consisted of either 3 or 5 layers. Number of 
rough layers occurred to be important parameter that affects  
transmittance of multilayered structures. 

Three-layered test structure consists of 20 nm Ag layer 
surrounded by 30 nm TiO2 layers (Fig. 1) with air above 
and below. Length of the computational domain in both 
directions parallel to the surface is taken 100 nm. Periodic 
boundary conditions assume infinite duplication of the test 
structure along x and y axes parallel to the layer interfaces. 
Three different numerical simulations for obtaining real (n) 
and imaginary (k) part of titanium dioxide refractive index 
were performed in FDTD for each set of roughness 
parameters. The structure was illuminated by normal 
incident plane wave with the wavelength of 358 nm. 
Comparing results of amplitude of reflection (|r|) and 
transmission (|t|) coefficients one can estimate repeatability 
of parameters restoration for different realization of metal 
surface with the same roughness. Value of target function 
(f) was shown for understanding convergence of inverse 
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problem solving, magnitude of target function corresponds 
to difference between amplitude coefficients calculated by 
transfer matrix method and by FDTD (Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Effective parameters evaluation for three-

layered structure. 
roughness 
parameters 

|r| |t| n(TiO2) k(TiO2) f 
[10-4] 

ω=0 nm-1 
δ=0.04 nm-1 

σ=2 nm 

0.552 
0.552 
0.5571 

0.76 
0.7625 
0.7631 

2.5746 
2.5734 
2.5768 

0.0181 
0.017 
0.0149 

8.7 
7.8 
7 

ω=0 nm-1 
δ=0.04 nm-1 

σ=4 nm 

0.5184 
0.5312 
0.5112 

0.7362 
0.7342 
0.7308 

2.5632 
2.5731 
2.56 

0.0407 
0.032 
0.0457 

3 
3.1 
8.7 

ω=0 nm-1 
δ=0.2 nm-1 
σ=0.5 nm 

0.5648 
0.5642 
0.5649 

0.7636 
0.7637 
0.7631 

2.582 
2.582 
2.58 

0.0124 
0.0128 
0.0126 

4 
8.7 
3.7 

ω=0 nm-1 
δ=0.2 nm-1 

σ=1 nm 

0.5519 
0.551 
0.5511 

0.748 
0.7471 
0.7482 

2.581 
2.5802 
2.5809 

0.0242 
0.0243 
0.0249 

0.36 
1.3 

1.16 
ω=0.2 nm-1 
δ=0.4 nm-1 
σ=0.5 nm 

0.562 
0.562 
0.5618 

0.7611 
0.7612 
0.7614 

2.581 
2.5803 
2.5805 

0.0143 
0.0143 
0.0143 

11 
8.8 
10 

ω=0.2 nm-1 
δ=0.4 nm-1 

σ=1 nm 

0.5518 
0.5513 
0.5518 

0.7494 
0.7489 
0.7494 

2.58 
2.579 
2.58 

0.0231 
0.0241 
0.0231 

8 
7 
8 

 

 
 

Table 2: Effective parameters evaluation for five-layered 
structure. 

roughness 
parameters 

|r| |t| n(TiO2) k(TiO2) f 
[10-4] 

ω=0 nm-1 
δ=0.04 nm-1 
σ=0.5 nm 

0.56 
0.5595 

0.383 
0.3824 

2.0807 
2.0808 

0.0883 
0.0888 

3.3 
4.9 

ω=0 nm-1 
δ=0.04 nm-1 

σ=1 nm 

0.5522 
0.5740 

0.3804 
0.3678 

2.0641 
2.1083 

 

0.0902 
0.0106 

3.55 
5.2 

ω=0 nm-1 
δ=0.04 nm-1 

σ=2 nm 

0.5803 
0.5368 

0.3289 
0.3688 

2.1119 
2.0269 

0.1546 
0.0995 

0.2 
3.14 

ω=0 nm-1 
δ=0.04 nm-1 
σ=0.5 nm 

0.5963 
0.5988 

0.3377 
0.3376 

2.8708 
2.8746 

0.14 
0.1387 

8.6 
8.1 

ω=0 nm-1 
δ=0.2 nm-1 

σ=1 nm 

0.5897 
0.5868 

0.3029 
0.3049 

2.1289 
2.1201 

0.1924 
0.1886 

4.5 
2.8 

ω=0 nm-1 
δ=0.2 nm-1 

σ=2 nm 

0.5714 
0.572 

0.2511 
0.2498 

1.9463 
1.663 

0.2476 
0.13 

1.6 
1.4 

ω=0 nm-1 
δ=0.2 nm-1 

σ=4 nm 

0.5577 
0.5587 

0.1588 
0.1591 

no 
result 

  

 

 
Refractive index of titanium dioxide was considered 

2.55 in FDTD calculations. According to Table 1, 
imaginary part of refractive index of dielectric layers rises 
proportionally to LER value for the surfaces with wide 

spatial spectrum. Reflection and transmission coefficients 
become dependent on random surface realization for the 
LER values more than 2 nm.  

Five layer test structure consists of following sequence: 
32 nm Ag layer, 30 nm TiO2 layer, 30 nm Ag layer, 30 nm 
TiO2 layer, 32 nm Ag layer [8].  
Amplitude coefficients for ideal smooth layers from FDTD 
calculations are |r|=0.5592, |t|=0.5218. According to Table 
2, scattering on rough surfaces of Ag significantly reduces 
transparency of the samples. Increase of number of layers 
from 3 to 5 produces worse convergence of effective 
parameters calculations. Different variants of surface 
distribution with narrow spatial spectrum and RMS>1 nm 
show divergence in reflection and transmission coefficients 
calculation, while samples with wide spatial spectrum have 
similar coefficients when the same RMS is considered. On 
the other hand rising of RMS for wide spectrum roughness 
realizations produces results that do not match transfer 
matrix method and the model of effective index for 
roughness description is invalid (see table 2 for ω=0 nm-1, 
δ=0.2 nm-1, σ=4 nm).      

5. Simulation of flat lens with rough surfaces   
In this section we examine suitability of roughness 

model for description of propagation of diffracted light in 
flat lens. Fig. 2 presents ideal planar structure consisted of 5 
layers with TiO2 refractive index of n=2.55. Linearly 
polarized light with wavelength of λ=358 nm passes 
through 50 nm wide slit in 60 nm thick Ag layer. The 
distribution of amplitude of electric field after the last Ag 
layer is shown in contour plot normalized to the maximum 
of amplitude of incident wave. 

  

 
Figure 2: Diffraction of electric field after passing 
through hyperbolic metamaterial with flat surface. 
 
According to effective medium theory, effective electric 

permittivity of composite material presented in Fig. 2, 
should be εx=εy=1.8655+i0.2731; εz=-1.9629+i0.9177; 
effective refractive index: nx=ny=1.3695+i0.0997; 
nz=0.3193+i1.4370 (after parameters used in simulation: 
ε(Ag)=-2.2745+i0.7214, ε(TiO2)=6.5025, filling factor of 
Ag η=0.6104). Negative part of electric permittivity for 
wave components, travelling parallel to metal-dielectric 
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interface, causes diffracted waves change direction at Ag-
air interface. Thus small focusing effect is observed. In Fig. 
3 surface roughness on Ag layers is placed. Roughness 
parameters for this case are ω=0 nm-1, δ=0.2 nm-1, σ=1 nm, 
which corresponds to modified refractive index of 
n(TiO2)=2.1201+i0.1886 according to Table 2. This 
refractive index was substituted in calculation shown in Fig. 
4. 

 

 
Figure 3: Distribution of module of electric field 
after passing through hyperbolic metamaterial with 
rough surface. 
 
Effective electric permittivity of metal-dielectric slab in 

a case of refractive index of TiO2 taken from Table 2 
should be εx=εy=1.0695+i0.5847; εz=-1.9758+i1.0581; 
nx=ny= 1.0697+i0.2733; nz=0.3643+1.4521. Small increase 
of imaginary part of refractive index is obtained. Presence 
of surface roughness gives similar diffracted field patterns 
and transmission coefficient as in the case of planar layers 
with modified refractive index. Asymmetry in Fig. 3 could 
explained by presence of random surface deviations, which 
have the size comparable to slit width.  
 

 
Figure 4: Distribution of module of electric field 
after passing through hyperbolic metamaterial with 
index of dielectric layers n(TiO2)=2.1201+i0.1886. 
 

6. Conclusions 
We described and proved numerically that the influence 

of surface roughness at the interfaces in metal-dielectric 
composite materials could be described by proper selection 
of refractive index of dielectric layers. This approach is 
better than introducing additional intermediate layers or 
setting rigorous roughness profile in such grid method as 
FDTD, because it does not need fine grid resolution. It also 
allows employing simple and fast matrix transfer method 
for simulation of stratified structures with rough surfaces. 
However, understanding limits of application of this method 
of refractive index modification needs further study. Our 
calculation show, that some examples of roughness 
realization with narrow spatial spectrum and high LER 
value could not be described by results of transfer matrix 
method.    
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Abstract 

Hybrid ferromagnetic composites composed of 

Ni0.4Zn0.6Fe2O4 ferrite powder and Fe particles in an epoxy 

matrix with various composition ratios were prepared by a 

simple mould casting route. Planetary ball milling was then 

introduced to pre-grind Fe and NiZn ferrite filler mixtures 

before casting, which resulted in fragmentation of the NiZn 

ferrites and modification of the Fe morphology from 

spherical particles to sub-micron flakes. Composites 

containing the ball milled fillers exhibited a remarkable 

improvement in electromagnetic properties over the as-

supplied materials, especially in the suppression of 

dielectric and magnetic loss. By combining the 

characteristics of high resonant frequency of the Fe and low 

energy losses of the ferrite, an optimum mixture of ball 

milled 15 vol.% NiZn ferrite and 38 vol.% Fe in a hybrid 

epoxy-based composite gave an approximately one order of 

magnitude higher extended operating bandwidth over a 

ferrite-only containing composite, suppressing dielectric 

and magnetic loss tangents to approximately 10
-2

 up to 150 

MHz  without significant deterioration of permeability. This 

approach of manipulating multi-phase ferromagnetic 

material fractions and their structure provides for flexibility 

in the development of bespoke electromagnetic materials 

for applications in electrically small antenna and 

metamaterials. 

1. Introduction 

The development of materials for the manipulation of 

electromagnetic waves for applications across photonics, 

radar and microwave communications has led to the advent 

of metamaterials that exhibit unusual combinations of 

physical behaviour. Meanwhile, the ever-increasing demand 

for smaller, longer lasing and novel design portable 

electronic devices has accelerated the development of 

multifunctional materials with low energy losses and high 

permeability for miniaturizing electronic components such 

as antennas, magnetic inductors [1] and current convertors 

[2-4]. Nowadays, many electronic devices operate in the 

very high frequency (30-300 MHz) range, such as television 

broadcasting, land-based mobile telephone stations and air 

traffic control communications, and therefore materials with 

low energy losses and high permeability that are able to 

operate at these and higher frequencies are in high demand, 

both for conventional and possible metamaterial 

applications [5-7].  

 

According to Snoek’s law μfr Ms (where μ is the real 

permeability, fr is the ferromagnetic resonant frequency and 

Ms is the saturation magnetization), magnetic materials with 

high Ms are favored for high permeability at high 

frequencies. Therefore, metallic magnetic materials that are 

known to have high saturation magnetization have been 

extensively investigated as fillers embedded in an easy-to-

process non-conducting polymer matrix - magnetic 

composites. The magnetic properties of metallic fillers has 

been improved by using planar, anisotropic morphologies, 

extending useful operation characteristics up to a few 

gigahertz, such as those based on carbonyl iron flakes [8,9], 

planar Fe50Ni50 powder [10], Fe65Co35 thin films [11], and 

Fe74Cr2Mo2Sn2P10Si4B4C2 flakes [12]. However, these 

composites have tended to have high dielectric losses (tanδε 

≥ 0.1), which is generally considered undesirable for device 

applications.  

 

Soft magnetic ferrites have low dielectric losses (tanδε ~10
-2

) 

but magnetic properties are degraded or even absent (i.e. 

materials with permeability close to 1) as the frequency 

approaches the range 100 MHz to 1 GHz [13], due to 

ferromagnetic resonant behaviour, which limits the device 

operating frequency. Metallic magnetic materials generally 

have higher resonant frequency than ferrites due to their 

larger saturation magnetization, but suffer from high energy 

losses because of induced eddy currents, creating 

difficulties in the design and engineering of practical 

devices using these materials [14]. Merging the 

characteristics of these two kinds of magnetic materials 

might produce an attractive balance of properties, 

depending on the frequencies at which magnetic response 

might be maintained while at comparatively low loss.  

 

In this study, we report further development of a novel and 

simple mould casting method [15] to fabricate epoxy based 

NiZn ferrite/Fe hybrid composites. The electromagnetic 

properties of two series of hybrid composites composed of 

ball milled and un-milled Ni0.4Zn0.6Fe2O4 ferrite and Fe 

particles with various composition ratios have been studied. 

A co-axial airline technique was used to characterize the 

complex permittivity and permeability of the composites in 



 

2 

 

the frequency range 10 MHz to 4GHz. Ball milling reduced 

dielectric loss dramatically, compensating for the losses 

normally associated with introducing Fe. The 

electromagnetic properties of an optimized hybrid epoxy-

based composite with ball milled 15 vol.% NiZn ferrite and 

38 vol.% Fe fillers was significantly better than similar 

ferrite-only containing composites, suggesting promise for 

magnetic applications in the very high frequency range. 

2. Experimental 

Sintered Ni0.4Zn0.6Fe2O4 ferrite powder (F16 MagDev Ltd. 

UK) and Fe powder (<10 μm, Alfa Aesar Ltd. UK) were 

ball milled for 4 hours in a high-energy planetary mill 

(Pulverisette 6, Fritsch GmbH, Germany) at a rotational 

speed of 300 rpm with a ball-to-powder weight ratio of 10:1 

in ethanol, and then dried.  Table 1 shows the range of 

ferrite/Fe ratios investigated.   

 

Magnetic composites were prepared using an epoxy matrix 

(Epon™ 812 substitute) with two different hardeners: 2 

dodecenylsuccinic anhydride (DDSA) and methylnadic 

anhydride (NMA) (Sigma Aldrich Ltd. UK), by a simple 

casting route. By changing the ratio of the two hardeners, 

the hardness and brittleness of the final cured epoxy could 

be adjusted. After fully magnetic stirring of the epoxy 

mixture, the accelerator 2,4,6-tris(dimethylaminomethyl) 

phenol (DPM-30) was added, and then the filler powders 

(see Table 1) were added under stirring followed by 5 min 

ultrasonication in an ice bath. The composite slurry was 

then degassed under low vacuum and poured into a silicone 

mould to produce a toroidal shaped casting with an outer 

diameter of 7.0 mm, an inner diameter of 3.04 mm, and a 

thickness of 7.0 mm. These dimensions were chosen to fit 

tightly within a coaxial air-line jig for electromagnetic 

measurements. The composites were cured at 60 °C 

overnight.  

 

 

Table 1: Compositions of epoxy based composites for both 

ball milled and as-supplied powder fillers  
Sample      Composition   Fe/(Fe + NZ) 

Vol. ratio 

53NZ 53 vol.% NiZn ferrite 0 

48NZ5Fe 48 vol.% NiZn ferrite/5 vol.% Fe 0.094 

42NZ11Fe 42 vol.% NiZn ferrite/11 vol.% Fe 0.207 

38NZ15Fe 38 vol.% NiZn ferrite/15 vol.% Fe 0.283 

26.5NZ26.5Fe 26.5 vol.% NiZn ferrite/26.5 vol.% Fe 0.5 

15NZ38Fe 15 vol.% NiZn ferrite/38 vol.% Fe 0.717 

11NZ42Fe 11 vol.% NiZn ferrite/42 vol.% Fe 0.793 

5NZ48Fe 5 vol.% NiZn ferrite/48 vol.% Fe 0.906 

53Fe 53 vol.% Fe 1 
 

 

 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken 

using a JEOL JSM-840F field emission electron microscope 

after microtome (Ultracut E, Reichert, Inc.) cross-sectioning. 

The electromagnetic properties of the composites were 

measured using a coaxial air-line method in which the 

toroidal sample was inserted between the inner and outer 

conductors of the coaxial line that worked in a transverse 

electromagnetic (TEM) mode. The reflection and 

transmission amplitude coefficients were measured from 10 

MHz to 4 GHz by a calibrated Vector Network Analyser 

(MS4644A, Anritsu). The complex permittivity and 

permeability of the material were then extracted from the 

reflection and transmission coefficients according to the 

Nicolson-Ross-Weir algorithm [16,17].  

3. Results and discussion 

Figs. 1a and b show SEM images of the as-supplied Fe 

powder and the NiZn ferrite powder respectively, with 

comparable particle dimensions of 1 to 10 μm. After ball 

milling, as shown in Fig. 1c, the spherical Fe particles were 

deformed into flakes with lateral dimensions of a few 

micrometers and sub-micrometer thickness. The NiZn 

ferrite particles were ground to sub-micrometer diameter 

and became distributed evenly on the surface of Fe flakes, 

as “satellites”. Fig. 1d shows a typical fractured cross-

section of a 15 vol.% NiZn ferrite and 38 vol.% Fe hybrid 

composite, indicating an adequate homogeneity of filler 

particle dispersion with no large agglomerates or excessive 

air bubbles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:  SEM images of (a) as-supplied Fe particles; (b) 

as-supplied NiZn ferrite; (c) 15 vol.% NiZn ferrite/38 vol.% 

Fe powder mixture after ball milling; and (d) a cross-section 

of a 15 vol.% NiZn ferrite/38 vol.% Fe hybrid composite. 

 

 

The complex permittivity and permeability of as-received 

NiZn ferrite/Fe epoxy-based composites, and after ball 

milling, with different volume ratios are shown in Fig. 2 

and Fig. 3 respectively. The real part (ε’) and imaginary part 

(ε”) of relative permittivity for as-supplied and milled 

composites increased with Fe volume ratio, most notably at 

low frequencies for composites with a high Fe fraction (> 

38 vol. % for as-supplied, > 42 vol.% for ball milled) due to 

the high electrical conductivity of Fe and the charge 

accumulation at the interfaces between the Fe and the 

matrix, which is known as interfacial polarization [18]. At 

the lower frequencies, the charges had sufficient time to 

accumulate at the interfaces and tended to orientate fully 

7 μm 7 μm 

7 μm 7 μm 

(c) 
 

(a) 
 

(b) 
 

(d) 
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along the applied field direction, enhancing charge 

movement and increasing energy dissipation. At low Fe 

fraction, the permittivities of both types of composites were 

almost constant at < 20 in the 10 MHz to 4 GHz frequency 

range. In general, the values of ε’ and ε” for milled 

composites were lower and less dispersive than those of as-

supplied composites at the same composition because for 

the ball milled filler composites, the smaller sub-

micrometer ferrite particles that decorated the Fe flakes 

acted as physical “spacers” that improved the partial 

insulation of Fe by facilitating the ingress of the epoxy 

matrix between the Fe flakes, as suggested by the 

microstructural observations in Fig. 1d. On the other hand, 

without milling, the aggregated as-supplied Fe particles 

were generally not well-separated or isolated, and the 

similarly sized as-supplied NiZn ferrites did not form 

satellites on the Fe, thus there was no effective physical 

mechanism to inhibit Fe agglomeration. The composites 

based on as-supplied powder therefore showed a higher  

complex permittivity and were more “lossy”. 

 

In general, the real part of complex permeability μ’ for both 

types of composites with various filler ratios responded 

similarly, with a flat response at low frequency before 

gradually decreasing as frequency increased. The imaginary 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 2: Complex permittivity and permeability spectra 

for composites with un-milled NiZn ferrite/Fe fillers in 

various volume ratios: (a) real and (b) imaginary part of 

complex permittivity; and (c) real and (d) imaginary part of 

complex permeability 

(a) 

(d) (c) 

(b) 

Figure 3: Complex permittivity and permeability spectra for 

composites with ball milled NiZn ferrite/Fe fillers in 

various volume ratios: (a) real and (b) imaginary part of 

complex permittivity, and (c) real and (d) imaginary part of 

complex permeability. 

 

 

Figure 4:  The (a) real part of complex permeability, (b) 

dielectric loss tangent, and (c) magnetic loss tangent of  

epoxy-based composites with ball milled and un-milled 

NiZn ferrite/Fe fillers in various volume ratios at 50 MHz. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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part of complex permeability μ” remained relatively low at 

0.01 to 0.3 below several tens of MHz, but increased to 

form a broad peak around the resonant frequency, where 

domain wall motion was no longer able to follow the 

applied alternating magnetic field and magnetic loss  

increased [19].  

 

The real permeability of all the epoxy-based composites 

containing as-supplied NiZn ferrite/Fe fillers were 

comparable at ~ 6 at low frequency, but decreased more 

rapidly for composites with higher NiZn ferrite volume 

fractions because of the smaller saturation magnetization of 

the NiZn ferrite (see Fig. 2c). At a frequency of 4 GHz, the 

53 vol.% Fe composite had the highest permeability of 3, 

whereas the real permeability of the 53 vol.% NiZn ferrite 

composite had reduced to 1.5.  

 

For the composites with ball milled fillers, the real 

permeability decreased from ~ 7.5 to ~ 2.5 with increasing 

NiZn ferrite fraction, as shown in Fig. 3c, which was 

attributed to the lower permeability of the smaller NiZn 

ferrite particles: smaller ferrite particles have lower 

permeability because they contain more defects that pin 

domain walls [20]. The effective permeability may also 

have been lowered by a higher demagnetizing field in the 

composite evoked by the larger gaps between smaller 

particles when compared with larger particles at the same 

volume fraction [20]. The real permeability of the 53 vol. % 

Fe milled composite was ~ 7.5 before resonance occurred, 

compared with ~ 6 for the 53 vol.% Fe as-supplied 

composite, and was ascribed to the thin (< 1 μm) flake 

morphology after milling that has previously been 

suggested to reduce eddy current loss [21]. 

 

Fig. 4 shows the real permeability, dielectric loss tangent 

(tanδε = ε”/ε’) and magnetic loss tangent (tanδμ = μ”/μ’) of 

composites with milled and as-supplied fillers at various 

Fe/total filler volume ratios at 50 MHz. In all cases the total 

amount of filler was 53 vol.% of the epoxy-based composite, 

but the Fe/(Fe+NiZn ferrite) ratio changed systematically. 

The values of μ’, tanδε and tanδμ for as-supplied powders 

were almost constant at  ~ 6, increased from 0.016 to 0.370, 

and decreased from 0.096 to 0.038 respectively as the 

Fe/(Fe+NiZn ferrite) ratio increased from 0 to 1. After ball 

milling, μ’, tanδε and tanδμ increased from 2.5 to 7.5, 0.02 to 

0.22, and 0.002 to 0.03 respectively over the same range. 

Therefore, both dielectric and magnetic losses were reduced 

systematically when a ball milling pre-treatment was used.  

 

For electronic device components and especially antennas, 

low dielectric and magnetic losses combined with high 

permeability are especially desirable, but become more 

mutually exclusive as frequency increases for monolithic 

materials. However in the case of the composites 

investigated here, an optimum balance between high 

permeability (μ’ = 5.8) and low energy losses (tanδε = 0.06 

and tanδμ = 0.009) can be identified at a Fe/(Fe+NiZn ferrite) 

volume ratio of 0.717 (15 vol.% NiZn ferrite and 38 vol.% 

Fe) for the ball milled filler composites.  

 

A direct comparison of the complex permittivity and 

permeability spectra for epoxy-based composites with ball 

milled and as-supplied fillers of 15 vol.% NiZn ferrite/38 

vol.% Fe are shown in Figs. 5a and b respectively, where 

the ε’ and ε” response decreased and flattened after the ball 

milling process, as previous described. The slightly more 

frequency-independent permeability of the composite with 

milled powders reduced from 6.6 to 5.8 as frequency 

increased, but dielectric and magnetic tangents were 

suppressed to ≤ 10
-2

 up to 150 MHz, providing a wider 

practical operating bandwidth than composite variants 

containing as-supplied powders at the same ratio, or for the 

ferrite-only containing composite. 

 

To further assess the benefit of the hybrid 15 vol.% NiZn 

ferrite/38 vol.% Fe hybrid composite over a similar 

composite containing only as-supplied NiZn ferrite with 

same overall filler fraction, their magnetic properties are 

shown in Fig. 6. Both composites has a comparable real 

permeability of ~ 6 up to 30 MHz, but whereas permeability 

then reduced for the NiZn ferrite only composite, the hybrid 

composite maintained a higher permeability to ~ 300 MHz.  

 

Although the real permeability of the ball milled 15 vol.% 

NiZn ferrite/38 vol.% Fe hybrid composite was slightly 

lower than un-milled 53 vol.% NiZn ferrite alone at lower 

 

Figure 5: Frequency dispersions of (a) complex permittivity 

and (b) complex permeability for epoxy-based composites 

with ball milled and un-milled particle fillers of 15 vol.% 

NiZn ferrite/38 vol.% Fe. 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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frequency, an important figure of merit is the magnetic 

quality factor Q = μ’/μ”, which is plotted as a function of 

frequency in Fig. 7. Q was significantly improved over the 

measured frequency range in the case of the hybrid 

composite, indicating a more practical balance of 

permeability and loss behaviour, especially at higher 

frequencies. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The electromagnetic properties of epoxy-based composites 

containing both ball milled and un-milled NiZn ferrite and 

Fe particulate fillers were investigated over the frequency 

range 10 MHz - 4 GHz. The changes in size and 

morphology of the particles that were introduced by the ball 

milling process suppressed dielectric and magnetic losses of 

the NiZn ferrite/Fe hybrid composites to higher frequencies. 

A hybrid composite with a filler loading of ball milled 15 

vol.% NiZn ferrite/38 vol.% Fe showed an almost one order 

of magnitude improvement in operating frequency with low 

loss when compared with a similar but un-milled 53 vol.% 

NiZn ferrite composite, with only a slight reduction in 

permeability. The striking points of the hybrid composites 

were a relatively high permeability (~ 6) and low magnetic 

and dielectric losses (~ 10
-2

) over the high frequency range 

of interest, which suggested they may be well-suited for 

applications in electrically small devices operating in the 

very high frequency range. The addition of Fe to NiZn 

ferrite can also be expected to lower the fabrication cost for 

a given filler content, and improved loss performance over 

solely ferrite containing composites. The ease of casting 

these epoxy based composites into a range of shapes and 

sizes further enhances the attractiveness of these materials. 

The concept of manipulating permeability and permittivity 

of easy-to-process composites by introducing multi-phase 

ferromagnetic materials with contrived morphologies and 

size ratios may also help to advance applications such as 

cloaking, energy transfer, sensors and security according to 

the theory of spatial transformations, which relies on the 

provision of bespoke dielectric and magnetic properties in 

practical materials. 
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Abstract 
This report presents a study of circular ring metamaterial 
absorber with the existing of copper lines. The structure is 
designed using lossy FR4 substrate with thin copper layers. 
The circular ring shape with copper lines is printed on the 
top surface of FR4 substrate while at the bottom surface is 
printed with full copper ground plane.  Parametric study is 
done to investigate the effect of copper lines on the 
resonance frequency. From the simulation, the circular ring 
metamaterial absorber with vertical copper lines can 
resonates at lower frequency but this structure is 
polarization sensitive. This drawback can be improved by 
adding horizontal copper lines simultaneously with the 
vertical copper lines. 

1. Introduction 
Metamaterial, since many years has attracted great attention 
among researchers since a lots of interesting properties can 
be found when deal with this structures. Some of them are 
left-handed metamaterial [1] that can offer an unusual 
material properties which is double negative of permittivity 
and permeability at certain operating frequency, 
electromagnetic band gap metamaterial [2] which can 
suppress unwanted surface waves within a bandgap 
frequency region, frequency selective surface metamaterial 
[3] that can select specific electromagnetic waves like a 
filter effect and artificial magnetic conductor metamaterial 
[4] which can reinforce an image currents with the real 
currents for more efficient low profile antenna. 

In 2008, N. I. Landy et al. [5] successfully demonstrated 
an experimental result of perfect metamaterial as an 
electromagnetic absorber. Since then, many papers on 
metamaterial absorber have been published from 
microwave region [6] up to optical region [7]. Several 
issues such as polarization sensitivity and wide operating 
angle [8] are discussed within the study of metamaterial 
absorbers. 

2. Proposed Design, Simulation and Discussion 
This report proposes three designs, which is initially started 
by circular ring structure. Circular ring structure is selected 
due to their nature of the shape that is highly symmetrical 
for all rotational angles. Then, some modification of the 

circular ring structure is made by introduce several 
inductive lines. The matamaterial absorber is designed 
based on 0.8 mm thick lossy FR4 substrate which has 
dielectric constant of 4.6 and tangent loss of 0.019. The 
0.035 mm thick copper layer is located at the both side of 
the FR4 substrate with a conductivity of 5.8 x 107 S/m. The 
proposed design is shown in Figure 1. This structure is 
simulated using CST software. 
 

 
 

               
               

Inductive lineFR4 substrate

li

R

Copper ground plane (back)Circular ring copper 

                (a)                               (b)                                 (c) 
Figure 1: Proposed metamaterial absorber: (a) circular ring 
structure, (b) circular ring structure with vertical copper line 
and (c) circular ring structure with vertical and horizontal 
copper line. 

2.1. Circular ring metamaterial absorber 

Figure 1 shows a unit cell structure of circular ring 
metamaterial absorber. They consist of a thin circular ring 
structure on the top of FR4 substrate and copper ground 
plane at the bottom of the substrate. This structure is 
simulated for different radius size, R to obtain circular ring 
radius on  the specific  resonance frequencies. The  width of  
 

Table 1: The effect of average radius, R of the circular 
ring metamaterial absorber on resonance frequency 

average 
radius, R 

[mm] 

resonance 
frequency 

[GHz] 

absorbance at 
resonance  

[%] 
3.32 8 97.45 
2.96 9 95.69 
2.68 10 92.93 
2.46 11 89.40 
2.27 12 87.59  



the circular ring is set to 0.24 mm for all cases. The results 
are presented in Table 1. From Table 1, the average radius, 
R of the ring is 3.32 mm, 2.96 mm, 2.68 mm, 2.46 mm, and 
2.27 mm to achieve resonance frequencies at 8, 9, 10, 11, 
and 12 GHz respectively. 

2.2. Circular ring metamaterial absorber with vertical 
copper lines 

Figure 1 (b) shows a unit cell of circular ring metamaterial 
absorber with the additional of vertical copper line. The 
radius of the ring is set to 2.68 mm, which is originally 
resonating at 10 GHz. A parametric study is done for 
different length of copper line, li. The width of the copper 
line is set to 0.24 mm as same as the width of the circular 
ring structure. The simulation is done for E-plane 
polarization incident wave for normal incident angle. The 
result is presented in table 2. 
 

Table 2: The effect of different length of copper line, li 
on resonance frequency of metamaterial absorber 
length of 

copper line, li 
[mm] 

resonance 
frequency 

[GHz] 

absorbance at 
resonance  

[%] 
0 10 92.93 

0.715 9.5 96.49 
1.240 9.0 99.33 
1.790 8.5 99.49 
2.265 8 94.16  

 
From Table 2, as the length of copper line increased, the 

resonance frequency is decreased. The existing of copper 
line gives additional inductive effect hence reducing the 
operating frequency of the circular ring metamaterial 
absorber. When compactness is the main consideration, this 
kind of structure can be used to obtain lower operating 
frequency for smaller size of unit cell.  

2.2.1. Polarization effect 

Since the additional of the vertical copper line within the 
circular ring structure, the symmetrical properties of the 
structure do not fully observed. So, the polarization effect is 
studied for this kind of structure. The structure in Figure 1 
(b) is simulated for difference polarization angles, which are 
00, 22.50, 450, 67.50, and 900. 
 

From Figure 2, as the polarization of the incident wave 
altered, the absorbance property and the operating 
frequency are also changed. Initially, the polarization angle 
of incident EM waves is 00. The operating frequency is 9 
GHz with absorbance value of 99.33%. As the polarization 
angle altered to 22.50, the structure still resonates at 9 GHz 
with absorbance of 99.53%. However, small resonance is 
noticed at 10 GHz with absorbance of 37.74%. The 
polarization angle is then increased to 450. The second 
resonance occurs at 10 GHz with a magnitude of 87.91%, 
nearly equal to absorbance at 9 GHz, which is 80.10%. As 
the polarization angle increased to 67.50, the frequency of 
10 GHz  dominates the resonance mode with the absorbance  

 
Figure 2: Polarization effect of circular ring 
metamaterial absorber with vertical copper lines 

 
of 99.15% while the absorbance of 9 GHz became less 
effective, which is only 33.32%. The resonant mode totally 
converted to 10 GHz as the polarization angle become 900 
with the absorbance of 92.51%. 
 

The polarization dependence can be explained by 
observing the current distribution of the structure for 
different polarization angle. The E-field strength is recorded 
in Table 3. As can be seen, the E-field of 9 GHz is strong 
for polarization angle, θ of 00. This is due to the full effect 
of the copper lines that are placed vertically, parallel to the 
electrical component of incident electromagnetic waves. As 
the polarization angle increased, the E-field strength is 
decreased accept for θ of 450. At this polarization angle, 
dual resonant modes occur which is at 9 GHz due to the 
copper lines effect and 10 GHz due to the circular ring 
effect at the horizontal part. For E-field at 10 GHz, it shows 
the strength is increased as the θ increased. This is because 
the effect of copper line is decreased if θ increased and the 
structure can resonate at maximum when θ = 900 for 10 
GHz due to the absence of copper lines at the horizontal 
part of the circular ring absorber. 
 

Table 3: The E-field strength for different polarization 
angle 

Polarization 
angle [θ0] 

E-field at 9 GHz  
[x 105 V/m] 

E-field at 10 GHz  
[x 105 V/m] 

0 18.2 3.77 
22.5 3.19 1.61 
45 5.73 4.89 

67.5 1.72 4.04 
90 1.62 7.15  

2.3. Circular ring metamaterial absorber with vertical 
and horizontal copper lines 

As discussed earlier, the additional of copper lines within 
the copper ring shape will reduce the operating frequency of 
the metamaterial absorber, which is excellent if a compact 
size is the main consideration in the design. But, the 
polarization dependence makes this kind of structure 
impractical for certain application. To improve this 
problem, another copper lines are introduced horizontally 
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on the circular ring structure, as shown in Figure 1 (c). 
Based on Table 2, the length of copper lines is set to 1.24 
mm to obtain resonant frequency of 9 GHz. The structure is 
then simulated for different polarization angles and the 
result is shows in Figure 3. 
 

Figure 3: Polarization effect of circular ring 
metamaterial absorber with vertical and horizontal 
copper lines 

 
From Figure 3, as the polarization of the incident wave 

altered from 00 to 22.50, 450, 67.50 and 900, the absorbance 
magnitudes and the resonance frequencies are almost 
unchanged. This indicates that this structure do not sensitive 
to any polarization angles. Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the 
current distribution for different polarization angles. As can 
be seen in both figures, E-field and H-field can be maintain 
at high magnitudes for all polarization states due to the 
existing of both horizontal and vertical copper lines. 

 

    
      
     (a) 00        (b) 22.50       (c) 450            (d) 67.50        (e) 900  

Figure 4: E-field Current distribution for different 
polarization angles 

 

     
      
     (a) 00        (b) 22.50       (c) 450             (d) 67.50        (e) 900  

Figure 5: H-field Current distribution for different 
polarization angles 

3. Conclusions 
In conclusion, this report presents a comparison of three 
different shapes of metamaterial absorber. The existing of 
vertical copper lines will reduce the operating frequency for 

E-plane polarization incident waves but this structure is 
polarizations sensitive since the absorbance magnitude and 
resonance frequency are vary for each case. To overcome 
the polarization sensitivity, the horizontal copper lines are 
introduced together with the vertical copper lines in the 
circular ring structures. 
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Abstract 
Abstract— A compact wideband antenna place above a 
non-uniform Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) is 
presented. The antenna is composed of a wideband Coplanar 
Waveguide (CPW) fed antenna, with wideband harmonic 
suppression characteristic using non-uniform defected 
ground structure (DGS). Besides, a non-uniform wideband 
Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) is designed. The 
AMC unit cell is composed of a square patch into which a 
four arms spiral shape is etched.  It exhibits a wider +/-90° 
bandwidth than the spiral unit cell and a smaller size than 
the square patch unit cell. The antenna is placed above the 
proposed AMC structure formed by 6x5 unit cells. The 
overall dimensions of the complete structure are 0.7x0.6 λ0

2, 
where λ0 is the free-space wavelength at the lowest 
frequency. It offers a low profile configuration with a total 
thickness of λ0/14.3 and it is matched between 2.5 GHz and 
5.4 GHz (73.5%). Furthermore, it has a stable main lobe 
radiation pattern in the E and H planes within the operating 
frequency band. Moreover, compared to the antenna without 
AMC, the broadside realized gain is significantly increased. 
A prototype has been realized and there is a good agreement 
between simulated and measured results. Furthermore, the 
proposed structure presents a size reduction of about 34 %, 
and better radiation characteristics in comparison with the 
conventional square AMC.  

1. Introduction 
Since the advent of the Artificial Magnetic Conductor 
(AMC), known also as High Impedance Surface (HIS), 
many researchers have used them to design novel 
electromagnetic devices or enhance the performance of the 
existing ones. AMC is a type of reflectors based on 
metamaterials and has been introduced by D. Sievenpiper in 
1999 [1]. 
One of the main applications of these artificial structures is 
the design of low-profile or high-performance antennas 
(gain enhancement …). In this case, these artificial 
structures serve as the antenna ground plane. Actually, 
impenetrable ground planes are desirable in many 
communication systems to protect electronic devices, 
located beneath the antenna, from radiation and also to 
increase the gain of the antenna. The low profile design 

usually refers to an antenna structure whose overall height is 
less than one-tenth of the operating wavelength [2]. 
AMC surface is characterized by the reflection phase. It can 
be calculated by illuminating the surface with a plane wave 
at normal incidence and evaluating the phase difference 
between the reflected electric field and the incident electric 
field at the reflecting surface. The phase of the reflection 
coefficient of AMC, usually called reflection phase, varies 
from -180º to +180º with frequency. The AMC operating   
bandwidth is defined when the reflection phase varies from  
-90° to +90°, according to [3]. In this frequency band 
constructive interference occurs. Owing to this interesting 
characteristic, the AMC surface is used as a reflector to 
design low profile antenna. The most well known unit cell is 
the mushroom-like HIS composed of a square patch on a 
dielectric grounded slab and a via connecting the patch and 
the ground plane [1]. Subsequent studies have been done 
with different shapes of HIS unit cell. In [4], authors 
investigate the reflected phase response for several AMCs: 
mushroom-like, uniplanar compact EBG (Electromagnetic 
BandGap), Peano curve and Hilbert curve. They 
demonstrate that the mushroom-like unit cell exhibits a 
broader band than others. 
However, these structures have a limited operating 
bandwidth. For wideband applications, several structures 
have been proposed. In [5], the AMC operating bandwidth, 
defined when the reflection phase varies from -90° to +90°, 
is 55.4% and it covers the entire Ku-band (from 12 GHz to 
18 GHz). The AMC unit cell is composed of four squares 
patches with a cross in the center. Furthermore, this structure 
presents a relatively stable behavior with respect to the 
variation of the incident angle. The proposed structure in [6] 
is based on hexagonal unit cells without via. This structure 
exhibits a broad AMC operation bandwidth of more than 
20% using a thin and low relative dielectric permittivity. 
Most of wideband structures are designed with a resonant 
frequency greater than 15 GHz. In [7], a parametric study 
for an AMC composed of metallic square patches has been 
performed. It has been shown that when the patch width 
increases, the resonant frequency and the +/-90° bandwidth 
decrease. Consequently, it is difficult to design wideband 
AMC at low frequencies.  
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2. Wideband AMC design principle  
In order to develop AMC structures which exhibit wide 
bandwidth and stable resonant behavior with the change in 
incident angle, the non-uniform AMC structure has been 
introduced. The idea returns to the following equation [8] 
which provides the surface impedance of PEC parallel strips 
facing a TE plane wave:  
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Where jX is the surface impedance, η0 and λ are free space 
wave impedance and wavelength respectively. G is a 
correction term for large angles of incidence. The width of 
the metal strip is w and the period is p. The incidence angle 
is θ. In [9], authors choose to increase p against the increase 
of θ, in order to keep X stable when w and λ are fixed. In 
other words, by gradually increasing p (increasing the gap 
between metal strips) from center elements to the side ones, 
more angular stability is achieved. In [9], a half wavelength 
dipole antenna is placed above a PEC ground plane, a 
uniform AMC and a non-uniform AMC, while all structures 
dimensions are kept fixed. The dipole is placed very close to 
the surface at λ/12. Comparison of different structures 
results shows that the non-uniform AMC exhibits a wider 
bandwidth than the uniform AMC, and a nearly identical 
gain. Similarly, using (1), it can be deduced that when p and 
λ are fixed, X can be kept stable by a proper decrease of w 
against the increase of θ. In [10], authors prove that the 
bandwidth is enhanced when the non-uniform AMC is used.  
In this communication, from equation (1), in order to 
enhance the bandwidth of an AMC structure, we propose to 
vary the wavelength λ. When the period p and the width w 
are fixed, X can be kept stable by appropriate increase of the 
resonant frequency (decrease of λ) against the increase of θ, 
which means by gradually increasing f0 from center 
elements to the side ones. The proposed AMC unit cell that 
accomplishes this characteristic is presented in the section 4. 
Then, the antenna, presented in section 3, above the 
proposed AMC is detailed in section 5. Finally, the 
conclusion of this work is given in section 6. 

3. Antenna Design  
The antenna consists of a CPW-fed bowtie antenna. The 
radiating element and the ground plane are printed on the 
top of a FR4 substrate with a thickness of h=0.8 mm, a 
relative permittivity of εr=3.7 and a loss tangent of 
tanδ=0.02. The upper part and lower part (ground plane) of 
the antenna have the same shape with almost the same 
dimensions. The width and the gap of the feed line are w=3 
mm and g=0.25 mm respectively, in order to obtain an 
impedance of 50 Ω. This 50 Ω feed line is connected to the 
radiating element through a wideband tapered structure. This 
tapered transition transforms the antenna input impedance to 
50 Ω. Then, a compact filter based on Defected Ground 
Structure (DGS) has been designed, in order to reject higher 

harmonics. The filter is composed of three non-uniform 
bowtie DGS unit cells. It is integrated in the ground plane 
(lower part) of the bowtie CPW-fed antenna as shown in 
Fig. 1. This co-designed antenna-filter operates in the 
frequency range between 2 GHz and 5.4 GHz (92%). 
 

 

Figure 1: Geometry of the antenna with integrated 
filter 

The harmonics are effectively rejected beyond 5.4 GHz. The 
antenna has an omnidirectional dipole-type radiation pattern. 
More details on this antenna can be found in a previous 
letter [11].   

4. Choice of the AMC unit cell 
 Table 1 presents three AMC unit cells: the square patch as a 
reference, the spiral [12] and the proposed unit cell which is 
formed by a square patch where a spiral shape is etched.  

Table 1: The studied AMC unit cells 

AMC unit cells f0 (GHz) ∆f=+/-90° 
bandwidth (%) 

Period p 

 
Square patch 

 

 
 

4.66 

 
 

15 

 
 

0.2λ0 

 
Spiral  

 

3.53 

 

 

3.14 

 

 

0.165λ0 

 
The proposed AMC 

 

 
 

3.88 

 
 

8 

 
 

0.18λ0 
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All unit cells presented in Table 1 have the same dimensions 
(p=14 mm and w=13 mm) and they are printed on the same 
substrate (FR4, εr=3.7, thickness=1.6 mm, tanδ=0.02). As it 
can be seen, the square patch AMC exhibits the widest +/-
90° bandwidth but it has the biggest size compared to the 
free space wavelength at the resonant frequency (f0). The 
spiral unit cell (lspir=1.625 mm, gspir=0.3 mm) has the 
smallest size and the narrower bandwidth. The proposed 
AMC unit cell (ls=1 mm, gs=0.3 mm) is a trade-off between 
both other unit cells. In fact, it exhibits a wider +/-90° 
bandwidth than the spiral unit cell and a smaller size than 
the square patch unit cell. 
Moreover, when the size of the spiral slot, etched on the 
square patch, changes the resonant frequency varies also. 
Figure 2 shows the reflection phase coefficient of the 
proposed unit cell when the parameter ls varies (all other 
parameters are fixed: p=14 mm, w=13 mm and gs=0.3 mm). 
As can be seen, the resonant frequency f0 shifts up when ls 
decreases. Furthermore, f0 also increases when gs increases 
(Fig. 3). Therefore, using this unit cell we can vary f0 when 
the period p and the width w are kept fixed. 
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Figure 2: Reflection phase diagram when ‘ls’ varies 
from 0.55 mm to 1.45 mm 
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Figure 3: Reflection phase diagram when ‘gs’ varies 
from 0.15 mm to 0.6 mm 

5. Antenna performances above the proposed 
AMC  

The previous antenna is placed above the proposed AMC 
structure formed by 6x5 unit cells (Fig. 4). The AMC 
surface is composed by six columns: the two columns at the 
center are designed to operate at the lower frequency of the 
operating bandwidth. Then the resonant frequency is 

increased gradually along the x axis and it does not change 
along y axis. A rectangular shape is engraved in the AMC 
structure below the CPW-fed filter in order to maintain 
performances of the matching transition and filter (Fig. 4b). 
 

 
(a) 

     
(b) 

Figure 4: (a) Front view of the antenna above the 
AMC structure and (b) the bottom layer (the AMC 
structure) 

An air layer is inserted between the antenna and the AMC 
structure to enhance the reflection coefficient and the 
broadside gain (Fig. 5a). Figure 5b presents the reflection 
coefficient of the whole structure (antenna-filter above the 
AMC structure) when the thickness of the air layer varies 
from 2 mm to 8 mm. A comparison indicates an 
improvement in the reflection coefficient when the thickness 
of the air layer hair increases, thus we choose a thickness of 6 
mm. 
 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 5: (a) Side view of the structure and (b) 
Reflection coefficient for different values of ‘hair’ 

The optimal dimensions of the proposed structure are listed 
in Table 2. The width and the gap of the feed line are      
w=3 mm and g=0.5 mm respectively, in order to obtain an 
input impedance of 50 Ω. 
 

Table 2: Physical Parameters of the whole structure 
 

Parameters Values 
(mm) 

Parameters Values 
(mm) 

Lsub 85 W1 0.25 
Wsub 71 t 3.4 
Lt 11 Lx 28 
lt1 12 Ly 23.5 
ls1 1 gs1 0.25 
ls2 0.9 gs2 0.25 
ls3 0.8 gs3 0.3 
W 13 p 14 
hair 6 hAMC 1.6 
hant 0.8 

 
An experimental prototype of the antenna above the 
proposed AMC with optimal design was realized and tested 
in order to validate simulation results (Fig. 6). The 
simulations were performed using CST Microwave Studio® 
(transient solver). The simulated and measured magnitudes 
of the reflection coefficient (|S11|) are shown in Fig. 7. There 
is a good agreement between simulated and measured |S11|. 
The proposed structure (antenna above AMC) is matched 
between 2.5 GHz and 5.4 GHz (73.5%) when maintaining 
|S11| less than -10 dB over the operating bandwidth. The 
designed structure covers many standards such as : UWB 
(Lower Band in Europe, 3.1-4.8 GHz), IEEE 802.16 
(WiMAX) (2.5 - 2.6 GHz, 3.4 - 3.6 GHz) and LTE             
(2.5 - 2.7 GHz). Figure 7 shows also that higher harmonics 
are reduced. The complete structure has a total size of        
85 x 71 mm2 = 0.7 x 0.6 λ0

2 with a thickness of                    
ht=8.4 mm≈λ0/14.3 (λ0 being the free space wavelength at 
2.5 GHz).  
 

 
(a) 
 

 
(b) 

Figure 6: (a, top layer) Antenna prototype and (b, bottom 
layer) the proposed AMC 
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Figure 7: Simulated and Measured reflection 
coefficient of the whole structure 

The simulated and the measured radiation pattern realized 
gains in E and H-planes are depicted in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. 
There is a good agreement between simulated and measured 
results despite a slight difference in the HPBW angle. The 
cross-polar radiation pattern level is 10 dB less than the co-
polar radiation pattern level in the H-plane. In E-plane, the 
simulated cross-polar level is lower than -20dB. The antenna 
above the AMC has a directional radiation pattern in both 
planes. There is a slight dissymmetry in the E-plane at 3.5 
GHz due to the dissymmetry of the structure in this plane. 
Simulations show that the HPBW on the E-plane varies from 
35° to 75° and on H-plane from 41° to 68°.The measured 
HPBW fluctuate from 40° to 80° on the E-plane and from 
50° to 72° on the H plane. 
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Simulated co-polar
Measured co-polar
Measured cross-polar  

Figure 8: Simulated and measured realized gain (dB) 
radiation pattern in E-plane (yoz)  
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Figure 9: Simulated and measured realized gain (dB) 
radiation pattern in H-plane (xoz) 
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Figure 10: The broadside realized gain of the antenna-

filter with and without AMC 
 
The broadside realized gain of the whole structure varies 
from 5 dB to 9.5 dB within the operating bandwidth, which 
yields to an average gain improvement of about 5 dB (Fig. 
10). 

6. Conclusion 
In this contribution, wideband bowtie CPW-fed antenna 
having wideband harmonic suppression above a non-
uniform AMC structure has been presented. The realized 
structure operates in the frequency range between 2.5 GHz 
and 5.4 GHz (73.5%). The measured and simulated 
reflection coefficients are in good agreement. The antenna 
has a directional radiation pattern in E and H planes. The 

total size of the complete structure is 85x71mm2=0.7x0.6λ0
2, 

where λ0 is the free-space wavelength at 2.5 GHz. Moreover, 
the broadside realized gain of the antenna with AMC 
increases.  
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Abstract 

Metasurfaces have been receiving increasing interest due to the 

complex array of radiation controlling properties that are 

possible with single layer films.  This talk and work will focus 

on metasurfaces that can provide light filtering according to 

wavelength, polarization, and other properties of an incident 

beam, and applied to a variety of sensors.  Also, metasurfaces 

that exhibit light trapping and localization that can be used for 

energy generation will be described.  One last group of 

metasurfaces will be discussed that display complex dispersion 

curves that exhibit fast and slow light properties that can be used 

to study complex electromagnetic phenomena.   

1. Introduction 

Composite engineered surfaces of various forms have been 

researched for years in many different technology fields (e.g., 

microwave, RF, optical) for applications that include 

electromagnetic (EM) radiation filtering to determine the 

polarization state and/or wavelength of an incident beam, or to 

perform beam steering, light harvesting, and light 

concentrating [1-19].  This field has received increased 

attention recently because of the development of surface 

structures, composed of optically resonant metal structures 

(i.e., antennas) that operate in the infrared and visible spectral 

regions [20].  Yet a clear line that delineates what is, and what 

is not, a metasurface does not exist.  From an applications 

perspective, and from the perspective of device engineers, such 

a delineation is artificial and irrelevant - what matters is 

designing a surface that performs a particular desired function.  

To be considered a true metamaterial or metasurface, it is often 

thought necessary that the structural feature sizes of the “meta-

atoms” need to be smaller than 𝜆/10 where  is the wavelength 

of light to which the metamaterial is designed to respond.  

Restricting oneself to such materials and surfaces is very 

limiting and does not include the wide array of important 

electromagnetic phenomena that occur within photonic 

crystals, plasmonic structures, and other structures (e.g., the 

optical antenna arrays that typically make up the new 

generation of metasurface structures).  With these structures, 

the feature sizes of the structural elements, the meta-atoms, 

may be approximately 𝜆/4 to 𝜆/2 in size, yet with these 

structures, one can perform a wide range of light management 

functions, from complex polarization and wavelength filtering 

for advanced imaging systems, to light trapping and harvesting 

for renewable energy devices, light concentration to increase 

the sensitivity of detectors, and beam-steering and forming.  

And with these structures being able to have EM properties that 

go well beyond what naturally occurring materials can achieve, 

they legitimately fit within a broader definition of 

metamaterials. This paper will review some of the work that 

our group at the National Science Foundation 

Industry/University Cooperative Research Center for 

Metamaterials are doing on the development of metasurfaces. 

In this paper, metasurfaces that perform photon sorting in 

the microwave spectral range will be reviewed and described, 

as well as engineered surfaces with which one can engineer the 

shape of surface plasmon dispersion curves. 

2. Photon Sorting using Waveguide Cavity Modes 

within Patterned Metal Surfaces 

One particularly attractive light-management tool is the ability 

of a surface to sort EM radiation according to wavelength and 

to channel photons with different energies to different regions 

of a surface.  The resulting sorted photons can then be 

individually absorbed, collected or detected.  Such a surface can 

be used for several important applications.  One application is 

dual wavelength IR discrimination and detection within a single 

small device.  A second application is for renewable energy 

applications where the incoming solar radiation is split 

according to wavelength and the different energy photons are 

channeled to different absorbers that collect the light and 

transfer the optical energy to electrical energy; this structure 

avoids the “thermalization losses” inherent in single-junction 

silicon solar cells. 

With the devices developed in our works [21-22], we aimed 

to have the engineered surfaces perform three functions:  

photon sorting, light localization, and absorption.  

Additionally, the devices were designed to perform these 

functions on incident light of any polarization and over a wide 

range of angles of incidence.  As stated in [22], there has been 

some prior research on multi-band frequency selective surfaces 

(FSSs) to increase the capabilities of multi-frequency 

microwave antennas, yet these structures add discrete 
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subreflectors that perform frequency specific reflection and 

these additional discrete structures add weight and size to the 

antenna.  Additionally, photon sorting has been performed 

using bimetallic nanoantennas, and plasmonic gratings in the 

visible spectral regime.  Yet these devices performed only one 

function, i.e., photon sorting, and often suffered from 

polarization dependence and angle of incidence dependence of 

the incident radiation, as opposed to the structures described in 

this paper. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1: A schematic of periodic cylindrical cavities 

in a metal is shown from top down (a), in a cross section 

through one set of cavities (b), and the final fabricated 

device (c). The gray region represents the metal, the 

light blue regions are the dielectric-filled apertures, and 

the white is the superstrate (air) above the cavities. 

Here = 26 mm, a1 = 8.03 mm, a2 = 5.74 mm, h = 7 

mm, and  is the angle of incidence [22]. 

In our work described in [22], a sub-wavelength sized aperture 

array (SAA) was designed to locally (i.e., near the surface) split 

microwave radiation according to frequency and to channel the 

light to differently sized apertures within each repeating unit 

cell and to individually absorb the photons within two non-

overlapping spectral bands.  The SAA was then fabricated and 

tested.  Even though this particular structure was designed to 

operate in the microwave spectral region, the underlying 

principles can be applied to SAA that operate in other spectral 

regions [21].  To do this, one scales the geometric feature sizes 

of the structure and the wavelength of operation is 

correspondingly scaled (i.e., reducing all the dimensions of the 

physical features, say by one half reduces the wavelength of 

operation by one half). Of course, scaling the structure by a very 

large amount, say from the microwave to the visible spectral 

region, generally requires one to include the increased optical 

loss of the materials and also generally requires the use of 

different materials for the SAA. 

 
Figure 2: The simulated and experimental specular 

reflection from the metasurface for s-polarized 

radiation at =17˚ angle of incidence.  The individual 

dips at 8.10 GHz and 9.25 GHz are due to the two 

different WCMs [22]. 

 

But in the microwave, metals such as copper and aluminum are 

low loss.  The structure that was designed in [22] is a compound 

cavity array.  The cavities were not deeply subwavelength in 

size, they were approximately 𝜆/2√𝜖 where 𝜖 is the complex 

dielectric permittivity of the material filling the cavities.  Thus, 

this structure is not a pure metamaterial or metasurface that 

appears to be homogenous from the perspective of the incident 

radiation.  The EM modes responsible for the SAA’s properties 

are waveguide cavity modes (WCMs) that can be supported by 

the cavities.  The photon sorting and light channeling 

themselves can be understood by considering the time-reversed 

situation, because Maxwell’s equations are time-reversal 

invariant (with some important exceptions [22]).  In the time-

reversed situation, if one can excite the WCMs of different 

energies supported by differently sized cavities, then the WCMs 

will not be entirely confined to the cavity and will radiate out 

into free space, with the outwardly radiating energy diverging.  

This outwardly radiating diverging beam in the time-reversed 

frame of reference is an inwardly incident beam that converges 

to cavities in the forward-time frame of reference.  This simple 

explanation describes how the light can experience the effects 
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of the cavities prior to encountering any physical object (i.e., 

the metal surface); more detailed explanations can be found in 

[22]. 

The photon sorting structure is a two-dimensional square 

array of subwavelength cylindrical cavities embedded in 

aluminum. Each unit cell contains two cavities of different radii 

and identical heights, arranged in a rhombic lattice, see Fig. 1. 

The individual cavities within the unit cell are designed to 

support an effective-cavity resonance or cavity mode (CM) with 

amplified EM fields, where the lowest order mode’s frequency 

dependence is approximately given by [22]: 

 𝑓 ≈
𝑐

2𝜋√𝑅𝑒[𝜀]
[(

𝜋

ℎ𝑒𝑓𝑓
)

2

+ (
1.841

𝑎
)

2

]

1/2

 (1) 

where a is the cavity radius and heff is the effective height of the 

cavity (consisting of the physical geometric height plus some 

additional length as determined by the WCM’s energy and 

mode order).  Because the structure is to absorb the photons 

channeled to the two different apertures within each unit cell, 

an absorbing material was placed in the cavities.  This material 

was a silicone elastomer dielectric (Sylgard 184) doped with 

8.36% graphite; this resulted in an complex permittivity of  𝜀 =
4.33 + 0.22𝑖.  This value of   was carefully chosen to 

maximize concentration and achieve optimal coupling between 

the incident beam and the cavity mode [23].  The two cavities 

were designed such that isolate two non-overlapping absorption 

bands that occur at 8.10 GHz and 9.25 GHz.  To achieve this, 

the dimensions of the structure was a1 = 8.03 mm, a2 = 5.74 mm 

and h = 7 mm. 

The simulated results were obtained using HFSS. The 

experimental results were obtained using a vector network 

analyzer and broad band horn antennas for the emission and 

detection of the s and p-polarized radiation for angles of 

incidence between 5 and 35 degrees.   Figure 2 shows the 

simulated and measured specular reflection showing an 

agreement between the two curves.  Figure 3 shows the 

simulated absorption in each cavity, showing that there is a high 

level of photon sorting and separate absorption. 

As was stated before, the use of WCMs to perform photon 

sorting and detection can be applied to different spectral 

regions.  Of particular interest is photon sorting in the infrared 

and visible spectral ranges.  In the IR, multi-band IR detectors 

can be designed; whereas in the visible and near-IR spectral 

regions, multi-junction solar cells can be developed.  To 

demonstrate this concept in the IR, we described in [21] the 

design, fabrication and testing of a IR photon sorting meta-

surface of a very similar design as the microwave structure 

shown in Fig. 1, but with the structural feature sizes scaled 

down considerably:  = 500 nm, a1 = 80 nm, a2 = 125 nm, h = 
35 nm, and with the metal being gold (with the complex 

permittivity provided by Palik [24]) and amorphous silicon (a-

Si) filling the cavities, as shown in Fig. 4b.  In this structure, 

photon sorting and selective transmission through the two 

differently sized apertures were the objectives.  The results of 

the photon sorting in this higher energy spectral range (relative 

to the microwave) are not as dramatic in terms of photon sorting 

efficiency and agreement between simulated and measured 

results due to several issues.   One issue being the increased 

optical absorption within the metal.  The second issue is the 

quality of the fabricated structure; better defined cavities, more 

consistently shaped cavities can be achieved for the larger size 

scale microwave structures than for the IR metasurfaces. 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 3: (a) The simulated total reflection and the 

absorption in the two different cavities.  It is seen that 

the structure performs efficient photon sorting and 

absorption.  (b) A false-color plot of the volume loss 

density at a height of 3.5 mm inside the cavities at 8.10 

GHz (red) and 9.25 GHz (blue) overlaid on the same 

plot [22]. 

Yet the concept of photon sorting and individual 

absorption/detection via polarization independent WCMs 

(largely polarization independent, see [21] for more 

discussions) is still evident, and further optimization and 

fabrication process development could provide a compelling 

way to perform dual-wavelength IR detection in a small, 

lightweight single layer metasurface.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4: (a) The fabricated structure (dimensions given in 

the text). (b) The simulated electric field magnitude for a 

normal incident beam of  = 910 nm and  = 1170 nm.  The 

simulated results show that efficient photon sorting should 

occur, yet due to the more challenging fabrication of these 

small structures, the structural variations produce widening 

and shifts of the absorption peaks [21].   

 

 
Figure 5: The simulated (solid blue) and measured (dashed 

red) absolute transmission.  It is seen that the two observed 

(measured) peaks are shifted and broadened relative to the 

simulated peaks. 

 
Figure 6: The simulated power flow through the structure.  

The smaller (red dot-dashed) cavity selects and transmits 

IR radiation of smaller wavelength (910 nm) while the 

larger (blue dashed) cavity selects and transmits IR 

radiation of larger wavelength (1170 nm) [21]. 

3. Dispersion Engineered Plasmonic Structures 

The ability to custom design the dispersion curves of surface 

plasmons (SPs) would have great utility in the study of complex 

EM phenomena including the filtering and trapping of SP 

modes, and in studying slow and fast light phenomena.  For 

such studies, one would like a material that supports SPs that 

has a dispersion curve that exhibits a zero group velocity or a 

negative group velocity.  Dispersion curves for SPs are 

dependent on the shape of the metal surface and the overall 

structure of the metal/dielectric system.  For example, for flat 

metal surfaces, the SP dispersion curve is given by: 

 𝑘𝑠𝑝 = 𝑘𝑜 (
𝜀𝑚𝜀𝑑

𝜀𝑚+𝜀𝑑
)

1/2
 (2) 

where 𝑘𝑠𝑝 is the in-plane momentum of the SP, 𝑘𝑜 = 𝜔/𝑐 and 

𝜀𝑚 and  𝜀𝑑 are the frequency dependent complex permittivities 

of the metal and bounding dielectric material respectively.  Eq. 

2 results in a monotonically increasing dispersion curve for 

frequencies below 𝜔𝑝/√2 and for a bounding dielectric of 

vacuum.  Thus there are no SP momentum ranges where the SP 

displays a negative or zero group velocity that could be used to 

trap or concentrate the SPs.  There are systems that display 

negative and/or zero SP group velocities, including SPs in thin 

metal films that has symmetric and asymmetric SP modes and 

SPs on elliptically shaped metallic particles [25-28], yet such 

systems do not provide the flexibility to “dial-in” the desired SP 

dispersion curve that one would want in order to study complex 

SP phenomena.  

 = 910 nm  = 1170 nm 
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Figure 7: Top: The structure studied in this work and in 

[29]. Bottom:  The real part of the permittivity of each 

layer, and the ratio of the real to the imaginary part. 

In [29], we describe a method to engineer SP dispersion curves 

by using multiple, flat and unpatterned layers where each layer 

has a different free electron concentration n.  Such control of n 

can be achieved using doped semiconductors and doped oxides 

[30] and can be used to tune the value of  𝜀𝑚 for each layer, as 

described by the Drude model: 

 𝜀𝑚 = 𝜀∞ −
𝜔𝑝

2

𝜔(𝜔+𝑖Γ)
 (3) 

where 𝜀∞ is the high frequency permittivity, Γ = 𝑒/𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜇𝑒 is 

the damping rate with e being the electron charge, meff and eff 

the electron effective mass and mobility respectively, and with 

𝜔𝑝
2 = 𝑛𝑒2/𝜀𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓 being dependent on n.  Thus each layer can 

have a different  𝜀𝑚 and when applying this to Eq. (2) leads to 

different steps in the dispersion curve given by the equation 

[29]: 

 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝,𝑖 =
√𝜔𝑝,𝑖

2 −Γ2(𝜀∞+𝜀𝑑)/4

√𝜀∞+𝜀𝑑
 (4) 

where the subscript i refers to the layer.  This concepts relies on 

how the EM fields of the SP modes change (i.e., distribute 

themselves or confine themselves) as the in-plane momentum  

𝑘𝑠𝑝 goes from a small value to larger values.   

 
Figure 8: Top: The reflectance (i.e., |𝑅|2), assuming a 

unit amplitude plane wave.  Of course, for such large kx 

values, the plane wave is not within the light cone, but 

such excitation can be achieved with radiating dipoles 

placed near the surface. Bottom: The value of the 

logarithm of  |𝑆−1|.  Self-sustaining modes, such as SPs 

have poles in |𝑆−1| [29]. 

Because of the relationship 𝑘⊥ = 𝑖𝜅 = √𝜀𝑑𝑘𝑜
2 − 𝑘𝑠𝑝

2 , where 𝑘⊥ 

is the out-of-plane momentum and 𝜅  is the decay constant, at 

low 𝑘𝑠𝑝 values, the EM fields of the SP extend to a greater 

extent throughout all the layers of the structure.  But as 𝑘𝑠𝑝 

increases, so does 𝜅 and the fields are increasingly confined to 

evermore higher-lying layers (i.e., layers that are nearer the 

source exciting the SPs).  
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Figure 9: Left: The value of Re( Hz ) for  = 0.91 THz and kx = 18 m-1 (point “+” in the Top figure in Fig. 8). The EM fields of 

the SP are largely confined to Layers 1, 2 and 3.  Right:  The value of Re( Hz ) for  = 0.75 THz and kx = 50 m-1 (point “” in the 

Top figure in Fig. 8).  The EM fields of the SP are largely confined to Layers 1 and 2 [29]. 

Thus for low  𝑘𝑠𝑝, the energy of the SPs will tend to assume the 

value of the thickest, bottom most layer, and as  𝑘𝑠𝑝 increases, 

changes in the SP energy will occur as the SP assumes the value 

appropriate for the layer within which its fields are increasingly 

confined.  Figures 7 - 10 illustrate this concept for a simulated 

3 layer system (with two additional semi-infinite layers being 

the superstrate and substrate of 𝜀 = 4).   The structure has 3 

layers of different doping, Layers 2, 3, and 4.  Layer 2 has the 

following properties: 𝑛2 = 1.9 × 1015𝑐𝑚−3 and t2 = 15 nm; 

Layer 3  𝑛3 = 2.6 × 1015𝑐𝑚−3 and t3 = 20 nm; Layer 4  𝑛4 =

4.3 × 1015𝑐𝑚−3 and t4 = 1 m.  All layers have 𝜇𝑒 = 1.5 ×

105 𝑐𝑚2/𝑉 𝑠, meff = 0.015mo, and 𝜀∞ = 15.7.  Layers 1 and 5 

are considered dielectrics with frequency independent 

permittivity values of 𝜀 = 4. 

 
Figure 10: The value of Re( Hz ) for  = 1.02 THz and kx = 

2.5 m-1 (point “o” in the Top figure in Fig. 8).  It is seen that 

the EM fields of the SP for this mode extends throughout the 

entire structure, thus the thick Layer 4 will largely determine 

the energy of this SP mode [29]. 

With three separate layers, each having different values of n and 

thus different SP frequencies given by Eq. (4), one would expect 

3 different steps in the dispersion curve with the steps at the 

frequencies given by Eq. (4).  Using both a rigorous coupled 

wave algorithm (RCWA), and finite difference time domain 

(FDTD) methods (Lumerical), the dispersion curves do indeed 

show steps, or levels with the frequencies predicted by Eq. (4).  

And by studying the EM field distributions for SP modes at the 

three different “steps” of the dispersion curve, the distributions 

agree with what is expected, namely that the EM fields of the 

SPs for increasing  𝑘𝑠𝑝 are increasing confined to the top thinner 

layers of the structure which impart to the SP a different energy 

according to the layer’s free electron concentration n.  

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

Two different concepts involved with sorting and absorbing 

electromagnetic modes were reviewed and described in this 

work.  The first concept involved photon sorting and individual 

absorption by using compound aperture arrays in metal films.  

The two differently shaped cavities supported two waveguide 

cavity modes of different energy, and as incoming light 

approaches the film, the photons converge to the cavity that 

supports excitations that match their energy.  Once the WCM is 

excited, the EM radiation is absorbed and can be used to 

generate a photocurrent, as would be done in dual-wavelength 

detectors, or to drive electron-hole pair generation, separation 

and collection, as would be done in a solar cell.  The second 

concept involved the method to engineer the dispersion curves 

of surface plasmons to produce SP modes that have zero or 

negative group velocities.  The structures required for this are 

simple and are only flat multi-layered semiconductors of 

varying free electron charge concentrations.  With such a 

system, SP trapping and filtering can be studied that would 

include slow and fast light phenomena. 
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Abstract 
A reconfigurable THz complex medium, obtained from the 
embedment of a V-beam electrothermal actuator as a tuning 
mechanism in a split-ring resonator (SRR), is proposed in 
this paper. When the appropriate actuation voltage is ap-
plied on the electrothermal microelectromechanical systems 
(MEMS), a controllable metamaterial, presenting enhanced 
bandwidth tunability at two different resonances, is accom-
plished. Several polarization arrangements are investigated 
to enlighten the diverse attributes of the complex medium. 
The merits of the proposed device are thoroughly examined 
via a precise finite element method (FEM). 

1. Introduction 
Various aspects of modern RF technology are accompanied 
by artificially engineered complex media, such as metama-
terials [1], exhibiting extraordinary electromagnetic perfor-
mance not available in nature. This unique behavior is ex-
ploited in many contemporary applications, especially in the 
THz frequencies [2], [3]. Furthermore, metamaterials’ in-
volvement in wireless power transfer is deemed critical for 
establishing high-end applications, since it facilitates the 
development of highly efficient devices [4]-[6]. However, 
their inherent lack of wide spectral bandwidths introduces 
several constraints in the development of real-life applica-
tions. To overcome this limitation, several techniques have 
been proposed incorporating various reconfiguration mech-
anisms, such as magnetically or thermally controlled liquid 
crystals, and optically reconfigurable silicon apparatuses. 
Nevertheless, radio-frequency microelectromechanical sys-
tems (RF-MEMS) [7], [8] have been proven the most capa-
ble devices to attain advanced bandwidth controllability. 
Among them, thermal and electrostatic RF-MEMS, like 
cantilevers, curved membranes and comb drives, have been 
employed to establish the required performance tunability 
[9]-[12]. Additionally, a controllable metamaterial, that 
associates the double two-hot arm electrothermal actuator 
with a split-ring resonator (SRR), has been presented [13]. 
These setups yield a tunable mu-negative (MNG) behavior. 

In this paper, V-beam MEMS electrothermal actuators 
[14] are introduced as a tuning mechanism of complex ma-
terials. In particular, this kind of actuator is exploited to 
develop a programmable SRR. The proposed device is ca-
pable of sustaining MNG and ENG resonances as well. The 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1: Geometry and design parameters of the V-beam 
electrothermal actuator (a) upper view and (b) bottom view. 
 
inherent anisotropic performance of the structure is adequate-
ly examined via diverse polarization topologies. The move-
ment of the actuator’s tip provides the required frequency 
shifting, resulting in bandwidth enhancement of the associated 
frequency regions. The new arrangement successfully exhibits 
this trait, as verified by extensive numerical simulations. 

2. The controllable THz complex medium 

2.1. Characteristics of the V-beam MEMS actuators 

The V-beam actuator is capable of generating enhanced lev-
els of in-plane deflection, whereas its principal operation is 
based on the thermal expansion of the associated beams, 
when excited by a potential difference. The device consists 
of two long beams, which are held fixed by two anchors at a 
specific angle. An actuation voltage is applied between them, 
creating an electric circuit. In this manner, electric current 
travels along the beams, resulting in resistive heating and 
thermal expansion. Hence, an in-plane displacement of the 
associated tip occurs owing to the expansion of the beams. A 
voltage-driven actuator of this kind is depicted in Fig. 1. 

The design parameters of the proposed structure are se-
lected as: L1 = 2 μm, L2 = 1 μm, L3 = 26 μm, a = 1.33o, and 
g = 0.2 μm. The device comprises a 1.5 μm thick PolySilicon 
layer. Also, the height of dimples and anchors is set to 0.5 
μm, while the height of the remaining actuator is 1 μm. 
Based on the above notions, a coupled electric, thermal and 
structural analysis, along with a parametric study for the 
actuation voltage, are conducted in order to identify the 
primary characteristics of the device. The FEM approach is 
employed, while the actuator is discretized into 374 prisma- 



 
Figure 2: Maximum tip displacement for different values of 
the actuation voltage. 

 
Figure 3: Total displacement distribution (in μm) at the ac-
tuation voltage of 3 V. 

 
tic elements with 13590 degrees of freedom. In this frame-
work, the maximum tip displacement is calculated for dif-
ferent values of the actuation voltage, as depicted in Fig. 2. 
Furthermore, its corresponding total displacement distribu-
tion, together with the deformed geometry of the structure, 
at an actuation voltage of 3 V, are presented in Fig. 3. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4: Geometry and design parameters of (a) the re-
configurable, in terms of V-beam electrothermal actua-
tors, metamaterial and (b) the unit cell. 

2.2. Electrothermally controlled metamaterial 

A tunable complex medium can be designed by using the 
V-beam electrothermal actuator, as in Fig. 4, along with its 
corresponding unit cell. When a certain voltage is applied, 
the resulting thermal expansion moves the tip of the struc-
ture and the gap is modified. Thus, any variation in the ac-
tuation voltage level introduces a reconfigurable gap and as 
a consequence a controllable SRR. The cell period is set to 
30.4 μm, h1 = 5.9 μm, r = 7 μm, w = 1 μm, g = 0.5 μm, and 
the thickness of the Si3N4 substrate is 2 μm. The SRR con-
sists of gold with 1 μm thickness, whereas a gold coating is 
placed over the upper side of the actuator as well as on its 
tip to sustain any resonances. Taking into account these data 
all numerical simulations are conducted through a properly 
tailored FEM, whereas a parallel-plate waveguide approach 
is adopted to extract the S-parameters. This technique in-
volving PEC and PMC boundary conditions constitutes an 
excellent approximation to model the array of the unit cells 
in comparison with Floquet boundary conditions. Specifi-
cally, the unit cell is divided into 28115 tetrahedral ele-
ments with 182304 degrees of freedom. A robust homoge-
nization method [15] is also exploited to retrieve the consti-
tutive effective parameters of the proposed complex media. 

3. Numerical results and discussion 
The properties of the reconfigurable metamaterial are as-
sessed through a large number of comprehensive numerical 
investigations in the THz frequency region. Several polari-
zation topologies are examined to reveal the characteristics 
of the associated resonances. 

3.1. Initial orientation 

The first topology is denoted by an impinging wave parallel 
to the plane of the resonators. In particular, the magnetic 
field is perpendicular to the loops of the unit cells, whereas 
the electric field is parallel to the V-beam electrothermal 
actuators, as depicted in Fig. 4(a). The magnitude of the S21-
parameter is calculated for different values of the actuation 
voltage and presented in Fig. 5, revealing the existence of 
two discrete resonances. Furthermore, the real part of the ef-  

 
Figure 5: Tunable behavior at several actuation voltages in 
terms of S21-parameter. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6: Tunable performance at several actuation voltag-
es in terms of (a) effective electric permittivity and (b) 
effective magnetic permeability. 
 

Table 1: Spectral characteristics of the resonances. 

Actuation 
Voltage (V) 

Frequency Regions 
Start 

(THz) 
End 

(THz) 
BW 

(GHz) 
0 1.4256 1.4397 14.1 
 2.3289 2.5003 171.4 

3 1.4161 1.4293 13.2 
 2.3508 2.5224 171.6 

 

 
fective electric permittivity and effective magnetic permea-
bility is illustrated in Fig. 6. These results present the MNG 
THz resonance together with an ENG THz resonance of the 
complex medium as well as the ability for enlarged band-
width. The frequency regions of interest are denoted in Ta-
ble 1, when the actuation voltage increases from 0 V to 3 V. 
Considering the first resonance, an enhanced tunability is 
attained, since the narrow bandwidth of 14.1 GHz, is artifi-
cially extended to 1.4397 THz – 1.4161 THz = 23.6 GHz, 
offering a magnification of 61%. Furthermore, the second 
resonance presents an initial bandwidth of 171.4 GHz, 
which is further enhanced to 2.5224 THz – 2.3289 THz = 
193.5 GHz, offering an improvement of 13%. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7: Electric field snapshots of the electrothermally 
controlled metamaterial unit cell, when the actuation volt-
age is (a) 0 V at 1.432 THz and (b) 0 V at 2.418 THz. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8: Surface current density snapshots of the electro-
thermally controlled metamaterial unit cell, when the actua-
tion voltage is (a) 0 V at 1.432 THz and (b) 0 V at 2.418 
THz (The arrows depict the direction and intensity of the 
surface current flow). 
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Figure 9: Topology for a different polarization of the recon-
figurable, in terms of V-beam electrothermal actuator, unit 
cell.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 10: Tunable performance for different polarization 
at several actuation voltages in terms of (a) S21-parameter 
and (b) effective magnetic permeability. 

 
Additionally, two snapshots of the electric field intensity 

are given in Fig. 7, when the actuation voltage is 0 V and 
the frequency is 1.432 THz and 2.418 THz, respectively. In 
the first case, the maximum value is observed in the vicinity 
of the gap, displaying the MNG performance. The second 
case presents the ENG behavior of the device, since the max-
imum values are revealed at the regions of the anchors. Final-
ly, two snapshots of the surface current distribution are de-
picted in Fig. 8, associated with the aforementioned actuation 
conditions. It is obvious, in the first case, that the maximum  

Table 2: Spectral characteristics of the resonances  
for the other polarization. 

Actuation 
Voltage (V) 

Frequency Regions 
Start 

(THz) 
End 

(THz) 
BW 

(GHz) 
0 1.4232 1.4278 4.6 
 1.8713 1.8727 1.4 

3 1.4138 1.4184 4.6 
 1.8796 1.8804 0.8 

 

 
value is revealed upon the surface of the SRR, denoting the 
presence of an MNG resonance. On the other hand, the sec-
ond resonance is considered as an ENG, due to the presence 
of a maximum surface current upon the V-beam electro-
thermal actuator. Therefore, it is deduced that the prior SRR 
can be advantageous in several high-frequency arrangements. 

3.2. Rotated orientation 

The second topology is also described by an impinging 
wave parallel to the plane of the resonators. However, this 
wave is rotated 90o in comparison to the initial orientation. 
Thus, in this case the electric field is perpendicular to the V-
beam electrothermal actuators, while the magnetic field is 
perpendicular to the loops, as illustrated in Fig. 9. The mag-
nitude of the S21-parameter is extracted for different values 
of the actuation voltage and depicted in Fig. 10(a), present-
ing the existence of two discrete resonances. Moreover, the 
real part of the effective magnetic permeability is illustrated 
in Fig. 10(b). These data denote the presence of two MNG 
THz resonances of the metamaterial as well as the capabil-
ity for improved bandwidth. The corresponding frequency 
regions are presented in Table 2, when the actuation voltage 
increases from 0 V to 3 V. By inspecting the first resonance, 
an enhanced tunability is attained, since the narrow band-
width of 4.6 GHz, is artificially extended to 1.4278 THz – 
1.4138 THz = 14 GHz, providing an improvement of 204%. 
In addition, the second resonance presents an initial band-
width of 1.4 GHz, which is further improved to 1.8804 THz 
– 1.8713 THz = 9.1 GHz, offering a magnification of 550%. 

Also, two snapshots of the electric field intensity are il-
lustrated in Fig. 11, when the actuation voltage is 0 V and the 

 

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 11: Electric field snapshots for the other polariza-
tion of the electrothermally controlled metamaterial unit 
cell, when the actuation voltage is (a) 0 V at 1.425 THz 
and (b) 0 V at 1.872 THz. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 12: Surface current density snapshots for the other 
polarization of the electrothermally controlled metamaterial 
unit cell, when the actuation voltage is (a) 0 V at 1.425 THz 
and (b) 0 V at 1.872 THz (The arrows depict the direction 
and intensity of the surface current flow). 
 
frequency is 1.425 THz and 1.872 THz, respectively. In the 
first case, the maximum value is obtained in the vicinity of 
the gap, revealing the MNG performance. The second case is 
moreover associated to an MNG behavior of the structure, 
however the maximum values are located at the regions of 
the anchors. Finally, two snapshots of the surface current 
distribution are presented in Fig. 12, corresponding to the 
previous actuation conditions. It is apparent, in the first case, 
that the maximum value is unveiled upon the surface of the 
SRR, illustrating an MNG resonance. Conversely, the sec-
ond MNG resonance is less obvious, since the maximum 
surface current is located upon the V-beam electrothermal 
actuator. Thus, it is deduced that the SRR under investigation 
can be profitable in an assortment of high-frequency setups. 

3.3. Anisotropic performance 

The numerical assessment of the tunable complex medium 
denotes a different behavior, when the polarization of the 
impinging wave is altered. Specifically, the central frequency 
of the resonances is shifted, whereas the corresponding quali-
ty factor is modified. Furthermore, in some cases, the essence 
of each resonance is reconfigured between MNG and ENG 
performance. Such an observation regarding anisotropy is 

deemed critical in designing programmable complex media 
and associated applications. 

4. Conclusions 
The employment of V-beam MEMS electrothermal actua-
tors for the design of a novel programmable metamaterial is 
introduced in this paper. Advanced bandwidth tunability at 
two discrete resonances is verified through several FEM 
simulations, while different polarization arrangements are 
also examined indicating its benefits and applicability. The 
promising properties of the proposed device enable its po-
tential application in a variety of contemporary THz imple-
mentations and wireless power transfer systems. 
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Abstract 

This paper aims to show the design and performances of a 
flat superstrate placed above an L-band patch antenna. 
Obtained from the Transformation Electromagnetics (TE) 
technique, this superstrate enables to produce an antipodal 
radiation with a quasi-null radiation in the broadside 
direction. From the analytical transformations used for the 
calculation of the constitutive parameters, material 
permittivity and permeability profiles of the superstrate are 
deduced. Then, the field distribution and radiation patterns 
of the whole structure confirm the antipodal radiation 
behavior. 

1. Introduction 

Since 2006, the work of Pendry about Transformation 
Electromagnetics (TE) inspired several groups to design 
exotic devices for many fields as electromagnetism, optics, 
acoustics, etc. The flexibility in the control of wave 
propagation allows designing enigmatic devices such as 
invisibility cloak [1], [2] but also to modify the farfield of a 
patch antenna combined with a TE based device as in [3-6]. 
In this article, the proposed device enables the fields to 
propagate towards the sides (θ = ± 90° direction) instead of 
broadside (θ = 0° direction) as a classical patch antenna 
does. Usually when a planar antenna is placed or conformed 
on a structure, a broadside radiation pattern is obtained. 
However, in many applications, like airborne systems, it 
will be interesting to have an exotic radiation pattern where 
two opposite main beams are generated close to the 
structure. This last peculiar behavior can be very interesting 
for applications where protuberate antennas are not allowed 
because of mechanical constraints. To achieve this kind of 
radiation, we propose to design a flat superstrate based on 
TE and to put it above an L-band patch antenna. 
First, the principle of the design of the superstrate and the 
analytical transformations are shown. Then, the description 
of the 2D and 3D designs and the corresponding 
simulations results are presented for discussion and 
analysis. Finally conclusions are drawn. 

2. TE Device description 

In this section, the analytical transformations are presented 
on a 2D structure to simplify the design process. Then, this 
2D structure is rotated around x axis to create the complete 
structure, which is described in the next section.  

 

2.1. Analytical Transformations 

The design principle for the 2D superstrate is presented in 
Fig. 1. Two spaces are described. We notice that the virtual 
space is divided in two symmetrical parts.  

 

Figure 1: L = 200 mm, d = 37.5 mm, w = 37.5 mm, a = 
2 (compression factor). a) Real space. b) Virtual space. 

Equation 1 describes the transformation, both x and y 
coordinates are transformed. 
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Then, the calculations for the constitutive parameters are 
performed using Transformation Electromagnetics [1][2]. It 
is also needed to simplify the permittivity and the 
permeability tensors in order to achieve a realistic material 
profile [3][6]. The reduced set of components of the 
permittivity and permeability tensors is shown in Equation 
2. 
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There are two symmetrical substructures for the proposed 
superstrate, each one has an identical equation, and only the 
sign is changed. This transformation aims to guide the fields 
towards the sides of the structure; this is the reason to use a 
shifted semi elliptical transformation.  
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2.2. 2D structure 

As previously mentioned, the components of the tensors of 
constitutive parameters are reduced and εzz and µyy are the 
only non-zero values, their values are shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Component εzz from permittivity tensor. b) 
Component µyy from permeability tensor. 

In order to evaluate the electromagnetic behavior of the 
device, the electric near field is analyzed at 1.2 GHz. 
Comsol Multiphysics is used to perform simulations where 
an anisotropic and inhomogeneous material is needed.  
The antenna is modeled by a surface current, a PEC ground 
plane and a dielectric. Then, the normalized electric field 
distribution Ez for the 2D structure, respectively the antenna 
model without and with TE based superstrate, is presented 
in Fig. 3.a and 3.b.  
 

 

 
Figure 3: 2D Simulation of Ez field distribution at 1.2 
GHz for: a) Antenna model only and b) Antenna model 
with TE based superstrate. 

 
It is observed that the patch antenna, modeled with a surface 
current, has a directive radiation as expected. After, when 
the TE based superstrate is placed over the antenna, the 
electric field is split in two and propagates towards the sides 
of the antenna. 

3. Complete Structure and Results 

In order to confirm the performances of the superstrate, the 
antenna radiation pattern obtained with or without it, has 
been calculated with CST Microwave Studio. A probe fed 
patch antenna has been designed in order to work in the L 
band with the superstrate. The antenna substrate is a 
100*100 mm² square with 15.5 mm of thickness and the size 
of the patch is 65.5*65.5 mm². The substrate is Arlon AD 
250 (εr = 2.5), and the ground plane has the same size as the 
substrate.  
The 3D TE based structure with the patch antenna is 
simulated using the discretized values of constitutive 
parameters εzz and µyy shown in Fig. 4. It means that these 
profiles for both, permittivity and permeability are divided 
into blocks of constant value (the average value of εzz and 
µyy), and then these 2D blocks are converted into 3D 
concentric rings. Therefore, three multi-annular layers 
constitute the superstrate. 
 

 

Figure 4: Discretized profile for permittivity and 
permeability. 

 
Different configurations are explored in order to obtain the 
patch antenna with the superstrate matched in the desired 
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frequency band [1.16 GHz-1.2 GHz]. In Fig. 5, the 
magnitude of the input reflection coefficient of the complete 
structure is presented for these cases. 

 

Figure 5: Magnitude of input reflection coefficient of 
the complete structure with different configurations. 

First, we observe that the antenna without superstrate is 
matched around 1.3 GHz. Then, the impedance matching of 
the complete structure without any inter layer is clearly 
affected in the operating band by two major causes. The first 
one is that there are high values of permittivity and low 
values of permeability in direct contact with the radiating 
surface. The second is the discretization of the continuous 
values of the constitutive parameters (ε and µ), which 
introduces reflections between each layer.  
Adding an air layer between the antenna and the superstrate 
enables to recover one operating bandwidth but at higher 
frequencies than the targeted one. Finally, a transition layer 
of 10 mm thickness and εr = 4 is placed between the patch 
antenna and the superstrate to obtain the desired frequency 
band. This layer increases the thickness of the whole device 
from 53 mm to 63 mm for the final structure. 
In Fig. 6, the Ez-Field distributions of the patch alone and of 
the complete structure are presented in their operating 
frequency band. It is observed how the electric field travels 
towards the side of the structure thanks to the superstrate, 
instead of traveling in axial direction.  
 

 

 

Figure 6: a) Ez Field Distribution at 1.3 GHz for the 
patch only and b) Ez Field Distribution at 1.2 GHz for 
the complete structure. 

 
In order to highlight the performances of the complete 
structure, the 3D radiation patterns are presented in Fig. 7 
with and without superstrate. In Fig. 7.a, the radiation 
pattern of the patch antenna only calculated at 1.3 GHz 
shows that the radiation is maximum at 0° (broadside) with a 
realized gain of 4.2 dB and -8.5 dB at ± 90°. 
 
Therefore, in Fig. 7.b, the antenna and the TE device 
produce at 1.2 GHz an antipodal radiation pattern with two 
main beams along the sides with maximum realized gain of 
3.5 dB at ± 89° and -14.9 dB in the broadside direction. 
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Figure 7: Magnitude of the realized gain for: a) Patch 
only at 1.3 GHz and b) Patch with TE based superstrate 
at 1.2 GHz. 

 
The co-polar and cross-polar components of the realized 
gain in the two main planes of antenna (phi=0° and 
theta=90°) are presented in Fig. 8. In the plane theta=90°, 
the two main lobes are close to the antipodes and a third 
lobe in the phi=180° direction is also present with a lower 
level (-2.2 dB compared to the main lobes). The level of 
cross-polar component is low. 
 
In the other plane phi=0°, the radiation pattern is strongly 
backwards directed. It presents 1.3 dB of realized gain in the 
main direction (theta =274°). Two other lobes are directed to 
12° and 133°. They are quite asymmetrical compared to the 
ones in the other plane. The level of cross-polar component 
is very low. 

 

 
Figure 8: Co-polar and cross-polar components of the 
realized gain in the two main planes of antenna at 1.2 
GHz. a) theta=90°. b) phi=0°. 

 

4. Conclusion 

This paper demonstrates the performances of a superstrate 
based on TE technique. This flat device produces an 
interesting electromagnetic behavior with a L-band patch 
antenna, as there is an antipodal radiation with a realized 
gain equal to 3.5 dB at ± 89 °, then dropping off to the 
minimum in the broadside direction which is slightly similar 
to a dipole pattern. Using the designed TE device decreases 
the maximum realized gain of the patch antenna which 
results of the creation of the two lobes. 
In addition, as this superstrate is flat, it can be used for some 
applications, where shape and conformability are highly 
important. Thickness of the superstrate is equal to 37.5 mm, 
which corresponds to 0.15 wavelength at 1.2 GHz. 
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Abstract 
The use of non-bianisotropic complementary split ring 
resonators (NB-CSRRs) as radiating elements in low-profile 
on-metal UHF-RFID tags is explored in this work. The 
radiation properties of the particle, along with the 
impedance matching strategy, are discussed. Based on the 
electromagnetic simulation, a final device with dimensions 
45451.27 mm3 is proposed. The simulated results exhibit 
excellent linear polarization of the radiated fields (axial 
ratio > 40 dB), good impedance matching (−16 dB) at 
914 MHz and a maximum read range of 7.6 m. 

1. Introduction 
ADIO frequency identification (RFID) is a widespread 
technology that allows tagging of objects by using  
electromagnetic waves. In the last years, the use of such 

technology has experienced a rapid increase, whereas the 
cost of the tags has dropped down, and further penetration 
into the market is expected for the next years. Typical 
applications of this technology are smart inventory and item 
tracking, among others. Passive tags operating at the UHF-
RFID frequency bands (860-960 MHz [1]) are especially 
employed for this kind of applications due to the significant 
achievable read ranges, low cost, small dimensions, and 
because such tags do not need batteries. A passive UHF-
RFID tag consists of an antenna matched to an application 
specific integrated circuit (ASIC), which contains the 
information about the tagged item. A passive tag is capable 
of using the electromagnetic energy from the reader to 
activate the chip, which generates a modulated backscattered 
signal to the reader. Typical peak read ranges of UHF-RFID 
tags are in the order of 5-10 m, depending on the country 
regulations (i.e. maximum allowed EIRP value), tag 
characteristics (i.e. antenna performance and chip 
sensitivity) and orientation, item material, and 
environmental conditions. Recently, metamaterials have 
been applied to the design of RFID devices, in order to 
control dimensions, impedance matching and radiation 
properties of the reader antennas [2-4]. Moreover, split ring 
resonators (SRRs) have been used as radiating elements for 
UHF-RFID tags [5], or as matching elements capable of 
providing dual-band functionality to the tag [6]. However, 

the use of complementary resonators as radiating element 
for UHF-RFID tags has not been explored. Due to the 
dipolar moments generated at resonance, which are 
compatible with the boundary conditions imposed by a 
metallic surface, this kind of particle is especially interesting 
for low-profile on-metal applications. Among these 
particles, the non-bianisotropic complementary split ring 
resonator (NB-CSRR) (Fig. 1) is especially interesting due 
to the absence of cross-polarization effects. This property 
allows the linear polarization of the radiated fields to present 
a very high axial ratio, which is convenient in UHF-RFID 
tags. 

First of all, electric and magnetic polarizability of the NB-
CSRR particle are discussed in section 2. Then, in section 3 
the tag design strategy is presented, and the final tag layout 
and the simulation results are shown in section 4. Finally, a 
comparison of the radiation properties of the presented 
particle with respect to the more commonly used 
complementary split ring resonator (CSRR) is provided in 
the last section. 
 

2. Polarizability and radiation properties of NB-
CSRRs  

Given the polarizability tensor of a resonant planar particle, 
it is possible to deduce the polarizability tensor of its 
complementary screen by applying the Babinet principle [7], 
obtaining: 
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where the polarizabilities β can be related to the 
polarizabilities α of the original particle by using the 
relations: 
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where c is the speed of light in vacuum. It is important to 
note that, according to the Babinet principle, if expressions 
(1a)-(1c) are defined for z>0 (where z=0 is the plane of the 
particle), the induced moments for z<0 are the same in 
magnitude but opposite in sign. However, since an infinite 
metal plate is located at z<0 close to the particle, we only are 
interested in the radiation properties of the particle in the 
half-space z>0.  

The non-bianisotropy of the NB-SRR leads all the cross-
polarization terms to vanish, allowing simplifying the 
expression of the polarizability tensor as follows: 
 
 mm mm
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By applying duality to the considerations over the nature of 
the first and second resonances of the NB-SRR [8], it 
follows that, for the NB-CSRR, only a normal electric 
moment pz is generated at the first resonance by a magnetic 
current loop, while only a tangential magnetic moment 
(mx,my) is generated at the second resonance by a magnetic 
current linear dipole. Now, since the particle is electrically 
small at the first resonance, and radiation resistance of a 
small current loop depends upon (r/λ)4, this resonance will 
not provide an acceptable radiation efficiency. On the other 
hand, at the second resonance, the particle has a larger size 
and behaves as a linear magnetic current dipole, resulting 
interesting as a relatively efficient radiator. 

3. Tag design strategy 
Let us now introduce some design concepts that have been 
used in order to determine the final tag layout. First of all, 
impedance matching between the ASIC and the antenna is 
critical when designing an efficient passive UHF-RFID tag. 
The input impedance of an UHF-RFID ASIC is typically 
capacitive, ranging from 100 to 400 Ω, and its real part is 
about one order of magnitude smaller [9]. Thus, the antenna 
impedance is required to be highly inductive in order to 
obtain good impedance matching. The matching strategy 
adopted in this work takes advantage of the very high 
reactance slope and values of the NB-SRR input impedance 
near one of its resonances. In fact, since the first and second 
resonances can be approximated by a shunt LC model in 
terms of impedance [10], before the resonance the particle 
presents an inductive behavior, with a high frequency slope. 
Since the real part of such impedance also presents a great 
variation around the resonance, by simply changing the port 
position P along the slot (i.e. varying the value of the angle 
ϕp (see Fig. 1)) it is possible to obtain the required antenna 
impedance without the need of a matching network. The 
resonant nature of the proposed matching strategy, along 
with the typically small dimensions of the radiating particle, 
limits the bandwidth of the tag to few MHz, which excludes 
the possibility of a worldwide functionality of the tag, 
though it is fully sufficient for the correct operation in one  

 

 

Fig. 1 Non-bianisotropic complementary split ring 
resonator (NB-CSRR). Metal is depicted in yellow, slot in 
white. 

region. However, narrowband impedance matching is 
typical for low-profile on-metal UHF-RFID tags [11].  

In order to shift the second resonance of the particle to the 
desired frequency, there are mainly three parameters to take 
into account. The first is, obviously, the particle average 
radius r, which can be evaluated as rext−c−d/2. Then, the 
separation d of the slots, which controls the coupling 
between the resonators, can be used as a design parameter 
since it offers an additional degree of freedom on the tag 
dimensions. It is well known that increasing the coupling 
between the resonators the frequency split of the first and 
second resonance increases, that is, the first resonance is 
lowered and the second is raised in frequency. Lastly, the 
thickness t of the dielectric plays an active role in the 
position of the resonances, since it is the distance between 
the particle and the metal plane. It is verified by simulation 
(Fig. 2) that the presence of the metal lowers the electric 
resonance (first resonance) and raises the magnetic 
resonance (second resonance), thus increasing the splitting 
between the first and second resonances. 

Other basic considerations about the tag design concern 
the antenna gain. While the presence of the metal increases 
the directivity of the radiated fields, the radiation efficiency 
of a slot antenna rapidly decreases when the substrate 
thickness decreases to extremely small values in terms of 
wavelength. As a consequence, a tradeoff between tag 
thickness and read range must be chosen.  

In the next section the proposed tag layout, which has been 
designed to work at 915 MHz (at the center of the North 
America UHF-RFID band), is presented. 
 

4. Proposed tag layout and simulation results 
The electromagnetic simulations have been carried out by 
means of the commercial software CST Microwave Studio, 
using the time domain and the frequency domain solvers. 
The simulated layout presents the geometry shown in Fig. 1, 
where the boundaries of the metal plate (of dimensions LL) 
which contains the particle have been short-circuited to 
ground, in order to avoid the presence of a parasitic patch 
antenna. The substrate used is the Rogers RO3010, with 
relative permittivity r = 10.2 and thickness h = 1.27 mm  
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Fig. 2 (a) Simulated input impedance of the proposed 
structure, (b) power reflection coefficient. 

(≈ λ/260). The ASIC used for the design is the Alien 
Higgs 3, which presents an input impedance of 
Zc = 25−j190 Ω at 915 MHz, and a read sensitivity of 
−18 dBm [12]. The dimensions of the proposed tag are 
45x45x1.27 mm3. The values of the geometrical parameters 
are L = 45 mm, rext = 20.2 mm, c = 1 mm, d = 0.5 mm, 
w = 6 mm. The port position which provided optimal 
matching impedance was found to be ϕp = 60º. 

The simulated input impedance of the structure, as seen 
from the port position, is depicted in Fig. 2(a). For 
comparison, the simulated impedance of a NB-CSRR with 
the same dimensions and substrate, without the presence of 
the metal plane, is also shown in Fig. 2(a). The input 
impedance reveals clearly the first three resonances of the 
particle in both cases, and besides, the effect of the metal 
plane on the resonance splitting is evident. In our layout, the 
second resonance is raised from 0.87 GHz to 1.01 GHz due 
to the proximity to the metal surface. The simulated power 
reflection coefficient is depicted at Fig. 2(b). A very good 
matching level (−16 dB) is obtained at 914 MHz, with a 
half-power bandwidth of 5 MHz. 

Let us now focus on the antenna parameters of the tag. As 
expected, the radiation pattern (Fig. 3(a)) at 915 MHz agrees 
very well with the pattern produced by the tangential 
magnetic dipolar moment of the NB-CSRR. The axis of the 
dipole is oriented at ϕ = 17º (H-plane), where a null in the  

 
 

 

Fig. 3 Far-field radiation pattern (a) and axial ratio (b) of 
the NB-CSRR-based tag at 915 MHz. 

far-field radiation occurs. The directivity of the antenna is 5 
dBi (for an infinitely extended metallic plane), and radiation 
efficiency is 10%, resulting in a gain of −4.7 dB. Therefore, 
considering EIRP = 4 W (which is the maximum allowed 
value in many countries [1]), the read range reaches 7.6 m, 
according to the well-known equation [13] 
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where EIRP is the equivalent isotropic radiated power, λ is 
the free-space wavelength at the working frequency, Gr is 
the gain of the tag antenna, Pth is the ASIC read sensitivity 
and τ = (1-│s│2) is the power transmission coefficient.  

Let us now examine the polarization of the radiated fields. 
The simulated axial ratio is depicted at Fig. 3(b). As 
expected, the radiated wave is linearly polarized, with an 
excellent axial ratio (> 40 dB) over the whole half-space 
(z>0). The degradation of the axial ratio is limited to two 
very small regions, which are located in the proximity of the 
radiation minimums. These results suggest that the presence 
of the port, which formally introduces an asymmetry in the 
current distribution of the particle, generating a parasitic 
normal electrical moment pz, has small effect on the 
degradation of the axial ratio of the radiated fields. 
 
 
 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 4 CSRR-based tag layout. Metal is depicted in yellow, 
slot in white. 

5. CSRR based tag 
Let us now present an alternative new tag layout () based on 
the complementary split ring resonator (CSRR) working 
near its second resonance. The tag has been designed 
providing that dimensions of the particle in terms of radii, 
slot width and separation between rings are the same as in 
the previous case, in order to compare the radiation 
properties of the two particles. Due to the analogy of the 
second resonance properties of the NB-CSRR and the CSRR 
in terms of dimensions and tangential magnetic 
polarizability, the radiation pattern and efficiency are 
expected to be very similar. However, a comparison of the 
axial ratio is especially interesting because the CSRR 
presents cross-polarization terms, and therefore it is 
expected to exhibit a higher level of circular polarization. 

The simulation results of the CSRR-based tag in terms of 
power reflection coefficient are presented at Fig. 5(a). It can 
be noted that the resonance notch shifted to 0.942 GHz, 
exhibiting similar values of bandwidth (5 MHz) and 
impedance matching (−11 dB) with respect to NB-CSRR 
based tag. The simulated radiation pattern is depicted at Fig. 
5(b). As expected, the directivity and the shape of the 
pattern are the same as in the previous case. However, due to 
the symmetry of the CSRR with respect to the yz plane, the 
radiation nulls are oriented at ϕ =0º. The radiation efficiency 
at second resonance (13%) is also very similar that of the 
NB-CSRR, with a slight increase due to the larger 
dimension of the particle in terms of wavelength. The most 
significant difference between the two cases is, as expected, 
the linear axial ratio values (depicted at Fig. 5(c)) over the 
whole radiation half-space. Due to the radiation associated 
to the non-vanishing normal electric moment pz at second 
resonance, the degradation of the axial ratio involves a 
considerable region of space around the radiation zeros of 
the pattern. 
 

6. Conclusions 
The radiation properties of a NB-CSRR placed at very small 
distance (≈ λ/260) from a metallic plane have been studied 

 

Fig. 5 Simulated power reflection coefficient (a), far-field 
radiation pattern (b) and axial ratio (c) of the CSRR-based 
tag at 942 MHz. 

in this work. Due to the configuration of its intrinsic dipolar 
moments, the particle has been found to present an 
acceptable radiation efficiency (10% with RO3010 
substrate) at its second resonance frequency, which has been 
adjusted at 914 MHz. Due to the non-bianisotropy of the 
NB-CSRR, the far-field polarization is highly linear with an 
excellent axial ratio value (> 40 dB). This property is 
emphasized when comparing the radiation of the presented 
particle and a complementary split ring resonator (CSRR) of 
the same dimensions. The overall antenna gain (−4.7 dB) 
obtained at 914 MHz, along with the very good impedance 
matching level (−16 dB) when coupled to the UHF-RFID 
Alien Higgs 3 ASIC, makes the proposed structure 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 
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(dimensions are 45451.27 mm3) interesting as on-metal 
low-profile UHF-RFID tag. The theoretical maximum read 
range reaches 7.6 m. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents a lightweight microwave absorber 
suitable for space applications. The absorber is based on 
Resistive High Impedance Surface (RHIS) optimized to 
achieve reflection under -15dB in the band [2-2.3GHz] at 
normal and oblique incidences for Transverse Electric (TE) 
and Transverse Magnetic (TM) polarizations. A first 
classical isotropic RHIS structure is shown to be limited to 
angles of incidence up to 40° for TE polarized waves and 
up to 35° for TM polarized waves. So the objective of this 
contribution is to present a second solution based on an 
anisotropic RHIS structure which presents good absorption 
of incident waves in TE and TM polarization for larger 
angles of incidence. An example is presented for an 
incidence angle of 65°.  
 

1. Introduction 
Microwave absorbers can drastically decrease the reflection 
of incident electromagnetic waves within a certain 
frequency range. This property may be used to solve some 
electromagnetic compatibility problems. For space 
applications, the potential of absorbers covering satellite’s 
sides in order to reduce antenna interferences and thus 
improving performances of some radar systems has been 
investigated. To do so, ultra-light absorbers able to handle 
extreme space conditions (wide range of temperatures, 
resistance to corrosion and UV…) are required.  
 
One popular approach to design an absorber is the Salisbury 
screen [1]. It consists of a resistive sheet located above a 
ground plane at a distance of a quarter wavelength. This 
structure is simple but has an inherently narrow band. To 
increase the operational bandwidth, Jaumann absorbers use 
several stacked dielectric layers with resistive sheets at their 
interface [2]. However, this technique leads to a thick and 
heavy structure which is not appropriate for being 
embedded on satellites, mainly because of its weight. 
Recently, Artificial Impedance Surfaces (AIS) or High 
Impedance Surfaces (HIS) have been used as absorbers. An 
HIS consists of a Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) over a 
grounded dielectric slab. The FSS is usually a periodic array 

of printed patterns loaded with resistors or resistive sheets 
in order to achieve absorption. The structure is known as a 
Resistive High Impedance Surface (RHIS) [3]-[6]. RHIS 
are usually thinner since no quarter wavelength resonances 
are involved. Consequently, RHIS appear to be a good 
candidate to achieve a low profile and light absorber, 
mandatory for space applications. However, two major 
limitations exist. Being a resonant structure, RHIS are 
intrinsically narrow-band. This can be overcome by 
increasing the distance between the FSS and the ground 
plane [7], of course at the expense of the thickness. The 
second limitation is that absorption performance depends on 
the incoming wave’s angle of incidence. Usually, absorber 
designs are optimized for incident waves at normal 
incidence. Some research groups developed some oblique 
optimizations for Jaumann and Circuit Analog absorbers 
[8]-[10] or other thick structures [11][12], but there are 
relatively few works regarding the oblique incidence issue 
for HIS-based absorbers. 
 
Among these few studies, some of them investigate a way to 
make absorbers insensitive to the angular dispersion. For 
example in [13], the authors use an analytical model to 
clearly show that increasing the permittivity of the substrate 
separating the ground plane from the FSS decreases the 
incidence angle sensitivity. This approach can be applied 
when the space between the FSS and the ground plane is 
fully (or mostly) filled by dielectric. However, achieving a 
light absorber involves the use of light spacer structures such 
as honeycomb or foam, commonly found in the space field. 
These materials have intrinsically a low permittivity 
(typically less than 1.2) and are therefore not suitable for this 
approach. Another way is to use ultra-thin RHIS. In fact, a 
short distance between the FSS and the ground plane 
decreases the angular dispersion. For example in [14], an 
absorption  defined  by  a  reflection  coefficient  less  than   
-10 dB is achieved for angles ranging up to 45°, both in TE 
and TM cases. However, the extremely low profile of the 
structure (0.017λ0) leads to a narrow bandwidth (2.7%). For 
the targeted application, absorption bandwidths of about 
14% are expected, so this technique is not suitable.  
So to the authors’ knowledge, no wideband and light HIS-
based structure capable of an absorption at large incident 
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angles (greater than 50-60°) for simultaneously TE and TM 
polarizations has been reported in the literature so far. Since 
achieving lightweight absorbers insensitive to angle 
dispersion appears to be a difficult task, we therefore 
propose a different approach to overcome this problem. In 
some particular applications, the angle of incidence of the 
incident interfering wave can be known. This is the case in 
some radar systems embedded on satellites for example. 
Thus, in respect to a given system, optimizing the absorber 
for a particular oblique incidence rather than achieving an 
angle insensitive absorber is an acceptable option. 
 
Consequently, in this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility 
of a lightweight microwave absorber suitable for space 
applications optimized for oblique incidence. First of all, 
Section 2 describes the design of a light RHIS classically 
optimized for normal incidence and the absorber’s 
limitations in terms of angular dispersion are highlighted. 
Section 3 presents the proposed solution. It consists of an 
anisotropic RHIS optimized simultaneously for TE and TM 
oblique polarizations. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in 
Section 4. 

2. Classical RHIS Design  
A typical RHIS consists of an array of square patches 
interconnected by resistors above a grounded dielectric slab. 
The analytical model of this structure is explained in [3]. 
The equivalent RHIS circuit consists of a RLC parallel 
circuit, where the surface impedance (Zs) is calculated as 
indicated in (1) and (2). The real part of Zs corresponds to 
the resistance (R) and the imaginary part is set by the patch 
dimensions (capacitive response ZC) and metal-backed 
substrate (inductive response ZL). Circuit losses are mainly 
induced by the resistors, the resonance conditions are 
reached when the imaginary part is zero. 
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In order to calculate the absorption, this circuit is considered 
as the load of a transmission line model with free space 
characteristic impedance (Z0). The reflection coefficients 
ГTE and ГTM for TE and TM polarizations respectively are 
obtained as indicated in (3) and (4).  Zs

TE and Zs
TM are the 

surface impedance for TE and TM polarization, and θ is the 
angle of incidence.  
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The maximal absorption is obtained at the resonance, when 
the reflection coefficient approaches to zero, in that case Zs 
equals to (5) or (6) for TE and TM polarization respectively. 
Thus the imaginary part of Zs is equal to zero, and the 
impedance value is equal to the real part that corresponds to 
the resistance (R). 
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Figure 1: RHIS surface impedance at the resonance for two 
polarizations (TE and TM) as a function of incidence angle 

 
In Figure 1, it appears that the surface impedance at the 
resonance depends on the angle of incidence for two 
polarizations (TE and TM). In the case of TE polarization, 
the optimal resistance value for maximal absorption 
increases as the incidence angle rises, whereas for TM 
polarization, the optimal resistance decreases as the 
incidence angle increases. So it appears that with isotropic 
structure, a straightforward simultaneous optimization for 
both TE and TM polarizations is not possible. In [15], we 
proposed a lightweight solution to fabricate wideband RHIS 
for normal incidence. It consists of an array of square 
patches etched on Rogers® RO4003 substrate (εr = 3.38 ± 
0.05) on the top of a honeycomb layer (εr = 1.08 ± 0.05) 
with the ground plane (copper film) at the bottom. The 
resistors are implemented in a TICER® sheet with 
resistivity RS = 100 Ω/square and thickness t = 0.1 µm. 
Figure 2 shows the unit cell of the RHIS structure. This 
structure, optimized at normal incidence (θ = 0°), presents a 
reflection coefficient magnitude lower than -15 dB from 2 to 
2.3 GHz, for TE and TM polarizations. Simulation and 
measurement results showed that the RHIS performs well in 
the required band, at normal incidence, for both TE and TM 
polarizations. But when the angle of incidence increases, the 
absorption level decreases and the frequency band shifts 
towards higher frequencies. Therefore, the absorption in the 
2-2.3 GHz band is limited to incidence angles up to 40° for 
waves in TE polarization, and 35° for waves in TM 
polarization. 
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Figure 2: RHIS unit-cell (hHONEYCOMB = 25 mm, hSUBSTRATE= 
0.203 mm, p = 13 mm, g = 2 mm, Wres = 0.53 mm, Lres = 2 
mm, R = 377 Ω) 

 

3. Anisotropic RHIS  
In this section, an optimization strategy based on a hybrid 
structure is proposed. The design consists in the combination 
of two classical RHIS structures, one optimized for TE 
polarization and the other one for TM polarization (Figure 
3), leading then to anisotropic RHIS. 
 

 
 

Figure 3:  Configuration of the RHIS with anisotropic 
geometry 

Thus, the structure is formed by rectangular patches instead 
of square patches and the patch’s interconnection is made 
using different resistance values on each rectangle side. The 
RHIS anisotropic unit-cell is shown in Figure 4. Dimension 
pTM (pTM = g + lTM) and resistance RTM are optimized for TM 
polarization and pTE (pTE = g + lTE) and RTE for TE 
polarization.  
 

 
 

Figure 4:  Anisotropic RHIS unit-cell (hHONEYCOMB = 25 mm, 
hSUBSTRATE = 0.203 mm, pTE = 22.8 mm, pTM = 42.5 mm, g = 
3 mm, WresTE = 0.55 mm, WresTM = 1 mm, RTE= 444Ω and RTM = 
333Ω) 
 
This RHIS is then optimized to achieve a reflection lower 
than -15 dB in the band [2-2.3GHz] for TE and TM 
polarization at 65° angle of incidence. The structure is made 
of the same materials with same characteristics as the 
classical isotropic RHIS presented in the previous section.  
The RHIS anisotropic unit-cell is simulated using CST 
Microwave Studio©. The simulated results are plotted in 
Figures 5 and 6; the required performance is obtained for 
65° angle of incidence in both TE and TM polarization.  
 

 
 
 

Figure 5:  Reflection coefficient for different angles of 
incidence for TE polarization  
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Figure 6:  Reflection coefficient for different angles of 
incidence for TM polarization  

 
These results show that to absorb incident waves in a 
particular oblique incidence and working at the same time 
for TE and TM polarizations is feasible using an RHIS 
structure with anisotropic geometry. However, the angular 
dispersion is restricted to +/- 5° around the optimal angle of 
incidence, with a -15 dB reflection criteria in both TE and 
TM polarizations, but the frequency band is shifted. The 
frequency shift is more significant in TM polarization. 
In order to validate the concept, simulation results have been 
compared to measurements. The anisotropic RHIS prototype 
is realized using the same materials and method as those of 
the isotropic RHIS prototype described in [15]. The patches 
with resistors are implemented over Rogers® RO4003 
substrate with the TICER® resistive film, on top of a 
honeycomb slab with a copper film at the bottom. Figure 7 
shows the prototype. 
 

 
 

Figure 7:  Anisotropic RHIS prototype 
 
The measurement of the reflection coefficient is carried out 
as detailed in [15]. The reflection coefficient is measured 
using two horn antennas. The two horn antennas are 
connected to a network analyzer E5071C Agilent. The 
Figure 8 illustrates the measurement setup at oblique 
incidence. The distance between the antenna and anisotropic 
RHIS prototype is dam = 107 cm.  The anisotropic RHIS 

prototype is fixed and the antennas are placed according to 
incidence angle (θi  = θr). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8: Measurement setup at oblique incidence 
 
The measurements are performed for oblique incidence 
(60 °). The results are plotted in Figure 9 for TE polarization 
and measurements for TM polarization are presented in 
Figure 10.  
 

 
 

Figure 9: Comparison between simulation and measurement 
results at oblique incidence (60 °). TE polarization 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Comparison between simulation and 
measurement results at oblique incidence (60°). TM 
polarization 
 
A good agreement between results is obtained however 
differences in frequency and level are observed. 
Shifts in frequency and level can be explained by different 
ways: 

- The imperfections of realisation. 
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- The simulation does not take into account the 
presence of the double-sided adhesive film.  

- The resistance value is not accurate and has a 
tolerance of + / - 10 %. 

- The permittivity value of honeycomb is not 
accurate.  

4. Conclusions 
The design of a lightweight absorbing material for larger 
angles of incidence based on a Resistive High Impedance 
Surface (RHIS) has been described. It has been firstly 
highlighted that the classic isotropic RHIS can meet the 
required specifications at normal incidence but only up to a 
40° incidence for waves in TE polarization, and 35° for 
waves in TM polarization. Hence a second solution based on 
an anisotropic RHIS structure has been proposed. This 
solution performs well for a given angle of incidence in both 
TE and TM polarization. The final design has been 
optimized to absorb 65° incident waves on both TE and TM 
polarization simultaneously. Simulations have been 
validated by measurements. 
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Abstract 
A planar microwave ultrathin broadband absorber is 
proposed. It is composed of metallic patterns arranged on a 
dielectric material which is backed by a copper plate. The 
patterns of different dimensions allow to judiciously design 
absorption peaks at specific frequencies of interest. These 
peaks are due to the mode resonances of the cavities formed 
by the metallic patches, the dielectric substrate and the 
copper plate. In order to widen the absorption bandwidth, 
patterns of different dimensions are used, together with the 
different modes of these cavities. Numerical and 
experimental results are presented to validate the proposed 
method at microwave frequencies. It is also shown that the 
use of a composite air-dielectric substrate supporting the 
metallic patterns helps to increase the absorption level.  

1. Introduction 
Radar absorption materials (RAM) and radar absorbing 
structures (RAS) are used to absorb electromagnetic waves 
and to reduce the radar cross section (RCS) in commercial 
activities such as electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and 
defence applications. Dällenbach absorbers, Salisbury 
screens and Jaumann layers, the first classical structures of 
electromagnetic absorbers are resonant and constitute the 
base of today’s developments [1,2]. In Dällenbach 
absorbers, the incident power is dissipated in a 
homogeneous dielectric layer over a ground plane. In 
Salisbury screens, a resistive sheet with tuned impedance is 
placed over a ground plane at a distance of λ/4 (where λ is 
the working wavelength) in order to generate destructive 
interference in a narrow frequency band. To generate a 
wider absorption band, several Salisbury screens are stacked 
over each other to form the Jaumann configuration. 
Possibilities to enhance the performance of these absorbers 
have been widely studied and common absorbers are issued 
from these studies especially ferrite electromagnetic wave 
absorbers [3] and pyramidal RAM [4]. 
Recent developments in absorbers are mostly oriented 
toward the use of frequency selective surfaces (FSS) [5-7]. 
Most investigations around FSS are based on adding high 

impedance surfaces (HIS) on thin Salisbury electromagnetic 
absorbers to minimize reflectivity over a wide frequency 
band [8,9]. An interesting way consists in designing a 
material which presents impedance close to the impedance 
of free space by using genetic algorithms [10,11]. A recently 
proposed optimization consists in employing metamaterials 
(MMs) to increase losses. To create an efficient absorber 
from metamaterials, the imaginary parts of the 
electromagnetic parameters are manipulated to enhance the 
tangent losses [12,13]. Therefore, radiative and dissipative 
damping are tuned, as in a cavity, to trap the incident wave. 
Single-layered metamaterial absorbers have been designed 
to operate at different frequencies simultaneously [14-16]. 
However, they are not able to cover a wide frequency range 
due to strong coupling between each pattern on the same 
layer. Multilayer metamaterial absorbers have then been 
designed to overcome the coupling problem and to create 
wideband frequency operation [17-19]. Such multilayer 
structures are thick and complicated to fabricate. Very 
recently, a metamaterial absorber has been applied to a 
waveguide slot antenna in order to reduce its radar cross 
section [20]. MM absorbers are the keys for future 
development in various applications including 
camouflaging, non-invasive probing and sensing in medical 
and biological applications. Several studies have been made 
on these new kinds of absorbers, mainly in the THz and 
visible domains [21-29]. However, these studies deal with 
the realization of multi-band absorbers using different 
resonances. 
In this paper, we present a new type of ultrathin wideband 
metamaterial absorbers for microwave and optical 
applications. These ultrathin materials, without lossy 
dielectric substrate of thickness of λ/50, are able to absorb 
an electromagnetic wave with nearly 100% efficiency, as 
well as a much thicker classical absorber. Classical 
absorbers generally use lossy dielectric and/or magnetic 
substrates to obtain wide absorption frequency band and 
metamaterials absorbers use complex multilayer structures. 
Conversely, we demonstrate that using only plasmonic 
effect in metallic structures on a low-loss dielectric 
substrate, absorption can be realized using resonance in 
ultrathin cavities. Furthermore, we achieve wide band 
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operation using an engineering of different electromagnetic 
modes of different metallic cavities. We describe also the 
strategy to obtain an adjustable wideband frequency 
operation from such configuration. Comparison between 
simulation and experimental result demonstrates the validity 
of this approach. Finally a theoretical model is presented to 
analyze the physical behavior of these ultrathin absorbers 
and to allow their optimization. 

2. Design methodology 
We consider a periodic lattice of metallic patches etched on 
a perfect electric conductor (PEC) backed commonly used 
17.5 µm copper clad epoxy-FR4 material (ε r = 4.4 and tan δ 
= 0.0197) of thickness h = 0.3 mm. The basic structure of a 
single unit cell is shown in Fig. 1(a). For an electromagnetic  
 

 
Figure 1: (a) Unit cell of the metamaterial absorber composed 
of a copper patch patterned on a dielectric material backed by a 
copper plate. (b) Absorption performance of the absorber. (c) E 
and H field distributions at the maximum absorption frequency 
on the surface of dielectric substrate where the patch is printed. 

wave incident with a wave vector normal to the surface of 
the patch and field polarization of Fig. 1(a), electromagnetic 
resonances are excited at specific frequencies. 
The first resonance occurs at a frequency corresponding to 
roughly below half the guided wavelength. The different 
dimensions of the patches are as follows: p = 8.6 mm and lx 
= ly = 6.6 mm. The electromagnetic behaviour of the 
structure is analyzed through the use of the commercial 
software Ansys HFSS [30] based on the finite element 
method. The elementary cell is simulated using appropriate 
periodic boundaries. Since there is no transmission due to 
the metallic ground plane of the structure, the absorption is 
calculated using the simple formula A = 1-R2, where R is the 
magnitude of the reflection of the structure. The 
transmission factor is null due to the metallic ground plane 
of the structure. Fig. 1(b) and 1(c) respectively shows the 
absorption peak at the first resonance of the patch and the E 
and H field distributions at resonance on the surface of the 
dielectric substrate. Microwave cavity TE or TM model is 
well suited to approximate the resonant frequencies of the 
structure, though the lattice effect and inter-element 
capacitance is not taken into account in such model. 
Rectangular cavity TEmnp or TMmnp modes are defined by 
[5,31-33]:   
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where m, n and p being the mode numbers and h, lx and ly 
the corresponding dimensions of the cavity as defined 
above. ε r and µr are respectively the relative permittivity 
and permeability of the substrate. The calculated f010 is 10.8 
GHz which is close to the simulated value of 10 GHz of Fig. 
1(b). Fig 1(c) shows that indeed the electromagnetic energy 
is confined in the cavity at 10 GHz to achieve the 90% 
absorption. 
 The bandwidth ∆ω of the resonance is determined 
by the quality factor Q of the cavity formed by the metallic 
patch, the dielectric substrate and the ground plane:  

 
lossP

WQ ω=  and W
Ploss=∆ω , (2) 

where W is the stored energy in the cavity and P loss is the 
power losses in this cavity. Here the relative bandwidth 
∆ω/ω of the resonance is around 6% and the quality factor Q 
is around 16. These values are determined by the losses in 
the dielectric substrate and also by the radiating losses. 
In such metallic patch structure, the absorption is limited to 
a very narrow frequency band around the resonance. To 
extend the useful bandwidth, a recently proposed possibility 
consists in stacking several metallic structures with different 
sizes separated by dielectric layers [19]. Such a 
configuration can be very thick. We propose here another 
strategy, which consists in juxtaposing several metallic 
structures with different sizes in order to remain in a planar 
configuration. The unit cell presented in Fig. 2(a) illustrates 
an example of such a design. The dimensions of the different 
patches composing the unit cell are given in Table 1. The E-
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field of the incident wave is oriented along the x-axis. Fig. 
2(b) shows the different absorption peaks located in the 2-18 
GHz frequency band. Each peak corresponds to a specific 
resonant patch of the cell. As illustrated in Fig. 2(c), the 
absorption peak at 4.65 GHz corresponds to the 010 mode of 
the patch B, whereas the one located at 9.1 GHz corresponds 
to the 010 mode of the patch E. The absorption peak at 10 
GHz on the counterpart corresponds to the 010 resonance 
mode of the patches A and C simultaneously since they both 
have the same dimensions lx along the direction of the E-
field. We can also note the resonance of the 030 mode of the 
patch B at 13.5 GHz. 
 

 
Figure 2: (a) Unit cell of the proposed broadband absorber. (b) 
Absorption peaks created by the patches of different 
dimensions and the whole structure associating the patches. (c) 
Field distributions at the different absorption peaks. 

 
Table 1: Dimensions of the different patches of the broadband 

absorber unit cell of periodic lattice p = 32.4 mm 
Patch lx (mm) ly (mm) 

A 6.6 6.6 
B 15.2 6.6 
C 6.6 15.2 
D 3.3 3.3 
E 7.6 3.3 
F 3.3 7.6 
G 1.65 1.65 
H 3.8 1.65 
I 1.65 3.8 

 

 
This configuration is interesting as it shows several features 
that we can use to increase the absorption band of this type 
of structure. For instance, Fig. 2(b) shows that the resonance 
of the patches A and C is close to that of E and indicates that 
they can be merged to constitute a wider absorption band. 
Higher resonance modes can also be used to create 
absorption peaks at high frequencies, as illustrated by the 
030 resonance mode of the patch B. 
The calculated absorption response of the whole structure is 
also given by the dashed black trace in Fig. 2(b). The 
absorption peaks are consistent with those when the patches 
were simulated separately. Associating the patches of 
different dimensions together in a single structure has an 
impact on the level of absorption. As it can be clearly 
observed, the absorption level is reduced. We can also note 
that a wider absorption band is obtained around 10 GHz 
resulting from two close resonances. Two other low 
absorption peaks at 13.05 GHz and 16.3 GHz are observed 
from the response of the whole structure. The one at 13.05 
GHz corresponds to the 012 resonant mode of the patch C 
and the other one at 16.3 GHz corresponds to the 010 mode 
of the patch H. 

3. Experimental validation 

A prototype of the structure associating the patches of 
different dimensions shown in Fig. 2(a) has been fabricated 
and the photography is shown in Fig. 3(a). The prototype 
has been experimentally measured using an Agilent 8722ES 
network analyzer and two 2-18 GHz wideband horn 
antennas. In this prototype, the patterns are printed on one of 
the face of the epoxy-FR4 material. A copper plate is 
applied on the back of the dielectric substrate. To increase 
the level of absorption when associating the patches of 
different dimensions on a single structure, a thin air layer of 
0.2 mm is left between the dielectric substrate and the 
copper plate. The consequences of this thin air layer are 
important on the results. The air layer reduces the apparent 
permittivity of the dielectric substrate, which causes the 
resonances to shift towards higher frequencies. The addition 
of the thin air layer also widens bandwidth due to the 
increase in thickness of the dielectric support. And, finally 
the absorption level is higher than without the air layer, 
approaching value close to unity support by a better 
agreement between radiative and dissipative damping for 
each resonant mode [Fig. 3(b)]. 
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Figure 3: (a) Photography of the fabricated prototype of the 
metamaterial absorber. (b) Realized performances of the 
proposed metamaterial absorber. 

4. Enhancing the absorption bandwidth 

As stated earlier, the absorption bandwidth can be broadened 
by designing close resonances from judiciously calculated 
dimensions of the metallic patches. As illustrated in Figs. 
2(b) and 3(b), the successful merging of two close 
resonances has led to a simulated 50% absorption frequency 
band of 1 GHz. To further justify such design methodology 
and to enhance even more the absorption frequency band, 
the metamaterial cell has been recalculated to produce four 
close resonances. The new design is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) 
and the dimensions of the different patches are given in 
Table 2. 

 
This optimized configuration shows the merging of four 
close resonances in order to widen the absorption bandwidth 
[Fig. 4(b)]. The 50% absorption bandwidth of the optimized 
broadband cell is 2 GHz that is 2 times wider than the cell 
merging two resonances. We observe that the absorption is 

 
lower than 100% in this configuration. This indicates that a 
further optimization is needed to increase the absorption 
level of this structure. 

5. Theoretical model 
After these first experimental results we present here a 
simple physical model describing the properties of planar 
metallic metamaterial in terms of equivalent oscillating-
current resonant circuit. In this analytical approach we 
describe the absorptive layer squeezed between the periodic 
arrangement of metallic patches and ground plane by 
effective load impedance. This allows us to go beyond the 
geometry and to find the universal ruler for total absorbing 
effect to be achieved. 
In Fig. 5 we present the structure under consideration. It is a 
periodic arrangement of square metallic patches of length l 
located above a ground plane at a distance s << λ (λ is the 
wavelength). Between the patch and the ground plane we 
include an absorptive layer with a weak loss tangent (tanδ = 
ε”/ε’ << 1, where ε’ and ε” are respectively the real and 
imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity). We assume at 
the beginning that the ground plane as well as the patch is 
made of perfect metal. 

Table 2: Dimensions of the different patches of the optimized 
broadband absorber unit cell of periodic lattice p = 36.4 mm and 

h = 0.4 mm 
Patch lx (mm) ly (mm) 

A 6.6 6.6 
B 11.2 6.6 
C 6.6 11.2 
D 6.4 6.4 
E 3.8 6.4 
F 6.4 3.8 
G 3.8 3.8 

 

 
Figure 4: (a) Unit cell of the optimized broadband absorber 
composed of four resonances. (b) Simulated absorption 
response of the optimized design. 
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In general this structure poorly absorbs the electromagnetic 
energy. However, if one could match the free-space 
impedance (purely resistive), Z0  = 120πΩ, to the impedance 
of the metasurface, the incident energy would be completely 
transformed into Ohmic losses inside the absorptive layer 
and the total absorption effect would be achieved. If we 
consider that the electric current induced in absorptive layer 
by an incident plane wave is oscillating along the patch side, 
the electronic resistance R of the absorptive layer is 
inversely proportional to the layer thickness s and, therefore, 
extremely large compared to the free-space impedance Z0. 
Using an intrinsic resonance may solve the problem of the 
impedance matching. At resonance, the real part of the 
effective impedance (i.e. the effective electric resistance) 
can be drastically decreased, while the inductive reactance 
inherent to the resonance may be canceled by a capacitive 
one, thus leaving the effective impedance purely resistive. 
The absorptive layer squeezed between the patches and 
ground plane supports a transverse magnetic (TM) mode 
with a dispersion that can be easily obtained by imposing the 
zero electric field conditions above and below the absorptive 
layer:  

 ck εω= , (3) 

Here ω is the frequency, 𝜀 = 𝜀’(1 + i tanδ) is the complex 
dielectric function of the absorptive layer, and c is the speed 
of light. The resonance frequencies of the structure in Fig. 5 
can be obtained by quantization of the TM mode (Eq. (3)) 
by the patch. The metallic patches play the role of a Fabry-
Perot resonator for the guided TM mode squeezed between 
the patch and ground plane, propagating along the 
absorptive layer and reflected at the terminations of the 
patch. Assuming that the modes are strongly localized under 

the patch and the field does not undergo the fringing at the 
patch edges, we obtain that:  

 22 mn
lc

k nm
nm +==

πεω
, (4) 

where 

 ε
π

ω
lmncf mn

mn 2
2

22 +== , (5) 

are actually the resonant frequencies of a classical square 
patch antenna [5,31-33]. n, m = 0;1;2;… are integer and 
n2+m2 ≠ 0. 

In Fig. 6a we present the absorption spectra of the 
metamaterial absorber for a patch-to-patch separation ∆l = 2 
mm and different patch lengths l. The calculations have been 
performed for normal incidence with use of the commercial 
software COMSOL Multiphysics [34] based on the finite 
element method. We can observe a series of resonances 
associated with the excitations of the first (n = 1, m = 0) and 
the next (n = 3, m = 0) patch antenna’s modes. One can 
notice nearly total absorption of electromagnetic radiation at 
the resonance of the first TM mode. 

In order to provide a general view on the effect of total 
absorption regardless the particular geometry of the patch, 
we apply a RLC circuit model (Fig.7). In this RLC model a 
structured surface is considered as load impedance at the end 
of the transmission line modeling the free space. Let us first 
introduce the effective surface impedance Zeff of the 
metasurface. In this case the reflection from metasurface can 
be described on a common basis independently of type of 
structuring. We describe the resonance of the TM mode 
excited by a normally incident plane wave and squeezed 
between the patch and ground plane in terms of its 
equivalent resonant RLC circuit. In Fig. 7b we present the 
equivalent RLC circuit of the TM mode for the metasurface 
of Fig. 7a. This circuit describes the main physical features 
of the resonant structures and contains (i) the total resistance 
R that determines the amount of power absorbed due to 
Ohmic losses, (ii) the total inductance L created by the finite 
electric currents oscillating in metallic patch and ground 
plane, and (iii) the total capacitance C that describes the 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5: (a) Schematic of planar metamaterials with lattice of 
metallic patches separated from the ground plane by absorptive 
layer. (b) Dimensions of a patch. 

 
Figure 6: (a) Absorption spectra for different patch length l: 
12.2 mm (red curve), 13.2 mm (blue curve), and 15.2 mm 
(green curve). The period of the structure is l +∆l with patch 
to-patch separation ∆l = 2 mm and absorptive layer thickness s 
= 0.3 mm. (b) Near-field distribution Ez in the first and third 
resonant modes calculated along the line z = 0 and x = 0. 
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charge accumulation induced by the external field. 
 

 

The equivalent impedance of the circuit can be written as 

 
221 RCiLC

LiRZ
ωω

ω
+−

+
= , (6) 

Equivalently, Eq. (6) can be cast in the form 

 
ωνωω

ων
i

i
C

Z
2

21
22

0 +−

+
= , (7) 

where the dissipative mode damping v=R/2L and 
LC10 =ω . The resonant frequency can be derived by 

Im(Z)=0 as 2
0

22
2

22 4 ωνωωω ≈−=





−=

L
R

res . In the 

vicinity of the resonance ω ≈ ω0 assuming that 2v << ω0 
(i.e. high quality resonance) we obtain:  

 
νωω i

i
C

Z
+−

=
0

1 , (8) 

The total frequency-dependent equivalent impedance of the 
metasurface can be expressed as 

 
νωω

β
i

i
C

Z
+−

=
0

2

, (9) 

where we introduce the coefficient < 1 responsible for 
the coupling of the incident field with the resonant mode. 
The coupling coefficient  depends both: on the mode 
number and geometry of the structure (namely patch-to-
patch distance). 

Now let us calculate the absorption by a thin layer 
characterized by effective impedance Zeff. Since there is no 
transmission through the structure we apply the impedance 
boundary condition [34] and obtain a complex-valued 
reflection coefficient for the normal incidence in the form 

 
0

0

ZZ
ZZ

r
eff

eff

+

−
= , (9) 

Then, the reflectance and absorbance of the electromagnetic 
energy in the vicinity of a given trapped mode resonance can 
be expressed as 

 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )22

0

22
02

γνωω

γνωω

++−

−+−
== rR , (10) 

 
( ) ( )22

0

2 41
γνωω

νγ
++−

=−= rA , (11) 

γ  is defined by 

 0
2 2CZβγ = , (12) 

γ  is the radiative damping of the mode that depends through 
the capacitance C on the geometry of the structure and the 
dielectric function of the absorptive layer. 

Having introduced the radiative and dissipative damping of 
the resonant TM modes, we now discuss their contribution 
to the shape of absorption spectra. From Eqs. (11) and (12) 
one finds at resonance (ω =ω0)  

 ( )
( )2

2
2

γν
γν

+

−
== rR , (13) 

and 

 
( )2

4
γν

νγ
+

=A , (14) 

from where one can readily see that resonant total absorption 
(Ares = 1) occurs when 

 v = γ, (15) 

or 

 
0

2

22 CZL
R β

= , (16) 

This is the condition to obtain a total absorption in these 
structures. 

6. Conclusion 

To summarize, a new type of ultrathin wideband 
metamaterial absorber has been proposed for microwave and 
optical applications. The design method to extend at will the 
absorption band of this absorber has been presented. The 
absorber is made of a set of cavities of different dimensions 
showing different resonant frequencies. The cavities are 
formed by metallic patches placed over a dielectric substrate 
backed by a metallic plate. The absorption phenomenon due 
to the cavity effect in metallic structure is strong even with 
low-loss dielectric substrate. The absorption level and 
bandwidth can be judiciously enhanced by using a 
composite air-dielectric substrate. Along with rigorous 
electromagnetic calculations and characterization of 
prototypes we present a simple resonant circuit model that 
describes the resonant absorption in terms of impedance 
matching and radiative/dissipative damping of the resonant 
mode. We show that in spite of evident simplicity of the 
model it fully reproduces the rigorous calculations. We 
distinguished the radiative and dissipative contributions to 

 

Fig.7: (a) Schematically charge distribution in TM mode 
induced by normally incident plane wave. (b) Resonant RLC 
equivalent circuit 
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the resonance linewidth and discussed the role of radiative 
and dissipative trapped mode decay rates in formation of the 
absorption spectra. In particular, we found that the square 
patch based metasurface can exhibit the effect of total 
absorption once the radiative and dissipative damping of 
modes are equal. This concept can be transposed to any 
frequency domain, even in infrared and could be used in 
photovoltaic applications where it can allow increasing the 
efficiency of such devices [35]. 
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Abstract 
We realize an indefinite media with hyperbolic 
isofrequency curve in wave vector space by employing two-
dimensional metamaterial transmission lines in radio-
frequency range. We classify different types of such media, 
and visualize the peculiar character of wave propagation by 
study of the cross-like emission pattern of a linearly 
polarized emitter placed in the lattice center. We also 
demonstrate an excitation of extraordinary waves 
propagating in a prescribed direction controlled by the 
polarization handedness of localized circularly polarized 
emitter. Our results are supported by a solution of the 
Kirchhoff equations and experimental data. 

1. Introduction 
Hyperbolic metamaterials, being a particular class of 
indefinite media [1], are described by the electric or/and 
magnetic tensors with the components of the opposite sign. 
Due to the hyperbolic isofrequency contours in the wave-
vector space, such structures exhibit a number of unusual 
properties. First, waves at their boundaries may exhibit 
negative refraction, similarly to the case of double-negative 
metamaterials. Second, they have a diverging density of 
photonic states that allows enhancing the strength of light-
matter coupling [2]-[4]. This makes a concept of hyperbolic 
media very promising for tailoring broad-band light-matter 
interaction, nanophotonics applications, including single-
photon generation, sensing, and photovoltaic [5]-[7]. 
Here, we consider an uniaxial anisotropic hyperbolic 
medium characterized by the scalar permittivity ε and 
longitudinal and transverse permeabilities µxx and µyy. In 
the radio-frequency (RF) regime we mimic such a medium 
by artificial two-dimensional transmission lines based on 
lumped elements [8]. We demonstrate that a circularly 
polarized emitter near an anisotropic hyperbolic 
metamaterial unidirectionally emits in extraordinary modes 
of the metamaterial with the directionality of energy 
propagation controlled by the circular dipole handedness 
[9]. The effect is numerically demonstrated and confirmed 
by the experimental investigation of the hyperbolic 
metamaterial prototype operating at 36 MHz frequency.  

2. Planar Hyperbolic Metamaterial 
We mimic an uniaxial anisotropic hyperbolic medium 
characterized by permeabilities ±0.33 at the operational 
frequency f0= 36 MHz by artificial two-dimensional 
transmission lines (Fig. 1 (a)) whit the values of lumped 
elements Cy=3.2 nF, Lx=3.2 nH and Lz=9.5 nH [8]. For the 
grid consisting of 21×21 unit cells, we analytically solve the 
Kirchhoff equations and obtain the voltage distribution 
along the grid. A radiating dipole is mimicked by small 
current filaments, while nearly harmonic regime of weak 
coupling between the dipole and the metamaterial is 
assumed. To mimic the linearly polarized dipole, two 
sources with the same amplitude and opposite phases in two 
diagonal nodes of the structure (marked in Fig. 1 (a) as +1 
and -1, respectively) are used. A circular dipole is 
implemented using four sources connected to neighboring 
four nodes at the centre of the array. The sources share the 
same amplitude but are 90o phase-shifted with respect to 
each other (marked in Figs.1 (b) and (c)). The modeled 
magnetic field distribution in the RF hyperbolic 
metamaterial excited by the linearly polarized dipole (Fig. 

 

Figure 1: The unit cell of the two dimensional transmission 
line metamaterial composed of lumped elements excited by 
(a) a linearly polarized and (b,c) circularly polarized dipoles. 
(d) Photograph of the two-dimensional hyperbolic 
metamaterial prototype composed of 21 × 21 unit cells. 
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2(a)) placed at the centre of metamaterials shows a 
symmetric radiation pattern, where the energy propagates 
equally along the direction of the extraordinary axes. 
Strongly directional, not symmetric magnetic field intensity 
distributions are excited by either left-hand or right-hand 
polarized dipoles (Fig. 2 (b, c)). The contrast ratio of the 
intensity in orthogonal directions corresponds to about 10 
dB, with the width of the excited mode being λ/300 (full 
width at half maximum). Fig. 2 (d-f) represents the modeled 
magnetic field distribution with Ohmic loss in all 
components and 10% tolerance of component nominal 
values taken in to account. 

3. Experimental Investigation 

The photograph of the two-dimensional hyperbolic 
metamaterial prototype composed of commercially 
available RF components for the operating frequency 
f0=36 MHz is depicted in Fig. 1(d) [8], [9]. We have 
experimentally studied the emission of a dipole of different 
polarizations placed inside of this two-dimensional 
hyperbolic metamaterials using a two-port VNA Agilent 
E8362C PNA. One port of the VNA has been used to excite 
the prototype, while the second one has been used to 
measure the response. To achieve the dipoles with different 
polarizations, we have used the commercially available 
splitters (SBTCJ-1W+, JSPQ-65W+) from Mini-Circuits. 
The components have been mounted on an additional circuit 
board (FR4, εr = 4.4) connected between the first port of the 
VNA and the nodes of the metamaterial prototype. The 

second port of the VNA has been used to measure the signal 
collected by a magnetic probe at a distance of 1 mm above 
the top surface of the prototype using an automatic, 
mechanical, near-field scanner. The field has been measured 
along the metamaterial surface with a 4 mm step (λ/2500). 
The measured field distribution has a pronounced cross-like 
shape for the linearly polarized dipole (Fig. 2 (g)) in 
agreement with the simulations. For the circularly polarized 
dipoles, the measured field exhibits unidirectional energy 
propagation depending on the dipole polarization 
handedness (Fig. 2 (h and i)). 

4. Conclusions 
We have analytically and experimentally demonstrated that 
the circularly polarized emitter near the RF anisotropic 
hyperbolic metamaterial unidirectionally emits in 
extraordinary modes of the metamaterial with the 
directionality of energy propagation controlled by the 
circular dipole handedness. 
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Abstract 

We propose an ultra-compact electro-absorption (EA) 

modulator operating around 1550-nm telecom wavelengths. 

The modulator is composed of a stack of Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN 

deposited on a dielectric waveguide to form a hybrid 

plasmonic waveguide (HPW). The thin ITO layer behaves 

as a semiconductor whose electron concentration (NITO) can 

be modified by a voltage applied between the Cu and TiN 

electrodes, which in turn modulate the permittivity of ITO 

(ITO) as well as the real and imaginary parts of effective 

mode index (neff) of the HPW. For a Cu/3-nm ITO/5-nm 

HfO2/5-nm TiN/220-nm a-Si hybrid plasmonic waveguide, 

the propagation loss at 1550 nm increases from 1.4 dB/m 

to 27 dB/m when NITO in the thin ITO layer  increases 

from 310
20

 cm
-3

 to 7.110
20

 cm
-3

. Electrical simulation 

shows that such a NITO modulation can be obtained by a 4-V 

voltage applied between the Cu and TiN electrodes and the 

modulation speed is 56 GHz. Finite-difference time-

domain (FDTD) simulation shows that a 2-m-long EA 

modulator, which is composed of one 1-m-long 

Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN/a-Si HPW and two 0.5-m-long 

Cu/ITO/HfO2/a-Si couplers to link with the conventional a-

Si wire waveguides, exhibits insertion loss of 5.2 dB and 

modulation depth of 7.5 dB. Numerical simulation 

indicates that the performance can be further improved after 

optimization of ITO’s properties and the device’s geometry.  

1. Introduction 

As a key device in silicon integrated photonic circuits, Si 

modulators have been well developed, commonly based on 

the Si plasma dispersion effect, in which the concentration 

of free charges in Si changes the real and imaginary parts of 

the Si refractive index [1]. Electrical manipulation of the 

charge density interacting with the propagating light is 

achievable through mechanisms such as carrier injection, 

accumulation or depletion in either a PN diode or a MOS 

capacitor. The phase variation is converted into the optical 

intensity modulation through a Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer (MZI) or a ring resonator [2]. Due to the 

weakness of the Si plasma dispersion effect and the 

diffraction limit, the Si MZI modulators suffer from a large 

footprint of 10
3
–10

4
 m

2
. The ring modulators have a 

reduced footprint of 10
2
–10

3
 m

2
, but with a price of a 

higher temperature sensitivity and lower optical bandwidth. 

Moreover, the Si modulators are only applicable for 

single-crystalline Si, which limit the optical devices to a 

single layer. Recently, optical circuits based on deposited 

waveguide materials are emerging for three-dimension 

integration of multiple photonic layers as well as for flexible 

network on chip [3]. The device for modulation of optical 

signals propagating in these dielectric waveguides is still 

lack.  

A potential method to miniaturize optical devices is by 

utilizing nanoplasmonis owing to its capability of tight 

optical mode confinement [4]. Ultra-compact 

nanoplasmonic electro-absorption (EA) and phase 

modulators using Si as the active material have been 

demonstrated [5,6]. The working mechanism still relies on 

the Si plasma dispersion effect. Due to the large high-

frequency permittivity () of Si (11.7), a very high carrier 

concentration is required for sufficient EO modulation in 

these Si-based plasmonic modulators.  

Recently, transparent oxide conductor (TOC) materials 

such as ITO are introduced as an active material for novel 

plasmonic modulators. Feigenbaum et al. [7] reported a 

phase modulation in Au/SiO2/ITO/Au plasmonic waveguide. 

Melikyan et al [8] and Sorger et al [9] reported plasmonic 

EA modulators based on Ag/SiO2/ITO/Ag and 

Au/SiO2/ITO/Si plasmonic waveguides, respectively. The 

modulation relies on free-carrier induced permittivity 

modification of ITO. Because ITO behaviors as a 

semiconductor and has a relatively small  (3.9), its real 

part of permittivity crosses zero at a relatively low free 

carrier concentration based on the Drude model, which in 

turn modulate the effective mode index of the ITO-based 

plasmonic waveguides significantly. These ITO-based EA 

modulators, as well as that reported by Z. Lu et al [10] are 

only applicable for the single-crystal Si waveguides because 

the Si is used as one of the electrodes. Moreover, the 

relationship between the ITO properties and the modulator 

performance is still unclear.      

In this paper, a novel ITO-based plasmonic modulator is 

proposed, which is comprised of a stack of 

Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN deposited on a dielectric waveguide. The 

stack itself forms a MOS capacitor in which the ITO 

behaves as a semiconductor, the HfO2 behavior as high- 

dielectric, and the top Cu and the bottom ultrathin TiN 

behave as electrodes.  As a result, the modulator is 

applicable for any kind of dielectric waveguides, including 

single-crystal Si, amorphous Si, SiN, AlN, and TiO2. The 
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effect of the ITO properties and the device geometry on the 

modulator’s performance is investigated thoroughly. 

2. Device structure 

The proposed modulator is shown in Fig. 1 

schematically. For simplification, the waveguide is 

conventional single-mode Si waveguide with height of 220 

nm and width of 400 nm. The whole device is embedded in 

thick SiO2 cladding layer. The main body of the modulator 

is a Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN/Si hybrid plasmonic waveguide with 

the structural parameters as follows: the thicknesses of TiN, 

HfO2, ITO are 5 nm, 5 nm, and 3 nm respectively, while the 

Cu cap is optically thick. The width of HfO2, ITO and Cu is 

the same as the beneath Si waveguide, while the width is 

TiN layer is infinite large. 
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Figure 1: Schematic structure of the proposed plasmonic 

EA modulator. 

 

The refractive indices of Si, SiO2, HfO2, TiN, and Cu at 

1550 nm are 3.445, 1.444, 1.87, 2.03+j3.70, and 

0.282+j11.048, respectively. The permittivity of ITO is 

modeled by the Drude mode as: 
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  . 9.3 ,  = 1.810

14 
s
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, and 

m
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=0.35me. Fig.2 plots real and imaginary parts of 

permittivity of ITO as a function of NITO at different 

wavelengths of 1.45, 1.55, and 1.65 m. Re(ITO) crosses 

zero at NITO of 6.510
20

 cm
-3

 at 1.55 m. 

3. Electrical simulations 

The stack forms a MOS capacitor in which a voltage is 

applied between the TiN and Cu electrodes, as shown in 

Fig. 3(a). 2-D MEDICI simulation shows that the electron 

distribution NITO(x, y) in the ITO layer is almost 

independent on x, thus the 2-D distribution may reduce to 

the 1-D distribution as NITO(y). Fig. 3(b) plots NITO(y) in the 

3-nm-thick ITO layer at different voltages. The initial 

electron density (N0) is assumed to 3.510
20

cm
-3

.  
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Figure 2: Schematic structure of the proposed plasmonic 

EA modulator. 
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Figure 3: (a) 2-D structure of the modulator for electrical 

simulation, and (b) Electron concentration in the 3-nm ITO 

at different voltages. 

 

As expected, NITO(y) can be modified from depletion to 

accumulation with voltage increasing from negative to 

positive. In order to calculate the effect of this carrier 

density changes on the optical property it is more practical 
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to use the average carrier density across the 3-nm-thick ITO 

layer. The average NITO in the ITO layer is also plotted in 

Fig. 3(b) as the dash lines. The average NITO modification 

can also estimated by: )(
2

20

FB

ITOHfO

HfO

ITO VV
tte

N 






. 

For the transient state simulation, the gate voltage was 

increased from -1 to 3V with the ramp time of 10 fs. Fig. 4 

plots variation of the average NITO in the 3-nm ITO layer 

with time. The sum of the rise and fall times is read to 17.8 

ps, which corresponds to a modulation speed of 56 GHz. 

The modulation speed can be improved by increasing TiN 

thickness and/or shorting the distance between two 

electrodes but with the price of degradation of the optical 

performance. A method to improve the modulation speed 

without sacrificing optical performance is to improve the 

mobility of the TiN layer. 
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Figure 4: Temporal response of the Cu/5-nm HfO2/3-nm 

ITO/TiN capacitor under -1-3 voltage pulse. The 

modulation speed is estimated to be 56 GHz from the rise 

and fall times. 

4. Optical simulations 

The mode properties of the Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN/a-Si and 

Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN/SiN hybrid plasmonic waveguides are 

calculated using the eigen-mode expansion (EME) method. 

Fig. 5 plots the ratio of electric field intensity in the 3-nm 

ITO layer, the real part of effective modal index (neff), and 

the propagation loss as a function of average electron 

concentration in the ITO layer. All these curves show a peak 

around NITO at which Re(ITO) is zero, which we can defined 

as the critical concentration NC. NC is almost independent on 

the beneath waveguide. However, the modulation depth 

depends on the beneath waveguide. When NITO increases 

from 310
20

 cm
-3

 to 7.110
20

 cm
-3

,  the propagation loss of 

he Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN/a-Si HPW increases from 1.4 dB/m 

to 27 dB/m and that of the Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN/SiN HPW 

increases from 0.9 dB/m to 4.2 dB/m. This is because 

the a-Si can provides tight lateral mode confinement than the 

SiN as a-Si has much larger index than SiN. Nevertheless, 

the device proposed here provides a solution for the first 

time to modulate light propagation in the SiN waveguide.  
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Figure 5: The mode properties of the Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN/Si 

(left) and Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN/SiN (right) hybrid plasmonic 

waveguides as a function of electron concentration in the 3-

nm ITO layer: (top) ratio of electric field in the 3-nm ITO 

layer, (middle) real part of effective modal index, neff, and 

(bottom) propagation loss. 

 

The 400-nm220-nm a-Si strip waveguide has effective 

index of 1.714 for the 1550-nm fundamental TM mode, 

while the effective index for the Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN/Si HPW 

(with NITO =0) is 3.037. Therefore, couplers are required to 

link the conventional a-Si wire waveguide and the 

Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN/Si HPW. Here, the TiN layer length is set 

to be shorter than the other layers of the 

Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN/Si HPW, i.e., we use the Cu/ITO/HfO2 

stack at both sides as the couplers, as shown in Fig. 6.  

Fig. 7 shows the FDTD simulation results where NITO = 

0 is defined as on state and NITO = 7.110
20

 cm
-3

 is defined 

as off state. For this 2-m-long EA modulator, insertion loss 

(IL) is 5.2 dB and extinction ratio (ER) is 7.5 dB. 

5. ITO properties and tolerance analysis 

The performance of the proposed EA modulator depends 

strongly on the material property of ITO. It has been 

experimentally demonstrated that the permittivity of ITO 

can be modeled by the Drude model very well at the near 

infrared wavelengths [11]. The parameters in the Drude 

model, i.e., , , and N0, depend on the fabrication 

condition. In other words, one may tune the values of , , 

and N0 by modifying the deposition condition. From Fig. 5, 

we can see that the preferred initial electron concentration in 

ITO is 3.510
20

cm
-3

, which is about half of NC, so that 

NITO may be modulated between 0 to NC effectively. Fig. 8 

shows the effect of  and  on the performance of the 
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proposed EA modulator. One sees that with  decreasing, 

NC decreases, the propagation loss at the on state decreases, 

and the propagation loss at the off state increases. It 

indicates that the EA modulator will have large ER, small 

IL, and low voltage when  is decreased. In other words,  

is as small as better for the plasmonic modulator 

applications. This result also explains that Si is not a good 

active material for the plasmonic modulator because it has a 

relatively large  of 11.7.  of ITO is also as smaller as 

better, as shown in Fig. 8(b). 
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Figure 6: (a) Side view and (b) top view of 

Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN stack deposited on a Si strip waveguide, 

the Cu/ITO/HfO2 stack on both sides are regarded as 

coupler, which can reduce the coupling loss between the Si 

strip waveguide and the Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN/Si HPW. 
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Figure 7: FDTD simulation results of an EA modulator with 

1-m-long Cu/ITO/HfO2/TiN stack and 0.5-m-long 

Cu/ITO/HfO2 at both sides (thus the total length is 2 m), 

the transmission power at on-state is -5.2 dB and that in the 

off-state is -12.7 dB. 
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Figure 8: The effect of (a)  and (b)  of ITO on the 

performance of EA modulator. 

 

The proposed EA modulator offers a large fabrication 

tolerance. Fig. 9 shows the effect of the width of 

Cu/ITO/HfO2 stack on the performance of the proposed EA 

modulator. One can see that the performance depends on the 

width weakly in the width range of 200 nm (narrower than 

the beneath Si waveguide) to 800 nm (larger than the 

beneath Si waveguide).   
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Figure 9: The effect the width of Cu/ITO/HfO2 stack on the 

performance of EA modulator. 
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6. Suggested processing flow 

The proposed modulator can be fabricated using standard 

CMOS technology. Fig. 10 shows the fabrication flow. The 

key technology is the atomic layer deposition of ultrathin 

TiN, HfO2, and ITO layers. The fabrication has low thermal 

budget, thus is compatible to the backend CMOS 

technology. 
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Figure 10: The fabrication flow of the proposed EA 

modulator, it is compatible to the backend CMOS 

technology. 

7. Conclusions 

An ultracompact plasmonic EA modulator is proposed 

and investigated theoretically, which offers advantages of 

(1) ultra-compact footprint (2 m
2
), (2) high speed (> 50 

GHz), (3) broad optical bandwidth (>100 nm), (4) low 

power consumption , (5) compatible to the back-end CMOS 

process, (6) large fabrication tolerance, and (7) applicable 

for all kinds of waveguides besides the Si waveguide. A key 

technology to realize this modulator is the optimization of 

atomic layer deposition of ultrathin ITO layer. The 

relationship between the ITO material parameters and the 

performance of EA modulator is revealed, which can be 

used to guide the optimization of ALD condition. 
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Abstract 

The paper analyses the operation of PT Bragg gratings 

when the dielectric material is considered to be both 

dispersive and nonlinear and gain and loss are saturable. 

The paper demonstrates the application of the nonlinear PT 

Bragg Grating as an optical logic gate and an optical switch.  

1. Introduction 

A Parity-Time (PT) structure is formed by balancing 

inherent loss in a medium by an equal gain in a certain 

design. The PT-symmetric structures mimic the PT-

symmetric potential system in quantum physics which, 

under certain conditions, operates in a stable regime. As 

optical waveguides have inherent material loss, it is 

desirable to balance the loss with gain for optimal 

performance. This is one of the reasons why PT structures 

have become the subject of increased interest in photonics. 

Several kinds of PT-symmetric structures have been 

reported so far based on either grating [1–4], coupler [5–9], 

or lattice [10–12] structures with a range of applications 

including lasing and absorber cavities [2], switches [4,13] 

and memory [14]. PT-structures have been extensively 

modelled using coupled-mode theory [3,7], the transfer-

matrix (T-matrix) method [1,14–16], Floquet-Bloch 

theory [11] and Fourier modal analysis  [17,18]. The 

inclusion of material nonlinearity has also been reported 

with a speculation that nonlinearity combined with a PT 

structure will open a new range of functionalities [1,19–21]. 

However, all the reported models have assumed that gain 

and loss are frequency and intensity independent. The 

important question arises on how a nonlinear PT-symmetric 

device will perform in a practical situation where gain and 

loss are both dispersive and saturable, especially when 

medium nonlinearity is also taken into account. 

To consider such a scenario we use a time-domain 

numerical technique, namely the Transmission Line 

Modelling (TLM) method [22,23]. The TLM method is 

based upon the analogy between the propagating 

electromagnetic field and voltage impulses travelling on an 

interconnected mesh of transmission lines. Successive 

repetitions of a scatter-propagate procedure provide an 

explicit and stable time-stepping-algorithm that mimics 

electromagnetic field behaviour to second order accuracy in 

both time and space [24,25]. It is important to note that the 

TLM method has been successfully implemented to model a 

dispersive and nonlinear dielectric material [22,23]. In 

principle any time-domain numerical method, including the 

Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method could be 

used as a basis for the simulation undertaken.   

In our previous work, we have validated the TLM method 

to model a linear PT Bragg Grating (PTBG) with non-

dispersive gain and loss [4,26]. The impact of gain/loss 

saturation on the switching performance of a linear PTBG, 

has also been demonstrated [4]. In this paper we extend our 

model to include nonlinear and dispersive materials with 

saturable gain and loss. The Kerr nonlinearity is assumed in 

this paper and is controlled by a strong pump beam away 

from the Bragg frequency of the grating. The performance of 

the grating for different pump beam intensities and different 

saturation intensities is analysed. This is followed by studies 

of the applications of a nonlinear PTBG as an optical logic 

gate and a switch.  

This paper is structured as follows; in the next section 

the model of the PTBG structure as implemented in the 

TLM method is given. Section 3 analyses the performance 

of the nonlinear PTBG for different input intensities and 

different intensity saturation levels. Section 4 demonstrates 

practical applications of the nonlinear PTBG and Section 5 

outlines the main conclusions of the paper.  

2. Structure and model 

A Parity-Time symmetric material in optics requires a 

complex refractive index profile that satisfies  ̂     
 ̂    , where   denotes the spatial position of the grating 

and * denotes the complex conjugate. The schematic of a 

PT grating is shown in Fig. 1. The grating is embedded in a 

medium of background refractive index    as shown in Fig. 

1(a), and is made of N periods. A single period,  , of the 

PTBG is shown in Fig. 1(b) representing equal amounts of 

loss and gain per period and with the real refractive index 

varying in a piecewise constant manner between    and    

(dashed line in Fig. 1(b)). The Bragg frequency    is related 

to the average refractive index  ̅  of the structure by 

    

  ̅ 
, where c is the speed of light in free space. 
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Fig. 1(a) Schematic of the PTBG within a background material   ; 

(b) A single period of PTBG showing gain and loss half-periods 

and (dashed line) modulation of the real refractive index. 

 

The refractive index profile of the nonlinear PT Bragg 

grating for one period    can be expressed as: 

            {
                      

 
         

 

 

                      

 
         

 

 

  (1) 

Here,      is the base refractive index as a frequency 

dependent material,       is the modulation of the real 

refractive index as a spatially dependent function,    is the 

Kerr nonlinearity constant,   is the input intensity of the field 

and        denotes gain or loss in the grating which is 

dispersive and saturable. Equation (1) shows that Kerr 

nonlinearity also contributes to the overall real part of the 

refractive index.  

The frequency and intensity dependent dielectric material 

is modelled in the TLM model using the Duffing equation of 

polarisation [27], 

    

   
   

   

  
    

              
   (2) 

where    and   denote the electric polarisation and field,   

and     denote the damping and dielectric resonant angular-

frequency parameters of the medium respectively, and     

denotes the dielectric susceptibility at DC. The nonlinearity is 

implemented with the function    as [28],  

       
 
  (3) 

where    
  √         

  
             

,    is the Kerr nonlinear 

constant,     denotes the constant susceptibility at infinite 

frequency and    is the free-space impedance. It is 

emphasised that when      the Duffing equation reduces 

to the linear model of optical material based on simple 

harmonic oscillator with a Lorentzian profile. In this case the 

refractive index at a given angular frequency   is calculated 

as, 

 ̂          
      

 

     (   
    )

. (4) 

The implementation and validation of the Duffing equation 

to model a realistic dispersive and nonlinear optical 

dielectric has been reported in [28].  

On the other hand, a dispersive and saturable gain/loss 

model with a Lorentzian profile is implemented as [29],  

| |          (
  

           
 

  

           
)  (5) 

where the gain/loss parameter | |  is related with the 

imaginary part of refractive index    by | |   

 
  ,     

denotes the atomic transition angular-frequency,   is the 

dipole relaxation time parameter and    is the peak value of 

the gain or loss at    . In order to quantify the saturation 

level, it is useful to introduce the saturation factor   defined 

as,  

  
 

   
  

  (6) 

where I is the input beam intensity and    is the saturation 

intensity. For a fixed   , the saturation factor   varies over 

the interval      , with     denoting a highly 

saturated state (  

  
  ) and     denoting negligible 

saturation (  

  
  ). It is emphasised that the model 

described in (2)-(6) satisfies the Kramers-Kronigs conditions 

which relates the real and imaginary part of a refractive 

index.   

 

3. Results and Discussion 

In this section, the performance of 200 periods of nonlinear 

PTBG based on GaAs material is analysed using the TLM 

method. The following material parameters are used 

throughout this paper,        ,                  , 

and                 [30], with the high and low 

refractive index, i.e.    and    obtained respectively from 

the high and low dielectric susceptibilities,         and 

   , which form the grating. The Kerr nonlinearity constant 

is                  [31,32] throughout the structure. 

The gain and loss parameters are          and     
              [29] while    depends on the gain/loss 

given. The periodicity of the PTBG is designed so that the 

Bragg frequency is at the atomic-transitional frequency, i.e. 

      
  

, hence           . The background material is 

GaAs with          at the Bragg frequency     The 

unidirectional (U) operation of the PTBG occurs when the 

gain/loss in the PTBG satisfies |  |  
 

 

 

 
        [4] 

which for the chosen material parameters, happens when the 

gain/loss coefficient |  |              .  

The main characteristic of the linear PT Bragg grating is 

that transmission is the same regardless of whether the 

grating is excited from the left or right of the grating but the 

reflectances are different. The amount of gain/loss of the 

system also influences the operation of the grating in that 

above a certain threshold point the operation of grating is in 

an unstable regime. Another characteristic of a linear PTBG 

is that the grating exhibits unidirectional invisibility – 

commonly referred to as the U point.  

In the light of the refractive index profile given in (1), 

for the nonlinear PT Bragg grating, we consider a scenario 

where an input beam is comprised of two beams, namely a 

strong pump beam and a probe beam. The pump beam is a 

CW beam and is used to activate the Kerr nonlinearity. The 

frequency of the pump beam       is set to be far from the 

Bragg frequency, i.e.              . The probe signal is 

a Gaussian pulse modulated at the Bragg frequency    and 

is low in intensity, with its maximum intensity being 1% of 
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the pump beam intensity. Since the intensity of probe beam 

is very low compared to the strong pump beam, its effect 

can be seen as a perturbation of the pump beam and hence 

the pump beam can be considered as the input beam.  

In order to investigate the effect of different saturation 

levels on the performance of a nonlinear PTBG the 

saturation intensity    is fixed to a certain level and the 

saturation factor   is changed by changing the intensity of 

the pump beam.  

Fig. 2 shows the frequency response of the nonlinear 

PTBG for a saturation intensity                 at the 

U-point. For a given level of saturation intensity, the effect 

of the Kerr nonlinearity is low since            . Four 

different intensities of the input beam   are considered so 

that the saturation factor   varies from low to high 

saturation, i.e.       ,    ,      and       .  Fig. 2 

compares results together with the analytical solution 

obtained using the T-matrix method [34]. It is emphasised 

here, that the T-matrix method models a linear and 

dispersive structure, i.e. no Kerr nonlinearity and no 

gain/loss saturation. With that in mind, the T-matrix method 

results are presented more as a reference than for a direct 

comparison. The response of the linear PTBG using the 

idealised model of gain/loss [1] is also included in Fig. 2 for 

comparison. The ideal gain/loss model here is implied to be  

frequency and intensity independent.  

 

Fig. 2(a)Transmittance (b) reflectance for left,    , and (c) right,     
incident for different saturation levels    

Fig. 2(a) shows that transmittance of the ideal PTBG 

model has almost-total transmission     at all 

frequencies. At low saturation level (       ), the 

transmittance calculated using the TLM method agrees with 

one calculated with the T-matrix method, due to the fact 

that in this case the change of refractive index and gain/loss 

in the PTBG induced by the Kerr nonlinearity and 

saturation respectively are negligible. It is noticeable that 

compared to the idealised case, the total transmission     

occurs only at the Bragg frequency   . This result confirms 

that material dispersion prohibits unidirectional behaviour 

at all frequencies as shown in the case of an ideal PTBG [4]. 

Furthermore, as the saturation factor   decreases the 

transmittance becomes similar to that of the regular Bragg 

grating (RBG), i.e. it loses PT behaviour. This is shown in 

Fig. 2(a) where the response for        overlaps with 

that of the RBG. By increasing the input beam intensity 

even further,         , the band-gap is shifted to the 

lower frequency due to the fact that the dominant 

modulation mechanism becomes the Kerr nonlinearity.  

 

Fig. 3(a)Transmittance (b) reflectance for left    and (c) right    

incident beam for high saturation intensity and different saturation 

factors   

Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(d) show the reflectance for beams 

incident from the left,     and right,     side of the PTBG 

respectively. For the ideal linear PTBG the reflectance    is 

zero and    is amplified, showing the unidirectional 

behaviour at all frequencies. At low saturation levels 

(      ) the reflectance    has narrower bandwidth and 

the PTBG maintains the unidirectional behaviour around   .  

Furthermore, at low saturation,       , the TLM results 

for    and    agree very well with results obtained using the 

T-matrix method due to the negligible effect of nonlinearity. 

Further increase in saturation level shifts the reflectance 

spectra to lower frequencies due to the dominant Kerr 

nonlinearity.  

Fig. 3(a) shows the response of the nonlinear PTBG 
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under the condition of high saturation intensity, which if it 

was reached, produces high Kerr nonlinearity of         . 

The grating is operated at the U point with |  |           
    . Two different input intensities are considered so that 

gain/loss saturation is        and     , corresponding to  

low saturation. The induced Kerr modulation for given 

intensities is           and        respectively. The 

response of the linear structure (no Kerr nonlinearity and no 

gain/loss saturation) calculated using the T-matrix method 

is included for comparison.  Fig. 3 shows that as the 

intensity and saturation increase the overall responses for  , 

   and    shift towards lower frequencies as the Kerr 

nonlinearity increases overall refractive index. It is 

observed that at the    the unidirectional invisibility is 

preserved,     and     , whilst transmittance higher 

than 1 is observed for     . The reflectance for the left 

incident case,   , decreases and is shifted to a lower 

frequency. On the other hand, the    increases as the input 

beam increases and negligible reflectance is observed for 

    .  

 

Fig. 4 (a) Transmittance, (b) reflectance for left and (c) reflectance 

for right of PTBG at the U operation as a function of input intensity 

at          THz. The gain/loss has high saturation intensity 

        . Results for the NBG(    ) at the Bragg frequency 

              are included for reference. 

Fig. 4 shows the response of the nonlinear PTBG as a 

function of input beam intensity, when the gain/loss 

intensity saturation is high           . The grating is 

operated at the U point with         THz. The 

frequency               is the Bragg frequency of the 

linear grating. The response for the nonlinear Bragg grating 

(NBG) at               , with no gain and loss (    )  

is also included in Fig. 4(a) and shows that at low intensities 

the transmittance is very low but then switches to total 

transmittance at high intensity. This can be explained that 

by the fact that at high input intensity the band-gap of the 

nonlinear Bragg grating is shifted to the lower frequency so 

that              lies outside the band-gap. For the case 

of the nonlinear PTBG operating at              , the 

total transmission     is achieved regardless of the input 

beam intensity.  

Since the NBG is orthogonal (reciprocal and lossless), 

i.e.      , Fig. 4(b,c) show that at low input intensity 

the reflectance is close to 1,  and it is very small at high 

input intensity. For the case of a nonlinear PTBG the 

reflectance,       with       at low input intensity, i.e. 

small Kerr effect, but as the input intensity increases the    

decreases to almost zero and fits with the response of the 

NBG.  Fig. 4(a,b) show that at high input intensity and for 

high saturation intensity, total transmittance with both 

        is observed corresponding to a bidirectionally 

transparent grating for frequencies     .  

 

Fig. 5 (a) Transmittance, (b) reflectance for left and (c) reflectance 

for right incidence of PTBG at the U operation as a function of 

input intensity at          THz. The gain/loss has low 

saturation intensity             . Results for the NBG (      
at the Bragg frequency               are included for 

reference.  

   The impact of gain/loss saturation on the performance of 

the nonlinear PTBG as a function of input beam intensity is 

shown in Fig. 5. The grating is operated at          

THz, similarly as in  Fig. 4. The saturation intensity is low 

and set to                 , corresponding to a low 

Kerr nonlinearity of            . The PTBG operates at 
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the U point with |  |              . Fig. 5(a) shows 

almost total transmittance at low input intensity but it 

gradually decreases and fits with the response of the NBG 

as the input intensity is increased.  

Fig. 5(b) and (c) depict the reflectance for the left    and 

right    incidence respectively. At low input intensity 

     , but it gradually decreases and fits with the 

response of the NBG as the input intensity is increased. Fig. 

5(a-c) show the impact of the gain/loss saturation, that it 

effectively reduces the gain/loss in the system to a 

negligible level at high input intensity, and hence inhibits 

the interplay of Kerr nonlinearity and PT behaviour as is 

observed in Fig. 4.     

 

4. Applications 

In this section two potential applications of a nonlinear 

PTBG based on GaAs are investigated, namely an optical 

logic gate and a switch. The input beam comprises of a 

probe beam and a strong pump beam. The probe beam is a 

CW operated at the Bragg frequency                   

and has a low intensity which is kept constant throughout 

the simulation with             . The pump beam is 

a CW signal operated far from the Bragg frequency at 

             . The intensities of the pump beam are 

switched between two different values, i.e.      
          and               as marked in Fig. 5, 

where the pump beam intensity is shown against time. The 

pump beam is initially turned off and then turned on to 

intensity    for a duration of 10 ps, followed by an increase 

to intensity    for another 10 ps. The pattern is then repeated 

as seen in Fig. 6(a). 

 

Fig. 6 Comparison of switching operation between the (b) 

NBG and (c) PTBG for the pump beam intensity profile 

shown in (a).   

 

Fig. 6 compares the performance of the NBG and PTBG 

where Fig. 6(b) shows the transmitted probe beam of a 

NBG structure (      when excited from the left side. 

The transmitted probe beam of the NBG is very low when 

the pump beam is turned off or operated at     . However, 

when the pump beam is switched to operate at    total 

transmitted power is observed. On the other hand, Fig. 6(c) 

shows the output of the PTBG when the grating is excited 

from the left. It can be seen that when the pump beam is off 

the probe beam is totally transmitted    . Increase in the 

pump beam intensity to    reduces the transmitted probe 

beam intensity. A subsequent further increase of the pump 

beam to    increases the transmitted probe beam to total 

transmittance. Although Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c) show that 

NBG and PTBG have similar switching operation, the 

PTBG achieves switching at lower pump intensity with the 

default ON state for     and OFF state at     .  

 

5. Conclusion 

The performance of a nonlinear PT Bragg grating that has 

dispersive material and a saturable gain/loss model is 

analysed and compared with the performance of an 

idealised PT Bragg grating and a nonlinear Bragg grating 

with no gain/loss. It is shown that material dispersion limits 

the unidirectional behaviour of the PTBG to a narrowband 

region around the Bragg frequency. The interplay of 

saturation and nonlinearity is important as low saturation 

intensity can prohibit the impact of Kerr nonlinearity in a 

nonlinear PTBG. At high saturation intensity the impact of 

nonlinearity contributes to bidirectional invisibility for 

frequencies above the Bragg frequency. The operation of 

the PTBG as an optical switch and logic gate confirms that 

the switching operation can be achieved at lower pump 

intensities than is the case for the nonlinear Bragg grating 

with no gain and loss.  
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Abstract 
A one-way invisible cloak is proposed by transforming 

the parity-time (PT) symmetric optical materials. At the PT-
symmetry breaking threshold, incident light is scattered 
only along one direction but not the other by satisfying the 
phase matching condition, making the cloak one-way 
invisible. In addition, optical scattering from the one-way 
cloak can be further engineered to create a unidirectional 
optical illusion of the concealed object. 

1. Introduction 
In recent years, transformation optics has attracted 

considerable research attention in the development various 
devices with unprecedented performances not found in 
nature [1-8]. Myriad novel effects such as invisibility 
cloaking have been theoretically and experimentally 
demonstrated by using the coordinate transformation [3-5]. 
The previous studies were mainly focused on the realization 
of perfect cloaks, viz. making the concealed object 
omnidirectionally invisible to the outside observers [1-2]. In 
many cases, however, it might be important to have the 
cloak selectively visible for only a specific direction, i.e., a 
one-way invisible cloak. Some researchers have proposed a 
coordinate-transformed nonreciprocal photonic crystal 
cloak, where an external magnetic field is used to create an 
asymmetric permeability tensor, thus breaking the 
reciprocity of light [9]. Nevertheless, it is more desirable for 
optical devices and applications to realize a one-way cloak 
without applying a static magnetic field. In the past few 
years, the PT symmetric materials have been studied 
intensely, which is shown to be able to provide a 
unidirectional light transport with the complex dielectric 
permittivity plane engineered in its entirety. As an example, 
one-way invisible medium has been demonstrated at the 
spontaneous PT symmetry breaking threshold, which is also 
the exceptional point [10]. Even though the unidirectional 
invisibility breaks down for the PT symmetric materials 
with a large number of unit cells [11], the unidirectional 
invisibility from the PT symmetric materials at short lengths 
can provide an efficient approach to achieving one-way 
invisible cloaks, complementing the so far explored 
omnidirectional invisible cloaks. 

2. Parity-time symmetric cloak 
In this paper, we propose a new scheme to realize the 

PT symmetric cloak by introducing the PT symmetric 
optical materials into the transformation optics. The 
transformed PT symmetric materials provide a 
unidirectional wave vector. Therefore, the light scattering is 
expected to occur when the phase matching condition is 
satisfied in one direction, while no scattering can be 
observed with light incident from other directions. For the 
outside observers, the concealed object is cloaked 
depending on incident directions of light.  Moreover, we 
show that the enhanced scattering from the transformed PT 
symmetric materials can be engineered to provide a one-
way optical illusion of the concealed object. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: (a) Coordinate transformation to expand a point (r=0)  in 
the virtual space (rb) into a hole (r'a) in the physical space 
(ar'b). (b) Complex permittivities of the PT symmetric materials 
in the virtual and physical spaces, respectively. 

 
In Fig. 1(a), a point is expanded into a circular hole by 

the pushing-forward coordinate mapping, where r = f(r') = 
b(r'-a)/(b-a) and =' in polar coordinates [1]. It needs to 
be mentioned that even though PT symmetric materials 
have a broadband unidirectional response, the singularity at 
the boundary of the circular hole limits the operating 
bandwidth of the transformed PT symmetric cloak. In the 
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virtual space (rb), the PT symmetric material is built up by 
a periodic complex modulation in its permittivity: 
=1+exp(i·x), where  is the modulation amplitude and  
the modulation vector, respectively, and ·x=rcos. In Fig. 
1(b), ' and ' in the physical space (ar'b) after 
transformation is written as 'z'=f(r')f'(r')/r', 'r' 

=f(r')/[r'f'(r')], and ''=f'(r')r'/f(r') for transverse electric 
(TE) polarized light, where the permeability tensor is 
anisotropic and inhomogeneous. 

According to transformation optics, the wave dynamics 
in virtual space should be equivalent to that in physical 
space. For simplicity, we only investigate the propagation 
behavior of TE polarized light in the virtual space, where 
the scalar Helmholtz equation can be written in the form 

2 2 2

2 2 2
0z z

z
E E E
x y c

  
  

 
,                                (1) 

where c is the speed of light in vacuum. Applying the 
coupled mode theory, we decompose the total electric field 
in terms of incident and scattered components into 

1 2( )exp( ) ( )exp( )z in scE E i E i   x k x x k x .                (2) 

Assuming slowly varying amplitudes of the incident and 
scattered waves and substituting Equation (2) into the 
Equation (1), one can obtain  
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Define a detuning factor =+k1–k2. Equation (3) can be 
formalized into the coupled mode equation 
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where | k1|=| k2|=/c since the incident and scattered lights 
are both propagating in the free space. In our study, the 
initial condition of incident and scattered waves are Ein≠0 
and Esc=0, respectively. Therefore, for a specific incident 
beam with k1 that satisfies =0, the momentum of the 
scattered waves is determined by k2=+k1. And the value of 
Esc increases linearly with the propagation distance inside 
the PT symmetric materials while Ein remains unchanged 
under the constraint of reciprocity. On the other hand, for 
the incident waves with momentum that always leads to ≠0, 
the overall energy transfer to the scattered components is 
negligible due to the phase mismatch, which leads to a near-
zero scattering cross-section. 

In the following, we carry out full-wave simulations 
using a finite element solver (COMSOL Multiphysics) to 
demonstrate the one-way invisibility effect of transformed 
PT symmetric materials. In the numerical simulations, the 
TE-polarized plane wave is incoming from the left (Figs. 

2(a) and 2(c)) and right (Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)) directions, 
respectively. The wavelength of light is set to be =0.1 unit. 
In order to form the distinctive Bragg scattering, the 
modulation vector of the PT material in the virtual space is 
=4. The parameters in the circular region (|x|2.5) 
(see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)) are then expressed as 
=1+0.1exp(i125.66x) and =1. In Fig. 2(a), strong Bragg 
reflection is visualized for left incidence due to the satisfied 
phase matching condition k2+k1, shown by the inset 
vector diagram. For the right incidence in Fig. 2(b), the 
scattered light is barely observed due to the very fact that 
the corresponding vector diagram reveals that k2 will be 
much larger than k1 and thus fall into the evanescent regime. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: The total electric field distribution in the virtual 
space [(a), (b)] and the physical space [(c), (d)]. 

The results in our simulations are consistent with the 
previously reported unidirectional invisibility [10]. In Figs. 
2(c) and 2(d), the unidirectional wave scattering of the PT 
symmetric cloak is demonstrated in the physical space, 
where a perfect electric conductor (PEC) cylinder with a 
radius of  is concealed and one-way cloaked. Basically, the 
field distributions in both directions are in good agreement 
with the results in the virtual space (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)) 
despite of a small amount of scattering caused by the 
singularity at the boundary of the PEC cylinder |x'|=. In 
addition, the total power in the whole simulation domain 
increases as wave propagates though the PT symmetric 
material, which does not violate the energy conservation 
law, since the optical gain is introduced to balance out the 
loss inside and provide the additional power. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The total electric field distribution with TE-
polarized plane waves coming from (a) the left and (b) the right, 
respectively. Here the modulation vector is not in parallel with 
the incident wave vector k1. 
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       We also consider the case when the modulation vector 
is not in parallel with the incident wave vector k1. The 
parameters in the virtual space (|x|2.5) are instead expressed as 
=1+0.1exp(–i31.42x+i54.41y) and =1. In Fig. 3(a), inset vector 
diagram shows that the incident wave vector k1, scattered wave 
vector k2, and modulation vector  form an equilateral triangle, 
which indicates a strong forward scattering, and the phase 
mismatch ≠0 enables nearly no reflection for the backward 
propagation as shown in Fig. 3(b).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: The total electric field distribution with a TE-
polarized point source impinging on a PEC cylinder (r') 
without [(a)-(b)] and with the PT cloak ( r'2.5) [(c)-(d)]. 
The point source is located at (-5, 0) [(a), (c)] and (5, 0) 
[(b), (d)], respectively.  

      Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the scattering pattern of a 
PEC cylinder for a point source located at (-5, 0) and (5, 
0), respectively. In Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), when the PEC 
cylinder is shielded by the PT symmetric cloak, the one-
way invisibility effect can also be clearly observed. In Fig. 
4(d), an undisturbed cylindrical wave pattern is presented in 
the far-field on both sides of the cloak where the point 
source is located right to the cloak, showing an excellent 
cloaking effect since the phase mismatch forbids the energy 
transfer from incident waves to the scattered waves. In Fig. 
4(c), the point source is located left to the cloak, and the 
reflection is induced by the phase matching. However, the 
concealed PEC cylinder in Fig. 4(c) still remains invisible 
to the observer standing right to the PT cloak, due to the 
fact that the unidirectional phase matching is only valid for 
reflection rather than transmission. Therefore, the total 
electric field distribution after the PT cloak remains the 
same as that from the point source with no contribution 
from scattering in light transmission. Different from the 
observer behind the PT symmetric cloak that sees 
unperturbed light propagation, the one in front may have an 
illusion that light is reflected back from a concave mirror. 

3. Unidirectional optical illusion 
In Fig. 5, we have compared the electric field 

distributions from the cloaked PEC cylinder with the one 
from a PEC concave mirror. The normalized scattering field 
distributions of the cloaked PEC cylinder are plotted, under 

the different illumination conditions of TE-polarized 
cylindrical light, where the point source is located at (-3, 
0), (-5, 0), and (-7, 0), respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(a). 
The results clearly show that the backward scattering angle 
becomes narrower as the source is moved away from the 
concealed object.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: (a) For the point source located at (-3, 0), (-5, 0), 
and (-7, 0), the normalized scattering fields of the cloaked 
PEC cylinder are represented by the purple, red, and blue 
curves, respectively. (b) The normalized scattering fields 
from the cloaked PEC cylinder (red) is compared with that 
of a concave PEC mirror (black), where the point source is 
located at (-5, 0). (c) and (d) are the total electric field 
distributions for the cloaked PEC cylinder and the concave 
PEC mirror, respectively. 

In Fig. 5(b), the backscattering patterns from the PT 
symmetric cloak are nearly equivalent to those from a PEC 
concave mirror, thus providing an illusion in reflection as if 
there is a PEC concave mirror instead of the concealed PEC 
cylinder. Moreover, the simulated field distributions in Figs. 
5(c) and 5(d) further confirm the resemblance of scattered 
fields between two cases. It is shown that great consistence 
in both amplitude and phase of backscattering has been 
achieved around the point source. Such an optical illusion is 
also unidirectional, similar to the demonstrated one-way 
invisibility for the PT symmetric cloak. 

4. Conclusions 
We theoretically demonstrated a new type of one-way 

invisible cloak by transforming PT symmetric materials at 
the spontaneous PT symmetry threshold. Light is strongly 
reflected for one direction that the phase matching condition 
is satisfied, while being unperturbed in the other direction. 
The results show that the scattering from the PT symmetric 
cloak can be employed to provide a specific detectable route 
to the outside world and even give an optical illusion for the 
concealed object. Furthermore, it will be necessary to 
engineer the direction, amplitude, and phase of each 
scattered component in order to create an arbitrary optical 
illusion, which is possible by introducing a more 
generalized PT symmetric potential in the virtual space, i.e. 
(x)=jjexp(ijx+ij). Here, the amplitude, direction, 
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and phase of the scattered light (j) can be tuned flexibly by 
the material parameters of j, j, and j, respectively, when 
the physical size of the illusion device and the wave vector 
of incident light are given. It needs to be mentioned that the 
proposed method can also be used to design other 
transformation optics devices such as PT carpet cloak, PT 
optical rotator, etc. Our scheme offers great material design 
flexibility and additional freedoms for developing novel 
photonic devices by investigating the PT symmetric optical 
materials within the context of transformation optics. 
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Abstract 
Further enhance of the Raman scattering is the priority for 
the development of the modern molecular diagnostic 
methods. Expected increasing in detection sensitivity of the 
biological and chemical agents provides substantial 
progress in such areas as: proteomics (discovery of new 
disease markers), pharmacokinetics of drugs, analysis of 
toxins and infections agents, drug analysis, food safety, and 
environmental safety. 
In this paper we investigated the possibility of the 
facet structures, based on cerium dioxide for the purpose 
of increasing the intensity of the SERS signal. During the 
studies a new metamaterial was developed. The 
metamaterial is based on the facet cerium dioxide films and 
plasmonic nanoparticles that are immobilized on its surface. 
The new metamaterial provides additional SERS signal 
amplification factor of 211. Thus developed material offers 
the prospect of increasing the sensitivity and selectivity of 
biochemical and immunological analysis. 
 

1. Introduction 
Over the last decade, many research efforts have been 
focused on the development the fast, sensitive, and low cost 
sensors, especially for biological and chemical compounds. 
Emerging advances in plasmonics, nanotechnology, surface 
engineering, and optics open an opportunity of using the 
near-field interactions to significantly increase the optical 
signal strength.  
It is known that the media with random distribution of the 
refractive index and non-uniform rough surface provide the 
inhomogeneous distribution of the intensity maxima in 
transmitted and reflected light [1]. Recently, we have 
shown that resonant interactions in the special dielectric 
metamaterials (facet dielectric films) yield significantly 
enhanced local fields covering large surface areas [2]. In 
this report we consider the possibility of combining 
plasmon resonances in metal (gold) nanoparticles with 
localized electromagnetic resonaces in the facet dielectric 

films of cerium dioxide for highly sensitive SERS detection 
of chemical compounds and biological agents. 

2. Results 

2.1. Preparation of facet cerium dioxide films 

A technological route to facet cerium dioxide films consists 
of the following: 
• pretreatment of surface of a polycor substrate by washing 
in isopropyl alcohol and ion cleaning in vacuum chamber 
(10-2 Torr) by an ion beam (beam current 150 mA, voltage 
1.5 kV) for 15 minutes; 
• deposition by electron beam evaporation 
of aluminum sublayer,  thickness of 100-150 nm, current in 
the electron beam was 100 mA, voltage - 8kV; 
• cerium dioxide of high purity was placed in a water-cooled 
copper crucible, electron-beam evaporation was carried out 
at a beam current of 30 mA and a voltage of 8 kV. 
The thickness of the deposited films was controlled 
by optical inspection of the interference maxima and minima 
of the transmittance at a wavelength of 900 nm on the 
control glass samples. 

2.2. Preparation and immobilization of Au-
nanoparticles on the facet cerium dioxide films 

Au-nanoparticles (Au-NP) were prepared by well-known 
citrate method [3]. Au-Np size was determined by 
Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (average size - 56+1 nm).  
For the preparation of SERS active particles, Au-NPs were 
modified by 3,3'-dithio-bis(6-nitrobenzoic acid) - (DTNB) in 
accordance with the scheme shown in Fig. 1. 
Au-NPs were adsorbed onto facet cerium dioxide films after 
deposition of polycation (poly(diallyldimethylammonium 
chloride)) according to the procedure described in the article 
[4]. 

2.3. Morphology and structure of cerium dioxide films  

Morphology of cerium dioxide films were studied by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a Quanta 
microscope (FEI) with resolution near 5 nm. Representative 
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SEM image and cross section of  cerium dioxide film are 
shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 

Figure 1: Scheme for preparation of Au-NP - DTNB 
conjugates. 
 

 

Figure 2: (a) General SEM view of the CeO2 structure; 
(b)cross section of CeO2 film. 

Presented in Fig. 2 images 
show characteristic faceted structure of the films. A 
detailed study of the structure facet films was conducted by 
atomic force microscopy. Dedicated as a result the 
basic elements of this structure are reflected in the 
scheme shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Figure 3: The general scheme of the 
resulting facet structure. 

Nanoscale structures (1) form larger agglomerates (2) with 
characteristic dimensions of several hundred 
nanometers. Agglomerates are arranged so that they form 
a facet (3). Perimeter facet (blue line) forms a kind 
of curb. The facets are separated from each other by 
small cracks (several nanometers). Estimated by 
AFM dimensions for selected structures are shown in Table 
1. 

 
Table 1: Dimensions of the elements of the 

facet structures at various cerium dioxide film 
thicknesses. 

Film 
thickness, 

nm 

Curb 
height, 

nm 

Facet 
size, 
µm 

Agglo- 
merate 

size, µm 

Nano 
struct. 
size, 
nm 

800 29± 4 1,3±0,1 0,32±0,03 28±2 
1200 50± 7 1,5±0,1 0,37±0,04 29±4 
1600 118±17 2,0±0,1 0,45±0,04 32±4 
2000 126±15 2,5±0,3 0,57±0,04 23±3 
2400 105±24 2,3±0,3 0,60±0,05 25±4 
2800 128±19 2,8±0,2 0,65±0,06 75±7 

 

 
The Table 1 shows that nanoscale structures size remains 
constant for all thickness except 2800 nm where average 
size is higher in 3 times.  Increase in film thickness leads to 
an increase in the size of the agglomerates curb height and 
facet size. A slight deviation from this rule is observed 
at 2400 nm film thickness. 
Investigation of the optical images and the distribution of 
Raman signal on the cerium dioxide films was performed 
using confocal Raman imaging system Alpha 500R (WITec, 
Germany). Raman scattering system registration was 
equipped with WITec inverted confocal microscope. It is 
situated at solid granite plate mounted at active vibration 
isolation system. Special XY positioner provide accuracy 
moving of sample table.  Microscope objective is EC 
Epiplan-Neofluar 100x/0,9 DIC ∞/0 Carl Zeizz objective. 
Objective numerical aperture consists 0,9. Light source is 
green laser WITec with 532 nm wave length and its 
maximal power is 60 mW. Measurement was carried out at 5 
mW of all laser power. Raman scattering light from sample 
enters the optical fiber and goes to the spectrometer. Signal 
registration is performed by Andor CCD camera. WITec 
Raman scattering system provides 90% delivery of light to 
the detector. 
Fig. 4 show optical image and Raman intensity distribution 
at 456 cm-1 (characteristic Raman shift for cerium dioxide).  
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Figure 4: (a) Optical image of 2400 nm CeO2 surface; (b) 
intensity distribution  maps for mainRaman peak of 2400 
nm CeO2. Red - 300 CCD counts, violet - 1700 CCD 
counts. 

  
These images show the irregular distribution of the 
signal on the film surface. Areas of more 
intense signal located mainly in the border area of facets. 

2.4. Morphology of SERS-active junction of Au-NP and 
facet cerium dioxide films 

Morphology of cerium dioxide films after Au-NP 
deposition were studied by SEM using a Supra-40 
microscope (Carl Zeiss). Representative SEM images are 
shown in Fig. 5. 
 

 
Figure 5: SEM images of facet cerium dioxide films with 
Au-NP. 
 
 
The fraction of the surface occupied by the gold 
nanoparticles after deposition to the cerium dioxide surface 

was evaluated using software Gwyddion. Data for films 
with different thickness are given in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Fraction of surface occupied by the gold 
nanoparticles after deposition to the cerium dioxide films. 

Film 
thickness, 

nm 

Fraction of 
surface for 

gold NP [%] 
    90 5.7±0.7 
  200 5.8±0.7 
  300 4.6±0.7 
  400 3.8±0.7 
  500 1.3±0.7 
  600 3.7±0.8 
  700 2.3±1.1 
  800 4.5±1.2 
1200 7.7±4.6 
1600 6.0±3.7 
2000 5.2±0.6 
2400 2.3±1.1 
2800 2.1±2.7 

 

 
From Table 2 it follows that immobilization of Au-NPs lead 
to covering from 1 to 8 percent of the cerium dioxide 
surface. 

2.5. SERS spectra 

A Raman spectrometer innoRam, model BWS445(B)-785S 
(B&W Tek, Inc.) with continuous-wave laser-785 (290 
mW) was used for the collection of spectra using an 
excitation wavelength of 785 nm. The excitation was 
performed in an epi configuration through a 20X objective 
(NA= 0.4 ) on a microscope. The SERS signal was 
collected through the same objective in 180 degree 
backscattering geometry. Laser power for all experiments 
was 29 mW. The acquisition time was 1.5 seconds. 326 cm-

1, 1060 cm-1, 1338 cm-1 and 1558 cm-1 Raman scattering 
bands of thio 6-nitrobenzoic acid [5] were used to assess the 
effectiveness of the SERS signal. SERS signal intensity of 
these bands was calculated as the average of 
the measurements in the ten points of the sample after 
subtracting the baseline signal.  

3. Discussion 
Studies have shown that in the process of formation of 
cerium dioxide films as a result apparently of relaxation 
of tensions arising formed facet structure with a 
characteristic size about 2-3 microns. Irregular distribution 
of the Raman signal on the film surface (see Fig. 4 ) 
indicates the possibility of an additional signal 
amplification after immobilization SERS active 
structures on the surface of the facet structures due to the 
presence of local amplification of the electromagnetic field. 
Study of SERS signal intensity from DTNB - Au-NP on 
cerium dioxide films with various thicknesses showed that 
the magnitude of the signal oscillates with increasing film 
thickness (see Fig. 6).  
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Figure 6: SERS signal at different Raman scattering 
bands from DTNB - Au-NP on cerium dioxide 
films with various thicknesses after normalization to 
the amount of gold nanoparticles. 

 
Normalization of SERS signals on the magnitude of the 
signal received at a film thickness of 2800 nm (minimal 
signal), makes it possible to estimate the values of the 
coefficients of additional enhancing for the SERS signal. 
The data after the appropriate transformation shown in Fig. 
7. 

 

Figure 7: This is the figure caption. Color figures are 
acceptable. 

 
Maximum, more than 200 times, additional enhancing 
for the SERS signal is achieved at a film thickness of 2400 
nm and Raman shift 1060 cm-1. It should be noted that 
the signal enhancement depends on the selected SERS shift 
as well. In other words, the films of different 
thickness have a different selectivity relative to the 
vibrations of different frequencies. 

4. Conclusions 
A new metamaterial based on facet cerium 
dioxide films and immobilized on its 
surface plasmonic nanoparticles have been developed. The 
new material provides additional SERS signal 
amplification factor of 211. Using the developed 

material offers the prospect of increasing the sensitivity and 
selectivity of biochemical and immunological analysis. 
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Abstract 
The ability of Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) to 
discriminate between weakly and strongly scattering 
particles has been tested. Only partial discrimination is 
possible with standard implementation of NTA. Algorithm 
based on particle spot shape analysis to limit the upper and 
lower edges of detection volume has been proposed. These 
improvements open the possibility for the new type of 
specific labelling in NTA, scattering labelling of “soft 
particles”, i.e. weakly scattering biological particles, 
including exosomes, viruses and protein aggregates. 

1. Introduction 
Exosomes and microvesicles research is the emerging field 
of molecular biology and medicine. In general, these 
extracellular vesicles are involved in long-range 
intercellular communications. Thus they attracted a great 
attention as possible messengers in different pathological 
conditions and also as a new class of diagnostic markers [1]. 
Among many particle sizing techniques Nanoparticle 
Tracking Analysis (NTA) is one of the most convenient 
tools for vesicles characterization due to ability to measure 
both concentration and particle size distribution on particle-
by-particle basis [2]. Besides purified exosomes samples, 
NTA allows to count and size vesicles or any other particles 
of interest in complex mixtures (e.g. culture medium and 
body fluids) by selective fluorescent labelling [3]. Although 
providing a great possibility, this approach has some 
drawbacks: the requirement of multiple fluorescent 
molecules per particle for robust detection and fluorophore 
photobleaching issues. 
In this paper we suggest the new type of selective NTA 
measurements by labelling the particles of interest by 
strongly scattering gold nanoparticles. The discrimination of 
labeled and label-free particles could be made by scattering 
intensity. 

2. Experimental section 
All NTA experiments were made with Nanosight LM10 HS 
instrument (Nanosight Ltd, UK) equipped with 405 nm, 65 
mW laser and EMCCD Andor Luca camera. Samples were 
diluted with appropriate buffer or MilliQ water to reach the 
optimal concentration for NTA according to ASTM E2834–
12 [4]. Recorded videos of particles’ Brownian motion were 

processed with standard NTA 2.3 software, build 0033 
(Nanosight Ltd, UK). 
Gold nanoparticles with nominal diameter of 20 nm from 
Sigma Aldrich (Art. 753610-25ML, OD 1, stabilized 
suspension in 0.1 mM PBS) and Thermo Scientific 3000 
Series polystyrene particles with nominal diameter of 400±9 
nm were used without any further purification. 
Platelet-free plasma of healthy men was freshly prepared 
prior to measurements as described elsewhere. Briefly, 3 ml 
of blood were collected in BD EDTA Vacutainer. Two 
aliquots 1.5 ml were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1000 g to 
separate most of blood cells. Supernatant was additionally 
centrifuged for 20 minutes at 15000 g to sediment platelets 
and cell debris. 

3. Discussion 
Mean scattering intensity of each tracked particle is an 
additional measured parameter during any NTA experiment. 
Instrument and software producer (Nanosight Ltd, UK) 
claims, that this data could be used for discrimination of 
particles made of different materials if they strongly differ 
by their optical properties (refractive index and extinction 
coefficient). Theoretically according to Rayleigh scattering 
intensity equation, if the sample contains spherical particles 
of different size made of same material, the scattering 
intensity I plotted vs particle size d should show the power-
law behavior. If there are two different materials, 
theoretically such a graph should show two distinct power-
law branches. 
With real samples of spherical particles I(d) graph looks 
like prolate cluster of points rather than well-defined power-
law curve due to imperfectness of optical setup and 
inaccuracies of intensity calculation algorithms. That’s the 
reason why this valuable for the first glance information 
about the particles is rarely used in scientific papers. 
To test the ability of standard NTA software to distinguish 
between weakly and strongly scattering particles two 
samples have been measured in the same conditions: 20 nm 
gold nanoparticles (diluted by clean PBS 500 times) as one 
of the strongest known scatterer and weakly scattering sub-
μm particles of blood plasma (diluted by clean PBS 50000 
times). Video recording parameters were: “Camera shutter” 
= 1000, “Camera gain” = 500, video duration 120 s; 
processing parameters were “Detection threshold” = 10 
(multi), “Min track length”: Auto, “Min expected size”: 
Auto. Superposition of I(d) graphs for both samples (Fig.1) 
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shows, that although clusters for different samples are 
distinguishable from each other, the difference is not strong 
enough for reliable determination of particles’ type, 
especially for small sizes and low scattering intensities. 

 
Figure 1: Scattering intensity versus diameter for 20 nm 
gold nanoparticles (blue dots) and sub-μm blood plasma 
particles (red dots) measured by standard NTA 2.3 
software. 

We propose that such a small difference of measured 
scattering intensity between weakly scattering blood plasma 
particles and strongly scattering gold nanoparticles is a 
result of different scattering volumes for these two types of 
samples. The top and bottom edges of laser beam in 
Nanosight instrument optical setup are not sharp. With the 
constant camera sensitivity strongly scattering gold 
nanoparticles are detected even at the edges of the beam, 
where the incident beam intensity I0 is much less, than in 
the beam intensity in the middle. These particles form the 
lower part of I(d) cluster. Weakly scattering blood plasma 
particles are visible in the middle of the beam only, where 
the I0 is high. So we propose that the crucial step for correct 
NTA intensity measurements, required for scattering 
labelling is to fix the upper and lower edge of the detection 
volume and do not count particles located outside these 
limits. 
This aim could be reached by analysis of the particles’ spot 
shape. It depends on the vertical position of the particle 
regarding to focal plane of the objective. To get the 
quantitative information about spot shape vs particle 
vertical position very diluted sample (20000 times) of 400 
nm latex particles was measured. Large size of the particle 
is required for very slow Brownian motion, around 100 nm 
per frame. Sphericity is needed to have no intensity 
fluctuations due to rotation of the particle. The sample was 
slowly pumped through the beam until only one particle 
was presented in the scattering volume. Focal plane position 
has been moved up and down by tweaking wheel of the 
microscope. Typical images of the same particle with 
different focal plane positions (Fig. 2) shows that for 

microscope setup used in Nanosight LM10 instrument spot 
for particle located above the focal plane is a single wide 
blob (Fig. 2A), the perfectly focused particle shows Airy 
disk pattern (Fig. 2B), while the particle under the focal 
plane shows multiple diffraction rings (Fig. 2C). 

 
Figure 2: Spot shape for different positions of the particle 
regarding to focal plane of the objective with Nanosight 
LM10 microscope setup. A – particle is above the focal 
plane; B – particle is near the focal plane; C – particle is 
under the focal plane. 

The determination of vertical position of the particle could 
be done by full spot profile fitting, but to show the principal 
possibility we used the simple approach of measuring the 
full width at the half-height (FWHH) of the central 
maximum of the spot. Measured FWHH shows the 
monotonous dependence vs vertical position of the particle 
regarding to focal plane of the objective (Fig. 3). This 
calibration curve could be used to select the particles in the 
middle of the laser beam only. 

 
Figure 3: Measured dependence of full width at the half-
height (FWHH) of the central maximum of the spot from 
focal plane position in a.u. 

This approach will be tested on real videos of gold and 
blood plasma particles. 

4. Conclusions 
New type of particles labelling, scattering labelling is 
proposed for selective measurements of particles of interest 
with NTA. Impossibility of strong and weak scatterers 
discrimination with standard NTA 2.3 software have been 
shown. The approach for scattering volume correction using 
analysis of the particles’ spot shape has been proposed. 
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Abstract

Superconducting metamaterials comprising rf SQUIDs
(Superconducting QUantum Interference Devices) have
been recently realized and investigated with respect to their
tuneability, permeability and dynamic multistability prop-
erties. These properties are a consequence of intrinsic non-
linearities due to the sensitivity of the superconducting state
to external stimuli. SQUIDs, made of a superconduct-
ing ring interrupted by a Josephson junction, possess yet
another source of nonlinearity, which makes them widely
tuneable with an applied dc dlux. A model SQUID meta-
material, based on electric equivalent circuits, is used inthe
weak coupling approximation to demonstrate the dc flux
tuneability, dynamic multistability, and nonlinear transmis-
sion in SQUID metamaterials comprising non-hysteretic
SQUIDs. The model equations reproduce the experimen-
tally observed tuneability patterns, and predict tuneability
with the power of an applied ac magnetic magnetic field.
Moreover, the results indicate the opening of nonlinear
frequency bands for energy transmission through SQUID
metamaterials, for sufficiently strong ac fields.

1. Introduction

Superconducting metamaterials [1], a particular class of ar-
tificial media that rely on the extraordinary properties of su-
perconductors at sufficiently low temperatures, have been
recently attracted great attention (see e.g., reference [2]).
Conventional metamaterials, that comprise highly conduct-
ing metallic elements [3, 4, 5], typically exhibit high losses
in the frequency range where their unusual and sought prop-
erties are manifested. The key element for the construction
of conventional (metallic) metamaterials has customarily
been the split-ring resonator (SRR), typically a highly con-
ducting metallic ring with a slit, that can be regarded as an
inductive-capacitive (L C) resonant oscillator. Nonlinear-
ity, provided by combination of SRRs with electronic com-
ponents (e.g., diodes [6]), adds a new degree of freedom for
the design of tuneable metamaterials. Superconductors, on
the other hand, are intrinsically nonlinear materials, dueto
the extreme sensitivity of the superconducting state in ex-
ternal stimuli [7, 8], which moreover exhibit significantly

reduced Ohmic losses. They thus provide unique oppor-
tunities to the researchers in the field for the fabrication
of superconducting metamaterials with highly controllable
effective electromagnetic properties including wideband
tuneability [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

The direct superconducting analogue of a nonlinear
SRR is the rf SQUID (rf Superconducting QUantum Inter-
ference Device), a long-known device in community of su-
perconductivity. It consists of a superconducting ring inter-
rupted by a Josephson junction (JJ) Josephson junction (JJ)
[21], as shown schematically in figure 1(a). The SQUID
is a strongly nonlinear resonator [22, 23], that is tuneable
over a wide frequency range by applying either a flux bias
[18, 24] or by varying the incoming rf power of an applied
alternating field [24, 25]. This superconducting device has
found up to date numerous applications [26, 27, 28, 29],
and it is known to be the worlds most sensitive detector of
magnetic signals. The replacement of metallic SRRs with
rf SQUIDs, which have no direct electrical conduct but in-
stead they are coupled magnetically through their mutual
inductances, has been suggested theoretically a few years
ago [30, 31]. Such SQUID metamaterials have been re-
cently realized in the lab [18, 19, 32, 24, 25], that exhibit
strong nonlinearities and wide-band tuneability with un-
usual magnetic properties due to macroscopic quantum ef-
fects. Nonlinearity and discreteness in SQUID metamate-
rials, along with low Ohmic losses (at least at microwave
frequencies) may also lead in the generation of discrete
breathers [33, 34, 35], i.e., time-periodic and spatially lo-
calized modes that change locally the magnetic response.
Recent advances that led to nano-SQUIDs makes possible
the fabrication of SQUID metamaterials at the nanoscale
[36] (and references therein).

Superconducting metamaterials, resulting either from
bare replacement of the metallic parts employed in con-
ventional metamaterials by superconducting ones [37, 12,
11, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42], or by constructing hybrid struc-
tures comprising superconducting components [43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 14, 49], or even by incoprorating the Joseph-
son effect as in arrays of SQUIDs [50, 18, 19, 32, 24], have
been already proposed and/or demonstrated experimentally.
Their operation frequency spans a huge range, from zero



[51, 52, 53, 54] to microwaves [55, 18, 56, 19, 32] and to
Terahertz [11, 12, 37, 57, 38, 39, 40, 15, 58, 59, 41, 42]
and visible [45] frequencies. Moreover, researchers rely
on particular superconducting devices to access the trully
quantum metamaterial regime [30, 60, 61, 62, 63].

In the present work, numerical calculations that rely on
a model SQUID metamaterial in the weak coupling approx-
imation are shown to reproduce fairly well the experimen-
tally observed tuneability patterns with an applied constant
(dc) flux bias. Specifically, it is demonstrated that the fre-
quency band of linear flux waves of a SQUID metamate-
rial can be tuned periodically with the dc flux, with a pe-
riod of one flux quantum. These results in a sense val-
idate the discrete model. Quantitative differences in the
tuneability patterns are attributed to the system size, di-
mensionality, nonlinearity strength (equivalently the ampli-
tude of an applied rf alternating magnetic field), and cou-
pling strength between neighboring SQUIDs. The trans-
mission properties of SQUID metamaterials are investi-
gated in the weakly nonlinear regime for a one-dimensional
(1D) SQUID metamaterial with respect to the loss coeffi-
cient of the SQUIDs, for coupling strength which is in ac-
cordance with the weak coupling approximation (and in the
range of values achieved in the experiments). For low losses
and substantial nonlinearity, the transmission of flux waves
through the metamaterial is also possible for frequencies
outside the linear band, though the opening of one or more
”channels” (i.e., nonlinear bands), whose effectiveness in
transmitting energy depends on the nonlinearity strength.

2. SQUID Metamaterial Equations

Consider a two-dimensional (2D) rectangular lattice of
identical SQUIDs in an ac and/or dc magnetic field,H(t),
which is spatially uniform, as in figure 1(c). In the follow-
ing we adopt the description (and notation) in references
[35, 64], thus summarizing the essential building blocks of
the model in a self-contained manner, yet omitting unnec-
essary details. The dynamic equations for the fluxes,φn,m,
in the(n, m) SQUID ring are given by [33, 34, 64]

φ̈n,m + γφ̇n,m + φn,m + β sin(2πφn,m)

−λx(φn−1,m + φn+1,m) − λy(φn,m−1 + φn,m+1)

= [1 − 2(λx + λy)]φext, (1)

where the overdots denote differentiation with respect to
the normalized timeτ , λx andλy are the coupling coeffi-
cients in thex andy direction, respectively,β = LIc/Φ0 =
βL/2π is the rescaled SQUID parameter, andγ is a di-
mensionless coefficient representing all of the dissipation
in each SQUID. The frequency and time in equation (1)
are normalized to the correspondingLC SQUID frequency
ω0 = 1/

√
LC and its inverseω−1

0 , respectively, while all
fluxes are normalized to the flux quantum,Φ0. The external
flux φext is of the form

φext = φdc + φac cos(Ωτ), (2)
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Figure 1: (color online) (a) Schematic drawing of an rf
SQUID in a perpendicular time-dependent magnetic field
H(t). (b) Equivalent electrical circuit (RCSJ model) for
a single rf SQUID driven by a flux sourceΦext. (c)
Schematic drawing of a two-dimensional rf SQUID meta-
material, where the unit cell is indicated by the green-
dashed line.

whereΩ is the driving frequency,φdc is the flux bias, and
φac is the amplitude of the ac field. The current,in,m, flow-
ing in the(n, m) SQUID, normalized to the critical current
of the junction,Ic, is given by

in,m =
1

β
{φn,m − φeff − λx(φn−1,m + φn+1,m)

−λy(φn,m−1 + φn,m+1)} . (3)

For later use, the total maximum current per SQUID of the
SQUID metamaterial is defined as

imax = max







1

NxNy

Nx,Ny
∑

n,m=1

in,m







T

, (4)

i.e., the maximum value of the total current (given by the
expression in the curly brackets) in one driving periodT =
2π/Ω. The SQUID metamaterial supports linear flux waves
which frequency dispersion is

Ω ≡ Ωκ =
√

1 + βL − 2(λx cosκx + λy cosκy), (5)

whereκ = (κx, κy) is the normalized wavevector.
The dynamic behavior of rf SQUIDs has has been in-

vestigated extensively for more than two decades, both in
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the hysteretic (βL > 1) and the non-hysteretic (βL < 1)
regimes. Just as conventional metamaterials acquire their
properties from their individual elements, SQUID metama-
terials acquire their resonance properties from individual
SQUIDs. For very low amplitude of the ac driving field
(linear regime), an rf SQUID exhibits a resonant magnetic
response at a particular frequency

ωSQ = ω0

√

1 + βL, (6)

which is always larger than its correspondingLC fre-
quency,ω0. Tuneability of an rf SQUID can be achieved ei-
ther with the amplitude of the ac field,φac, or with the flux
bias,φdc, which generate the flux threading its loop [35].
The resonance shift due to a dc flux bias has been actually
observed in low−Tc, single rf SQUIDs in the linear regime
[18], as well as in 1D SQUID metamaterials [19, 32, 56].
Assuming isotropic coupling, i.e.,λx = λy = λ, the maxi-
mum and minimum values of the linear frequency band are
then obtained by substitutingκ = (κx, κy) = (0, 0) and
(π, π), respectively, into equation (5). Thus we get

ωmax =
√

1 + βL + 4|λ|, ωmin =
√

1 + βL − 4|λ|,
(7)

that give an approximate bandwidth∆Ω ≃ 4|λ|/ΩSQ,
where

ΩSQ =
ωSQ

ω0
=

√

1 + βL. (8)

The dynamic equations (1) are integrated with a fourth-
order Runge-Kutta algorithm with fixed time-stepping, and
the total energy of the SQUID metamaterial, in units of the
Josephson energyEJ , is calculated from the expression

Etot =
∑

n,m

{

π

β

[

φ̇2
n,m + (φn,m − φext)

2
]

+[1 − cos(2πφn,m)]

−π

β
[λx(φn,m − φext)(φn−1,m − φext)

+λx(φn+1,m − φext)(φn,m − φext)

+λy(φn,m−1 − φext)(φn,m − φext)

+λy(φn,m − φext)(φn,m+1 − φext)]} . (9)

The averaged energy in one driving periodT = 2π/ω of
evolution then reads

< Etot >T =
1

T

∫ T

0

dτEtot(τ), (10)

whereω = ω0Ω is the frequency of the applied ac flux.

3. dc flux tuneability

At frequencies within a narrow band, the metamaterial ab-
sorbs a large amount of energy. For dc flux bias equal to
integer multiples ofΦ0 (including zero), that band coin-
cides with the linear flux-wave band given in equation (5).
However, for any other value of the dc flux, that band shifts
downwards, down to a minimum attained for dc flux bias

equal to odd semi-integer multiples ofΦ0. This procedure
results in a very clear pattern of periodic shifting of the lin-
ear band with the dc flux bias, which has been observed in
experiments [19, 32, 24]. Here the basic features of the dc
flux tuneability patterns are reproduced by integrating equa-
tions (1) and using the calculated fluxesφn,m and voltages
φ̇n,m to obtain the averaged energy per period of the ac field
< Etot >T =< Etot >T (Ω = 2π/T, φdc) from equations
(9) and (10) as a function of the frequency of the ac fieldΩ
and the dc fluxφdc. The quantity< Etot >T (Ω =, φdc)
is then presented in density plots on theΩ − φdc plane in
figure 2, fo several combinations of ac flux amplitudesφac

and coupling coefficientsλ. In these plots, the regions of
resonant absorption correspond to maxima in the averaged
energy, which appear as minima in the corresponding plots
obtained from experiments, where the measured quantity is
the frequency-dependent complex transmission amplitude
|S21(Ω)|. In figure 2, while the dc flux is measured in units
of Φ0, the frequencies has been transformed in natural units
(GHz); the single-SQUID resonance frequency is chosen
to befSQ = 15 GHz. The frequencyfSQ can be either
calculated from the SQUID parameters or measured exper-
imentally. The chosen value forfSQ is slightly higher than
the one measured in reference [25] for similar SQUID pa-
rameters; no attempt for an accurate fitting of the experi-
mental data was made in this work. In figure 2, the ac am-
plitudeφac increases from left to right, while the coupling
λ increases from top to bottom. Apparently, the resonant
energy absorption, indicated by the dark regions, become
stronger as one moves from left to right (increasingφac),
since the nonlinear effects become more and more impor-
tant. When going from top to bottom panels, a smearing of
the resonance is observed with increasing|λ|, along with
the appearence of secondary resonances. The latter mani-
fest themselves as thin dark curves that are located close to
the main shifting pattern, and they are better seen around
half-intefger values of the applied dc flux. The thickness
of the low-transmission (dark) region in the close-to-linear
regime, roughly corresponds to the width of the linear band,
i.e.,∆Ω ≃ 4|λ|/ΩSQ.

These tuneability patterns can be understood within an
approximate treatment valid forφac ≪ 1. First assume that
φn,m ≃ φ for anyn, m, i.e., that the SQUIDs are synchro-
nized [64]; small deviations from complete synchronization
arise due to the finite size of the metamaterial. We also as-
sume thatγ ≃ 0. Substitution into equations (1) and using
equation (2), we get

φ̈+(1−4λ)φ+β sin(2πφ) = (1−4λ)[φdc+φac cos(Ωτ)].
(11)

In the earlier equation we further make the approximation

β sin(2πφ) ≃ βLφ − 2π2

3
βLφ3, (12)

and the ansatz

φ = φ0 + φ1 cos(Ωτ), (13)
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Figure 2: (color online) Density plot of the averaged total energy,< Etot >T as a function of the dc flux biasφdc = Φdc/Φ0

and the ac frequencyf , for Nx = Ny = 11, βL ≃ 0.7, γ = 0.009, and several combinations of ac amplitudeφac = Φac/Φ0

and coupling coefficientsλ. The driving ac amplitude increases from left to right, while the coupling increases from top
to bottom. First column:λx = λy = −0.01, andφac = 1/5000 (left); 1/1000 (middle); 1/200 (right). Second column:
λx = λy = −0.03, andφac = 1/5000 (left); 1/1000 (middle); 1/200 (right). Third column:λx = λy = −0.05, and
φac = 1/5000 (left); 1/1000 (middle);1/200 (right). The single-SQUID resonance frequencyfSQ used in the calculations is
15 GHz.

Substituting equations (12) and (13) into equation (11), us-
ing the rotating wave approximation (RWA), and separating
constant from time-dependent terms, we get

2π2

3
βLφ3

0 − (1 − 4λ + βL)φ0 −
3

2
φ0φ

2
1

+(1 − 4λ)φdc = 0, (14)

π2

2
βLφ3

1 −
{

(1 − 4λ + βL − Ω2) − 2π2βLφ2
0

}

φ1

+(1 − 4λ)φac = 0. (15)

Limiting ourselves in the caseφ1 < φ0 << 1, we may
simplify equations (14) and (15), by neglecting terms pro-
portional toφ3

1, φ3
0, andφ0φ

1
1. Note that we keep the term

∝ φ2
0φ1, i.e., the lowest order coupling term between the

two equations. Then, the resulting equations can be easily
solved to give

φ0 =
(1 − 4λ)φdc

(Ω2
SQ − 4λ)

; (16)

φ1 =
(1 − 4λ)φac

{

(Ω2
SQ − 4λ − Ω2) − 2π2βLφ2

0

} . (17)

Obviously, the ac flux amplitude in the SQUIDs,φ1, attains
its maximum value when the expression in the curly brack-
ets in the denominator of equation (17) is zero. Solving for
Ω, we get

Ω =

√

(Ω2
SQ − 4λ) − (2π2βL)

(1 − 4λ)2φ2
dc

(Ω2
SQ − 4λ)2

, (18)

or, in natural units

f =
fSQ

ΩSQ

√

(Ω2
SQ − 4λ) − (2π2βL)

(1 − 4λ)2φ2
dc

(Ω2
SQ − 4λ)2

, (19)

which corresponds to the ”resonance frequency” of the
SQUID metamaterial itself, withfSQ is the single-SQUID
resonance frequency. From the data of the tuneability pat-
terns presented in the left column of figure 2 (weak driving
amplitude), that correspond to increasing coulping from top
to bottom, we have extracted the frequency of maximum re-
sponse by simply identifying the frequency where the total
energy is maximum. A typical curve of this kind is shown in
figure 3, along with the corresponding one calculated from
equation (18). This is the case of low-amplitude ac driving,
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Figure 3: (color online) Normalized frequency at maxi-
mum response of the SQUID metamaterial,Ω, as a func-
tion of the dc applied (normalized) flux,φdc, in the pres-
ence of a low-amplitude alternating signal. The black cir-
cles are obtained from the numerical simulations through
model equations (1) (see text), while the red solid lines are
plotted from the approximate equation (18). Parameters:
λx = λy = −0.01, Nx = Ny = 11, φac = 1/5000,
γ = 0.009, andβL ≃ 0.7.

that is the closest to the assumptions made for the deriva-
tion of expression (18). It is remarkable that this simple
expression, which contains only two parameters,λ andβL,
fairly agrees with the simulations in a rather wide region
of dc fluxes, i.e., fromφdc ∼ −0.3 to ∼ +0.3. Within
this interval, the normalized frequency in figure 3 changes
from Ω = 1.12 to 1.32, that makes a tuneability range of
15%. This is approximatelly the ”useful” tuneability range
[19, 32], since at these frequencies the energy absorption
remains at high levels (i.e., the resonance is strong). For
largerφdc, the importance of the term∝ φ3

0 increases and it
cannot be neglected for the solutions of equations (14) and
(15). The approximate expression (18) also captures an-
other experimentally observed feature, namely the increase
of the metamaterial resonance frequency at zero dc flux,
f(φdc = 0). By settingφdc = 0 in equation (18) we get

thatf =
fSQ

ΩSQ

√

(Ω2
SQ − 4λ), which, forfSQ = 15 GHz,

ΩSQ = 1.304 (βL = 0.7), λ = −0.01, − 0.03, − 0.05
gives respectively,f = 15.2, 15.5, 15.9 GHz in agree-
ment with the numerical results. Theλ−dependence of the
SQUID metamaterial resonance frequency is weaker in the
corresponding one-dimensional case. This effect does not
however result directly from the nonlinearity; the ac field is
very week to induce significant nonlinear effects. Instead,
it comes from the assumed uniformity of the SQUID meta-
material state, i.e., the assumptionφn,m = φ for anyn, m.
From that, and neglecting the dissipation and driving terms,
we get the single eigenfrequency of the metamaterial in that
state asΩ =

√

ΩSQ − 4λ, so that deviations of the reso-
nance frequency from that of a single SQUID are approxi-
matelly proportional toλ (|λ| ≪ 1).

4. Energy Transmission through SQUID
Metamaterial Lines.-

SQUID metamaterials support flux waves that are capable
of transmitting energy, in much the same way as in nonlin-
ear magnetoinductive transmission lines made of conven-
tional (metallic) metamaterials [65], which may function as
a frequency-selective communication channel for devices.
For simplicity and clarity we use a one-dimensional SQUID
metamaterial comprisingN = 54 identical elements with
βL = 0.7 (β = 0.1114) weakly coupled to their nearest
neighbors. In order to investigate the transfer of energy
through the array, the SQUID that is located at the left end
(i.e., that forn = 1) is excited by an ac flux field at a par-
ticular frequency. The system of equations (1) and equation
(9) in the present case read

φ̈n + γφ̇n + φn + β sin(2πφn) − λ(φn−1 + φn+1)

= (1 − 2λ)φext δn,1, (20)

where the coupling coefficient is now denoted byλ and the
Kroneckers’ deltaδn,1 indicates that only the SQUID with
n = 1 is driven by the ac field, and

Etot =
∑

n

{

π

β

[

φ̇2
n + (φn − φext)

2
]

+ 1 − cos(2πφn)

−π

β
[λ(φn − φext)(φn−1 − φext)

+λ(φn+1 − φext)(φn − φext)]} (21)

Equations (20) implemented with the boundary conditions
φ0 = φN+1 are integrated in time for12000 T time units,
whereT = 2π/Ω is the driving period, so that transient ef-
fects are eliminated and the system has reached a stationary
state. The energy density in the metamaterial is then cal-
culated from (21) as the average over the next2000 T time
units. The decimal logarithm of the averaged energy den-
sity is mapped on the frequencyΩ - site numbern plane
(figure 4), where high transmission regions are indicated
with darker colors. In figure 4, the changes in the energy
transmission with respect to the dissipation coefficientγ are
shown for fixed coupling coefficientλ = −0.01 and ac field
φac = 0.1. Note that for that value ofφac, significant non-
linearity is already present.

The energy transmission map for relatively strong dis-
sipation (γ = 0.009) is shown in the upper panel of figure
4. Significant energy transmission occurs in a narrow band,
of the order∼ 2λ around the single SQUID resonance fre-
quencyΩSQ ≃ 1.3 (for βL = 0.7). This band almost coin-
cides with the linear band for the one-dimensional SQUID
metamaterial. Note that energy transmission also occurs
at other frequencies; e.g., atΩ ∼ 0.43 that corresponds
to a subharmonic resonance. Subharmonic resonances re-
sult from nonlinearity; in this case, nonlinear effects are
already significant due to the relatively high ac field ampli-
tude (φac = 0.1). However, with decreasing losses (middle
panel), more energy is transmitted both at frequencies in
the linear band and the subharmonic resonance band. In
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Figure 4: (color online) Energy transmission through a one-dimensional SQUID metamaterial line withN = 54 SQUIDs. The
logarithm of the energy density averaged over2000 T time units,log10[< En >T ], is plotted on the site numbern - driving
frequencyΩ plane forβL = 0.7 (β = 0.1114), λ = −0.01, andγ = 0.009 (upper);γ = 0.004 (middle);γ = 0.001 (lower).
The middle and left columns are enlargements in frequency ranges around the fundamental and the subharmonic resonance,
respectively, atΩ ≃ 1.302 and0.43.

the following we refer to the latter as the nonlinear band,
since it results from purely nonlinear effects. With further
decrease of losses (lower panel), the transmitted energy in
these two bands becomes more significant. The compar-
ison can be made more clearly by looking at the panels in
the middle and right columns, which show enlarged regions
of the corresponding panels shown in the left column. The
enlargement around the linear band shown in the middle
column shows clearly the increase of the transmitted energy
with decreasing losses. Moreover, in the case of very low
losses (γ = 0.001) the linear band splits into two bands,
where significant energy transmission occurs. The energy
transmission in the nonlinear band increases with decreas-

ing losses, accordingly (left column, losses decrease from
top to bottom).

Thus, for sufficiently strong ac field, energy can be
transmitted not only for frequencies in the linear band, but
also in otherwise forbidden frequency regions. The meta-
material thus becomes transparent in energy transmission
at frequency intervals around nonlinear resonances (subhar-
monic, in the present case) of single rf SQUIDs. That type
of self-induced transparency due to nonlinearity is a robust
effect as can be seen in figure 4, where the loss coefficient
has been varied by almost an order of magnitude. In the
density plots above, the right boundary was actually a re-
flecting one, that allows the formation of stationary statesin
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the array. However, the same calculations performed with
a totally absorbing boundary give practically identical re-
sults.

For very low amplitude of the applied ac fieldφac and
φdc = 0, equations (20) can be linearized to give

φ̈n + γφ̇n + Ω2
SQφn − λ(φn−1 + φn+1)

= φ̄ac cos(Ωτ) δn,1, (22)

whereφ̄ac = (1 − 2λ)φac. If we further neglect the loss
term, equations (22) can be solved exactly in closed form
for any driving frequencyΩ and for any finiteN , the total
number of SQUIDs in the one-dimensional array. By sub-
stitution of the trial solutionφn = qn cos(Ωτ) into equa-
tions (22) and after some rearrangement we get

sqn−1 + qn + sqn+1 = κ0 δn,1, (23)

where

s = − λ

Ω2
SQ − Ω2

, κ0 =
φ̄ac

Ω2
SQ − Ω2

, (24)

or, in matrix form

q = κ0 Ŝ−1E1, (25)

whereq and E1 are N−dimensional vectors with com-
ponetsqn andδn,1, respectively, and̂S−1 is the inverse of
theN ×N coupling matrixŜ. The latter is a real, symmet-
ric, tridiagonal matrix that has its diagonal elements equal
to unity, while all the other non-zero elements are equal to
s. The elements of the matrix̂S−1 can be obtained in closed
analytical form [66] using known results for the inversion
of more general tridiagonal matrices [67]. Then, the com-
ponents of theq vector can be written as

qn = κ0

(

Ŝ−1
)

n,1
, (26)

where
(

Ŝ−1
)

n,1
is the(n, 1)−element ofŜ−1, whose ex-

plicit form is given in reference [66]. Then, the solution of
the linear system (22) withγ = 0 is

φn(τ) = κ0µ
sin[(N − n + 1)θ′]

sin[(N + 1)θ′]
cos(Ωτ),

θ′ = cos−1

(

1

2|s|

)

, (27)

for s > +1/2 ands < −1/2 (in the linear flux-wave band),
and

φn(τ) = κµ

sinh[(N − n + 1)θ]

sinh[(N + 1)θ]
cos(Ωτ),

θ = ln
1 +

√

1 − (2s)2

2|s| , (28)

for −1/2 < s < +1/2 (outside the linear flux-wave band),
where

µ =
1

|s|

(

−|s|
s

)n−1

. (29)

The above expressions actually provide the asymptotic so-
lutions, i.e., after the transients due to dissipation, etc., have
died out. Thus, these driven linear modes correspond to
the stationary state of the linearized system; the dissipation
however may alter somewhat their amplitude, without af-
fecting very much their form. Note also that theqns are
uniquely determined by the parameters of the system, and
they vanish with vanishingφac.

From the analytical solution at frequencies within the
linear flux-wave band, equation (27) which corresponds to
eithers > +1/2 or s < −1/2, the resonance frequencies
of the array can be obtained by settingsin[(N + 1)θ′] = 0.
Thus we get

s ≡ sm =
1

2 cos
[

mπ
(N+1)

] , (30)

wherem is an integer (m = 1, ..., N ). By solving the first
of equations (24) with respect toΩ, and substituting the
values ofs ≡ sm from equation (30) we get

Ω ≡ Ωm =

√

Ω2
SQ + 2 λ cos

(

mπ

N + 1

)

, (31)

which is the discrete frequency dispersion for linear flux-
waves in a one-dimensional SQUID metamaterial, withm
being the mode number (m = 1, ..., N ).

5. Dynamic Multistability and
Power-Dependent Tuneability.-

The dc flux tuneability of SQUID metamaterials is a truly
nonlinear effect, which appears also in the ”linear regime”,
where the very low ac power levels allow for the treatment
of a Josephson junction as a quasi-linear inductance. In fig-
ure 2 we have observed that with increasingφac (increas-
ing thus the significance of nonlinearity), the complexity of
the tuneability patterns increases as well, while they exhibit
high power absorption in a frequency range that exceeds the
boundaries of the linear band. Thus, with increasing power,
new dynamic effects are expected to appear; with resonance
frequency shifts and multistability being the most promi-
nent. The latter, in particular, is a purely dynamic phe-
nomenon that is not related to the multistability known from
hysteretic SQUIDs. For a particular choise of parameters,
dynamic multistability manifests itself as a small number of
simultaneously stable states. As it has been shown in recent
experiments [18], each of these states corresponds to a dif-
ferent value of the SQUID magnetic flux susceptibility at
the driving frequency, that may be either possitive or nega-
tive. This implies that, depending on the state of individual
SQUIDs, the metamaterial can either be magnetically al-
most transparent or not.

While in figure 2 the amplitude of the ac field was kept
to low values (0.005 the highest), in the present section
we use higher values. Due to the resonant nature of the
SQUIDs, the current may attain values that are higher than
the critival current of the Josephson junctions. In this case,

7



the standard RCSJ model gives unphysically high current
values, because it does not take into account the change in
the conductance of the junctions [23] (p. 48). In order to
incorporate that change, we replace the dissipation coeffi-
cientγ in equations (1) with the following current depen-
dent function

γn,m = γ0 + c

[

1 + tanh

(

in,m − 1

d

)]

, (32)

wherec = 0.12, d = 0.02, andγ0 = 0.009, the value ofγ
used for obtaining the results of figure 2. That function al-
lows for an abrupt but continuous change of the dissipation
coefficient from low valuesγn,m ≃ γ0 (low current, less
thanIc) to high valuesγn,m ≃ 28γ0 (high current, greater
thanIc). We have calculated several curves of the total cur-
rent maximumimax as a function of the driving frequency
Ω, which are shown in figure 5. In this figure, the ampli-
tude of the applied ac field increases from the bottom to
the upper panel [from (f) to (a)]. In all subfigures, the fre-
quency is varied betweenΩ ≃ 0.8−6.28 in both increasing
from the lowest frequency or decreasing from the highest
frequency (only part of this range is shown). In this way
we may identify two different branches of theimax − Ω at
a particular frequency range for relatively high ac powers.
For low power of the ac field [figures 5(f)-5d] no hysteresis
and thus multistability is observed. However, hysteretic ef-
fects appears in figure 5(c) forφac = 0.03 for a very narrow
frequency interval. With further increasingφac we see that
the hysteretic lobe, and thus the frequency region of multi-
stability, significantly increases [figures 5(b)-5(a)]. Besides
the multistability effects, in figure 5 we also observe strong
resonance red-shift with increasing ac power level. For low
power levels [figure 5(f)] the curve exhibits a strong reso-
nant response at∼ ΩSQ, the single SQUID (linear) reso-
nance frequency. With increasing ac power, however, the
resonance frequency, determined by the maximum of each
curve, moves to lower frequencies. Note that in figures
5(b) and 5(a), there are frequency regions where the SQUID
metamaterial jumps intermittently from the low to the high
current state (or vice versa). In comparison with the stan-
dard RCSJ model, that nonlinear resistive Josephson junc-
tion model severely limits total maximum currents which
are greater than the critical one; it also exhibit much less
hysteretic effects, that are visible at relatively high powers
only.

6. Conclusions.-

We have used a SQUID metamaterial model in the weak
coupling approximation, in order to explore the tuneability,
nonlinear transmission, and dynamic multistability proper-
ties of SQUID metamaterials. The numerical results repro-
duce very well the experimentally observed dc flux tune-
ability patterns, whose form remains qualitatively unaf-
fected from the details of the particular SQUID metama-
terial. System parameters such as the size of the system,
its dimensionality, the SQUID parameter, and the coupling
between SQUIDs, mainly affect the tuenability range (i.e.,
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Figure 5: (color online) The maximum total currentimax

in the SQUID metamaterial as a function of the normalized
frequencyΩ, for Nx = Ny = 11, λx = λy = −0.01, βL ≃
0.7, γ0 = 0.009 (see text),φdc = 0, and (a)φac = 0.08;
(b) φac = 0.045; (c) φac = 0.03; (d) φac = 0.015; (e)
φac = 0.005; (f) φac = 0.001.

the minimum and maximum value of resonance frequency
of the metamaterial).

In the linear regime, a simple approximate expression
which gives the dependence of the resonance frequency on
the dc flux bias and the coupling strength can be obtained.
Although it has been obtained under several simplifying as-
sumptions, it agrees fairly well with the numerically ob-
tained tuneability patterns within a significant tuneability
range. This expression also explains the increase of the
zero dc flux resonance frequency with increasing coupling
strength, which comes from the excitation of a mode where
all the SQUIDs are synchronized.

Simulations of one-dimensional SQUID metamaterials
which are driven at one end, reveal their energy trans-
mission properties. For low amplitude of the ac applied
field, energy transmission is limited at frequencies within
the linear band. In that case, the linearized equations can
be solved exactly, and the amount of transmitted energy
in each SQUID could be calculated (with a correction for
slight reduction of energy due to dissipation which has been

8



neglected in the analytical calculations). For stronger ac
fields, the nonlinear effects become significant, and signifi-
cant amounts of energy can be transmitted through nonlin-
ear frequency bands which appear due to secondary SQUID
resonances.

The resonance of the maximum total current as a func-
tion of the driving frequency shifts to lower frequencies
with increasing ac field amplitude. For relatively strong ac
fields, dynamic bistability appears. For a more realistic de-
scription of the Josephson junctions in the SQUID metama-
terial, the nonlinear variation of their resistance with current
in each SQUID has been taken into account.
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Abstract 

The reshaping technique that is based on Transformation 

Optics renders an object to be perceived as if it has a 

different shape irrespective of the location of the observer. 

This is achieved by coating the object  with an  anisotropic 

and spatially-varying metamaterial layer by employing the 

concept of coordinate transformation. This paper presents a 

design approach for numerical approximation of reshaper 

medium by means of concentric layers coated over the 

object, each of which has simpler and easily-realizable  

material parameters that are determined by the Genetic 

Optimization algorithm. The results of various finite 

element simulations are presented . 

1. Introduction 

Transformation Optics (TO) is an intuitive approach to the 

design of application-oriented transformation media that 

can flexibly tune electromagnetic waves in a desired 

manner by employing coordinate transformations. The 

invisibility cloak as a transformation medium led to the 

widespread use of the TO approach [1]. However, the range 

of applications of this approach is comprehensive and some 

of which are listed in [2]-[11]. In 2007, the authors 

proposed the concept of ‘reshaping’, which is based on the 

idea that if an object of an arbitrary shape is coated by 

transformation medium layer, an observer at an arbitrary 

location perceives this object as if it has a different shape 

[2]. In other words, an object that is coated by a properly-

designed transformation medium is transformed to a new 

object of different shape. At the extreme case, if the object 

is transformed to a point, the object becomes invisible, as in 

the case of invisibility cloaking. The main difficulty in 

transformation optics is the realization of the transformation 

medium through physical experiments because material 

parameters are  inherently anisotropic and spatially varying, 

which make their realizations challenging. Although some 

promising developments have been proposed for the 

practical realization of transformation media, such as in [10-

11], it is almost impractical to design anisotropic material 

parameters at each point within the medium, and some 

approximations to the material parameters are needed to 

make the physical realization feasible. In this study, the 

reshaping action is achieved by concentric layers, each of 

which has simpler constitutive parameters, designed over 

the object to be reshaped. The material parameters are 

determined by the Genetic Optimization algorithm in such a 

way that the concentric layers coated over the object mimic 

the behavior of the reshaping medium designed by the 

transformation optics. In this way, the reshaping action can 

approximately be realized by simpler and natural media 

(such as isotropic, uniaxial or biaxial) having relative 

permittivity and permeability values not smaller than unity.  

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 summarizes 

the design principles of the reshaping approach that is based 

on transformation optics. Sec. 3 presents the reshaper 

design that is based on the genetic algorithm. In Sec. 4, the 

results of several finite element simulations are presented in 

the context of two-dimensional Helmholtz-type scattering 

problems.  

2. Reshaper Design via Transformation Optics 

This section briefly summarizes the design procedure of the 

electromagnetic reshaper medium by using the principles of 

transformation optics. When an object of certain shape is 

coated by a transformation medium layer that is 

characterized by suitably-determined material parameters as 

shown in Fig. 1(a), an observer located at an arbitrary point 

perceives this object as if it has a different shape. That is, 

the transformation medium transforms an object to another 

object with reference to an observer. Note that the 

transformation medium can be of arbitrary convex shape. In 

designing the transformation medium layer (ΩT), each point 

P inside ΩT is mapped to P%  inside the transformed region 

TΩ = Ω ∪ Ω% . This mapping is defined as a coordinate 

transformation TT :Ω → Ω%  as follows [2]: 

( )
A

A

C

B C

B

−
= − +

−

r r
r r r r

r r
%   (1) 

where r  and r%  are the position vectors of the points P and 

P%  in the original and transformed coordinates, respectively; 

and ⋅  represents the Euclidean norm. Moreover, 
Ar , 

Br  

and 
Cr  are the position vectors of the respective points 

through the unit vector â , which is emanated from a point 

inside the innermost domain (such as the center-of-mass 

point) in the direction of the point P in the transformation 

medium layer. 



2 

 

 

Figure 1: Reshaper design: (a) Object coated by 

transformation medium (Sec. 2); (b) Object coated by 

multiple simple medium layers (Sec. 3). 

 

The coordinate transformation in (1) creates spatially-

varying anisotropic materials where the original forms of 

Maxwell’s equations are still preserved in the transformed 

space. That is, Maxwell’s equations are form-invariant 

under space transformations, and a coordinate 

transformation leads to the following permittivity and 

permeability tensors: 

ε ε= Λ    and  µ µ= Λ ,   (2) 

where ε and µ are the constitutive parameters of the original 

medium, and 

( )
-1

T(det J ) J JΛ = ⋅ ,   (3) 

where J  is the Jacobian tensor that is given as 

( ) ( )J = , , , ,x y z x y z∂ ∂% % %  in Cartesian coordinates. 

 

3. Reshaper Design via Genetic Algorithm 

Being motivated to overcome the difficulties in the 

realization of anisotropic and spatially-varying 

transformation medium, this section proposes an approach 

for the numerical approximation of reshaper medium by 

coating the object with a number of concentric layers that 

have simpler material parameters (see Fig. 1(b)). The 

constitutive parameters of the layers are optimized by using 

the genetic algorithm to mimic the behavior of the 

transformation medium-based reshaper. 

Genetic algorithm is based on the principles of natural 

selection. It manipulates strings of binary digits, called 

chromosomes, and carries out simulated evolution on 

populations of such chromosomes. Genetic algorithm, like 

nature, finds good chromosomes by evaluating each 

chromosome through evaluation (cost) function. A cost 

function takes a chromosome as input and returns a number 

that is a measure of the performance (fitness) of the 

chromosome. Thus, it biases the selection of chromosomes 

such that those with the best evaluations tend to be more 

reproductive than those with the worst evaluations. 

For the model problem in Fig. 1(b), three cases are 

considered depending on the type of media. These are 

isotropic (dielectric constant ε  is a constant), uniaxial and 

biaxial media. Note that the layers are assumed to be non-

magnetic. An axial medium is characterized by the 

following dielectric tensor: 

0 0

 0 0

0 0

xx

yy

zz

ε

ε ε

ε

 
 

=  
  

    (4) 

For the uniaxial medium, xx yy zzε ε ε= ≠ ; whereas for the 

biaxial medium, xx yy zzε ε ε≠ ≠ .  

In the genetic algorithm, the number of layers is 

assumed to be fixed, and the dielectric constant of each 

layer is optimized. Therefore, for the isotropic case, each 

layer has a single dielectric constant parameter. For the 

uniaxial and biaxial cases, each layer is assigned to two 

( xx yyε ε= and 
zzε ) and three (

xxε , yyε  and 
zzε ) dielectric 

constant parameters, respectively. These dielectric constant 

parameters are optimized through genetic algorithm by 

minimizing the following cost function: 
2N

2

cost ,

i 1 0

f  i i TORCS RCS d

π

φ
=

= −∑ ∫   (5) 

where N is the number of incidence angles illuminating the 

object; and φ  refers to observation angles for each 

incidence angle. This cost function compares the radar 

cross-section (RCS) values that are obtained by the genetic 

algorithm and the transformation optics (target) based on 

the least-square approximation. Depending on the shape of 

the object, some of the incidence angles might be skipped if 

there is a sort of symmetry in the geometry. For example, 

for a circular object, a single incidence angle is sufficient 

because the object is symmetrical for all angles. 

 

4. Numerical Results 

This section presents the results of some numerical 

simulations based on the finite element solution of TMz 

(transverse magnetic) electromagnetic scattering problems. 

In all cases, the free-space wavelength λ is 1 m, and the 

element size is λ/40.  

First, the performance of the transformation medium-

based reshaper is demonstrated, as described in Sec. 2. In 

Fig. 2, the results are given for a circular object with radius 

of 0.5λ to be reshaped as an object with radius of 0.3λ by 

means of a transformation medium layer whose thickness is 

0.5λ. The object is illuminated by a plane wave whose 

angle of incidence is 90° with respect to the x-axis. Fig. 2(a) 

shows the field distribution that is obtained by the 

conventional finite element solution of the new object with 

radius of 0.3λ. Fig. 2(b) shows the field distribution of the 

equivalent model that is based on the transformation 

medium layer. It is expected that the fields outside the 

transformation layer should be the same in both cases so 

that the two problems become equivalent. In Fig. 2(c), RCS 

profiles are plotted. A perfect agreement is observed 

between the two results. Similar simulations are performed 

for a square object with half-edge length of 0.5λ to be 

reshaped as an object with half-edge length of 0.3λ. 

Assuming that the angle of incidence is 45°, the results are 

shown in Fig. 3.  
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Figure 2: [Transformation medium-based design] Circular 

object with radius of 0.5λ to be reshaped as an object with 

radius of 0.3λ: (a) Real part of electric field for the original 

problem involving an object with radius of 0.3λ; (b) Real 

part of electric field for the equivalent problem involving an 

object with radius of 0.5λ and coated by a transformation 

medium layer; (c) RCS profiles comparing two cases. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: [Transformation medium-based design] Square 

object with half-edge length of 0.5λ to be reshaped as an 

object with half-edge length of 0.3λ: (a) Magnitude of 

electric field for the original problem involving an object 

with radius of 0.3λ; (b) Magnitude of electric field for the 

equivalent problem involving an object with radius of 0.5λ 

and coated by a transformation medium layer; (c) RCS 

profiles comparing two cases. 

 

Table 1: Input parameters for the genetic optimization. 

Parameters Values 

Population size 1500 

Max number of generation 20 

Crossover probability 0.65 

Mutation probability 0.03 

Range of each parameter (isotropic) [1, 10] 

Range of each parameter (uniaxial, biaxial) [1, 5] 

Crossover technique One-point 

Selection technique Roulette Wheel 

 

Second, the results for the multiple layers that are 

designed by the genetic algorithm are presented, as 

described in Sec. 3. The input parameters that are used in 

the genetic algorithm are listed in Table 1. For the circular 

object with radius of 0.5λ, the results are shown in Fig. 4 

and Fig. 5 for different types and number of layers. The 

total thickness of the layers is 0.5λ, and the layers have 

equal thicknesses. The optimized material parameters are 

tabulated in Table 2 and Table 3.  

 

 
Figure 4: [Genetic optimization design] RCS profiles for 

circular object with radius of 0.5λ: (a) The new radius is 

0.3λ and the number of layers is 5; (b) The new radius is 

0.3λ and the number of layers is 8; (c) The new radius is 

0.4λ and the number of layers is 5. 
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Table 2: Optimized material parameters for circular object 

with radius of 0.5λ. The new radius is 0.3λ and the number 

of layers around the object is 5. 

 Isotropic layers Uniaxial layers Biaxial layers 

Layer 1 ε = 9.68 εxx = εyy = 3.12 

εzz = 4.84 

εxx =  1.05 

εyy = 2.69 

εzz = 4.15 

Layer 2 ε = 2.38 εxx = εyy = 4.98 

εzz = 3.69 

εxx =  3.23 

εyy = 4.65 

εzz = 2.99 

Layer 3 ε = 9.29 εxx = εyy = 4.98 

εzz = 4.94 

εxx =  4.79 

εyy = 2.47 

εzz = 1.77 

Layer 4 ε = 1.78 εxx = εyy = 1.11 

εzz = 1.91 

εxx =  1.29 

εyy = 1.41 

εzz = 1.80 

Layer 5 ε = 1.56 εxx = εyy = 1.24 

εzz = 1.89 

εxx =  4.65 

εyy = 1.13 

εzz = 1.98 

 

 

 
Figure 5: [Genetic optimization design] Real part of electric 

field for circular object with radius of 0.5λ to be reshaped 

as an object with radius of 0.3λ: (a) Isotropic layers (the 

number of layers is 5); (b) Isotropic layers (the number of 

layers is 8); (c) Uniaxial layers (the number of layers is 5); 

(d) Uniaxial layers (the number of layers is 8); (e) Biaxial 

layers (the number of layers is 5); (f) Biaxial layers (the 

number of layers is 8). 

 

Table 3: Optimized material parameters for circular object 

with radius of 0.5λ. The new radius is 0.3λ and the number 

of layers around the object is 8. 

  Isotropic layers Uniaxial layers Biaxial layers 

Layer 1 ε = 7.46 εxx = εyy = 1.08 

εzz = 1.86 

εxx =  1.02 

εyy = 4.03 

εzz = 2.25 

Layer 2 ε = 5.45 εxx = εyy = 4.56 

εzz = 3.02 

εxx =  2.87 

εyy = 4.72 

εzz = 4.97 

Layer 3 ε = 2.55 εxx = εyy = 3.37 

εzz = 4.75 

εxx =  4.07 

εyy = 3.69 

εzz = 3.90 

Layer 4 ε = 1.46 εxx = εyy = 3.99 

εzz = 3.69 

εxx =  3.09 

εyy = 3.23 

εzz = 1.19 

Layer 5 ε = 8.27 εxx = εyy = 3.95 

εzz = 1.03 

εxx =  4.11 

εyy = 2.32 

εzz = 2.16 

Layer 6 ε = 8.59 εxx = εyy = 1.29 

εzz = 1.31 

εxx =  3.56 

εyy = 2.09 

εzz = 1.97 

Layer 7 ε = 1.14 εxx = εyy = 1.71 

εzz = 1.97 

εxx =  2.41 

εyy = 1.09 

εzz = 1.36 

Layer 8 ε = 3.19 εxx = εyy = 1.17 

εzz = 2.57 

εxx =  1.55 

εyy = 1.19 

εzz = 2.44 

 

Simulations are also performed for a square object with 

half-edge length of 0.5λ to be reshaped as an object with 

half-edge length of 0.3λ, assuming that the number of layers 

is 5. The results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for two 

different incidence angles. The optimized material 

parameters are listed in Table 4. 

From the results, it is observed that the biaxial and 

uniaxial layers provide better results compared to the 

isotropic layers because of higher degrees of freedom. It is 

also observed that as the radius of the new object decreases 

relative to the radius of the original object, it becomes 

difficult to find optimum values for the material parameters.  

Increasing the number of layers does not give rise to 

considerable differences, but the computational load 

increases because of increase in the number of parameters 

to be optimized. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper presented a numerical design approach for the 

approximation of reshaper medium by means of a number 

of concentric layers that are coated around the object to be 

reshaped. The main purpose is to achieve the reshaping 

action by using simpler and easily-realizable material 

parameters that are optimized by the genetic algorithm. It 

has been observed that the results are promising and the 

reshaping action can approximately be achieved to some 

extent by means of concentric layers of natural media. 
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Table 4: Optimized material parameters for square object 

with half-edge length of 0.5λ. The half-edge length is 0.3λ 

and the number of layers around the object is 5. 

 Uniaxial layers Biaxial layers 

Layer 1 εxx = εyy = 1.52 

εzz = 4.76 

εxx =  1.67 

εyy = 2.57 

εzz = 1.73 

Layer 2 εxx = εyy = 2.63 

εzz = 4.95 

εxx =  4.48 

εyy = 2.27 

εzz = 4.09 

Layer 3 εxx = εyy = 4.79 

εzz = 1.11 

εxx =  4.55 

εyy = 3.48 

εzz = 2.98 

Layer 4 εxx = εyy = 1.06 

εzz = 1.11 

εxx =  1.28 

εyy = 1.85 

εzz = 1.22 

Layer 5 εxx = εyy = 1.45 

εzz = 2.13 

εxx =  1.34 

εyy = 1.20 

εzz = 2.07 

 

 

 
Figure 6: [Genetic optimization design] RCS profiles for 

square object with half-edge length of 0.5λ to be reshaped 

as an object with half-edge length of 0.3λ. The number of 

layers is 5.: (a) φ
inc

 = 45°; (b) φ
inc

 = 90° 
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Abstract 
This paper is focused on the application of space mapping 
optimization to the automated synthesis of transmission 
lines loaded with complementary split ring resonators 
(CSRRs) and open complementary split ring resonators 
(OCSRRs). These structures are of interest for the 
implementation of resonant-type metamaterial transmission 
lines, and for the design of planar microwave circuits based 
on such complementary resonators. The paper presents a 
method to generate the layouts of CSRR- and OCSRR-
loaded microstrip lines from the elements of their 
equivalent circuit models. Using the so-called aggressive 
space mapping (ASM), a specific implementation that uses 
quasi-Newton type iteration, we have developed synthesis 
algorithms that are able to provide the topology of these 
CSRR- and OCSRR-loaded lines in few steps. The most 
relevant aspect, however, is that this synthesis process is 
completely automatic, i.e., it does not require any action 
from the designers, other than initiate the algorithm. 
Moreover, this technique can be translated to other 
electrically small planar elements described by lumped 
element equivalent circuit models. 

1. Introduction 
Metamaterial transmission lines have attracted the attention 
of RF/microwave engineers in the last years due to their 
enhanced design flexibility as compared to ordinary lines 
[1-4]. Such lines are implemented by loading a host line 
with reactive elements (inductors, capacitors, resonators, or 
a combination of them). Thanks to the presence of such 
additional elements, metamaterial transmission lines exhibit 
functionalities not easily achievable in conventional lines, 
mostly related to the fact that their dispersion can be 
engineered or tailored to satisfy certain requirements. This 
extra controllability of the dispersion diagram (and 
characteristic impedance as well) has open the door to the 
design and implementation of enhanced bandwidth 
components [5-7], multiband and multifunctional devices 
[8-10], compact filters and diplexers [11,12], backfire-to-
endfire leaky wave antennas [13,14], etc.  

One of the drawbacks in the design of microwave 
circuits based on metamaterial transmission lines is related 
to their synthesis. This is due to the presence of the loading 
elements and their interaction with the host line. There are 
two main approaches for the implementation of 
metamaterial transmission lines: (i) the CL-loaded 
approach, where a host line is loaded with series 
capacitances and shunt inductances [15-17], and (ii) the 
resonant-type approach, where the host line is loaded with 
electrically small resonant elements, typically (although not 
exclusively) split ring resonators (SRRs) or complementary 
split ring resonators (CSRRs), and additional reactive 
elements [18,19]. This work is focused on the second 
approach, specifically on the automated synthesis of 
metamaterial transmission lines based on CSRRs. 
Moreover, we will also consider the synthesis of microstrip 
lines loaded with open complementary split ring resonators 
(OCSRRs), of interest for the implementation of 
metamaterial transmission lines (in combination with 
OSRRs [20]) and bandpass filters [21]. 

2. CSRR- and OCSRR-loaded microstrip lines 
The considered structures are microstrip lines loaded with 
CSRRs etched in the ground plane (Fig. 1a), and microstrip 
lines loaded with OCSRRs connected to ground through via 
holes (Fig. 2a). CSRR-loaded lines are described by the 
lumped element circuit depicted in Fig. 1(b), where the 
CSRR is modeled by the Lc-Cc resonant tank, C models the 
coupling between the line and the resonator, and L accounts 
for the line inductance [22]. According to the circuit model, 
CSRR-loaded lines exhibit a stopband behavior (there is a 
transmission zero at the frequency where the shunt branch 
shorts to ground). This behavior can also be attributed (in a 
line loaded with an array of CSRRs) to the negative 
effective permittivity and large positive effective 
permittivity above and below, respectively, the resonance 
frequency of the CSRRs. It is also well-known that by 
adding series capacitive gaps to CSRR-loaded lines, the line 
exhibits also a negative effective permeability in a certain 
band, and the structure presents a composite right/left 
handed (CRLH) behavior [23]. Both types of lines CSRR- 
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and CSRR/gap-loaded lines have been applied to the design 
of many circuits, being the synthesis, in general, a complex 
task. This has motivated our research activity towards 
obtaining algorithms able to help the designers in finding 
the appropriate topologies to satisfy the requirements or 
specifications. 

OCSRR-loaded microstrip lines are described by the 
circuit model depicted in Fig. 2(b), where the effect of the 
access lines has been ignored. It has been demonstrated that 
the structure of Fig. 2(a) is accurately described by this 
model [20,24], where the inductance Lsh is included to 
account for the strip (of width e) present between the inner 
metallic region of the OCSRR and the access lines (or 
ports). In combination with OSRR (described by a series 
resonator in a first order approximation [20]), OCSRR are 
of interest for the implementation of CRLH lines and filters. 
It is also possible to implement bandpass filters by coupling 
OCSRRs through admittance inverters in microstrip 
technology [25].  

 

 
Figure 1: Typical topology (a) and circuit model (b) of a 
CSRR-loaded microstrip line (the ground plane is 
indicated in light grey). 

 
Figure 2: Typical topology (a) and circuit model (b) of a 
OCSRR-loaded microstrip line. Vias are indicated with 
black dots. 

 
In the next section, it is briefly explained how CSRR- 

and OCSRR-loaded microstrip lines can be synthesized 
with the use of the so-called aggressive space mapping 
(ASM) algorithm. 

3. Synthesis of CSRR and OCSRR loaded lines by 
means of ASM 

In this section, a general formulation of ASM is first given, 
and then it is applied to obtain the automated synthesis of 
the considered structures. 

3.1. Aggressive space mapping (ASM) 

Space mapping is a technique extensively used for the 
synthesis of microwave devices [26-28]. It makes use of two 
simulation spaces: in the optimization space, Xc, the 
variables are linked to a coarse model, which is simple and 

computationally efficient, although not accurate; in the 
validation space, Xf, the variables are linked to a fine model, 
typically more complex and CPU intensive, but significantly 
more precise. In each space, a vector containing the different 
model parameters is defined. Such vectors are designated as 
xf and xc for the fine and coarse model parameters, 
respectively, and their responses are denoted as Rf(xf) and 
Rc(xc). In planar microwave circuits, the vectors xf and xc 
typically contain a set of geometric and circuit parameters, 
respectively, whereas the model responses are related to the 
evaluation of the device behaviour, e.g., a scattering 
parameter, such as S11 or S21, computed in a certain 
frequency range. 

ASM [27] is an advanced space mapping optimization 
technique that uses a quasi-Newton type iteration to find the 
target solution. The goal in ASM is to solve the following 
set of non-linear equations 

( ) ( ) 0*
f f c  f x P x x                          (1) 

where xc
* is the vector that contains the target circuit 

elements and P(xf) is a function that gives the extracted 
circuit parameters from the electromagnetic response of the 
layout. For a better understanding of the iterative 
optimization process, a superscript is added to the notation 
that actually indicates the iteration number. Hence, let us 
assume that xf

(j) is the j-th approximation to the solution of 
(1) and f(j) the error function corresponding to f(xf

(j)). The 
next vector of the iterative process xf

(j+1) is obtained by a 
quasi-Newton iteration according to 

( 1) ( ) ( )j j j
f f
  x x h                                 (2) 

where h(j) is given by: 

  )(1)()( jjj fBh 
                                 (3) 

and B(j) is an approach to the Broyden matrix [29]: 
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which is also updated at each iterative step. In (4), f(j+1) is 
obtained by evaluating (1) using a certain parameter 
extraction method providing the coarse model parameters 
from the fine model parameters, and the super-index T 
stands for transpose. 

3.2. Application of ASM to the synthesis of CSRR- and 
OCSRR-loaded lines. 

To start the ASM, we first need an initial geometry for the 
structure. Then, the circuit parameters are extracted from 
the electromagnetic simulation of the initial layout, we 
compute the error function, and initiate the Broyden matrix. 
Then the process is iterated until convergence is achieved. 
For the CSRR-loaded lines, the parameter extraction 
method, generation of the first layout, and initiation of the 
Broyden matrix has been explained in detail in [30]. To 
illustrate the possibilities of the approach, we report the 
synthesis of a CSRR loaded line with the circuit elements 
indicated in table 1. Application of the developed ASM 
algorithm has lead to the geometry given in table 2, and 
convergence (the error is indicated in the table) has been 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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achieved after a single iteration (the reason is that we have 
applied a pre-optimization, also described in [30], so that 
the initial layout is already very close to the target). 

 
Table 1. Circuit elements of the CSRR-loaded line 
L (nH) C (pF) Lc (nH) Cc (pF) 
4.860 1.880 2.417 3.053 

 
Table 2. Geometry of the synthesized structure 
l (mm) W (mm) c (mm) d (mm) Error 
8.47 2.22 0.36 0.17 <1% 

 
Figure 3 depicts the target frequency response, i.e., the 

one resulting from the circuit simulation of the circuit of 
Fig. 1(b) with the elements of table 1, compared to the 
electromagnetic simulation of the initial and final layout. As 
can be seen the initial layout EM simulation is already very 
close to the target, and the difference between the target 
response and that of the final layout is roughly 
undistinguishable. 

 

 
Figure 3: Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the scattering 
parameters S21 and S11 at initial solution xem

(1), final 
solution xem

*, and circuit simulation of xc
* (the 

parameters of table 1). The considered substrate in the 
(lossless) EM simulation is the Rogers RO3010 with 
thickness h = 1.27 mm and dielectric constant r = 10.2. 
 
For the OCSRR-loaded microstrip lines, the procedure to 

determine the layout is similar, but there are some 
differences that must be explained in detail (we dedicate 
further effort to the synthesis of this particle since the 
details of the CSRR-loaded line where provided in [30]). 
First of all, the geometrical variables in the OCSRR-loaded 
structure of Fig. 2(a) are not the same ones than in Fig. 1(a). 
Notice that, as mentioned before, the access lines are not 

considered. However, there is a strip connecting the ports 
with the inner metallic region of the OCSRR. Thus we have 
4 geometrical parameters in the OCSRR (c, d, rext and e), 
indicated in Fig. 2(a). Since the number of electrical 
parameters of the circuit model (Fig. 2b) is 3, and it is 
convenient to deal with the same number of parameters in 
both spaces (optimization and validation spaces), one of the 
geometrical parameters is set to a fixed value in this paper. 
Specifically, the slot width is set to c = 0.25 mm.  

To determine the initial OCSRR geometry, necessary to 
initiate the Broyden matrix, the model of the CSRR 
reported in [22] is considered. The use of this model is 
justified since, to a first order approximation, the 
capacitance of the OCSRR (Cp) coincides with the 
capacitance of the CSRR (Cc), and the inductance of the 
OCSRR (Lp) is four times larger than the inductance of the 
CSRR (Lc). This is true as far as c, d and rext are identical 
for both particles and they are etched on the same substrate 
[31]. On the other hand, to estimate e, well-known formulas 
providing the inductance of an electrically small and narrow 
strip section are used. Once the initial layout is known, the 
Broyden matrix is obtained by slightly perturbing OCSRR 
dimensions (d, rext and e) and obtaining the values of Cp, Lp 
and Lsh from parameter extraction. This allows us to 
compute the initial Broyden matrix as follows: 
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Once the Broyden matrix is initiated, the algorithm can be 
iterated using (2), where the first error function in (3) is 
inferred from the extracted parameters of the first layout. 

Concerning parameter extraction from the 
electromagnetic simulation results of a given layout, the 
three conditions considered are: (i) the position of the 
transmission zero frequency: 
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                       (6) 

(ii) the position of the reflection zero frequency (or intrinsic 
resonance of the OCSRR): 

pp
o CL

f 1
2
1


                               (7) 

and (iii) the susceptance slope at fo. All these parameters can 
be easily inferred from the electromagnetic simulation. 

As a synthesis example, we report here the automated 
layout generation of an OCSRR with target values indicated 
in table 3.  

 
Table 3. Circuit elements of the OCSRR-loaded line 

Lsh (nH) Lp (nH) Cp (pF) 
0.5 3.8 4.1 
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The considered substrate is the Rogers RO3010 with 
thickness h = 0.254 mm and dielectric constant r = 10.2. 
The error function (1) is obtained as follows 
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and the algorithm ends when (8) is smaller than a certain 
predefined value. In our case, it has been found that eight 
iterations suffice to obtain an error function smaller than 
1%. The evolution of the error function is depicted in Fig. 4. 
 

 
Figure 4: Evolution of the error function with the 
number of iterations. 
 

The synthesis process has provided the layout depicted in 
Fig. 5. The geometrical variables are indicated in table 4. 
The target response, namely, the one that results by circuit 
simulation of the circuit of Fig. 2(b) with the target values, 
and the response obtained from (lossless) electromagnetic 
simulation of the generated layout, are depicted in Fig. 6. As 
can be seen, the agreement between the circuit (target) and 
electromagnetic simulation after optimization is excellent in 
the frequency range shown, covering a span up to twice the 
OCSRR intrinsic resonance frequency. However, notice that 
the electromagnetic simulation of the first (initial) layout, 
also depicted in Fig. 6, is very different, pointing out the 
need for the proposed synthesis algorithm. 

 
Table 4. Geometry of the synthesized OCSRR 
e (mm) rext (mm) c (mm) d (mm) Error 
0.52 2.25 0.25 0.35 <1% 

 

 
 
Figure 5: Final layout of the synthesized OCSRR. 
Dimensions are those indicated in table 4 (the ground 
plane is indicated in light grey). 

 
Figure 6: Comparison of the target response and 
electromagnetic simulation of the generated layout. (a) 
Magnitude; (b) Phase. The electromagnetic simulation 
of the initial geometry is also included for comparison 
purposes. 

4. Discussion on the synthesis of OCSRRs 
In the preceding section, the synthesis of OCSRRs has been 
realized by setting the value of the slot distance to c = 
0.25mm. In this way, the number of geometrical and 
electrical variables involved in the synthesis algorithm is the 
same. Nevertheless, with this approach the range of 
implementable values of Lp, Cp and Lsh may be limited. 
Therefore, another potential approach, where none of the 
geometrical variables (c, d, rext and e) is set to a fixed value, 
is discussed next.  

The idea consists on determining regions in the Lp-Cp 
space corresponding to implementable values of these 
variables for different values of the external radius rext, and 
considering the target value of Lsh. The procedure is as 
follows. First of all, we set rext to a certain reasonable value, 
and c and d to the minimum value of the available 
technology (cmin, dmin), and we optimize e (by means of a 
specific one-variable aggressive space mapping algorithm) 
in order to recover the target value of Lsh. From the resulting 
layout, we obtain through parameter extraction the values of 
Lp and Cp, corresponding to a point in the Lp-Cp space. We 
repeat this procedure by maintaining rext to the same value, 
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and setting c = cmin and d = dmax (the maximum allowed 
inter-slot distance). This gives another point in the Lp-Cp 
space. Next, we repeat the process for c = cmax and d = dmin, 
and for c = cmax and d = dmax, giving two additional points in 
the Lp-Cp space. The four points define thus a polygon in the 
plane Lp-Cp. It is expected that if the target value of Lp and 
Cp corresponds to a point within that polygon, then there 
exists a solution for c and d (with the considered value of 
rext) satisfying cmin <  c < cmax  and dmin <  d < dmax, and 
providing the required (target) values of Lp and Cp. Notice 
that with this procedure, we obtain a polygon in the plane 
Lp-Cp for a certain value of rext. The next step is to repeat this 
process for a different value of rext. Obviously, the larger the 
external radius rext, the larger the values of Lp and Cp at the 
four vertexes of the polygon. Thus, the criterion to 
determine the external radius rext is simply to choose the 
smallest value that provides a polygon enclosing the target 
value of Lp and Cp (optimum polygon). This procedure 
optimizes the size of the OCSRR. If the ratio between the 
target Lp and Cp values is too extreme, it is possible that 
none of the polygons contains the point associated to such 
pair of element values. In that case, the resonator is not 
synthesizable with an OCSRR.  

Assuming that the target values Lp
*, Cp

* and Lsh
* can be 

physically implemented, rext is determined through the 
procedure detailed in the previous paragraph. A further step 
is required to obtain the initial values of c, d and e necessary 
to initiate the ASM algorithm, unless Lp

*, Cp
* coincide with 

any of the vertices of the smaller polygon enclosing the Lp
*-

Cp
* point (in this case, the layout is already known, and, 

hence, no further optimization is necessary). A similar 
procedure to that reported in [30] for CSRR-loaded lines can 
be applied to determine the initial values of c, d and e (rather 
than determining them from existing, but not accurate 
enough, models, as reported in the preceding section). It is 
expected that the dimensions of the OCSRR after ASM 
optimization depend on the position of the point Lp

*, Cp
* in 

the optimum polygon. Namely, if the point Lp
*, Cp

* is close 
to a vertex, it is expected that c, d and e are similar to the 
values corresponding to that vertex.  

The specific procedure to determine the initial layout (c, 
d and e) is as follows [30]: we assume that c, d and e have a 
linear dependence on Lp and Cp. In particular, for c we can 
write (identical expressions are used for the other variables): 

))((),( pppp DCCBLACLfc                (9) 

The previous expression can be alternatively written as 

pppppp CLaCaLaaCLfc 32`10),(       (10) 
where the constants ai determine the functional dependence 
of the initial value of c with Lp and Cp. To determine the 
constants, four conditions are needed. Let us consider the 
following error function: 
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where the subscript j is used to differentiate between the 
different vertices, and hence cj is the value of c in the vertex 
j, and Lpj and Cpj are the corresponding values of Lp and Cp 

for that vertex. We have considered a number of vertices 
equal to Nv = 4 (as mentioned before), but the formulation 
can be extended to a higher number of vertices. The 
previous error function can be written as 
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To find the values of the constants ai, we obtain the partial 
derivatives of the previous error function with regard to ai 
and force them to be equal to zero [32] as 
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for i = 1,2,3,4. Following this least-squares approach, four 
independent equations for the constants ai are obtained. 
Such equations can be written in matrix form as: 
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Once the constants are obtained (solving the previous 
equations), the initial value of c is inferred from (10). The 
process is repeated for d and e, and the initial geometry 
necessary for the initiation of the ASM algorithm is thus 
obtained.  

To gain insight on the previous procedure to determine 
the initial layout of the OCSRR, where none of the 
geometrical variables is a priori fixed, various polygons in 
the Lp-Cp plane (for different radius) have been calculated. 
Namely, we have set e to 0.5 mm (this gives approximately 
the same value Lsh), and we have extracted the pair of values 
Lp and Cp for the extreme combinations of c and d 
considering different external radius, rext. The results are 
depicted in Fig. 7. As expected the polygons roughly scale 
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with rext, since Lp and Cp are approximately proportional to 
rext for a fixed value of c and d. Notice that the polygons 
define a pair of roughly diagonal envelopes in the Lp-Cp 
plane. The region contained between both envelopes is the 
region of implementable values of Lp and Cp for the 
considered value of Lsh. The results also confirm that there is 
an optimum external radius for the OCSRR, i.e., the smaller 
one whose corresponding polygon encloses the target values 
of Lp and Cp. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2

4

6

8

10

12

Lp [nH]

 C
p [p

F]

x*
c

rext = 2.25 mm

rext = 2.50 mm

rext = 3.25 mm

rext = 3.0 mm

rext = 2.00 mm

rext = 2.75 mm

 
Figure 7: Polygons in the Lp-Cp space corresponding to 
the indicated values of the external radius. The four 
combinations for each polygon correspond to extreme 
values of c and d, that is, c = cmin , d = dmin; c = cmin, d = 
dmax; c = cmax, d = dmin; c = cmax, d = dmax, with 
cmin = dmin = 0.15 mm and cmax = dmax = 0.45 mm. In all 
the cases e = 0.5 mm corresponding to an inductance of 
Lsh = 0.5 nH. The optimum radius for the considered 
target value of Lp and Cp (indicated by the symbol *) is 
rext = 2.25 mm, and the corresponding polygon is 
highlighted. 
 

Thus, the alternative approach for the determination of 
the initial layout of the OCSRR, rather than forcing one of 
the geometrical variables to have a certain value, it 
determines the optimum radius, and then gives the initial 
values of c, d and e (to be optimized in the ASM process) 
from a least squares approach (rather than from existing, but 
inaccurate, models). The application of this strategy for the 
synthesis of OCSRR is left for a future work. 

5. Conclusions  
In conclusion, we have applied ASM optimization to the 
synthesis of CSRR- and OCSRR-loaded microstrip lines, 
with special emphasis in OCSRR loaded lines. The model 
of a shunt connected OCSRR in microstrip technology, 
including the series inductance, has been considered. With 
this model, the OCSRR is accurately described up to 
frequencies much beyond its resonance frequency, and the 
transmission zero, typical of these particles in shunt 
connection, can be predicted. In the considered optimization 
scheme of the OCSRRs, the optimization variables have 
been considered to be the external radius, the distance 
between the slots, and the width of the metallic strip 
connecting the host line and the inner metallic region of the 

OCSRR. The width of the slots has been forced to a certain 
reasonable value. With this strategy, the number of 
geometrical variables is the same than the number of 
electrical variables of the circuit model, this being very 
convenient in ASM optimization. Concerning the initial 
layout, necessary to initiate the ASM synthesis process, 
existing models linking electrical variables and geometry 
for both the OCSRR and the inductive strip have been 
considered. We have applied this optimization approach to 
the synthesis of an OCSRR with certain electrical 
parameters. The generated layout has been simulated, and 
the electromagnetic response has been found to be in very 
good agreement with the circuit simulation of the electrical 
model, thus validating the model and the synthesis method.  

In the last part of the paper, an alternative approach to 
avoid setting one geometrical variable of the OCSRR to a 
certain value has been discussed. With this approach, the 
optimum external radius that minimizes particle size can be 
determined, and the synthesis process involves the other 
three geometrical variables. Moreover, a method to 
determine the initial layout has been pointed out. 

In summary, the results of this paper confirm that the 
proposed ASM techniques are efficient and useful for the 
synthesis of CSRRs and their open counterparts, OCSRRs.  
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Abstract
We present a method for designing isotropic transforma-
tion media in two and three dimensions (2D and 3D). It re-
lies on a special kind of shape-preserving mappings based
on the so-called Green Coordinates (GC). In 2D, GC-based
mappings present several advantages over standard quasi-
conformal mapping algorithms, such as the possibility of
working with holey domains or performing multivalued
transformations. In 3D, the combination of this method
with a subsequent optimization algorithm enables the im-
plementation of completely 3D transformation media with
minimized anisotropy, which can be neglected for suffi-
ciently smooth transformations. This way, the need for
magnetic materials in eliminated in many situations. We
illustrate the potential of the proposed method with several
numerical examples.

1. Introduction
Transformation optics is currently becoming a mainstay in
the design of photonic devices with advanced functional-
ities. Essentially, this technique provides a link between
a coordinate transformation and the optical medium that
would force light to follow the distortion encoded by such
a transformation [1, 2]. Its use has enabled the achieve-
ment of unprecedented effects such as invisibility and other
optical illusions [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Inspired by transforma-
tion optics, the transformational paradigm has been grad-
ually unfolding in other areas of physics, e.g., acoustics
[8, 9, 10, 11, 12], elasticity [13], quantum mechanics [14],
or thermodynamics [15]. However, the price to pay for the
wave-manipulation flexibility offered by this method is that
general transformations are usually associated with com-
plex media. Specifically, any distribution of inhomoge-
neous and anisotropic medium properties may arise from
an arbitrary transformation. Even with the advent of meta-
materials, it is extremely difficult to control independently
all components of a certain tensorial property. For in-
stance, constructing inhomogeneous devices with arbitrary
anisotropic optical parameters that do not display undesired
couplings between different polarizations is a challenging
task. This fact is further complicated by the need for mag-
netic materials not available in nature, especially at high
frequencies [16]. Although magnetic permeabilities can be
artificially synthesized, their realization requires the use of
resonant elements exhibiting a narrow-band response and,
usually, high losses.

If we restrict ourselves to 2D transformations and prop-
agation directions parallel to the transformation plane (say
XY plane), a possible solution relies on using conformal
mappings (CM), which preserve the isotropy of the original
space in the XY plane [1]. Although the resulting off-plane
and in-plane parameters are different, it can be shown that
isotropic non-magnetic materials provide exact implemen-
tations of CM for transverse-electric waves (E-field along
the z-direction) [7]. In the ray optics approximation, this
is also valid for any polarization as long as the wave prop-
agates parallel to the XY plane. When a CM mapping the
original region of interest to the desired one does not exist,
we can resort to quasi-conformal mappings (QCM), which
restrict anisotropy to small negligible values [17]. However,
quasi-conformal mappings are calculated numerically, e.g.,
by minimizing some functional or by solving Beltrami or
inverse Laplace equations [17, 18, 19]. Apart from being
numerical techniques, these methods present several disad-
vantages. For instance, the original domain must be simply
connected and often have a rectangular shape. Moreover,
multivalued mappings are not allowed.

In 3D the situation dramatically worsens. In this case,
the implementation of the magnetic response associated
with general anisotropic transformations cannot be avoided
if the device is to work for any direction and polariza-
tion (this holds in the geometrical approximation). Even if
the transformation is conformal in 2D, it cannot be imple-
mented with all-dielectric parameters for off-plane propa-
gation directions. The ideal solution would be to use 3D
CM giving rise to isotropic media, since the synthesis of
highly anisotropic 3D materials is significantly more dif-
ficult than that of isotropic materials [20, 21]. Moreover,
in the optical case we can omit the magnetic properties of
isotropic materials without affecting the dynamics of rays.

Nonetheless, the only existing CM in 3D are Möbius
transformations (similarities and inversions on spheres),
which extremely limits the range of implementable func-
tionalities [22]. Some approaches have been proposed to
simplify the medium parameters associated to 3D transfor-
mations. In [20], 2D QCM are mapped to 3D ones with
revolution symmetry. Although the resulting parameters
are still anisotropic, the device can be implemented with di-
electric isotropic media for wavevectors without azimuthal
component. However, an additional magnetic component
is necessary for other directions. In [16], it was shown that
wave propagation in spherically symmetric anisotropic di-



electric media can be independently engineered for each
polarization, although with different functionalities. Fi-
nally, feasible realizations of different devices have been
demonstrated for situations in which only propagation in
specific directions is of interest [21, 23, 24]. Therefore, ex-
isting solutions still impose strong restrictions, while the
anisotropy requirement remains in the general 3D case,
rendering the implementation of 3D transformation media
technologically challenging.

In this work, we propose the use of a special class of
transformations based on GC to lift some of the above-
mentioned limitations. We illustrate the potential of
our proposal with several theoretical examples, including
illusion-optics devices [6] and light squeezers [25, 26, 27,
28, 29]. The functionality of the studied devices is verified
via numerical simulations performed with the commercial
software COMSOL Multiphysics.

2. Green coordinate transformations
GC use a cage-based representation in which each point
within a simplicial surface (polygon in 2D and mesh made
up of triangles in 3D) is expressed as a linear combination
of its vertices and faces normals [30]

x =
∑
i∈IV

ϕi(x)vi +
∑
j∈IT

ψj(x)sjnj , (1)

where vi is the i-th vertex, nj is the outward normal to
the j-th face, sj = 1, and IV and IT are the sets of all ver-
tices and faces, respectively (see Figure 1). A point x is uni-
vocally specified by the functions ϕi(x) and ψj(x), known
as GC (the derivation of these functions is based on Green’s
third identity [30]). A certain transformation x̄ = f(x) is
achieved just by deforming the cage, that is, Eq. (1) gives
the transformed points x̄ if we replace vi and nj by the ver-
tices v̄i and normals n̄j of the deformed cage. This way,
the change vi → v̄i defines a mapping f for all points en-
closed by the cage. The most interesting property of GC
transformations is that they are least-distorting (minimize
anisotropy) when the scalars sj are also a proper function
of the j-th face dimensions [30]. Thus, they are good can-
didates to attain quasi-isotropic transformation media. One
just needs to enclose the region to be transformed by a cage
and deform it as desired. All points inside the cage will
follow this transformation in a low-distorting way. An ad-
ditional advantage of GC is that they are based on closed
analytical expressions so no meshing or numerical approx-
imations are required [30]. Moreover, any transformation
can be simply calculated as a linear combination of the pre-
calculated coordinates as shown by Eq. (1).

3. 2D isotropic transformation media
In 2D, the transformational method based on green coordi-
nates always produces conformal mappings at the expense
of a slight deformation of the final domain. Thus, in con-
trast with other quasi-conformal mapping algorithms, we
do not have to worry about the degree of anisotropy of the
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Figure 1: 2D green coordinate transformation. (a) The re-
gion to be transformed (purple) is enclosed by a cage (poly-
gon). (b) A cage deformation (vi → v̄i) defines a smooth
mapping for all points inside it, which follow the cage de-
formation in a low-distorting way.

resulting optical medium, which will always be isotropic.
Therefore, the application of GC-based transformations to
the design of isotropic transformation media is straightfor-
ward in the 2D case. Moreover, this method has two addi-
tional advantages. First, multivalued mappings and inver-
sions are allowed. Second, the initial domain can have any
shape and even contain holes.

As an example, we will illustrate this last possibility by
changing the way in which the shape of a metallic scatterer
affects the propagation of light. To this end, let us consider
a square region containing a hole with the shape of the scat-
terer, e.g. a rectangle, as in Fig. 2(a). For the sake of visual
clarity, we have filled this region with a chessboard pattern.
It is possible to construct a polygon surrounding this re-
gion if some of its sides and vertices overlap [see Fig. 2(a)].
Now, by changing only the position of vertices v7 to v10,
we can modify the shape of the hole without altering the
outer square shape. The GC-based transformation method
associates a conformal mapping with this polygon deforma-
tion for all points inside the polygon [see in Fig. 2(b)].

Using the rules of optical conformal mapping [1], we
can obtain the refractive index of the isotropic device
that implements this transformation, which is depicted in
Fig. 2(c). A metallic object with the shape of the trans-
formed hole surrounded by a medium with this refractive
index distribution produces the same scattering (outside the
medium) as the original metallic object (with the shape of
the initial hole). As a result, we are producing an optical il-
lusion; a metallic horizontal rectangle appears as a vertical
one. The numerical simulations shown in Fig. 3 verify this
behavior.

It is worth mentioning that the outer sides of the trans-
formed region have been slightly curved by the transforma-
tion. However, this deformation is so small that it does not
influence the performance of the device.

4. 3D isotropic transformation media
With the exception of Möbius transformations, CM are
found exclusively in 2D spaces. QCM are sometimes
thought of as existing only in 2D for this reason and, so
far, they have been overlooked as a tool to achieve quasi-
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Figure 2: Application of 2D GC transformations to produce
an optical illusion. (a) The region to be transformed (filled
with a chessboard pattern) contains a hole an is enclosed
by a polygon with some overlapping sides and vertices. (b)
Transformed region, defined by the modification of the po-
sition of vertices v7 to v10. (c) Refractive index that im-
plements this transformation. (d) To an external observer, a
metallic object with the shape of the initial rectangular hole
is equivalent to a different metallic object with the shape
of the transformed hole surrounded by a medium with the
previous refractive index distribution.

isotropic 3D transformation media. However, QCM exist in
any number of dimensions and form a much larger set than
conformal ones [31]. This is because, while CM transform
infinitesimal spheres into (scaled and rotated) infinitesimal
spheres, QCM transform spheres into ellipsoids of bounded
eccentricity. The question is whether we can find 3D QCM

(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 3: Simulated electric field resulting from the diffrac-
tion produced by different scatterers under the incidence
of a gaussian beam impinging from the right (left column)
and from the top (right column). (a,b) The scatterer is a
bare metallic horizontal rectangle. (c,d) The scatterer is a
vertically-oriented bare metallic object (transformed hori-
zontal rectangle). The scattering properties of this object
are clearly different from those of the metallic horizontal
rectangle. (e,f) Same scatterer as in (c,d) but surrounded
by the designed device. We can observe that, outside the
device, the electric field is very similar to that in (a,b).

that introduce a degree of anisotropy sufficiently low so as
to be negligible in practice. Unfortunately, although GC
transformations provide 3D QCM, we found that in most
cases the resulting anisotropy is not low enough to be neg-
ligible. In this section, we review how this drawback was
overcome in [32]. The main idea is to exploit the fact that
a certain functionality can be implemented by a wide range
of transformations. Thus, we can find the transformation
that is closest to a conformal one through optimization and
use it to implement the desired functionality. In order to
measure the degree of anisotropy introduced by a certain
3D transformation, we define in analogy with the 2D case
an anisotropy factor α = max∀x{n1/n2, n1/n3, n2/n3},
which varies between 1 (no anisotropy) and grows with
the anisotropy. Here, ni are the principal components
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of the refractive index tensor in a local Cartesian system
(n1 > n2 > n3). The refractive index tensor can be ob-
tained from the permittivity ϵīj̄ and permeability µīj̄ as-
sociated with a certain transformation, which are given by
ϵīj̄ = µīj̄ = Λī

iΛ
j̄
jδ

ij/det(Λī
i), where Λī

i is the transforma-
tion Jacobian matrix (we assume that the original medium
is vacuum) [2, 7].

Next, we illustrate the proposed method by describing
the design of a 3D isotropic squeezer. TO-based squeezers
have been extensively studied due to their simplicity and
potential applications. Isotropic 2D squeezers can be easily
achieved by using standard QCM algorithms [28, 29]. Un-
fortunately, existing 3D designs are highly anisotropic. For
instance, imagine that we want to gradually compress the
gray square prism shown in Figure 4, from zero compres-
sion at z = 0 to a compression factor F at z = l (the results
are independent of the length scale so we work in arbitrary
units).

If we employ a linear transformation such as x̄ = x(1+
az); ȳ = y(1 + az); z̄ = z, with a = (F − 1)/l, a strong
anisotropy is introduced. As an example, for F = 0.57 (re-
duction of the output face to one third of its initial area),
l = 2 and w = 1 we obtain α = 1.81. The correspond-
ing values of ni in a 3D grid covering the whole trans-
formed volume are shown in Figure 5(d). Clearly, there
is a marked discrepancy between the different components.
A nice way to visualize the degree of anisotropy is to see
how some small spheres within the original prism are trans-
formed [Figure 5(a)].

As seen, the spherical shape is not preserved when us-
ing the previous linear transformation [Figure 5(b)]. Now
we apply the proposed method. To do so, we surround the
prism by a cage consisting of 30 vertices and 56 triangles
[Figure 4(a)]. Note that the cage has a width wc = 1.6,
larger than w. The reason is that we found that a high dis-
tortion usually appears near the cage boundaries. Initially,
we transformed the vertices using the above-mentioned lin-
ear mapping. GC are not interpolatory and it is not guaran-
teed that compressing the cage by a certain factor will yield
a prism compression of the same factor. Actually, in this
case the side of the cage output face must be compressed
by a factor around 0.5 to achieve the desired value of 0.57.
This GC transformation automatically reduces anisotropy
to α = 1.31. However, this is not a value low enough to
be negligible. Fortunately, we can use the fact that we are
only interested in having a compressed version of the field
at the squeezer output, and we do not care about how the
fields are transformed inside the squeezer. Thus, the only
restrictions are that the shape of the input surface should
not be changed by the transformation and that the trans-
formed output surface must be a compressed version of the
original one. Hence, the position of all the vertices that do
not belong to these faces, as well as the squeezer height, can
be optimized to minimize anisotropy. This is done through
a standard Nelder-Mead algorithm [33]. It is worth men-
tioning that another advantage of GC is that optimizing a
transformation only requires the tuning of a few variables
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Figure 4: 3D GC transformations. (a) The region to be
transformed (gray square prism in this case) is enclosed by
a cage made up of triangles. A cage deformation (vi → v̄i)
defines a smooth mapping for all prism points, which fol-
lows the cage deformation in a low-distorting way. (b) Re-
sult of a transformation in which the cage is linearly com-
pressed. (c) Optimized cage that minimizes anisotropy and
corresponding transformed prism.

(vertices positions), which completely define the mapping.
Taking advantage of the symmetries, we only need to opti-
mize 11 variables to obtain a suitable transformation of the
prism [see Figure 4(c)]. The corresponding index eigenval-
ues are shown in Figure 5(e). They are remarkably close
to each other, indicating a low anisotropy. This agrees with
the fact that this mapping hardly distorts the shape of small
spheres [Figure 5(c)]. In fact, a very low anisotropy factor
of 1.08 is obtained after optimization. This is of the order
of the values obtained in 2D QCM [17] and allows us to
neglect the anisotropy. We do this by approximating the
anisotropic index by an isotropic one nm equal to the mean
of its principal components nm = (n1 + n2 + n3)/3, i.e.,
we take ϵīj̄ = µīj̄ = nmδ

īj̄ .
To verify its functionality, the designed 3D squeezer is

simulated in COMSOL Multiphysics. A Gaussian beam is
used as the source. Figure 6(a) shows the power flow in the
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Figure 5: 3D squeezing transformations. (a) Original
prism and some spherical regions within it. (b,c) Prism
and spheres transformations associated with a linear map-
ping and the proposed 3D QCM, which preserves spherical
shapes. (d,e) Refractive index corresponding to the linear
and 3D QCM.

propagation direction along a diagonal of the output face
for different cases. The power at the output of the exact
anisotropic squeezer (blue) is a perfect compressed version
of the beam power flow after propagating a distance l in
free space (orange). Very similar results are obtained for
the isotropic GC-based squeezer, confirming that neglect-
ing the anisotropy hardly affects the squeezer performance.
Moreover, almost the same results are obtained by drop-
ping the magnetic permeability, i.e, taking ϵīj̄ = n2mδ

īj̄ and
µīj̄ = δīj̄ (red). However, if we approximate the index of
the linear-transformed squeezer by the mean of its eigen-
values, its performance is significantly deteriorated (green).
The field profiles at the output face for the free-space case
and the GC and linear isotropic squeezers are shown in Fig-
ure 6(b). Different cuts of the |E|-field along its propa-
gation through the GC isotropic squeezer are depicted in
Figure 6(c).

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have shown that transformations based
on Green coordinates are a powerful tool for designing
isotropic transformation media. In 2D, this kind of trans-
formations presents several advantages over standard quasi-
conformal mapping algorithms, such as the possibility of
performing multivalued transformations or working with
holey domains. As an example, we have designed an
illusion-optics device that changes the way in which the
shape of a metallic scatterer affects the propagation of light.
In 3D, the combination of GC transformations and a suit-
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Figure 6: Squeezers performance. (a) Power flow in the
propagation direction along a diagonal (dashed line in b)
of the output face for the different squeezer versions and
power flow of the beam after propagating a distance l in free
space. (b) |E|2 distributions at the output face. (c) Beam
|E|-field cuts in its propagation through the GC isotropic
squeezer. The wavelength is taken to be 0.15.

able optimization process leads to a significant reduction
of the typical anisotropy associated with 3D transformation
media. In the case of sufficiently smooth transformations
the anisotropy can be minimized to negligible values. Full
3D isotropy has an important implication for electromag-
netic transformation media, whose magnetic properties can
be dropped without affecting the dynamics of rays. It is
worth mentioning that the anisotropy arising from abrupt
transformations might not be negligible. In those situations,
and depending on the specific transformation, other kind of
mappings not based on GC [34], as well as more advanced
optimization algorithms, could provide even better results.
In any case, we can conclude that the use of special 3D
QCM techniques could become a key enabling methodol-
ogy to achieve practically realizable 3D transformation me-
dia.
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Abstract 
By incorporating the Floquet-Bloch boundary conditions of 
the periodic media into a time integration scheme and 
matrix-exponential decomposition technique, a time-domain 
method for calculating the band structure of one-
dimensional (1D) photonic crystals is proposed in this 
paper. The mathematical details are given, and the 
numerical examples, which are used to verify the 
correctness of the proposed method and to explore the time-
stability properties of this method, are presented. The 
numerical results show that, although the proposed method 
is still conditionally stable, it is more stable than the 
conventional finite difference time-domain (FDTD) 
method. The minimal time-step with which the proposed 
method runs stably can be much smaller than the Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy lower bound in 1D case.  
 

1. Introduction 
Photonic crystals (PCs) [1] are a kind of composite materials 
with periodic spatial modulation of the refractive index. The 
most attractive property of PCs is the possibility of having 
complete band gaps, within the wavelength regions of which 
the lights are totally forbidden in all directions. The band 
structure calculation is therefore an important aspect of the 
theoretical studies of PCs, and the finite difference time-
domain (FDTD) method [2-4] is widely used. Since the 
pioneer work of Yee [5] in 1966, the FDTD method has 
gained general popularity not only in electromagnetics and 
optics, but also in many other disciplines, such as acoustics 
and quantum mechanics. However, a notable disadvantage 
of the conventional FDTD method is the conditional 
stability, which requires the time-step used in the method 
should not be bigger than the lower bound predicted by the 
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability condition [6].  
      A variety of new time-domain methods trying to 
overcome the stability difficulty of the conventional FDTD 
method had been proposed in recent decades, such as the 
alternating-direction implicit (ADI) FDTD method [7] and 
some kinds of operator or time-step splitting methods [8-12]. 

In one typical kind of operator splitting methods [8-11], 
based on the time-domain integration, the transfer operator 
of the field evolution is written as an operator- (or matrix-) 
exponential. And to expedite the computational efficiency, 
the exponential may be approximated by splitting the 
operator (or matrix) acting as the index into several sub-
ones. Kole et al [8,9] had proposed an operator splitting 
method which is unconditionally stable under perfect 
conductor boundary conditions. In this method, the matrix-
exponential characterizing the field evolution is efficiently 
approximated by using Suzuki's matrix-exponential 
decomposition theory [13,14]. Based on Kole's time 
integration formulations, Faragó et al [15] established a 
uniform theoretical framework of several existing time-
domain methods under perfect conductor boundary 
conditions. 

Although Kole's method had been applied to the 
photonic band gap calculations [8,9], a big-sized super-cell 
should be chosen as the modeled domain to avoid the 
negative influence of perfect conductor boundary conditions. 
Hence, the calculation will not be as efficient as a single-
cell-based method developed through the application of the 
Floquet-Bloch boundary conditions [1] for the periodic 
media. In this paper, by incorporating the Floquet-Bloch 
boundary conditions into the basic procedures of Kole's 
method (time integration and Suzuki's matrix-exponential 
decomposition), a time-domain method for calculating the 
band structure of one-dimensional (1D) PCs is proposed. 
The numerical results show that, although the proposed 
method is still conditionally stable, the time-step with 
which the method runs stably can be much smaller than the 
CFL lower bound. The rest of this paper is organized as 
follows. To make our presentation more clear and self-
contained, the time integration formulations under perfect 
conductor boundary conditions and the matrix-exponential 
decomposition technique are introduced in Secs. 2 and 3, 
respectively. Then, the idea of our method is detailed in 
Sec. 4, which includes the derivations demonstrating how 
the Floquet-Bloch boundary conditions are incorporated 
into the time integration and matrix-exponential 
decomposition procedures. In Sec. 5, the numerical 
examples showing the correctness and time stability 
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properties of the proposed method are presented. And at 
last, Sec. 6 concludes the present paper. 

 

2. Time integration formulations under perfect 
conductor boundary conditions 

Assume that a 1D electromagnetic wave propagates along 
the x axis. The wave is in fact transverse-electric-magnetic 
(TEM) and can be decoupled into two independent and 
equivalent linearly polarized modes. We only consider the 
mode with the wave equations written as: 
                                    1y z

H E
t xµ

∂ ∂
=

∂ ∂
,                               (1a) 

                                    1 yz
HE

t xε
∂∂

=
∂ ∂

,                                (1b) 

where E and H denote the electric and magnetic fields, 
respectively; ε and μ are the electric permittivity and 
magnetic permeability of the material, respectively.  
       Substituting 

y yX Hµ= and 
z zY Eε=  into Eqs. (1a) and 

(1b) yields: 
                                 1y z

X Y
t xµ ε

∂ ∂  
=  ∂ ∂  

,                             (2a) 

                                  1 yz
XY

t xε µ

 ∂ ∂
=   ∂ ∂  

.                             (2b) 

Fig. 1 shows the spatial sampling pattern of the field 
components within the modeled domain (with the length T), 
at both ends of which perfect conductor boundary conditions 
satisfies (i.e. the field vanishes on the boundaries). The 
whole length is equally divided into N spatial intervals, 
where N is an even number; δ is the spatial interval 
satisfying ( /2)δ=TN ; and Xy, Yz are sampled at the even- and 
odd-numbered points, respectively.  
 

 
Fig. 1 Spatial sampling pattern within the modeled domain 

 
     Applying the second-ordered central difference to the 
right part of Eqs. (2a) and (2b), we obtain: 
              ( ) ( ) ( )1 1

1 1

1i i i
y z z

i i i

X t Y t Y t
t xµ ε ε

+ −

+ −

∂  ∂
= − 

∂ ∂δ  

, i=2,…,N-2,       (3a) 

        ( ) ( ) ( )1 1

1 1

1 j jj
y yz

j j j

X t X tY t
t xε µ µ

+ −

+ −

 ∂ ∂
= − 

∂ ∂  δ  

,  j=1,3, …,N-1,     (3b) 

where the superscripts denote the sampling positions 
(e.g. (δ/ 2)i i→ ). By combining Eq. (3) with the perfect 
conductor boundary conditions ( )0 0yX t = and ( ) 0N

yX t = , we 
obtain the following differential equation with a compact 
matrix form:  
                                          d

dt
=

Ψ HΨ .                                  (4) 

Here,  the column vector Ψ is defined as: 
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 ,                                (5) 

and H is a sparse matrix with the following form: 
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,                                                                                                 (6) 
where ( )1 /i, j i jβ µ ε= δ . The non-zero elements of  H appear 

only near the diagonal. The exact time-integration solution 
of Eq. (4) is 

                           ( ) ( ) ( )0
0 0

0e e
dt t t

t
tt t t−∫

= =
H ( )HΨΨΨ ,                 (7) 

implying a time-stepping scheme for solving the field 
evolution within the modeled domain: ( ) ( ) ( )0 nτ τ→ →ΨΨΨ  

( )( )1n τ→ + →Ψ  . 

       H is a skew-symmetric matrix satisfying HT=－H with 
T denoting the transposition operation. It is therefore not 
difficult to prove that ( ) 2

tΨ  remains constant with the time 
evolution. Hence, the time-stepping scheme is 
unconditionally stable. Despite the sparsity of H, eτH may be 
a full matrix due to the exponentiation computation 
involved. The matrix-vector multiplication eτHΨ performed 
in each time-step may be very time-consuming, if the 
multiplication is performed directly and the spatial sampling 
is dense enough. 
 

3. Matrix-Exponential Decomposition 
To expedite the efficiency of the matrix-vector 
multiplication in each time-step, an approximation method 
for calculating the matrix-exponential eτH  was adopted by 
Kole et al, based on Suzuki's matrix-exponential 
decomposition theory [13,14]. First, the matrix H is split 
into the sum of a number of other matrixes: 
                                    

1 2 p+ +H = H + H H .                        (8) 

Then, with different-ordered accuracy of τ, eτH is 
approximated in the following recursive manner: 
     first order:           ( )1

1 2e e e pττ ττ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ HH HU   ,                   (9a) 
     second order: 
                ( ) 2 2 2 2

2
p1 2 2 1e e e e eττ τ τ ττ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅HH H H HU   ,            (9b) 

     fourth order: 
                ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ] ( ) ( )4 2 2 2 2 2a a (1- 4a) a aτ τ τ τ τ τ= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅U U U U U U , (9c) 

……… 
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.  The matrix H defined in Eq. (6) can be 
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                                                                                    (10b) 
H1 and H2 are both formed by cascading the 2╳2 matrixes 
with the form 0

0
α 

 −α 
 along the diagonal. Therefore, 

according to the matrix-exponential theory [16], 1eτH and 
2eτH are both sparse matrixes formed by diagonally 

cascading the exponentials of these 2╳2 matrixes calculated 
exactly as:    
                               

0
0 cos sin

e
sin cos

α 
 −α 

α α 
=  − α α 

 .                  (11) 

The multiplication between a sparse matrix of this kind and 
a column vector can be reduced to a series of multiplications 
between a 2╳2 matrix and a 2╳1 sub-vector.  
     By using the decompositions shown in Eq. (9), the 
multiplication between a non-sparse matrix and a column 
vector is reduced to a series of multiplications between a 
sparse matrix and a column vector. The total efficiency can 
therefore be improved. Because the matrixes H1 and H2 are 
both skew-symmetric, the stepping scheme with the matrix-
exponential decomposition approximation still remains 
unconditionally stable. 
 

4. Incorporation of Floquet-Bloch Boundary 
Conditions 

Let's consider the case of an 1D periodic medium. The 
modeled domain shown in Fig. 1 now represents one 
repeating periodicity of the medium. For the sampling points 
inside the domain, Eqs. (3a) or (3b) still hold; and at the two 
boundaries, the equations with the same form of Eq. (3a) 
hold, if the spatial sampling is extended outside the modeled 
domain. We therefore obtain: 

           ( ) ( ) ( )1 1

1 1

1i i i
y z z

i i i

X t Y t Y t
t xµ ε ε

+ −

+ −

∂  ∂
= − 

∂ ∂δ  

,   i=0,2,…,N,      (12a) 

       ( ) ( ) ( )1 1

1 1

1 j jj
y yz

j j j

X t X tY t
t xε µ µ

+ −

+ −

 ∂ ∂
= − 

∂ ∂  δ  

,   j=1,3, …,N-1.   (12b) 

( )1
zY t−  and ( )N 1

zY t+ , which appear on the right side of Eq. 
(12a) when i=0 and i=N+1, respectively, are sampled outside 
the modeled domain. In terms of the Floquet-Bloch theorem, 
they can be evaluated as 
                                 ( ) ( ) j T1 N 1 e k

z z
xY t Y t −− −=                          (13a) 

                                 ( ) ( ) j T1 1 e kN
z z

xY t Y t+ =                            (13b) 
where j 1= − ; and kx is the Bloch wave number.  
      Eqs. (12) and (13) can also be rewritten together as a 
compact matrix form of Eq. (4). But now the matrix H is 
defined as: 

j T
0,1 0, 1
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2,1 2,3
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0 0
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0 e 0 0 0
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β β

β β

β β
β β

β β
β β
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−

 −
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 −
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 −
 

−  
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i i i i

i i i i

- 1, + 1,

+ 1, + 1,+ 2

 

,                                                                                     (14) 
Therefore, with the exact time integration, the field 
evolution can also be solved with a time-stepping scheme 
under Floquet-Bloch boundary conditions. However, now 
the matrix H is not skew-symmetric, so the new method may 
not be unconditionally stable.  
      Let's explore the feasibility of an matrix-exponential 
decomposition scheme to improve the calculation efficiency. 
It is noticed that the matrix H defined by Eq. (14) can be 
decomposed into the sum of three sparse matrixes: 

                                      1 2 3+H = H + H H  ,                       (15) 
where H1 and H2 are the same as the ones defined by Eqs. 
(10a) and (10b), respectively; and H3 is defined as: 

           

j T
0, 1

3

j T
,1

0 0 0 e 0
0 0

0 e 0 0 0
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N

k
N

x

x

β

β

−
− −

 
 
 
 
 
 =
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

H

   

      

        

        

        

        

        

        

   

 . 

                                                                                  (16) 
The matrix H3 in fact embodies the introduction of the 
Floquet-Bloch boundary conditions. There are only two non-
zero elements in H3 (H3(0,N-1) and H3(N,1)). It is not 
difficult to prove that 3

n =H 0 when n≥2. Then, using the 
Taylor's series definition of the matrix exponentials [16]: 
                                    

1
e

!

n

n n

∞

=

= +∑IA A ,                          (17) 

where A is an arbitrary square matrix and I the unit matrix, 
we arrive at an exact expression of the matrix 3eτH : 
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3

3eτ τ= +H I H .                            (18) 

Therefore, 3eτH is also a sparse matrix, and has a very simple 
form. The product of this matrix and a column vector Ψ is 
simply: 

                          

j T
0 0, 1 1

1

1
j T

,1 1

3

e

e

e

k
N N

N
k

N N

x

x

τ

Ψ τ β Ψ
Ψ

Ψ
τ β Ψ Ψ

−
− −

−

 −
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

+  

H Ψ



=

.                 (19) 

The calculations are only needed for the first and last vector 
elements, so the computational complexity is obviously 
trivial.   
    Therefore, by splitting the matrix H into three 
components shown in Eq. (15), the Floquet-Bloch boundary 
conditions can be incorporated into Suzuki's matrix-
exponential decomposition schemes of Eq. (9), which are 
used to expedite the efficiency of the matrix-vector 
multiplication during the time-stepping process. And 
moreover, no evident increase of the total computational 
complexity is brought about by introducing the matrix H3. 
 

5. Numerical results and discussion 
We give the following numerical examples to verify the 
correctness of the proposed method, and to explore the time-
stability properties of this method as well. The fourth-
ordered approximation (Eq. (9c)) is used in the proposed 
method. Fig. 2 shows the 1D PC model formed by 
alternating layers of materials A and B and the modeled one 
repeating periodicity delimited by the dashed lines. Without 
loss of generality, we assume that 

B 1ε = ,
B 1µ =  and the 

repeating periodicity T=1. The filling fraction is defined as 
the ratio between the length of the layer A and the whole 
periodicity T.  
     To characterize the time stability of the proposed method, 
we define a dimensionless parameter γ relating the time-
step t∆ and the spatial interval δ: 
                                            

max

δt
cγ

∆ = ,                                   (20) 

 
where cmax=max{cA,cB} ( ( )A A A1 /c ε µ= and ( )B B B1 /c ε µ= are 

the wave speeds of the two component materials, respectively). In 
the following calculations, the spatial interval δ=1/30T. 
 

 
Fig. 2 The 1D PC model adopted in the present work 

 
     The upper subfigures of Figs. 3 (a)-(d) show the 
calculated band diagrams of the 1D PCs with different 
material parameters, where the dots and circles denote the 
results obtained with the proposed method and the 
conventional FDTD method, respectively; and Ω=fT/cB is 

the normalized frequency with f being the real frequency. 
Here, for the material A, the values of the magnetic 
permeability (μA) are all set to be 1.0 and the filling 
fractions are all 0.5; and εA takes different values in the four 
cases. For both the two methods, the time-step parameters 
(γ) are all set to be 1.0, which is the CFL lower bound in 1D 
case. The eigenfrequencies of the PC system are calculated 
by applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the time 
series of the field components generated during the time-
stepping process. Good agreement of the two methods can 
be found and the correctness of the proposed method is 
therefore verified. 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 

 
 (d) 

Fig. 3 Band diagrams of the 1D PC calculated by the 
proposed method and the conventional FDTD method 
(upper) and variations of the band gap boundaries calculated 
by using the proposed method with the time-step parameter 
γ (lower) in the cases of A 0.5ε = (a), 

A 0.25ε = (b), A 0.1ε =  (c) and A 0.05ε =  (d). In each case, 

A 1.0µ =   and the filling fraction of the material A is 0.5. 
The dots and circles in the upper subfigures represent the 

results obtained with the proposed method and the FDTD 
method, respectively. "A" and "B", "C" and "D", and "E" 
and "F" are used for denoting the boundaries of the first, 
second and third band gaps, respectively.   
 
     To explore the time stability of the proposed method, we 
find out the minimal time-step parameters (γmin) just enough 
to make the method run stably under various conditions. γmin 
is determined in the following way. For a given numerical 
example, γ is assigned from the CFL lower bound 1.0, and it 
is reduced gradually by a small step ∆γ (0.01 in the present 
work), until the stopping value making the proposed method 
diverge within the predefined number of time-steps (10000 
in the present work). γmin is thus defined as the value just 
bigger than this stopping value by ∆γ. Tab. 1 show the 
values of γmin for different values of εA, where the filling 
fractions are all set to be 0.5. Here, the material parameters 
are grouped in terms of the wave speed of material A. It can 
be found that γmin are smaller than 1.0 in all cases. Hence, 
the proposed method, although it is not unconditionally 
stable, is more stable than the conventional FDTD method. 
The values of γmin are mainly dependent on the wave speeds 
of material A (or more exactly the ratio between the wave 
speeds of the two component materials), and they only 
depend slightly on the specific values of Aε  and Aµ under 
certain conditions (except the case of

A 2c = , γmin remains 
invariant once the wave speed of material A is determined). 
It can also be found that γmin decreases with the increase of 
the ratio between the wave speeds of the two component 
materials. In other words, the stability of the proposed 
method improves with the increase of this ratio. In the case 
of

A 20c = , γmin is as small as 0.15.  
     To make clear the influence of the filling fraction of the 
material A, we also find out the values of γmin for different 
filling fractions in the cases of different combinations of the 
material parameters, as shown in Tab. 2. It can be found that 
γmin depends slightly on the filling fractions. Therefore it is 
further proved that γmin is mainly dependent on the wave 
speed ratio between the component materials. 
     Although the proposed method shows better stability 
than the conventional FDTD method, the accuracy of the 
proposed method may deteriorate with the decrease of the 
time-step parameter γ. The lower sub-figures of Figs. 3(a)-
(d) show the variations of the band gap boundaries 
calculated by the proposed method with the parameter γ. 
The shadowed regions in the figures show the range of γ 
where the proposed method becomes unstable. With the 
decrease of γ, the calculated band gap boundaries become 
deviated from the stable values and become smaller, 
especially for the high-ordered ones. However, when γ is 
bigger than 0.4, no noticeable accuracy deterioration is 
observed among obtained results. 
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Tab. 1 The values of γmin for different material parameters 
of the layer A (with the filling fraction of the material A 

being 0.5) 
 

 
 
 
 

Ac  

A A

1( )
ε µ

=  

 
2  

Aε  1 2  0.5 0.25 

Aµ  1 2  1 2 

γmin 0.45 0.45 0.45 
 

2 
Aε  0.5 0.25 0.125 

Aµ  0.5 1 2 
γmin 0.33 0.32 0.33 

 
10  

Aε  1 10  0.1 0.05 

Aµ  1 10  1 2 

γmin 0.21 0.21 0.21 
 

20  
Aε  1 20  0.05 0.025 

Aµ  1 20  1 2 

γmin 0.15 0.15 0.15 
 
 
Tab. 2 The values of γmin for different filling fractions in the 
cases of different combinations of the material parameters 

 

A A( , )ε µ   Filling fractions 
0.2 0.5 0.8 

(0.5, 1) 0.46 0.45 0.43 
(0.25, 1) 0.33 0.32 0.34 
(0.1,1) 0.21 0.21 0.21 

(0.05, 1) 0.15 0.15 0.15 
 

6. Conclusions 
By incorporating the Floquet-Bloch boundary conditions of 
periodic media into a time integration scheme and matrix-
exponential decomposition technique, we propose a time-
domain method for calculating the band structures of 1D 
PCs. The matrix-exponential decomposition approximation 
with the fourth-ordered accuracy is used. The numerical 
results show that,  
     (1) The proposed method is more stable than the 
conventional FDTD method, although it is still conditionally 
stable. The minimal time-step with which the method runs 
stably can be much smaller than the CFL lower bound. 
     (2) The minimal value of the time-step parameter (γ, 
defined in Eq. (20)), is mainly dependent on the ratio 
between the wave speeds of the two component materials, 
and decreases with the increase of this ratio.   
     (3) The accuracy of the proposed method may deteriorate 
with the decrease of the time-step parameter γ. However, the 
accuracy deterioration is noticeable only when γ is 
significantly smaller than 1.0. 
    In the future work, we plan to extend the proposed 
method to the band structure calculations of 2D or 3D PCs. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, we have fabricated quantum dot light emitting 
diode (QD-LED) based on silver (Ag) electrode. The QD-
LED with Ag electrode is demonstrated with decreased 
leakage current, improved luminous efficiency, low turn-on 
voltages, and saturated emission exhibiting the Commission 
Internationale de l’Enclairage (CIE) coordinates of (0.59, 
0.40). Meanwhile, compared to the QD-LED with ITO 
coated PET electrode, the EL intensity was enhanced twice 
for QD-LED based on Ag electrode, and turn on voltage 
was reduced to 4.7 V, which was attributed to the higher 
conductivity and better transmission of Ag electrode. 
 

1. Introduction 
Quantum dot LEDs (QD-LEDs) have been attracting much 
attention in the past few years since they possess unique 
properties of the tunable emission wavelengths by 
controlling the size of QDs, highly saturated emission, 
narrow emission with small full width at half maxima 
(FWHM), solution process, and compatible with flexible 
substrates[1]. Flexible quantum dot light-emitting diodes 
(QD-LEDs) have been a promising candidate for high-
efficiency and color-saturated displays[2].  

Various types of transparent and conductive oxides 
(TCO) have been widely used in optoelectronics, such as 
indium tin oxide (ITO), which is traditionally used for 
organic solar cells and light emitting diodes due to the high 
transparency and conductivity. However, the significant 
disadvantages still existed for the flexible ITO electrode. 
For example, the performance of QD-LED is low, the 
process of ITO film requires a vacuum deposition and is 
expensive due to the high indium costs[3]. Therefore, a 
candidate for replacing of ITO is urgently needed.  

Here, we shall report a simply solution-processed QD-
LED using Ag nanoparticles coated on polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) substrate as the flexible electrode 
replaced of indium-tin-oxide (ITO) coated on PET 
substrate. The performance of QD-LED is also investigated 
 

2. Experiment 
Patterned Ag flexible substrate (Cima Nanotech) was 
exposed to the UV ozone treatment for 30 min in air. The 

Poly (ethylenedioxythiophene): polystyrene sulphonate 
(PEDOT:PSS) as hole injection layer (HIL) was spin coated 
on ITO glass at 5000 rpm, and backed at 180°C for 15 min. 
Thereafter, poly [(9, 9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(4,4’-
(N-(4-sec-butylphenyl))diphenylamine)] (TFB) as hole 
transport layer (HTL) was coated at 2000 rpm followed by 
annealing at 120 °C for 10 min. The thickness of HTL is 
fixed at 30 nm. The emissive layer of colloidal quantum 
dots CdSe/ZnS (QDs) were spin coated on HTL at different 
spin-coating conditions  and various concentrations with 
annealing at 120°C for 15 min and ZnO NPs layer as ETL 
was deposited at 2000 rpm on QDs layer and annealed at 
120 °C for 30 min. Thereafter, aluminum (Al) as electrode 
was thermally evaporated , followed by a post annealing on 
whole devices at 120 °C for 10 min. The devices were 
fabricated with ITO and Ag electrodes were named as 
sample A and B, respectively. 

The current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics were 
measured with Keithley-2400 source-meter and 
electroluminescence (EL) spectra were recorded with an 
Ocean Optics Maya 2000-PRO spectrometer. The 
morphologies were investigated using a field-emission 
scanning electron microscope (FESEM) and a field-
emission gun transmission electron microscope (Tecnai G2 
F30). 

3. Discussion 
Figure 1(a) and (b) show the FESEM image and 

magnified image of Ag electrode. It can be seen that the Ag 
network can be formed by cross linking of Ag nanowires. It 
is also worth noting that the use of Ag network electrode 
results in an increased spectral transmission due to this novel 
nanostructure, ensuring increased light emission in the QD-
LED. Fig. 1(b) shows the magnified SEM image of single 
Ag nanowire deposited on substrate, which composed of 
nanoparticles with the average diameter of 50 nm. It is 
predicted that the deformation of Ag electrode is small 
attributed to the densely-packed nanoparticles. The 
conductivity of this flexible Ag electrode can be reached as 
high as 3.5 ohms/sq, and transmittance is higher than 80% 
due to the formation of Ag network nanostructure. 
Compared to the commercial flexible ITO electrode (higher 
than 50 ohms/sq), the conductivity of this flexible Ag 
electrode is much higher.  

mailto:lw@seu.edu.cn
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Figure 1(a) and (b): FESEM image and magnified 
image of flexible Ag electrode  
 

The schematic of our device structure is shown in 
Fig. 2. The device consists of Ag network electrode as 
the anode, a 50 nm poly(ethylenedioxythiophene): 
polystyrene sulphonate (PEDOT:PSS) as the hole 
injection layer (HIL), a variable (10~40 nm) poly[(9,9-
dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(4,4-(N-(4-sec-butylpheny 
-l)) diphenylamine)] (TFB) layer as the HTL, a 30 nm 
QD layer as the emissive layer with 3 to 4 closely 
packed QD monolayers, a 40 nm ZnO layer as the ETL, 
and a 100 nm aluminum (Al) layer as the cathode. 

 

 
Figure 2: A schematic of the device structure of flexible 
QD-LED based on Ag electrode 
 

Figure 3(a) shows the absorption and PL spectra of 
ZnCdSeS QDs used in this study. The absorption spectrum 
clearly displays the first excitonic transition peak at 572 nm, 
estimating the sizes of these QDs to be 3.3 nm without the 
ligand length, calculated as reported[4]. The PL spectrum 
shows a Gaussian-shaped peak located at 586 nm with a 
narrow FWHM of 30 nm, indicating the yellow emission of 
QD solution. 

  
Figure 3(a): UV-Vis absorption and PL spectra of ZnCdSeS 
QDs dispersed in toluene (b): The EL spectra of sample A 
and B at the operation voltage varying from 8 V. 

The EL spectra of sample A and B at the driving voltage 
of 8 V are shown in Fig. 3 (b). It can be seen that the EL 
intensity of 588 nm emission for sample A and B, which is 
consistent with the result of PL spectra in Fig. 3(a). 
Compared to sample A, the intensity of sample B has more 
than twice enhancement.  The reason is possibly due to the 
better conductivity and higher transmittance of sample B 
than those of sample A. 

Both of the QD-LEDs were tested as-made in air for 
several days, without encapsulation, and stored at 
atmosphere between tests. Fig. 4 shows the current density-
voltage (J–V) of sample A and B under forward bias. The 
devices exhibit low turn-on voltage of 4.7 V for sample B 
and 7.3 V for sample A, respectively, primarily attributed to 
the increased conductivity of sample B. The current density 
of sample B in the ohmic conduction region is lower than 
that of sample A, indicating that the leakage current of 
sample B decreases remarkably. The slope of the J-V curve 
for sample B is steeper than that of sample A in the trap-
limited conduction region. This is attributed to improved 
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charge transport in sample B beyond the threshold voltage 
causing higher conductivity of sample B. 

 
Figure 4: current density-voltage (J–V) of sample A and B 
under forward bias. 
 

Figure 5(a) show the real photo of flexible QD-LED 
without applying voltage after bending to a radius of 5 mm. 
Fig. 5(b) show the orange light is emitted, showing the 
Commission Internationale de l’Enclairage (CIE) 
coordinates of (0.59, 0.40) at voltage of 5.5 V and the 
luminance of 50 cd/m2. 

 
Figure 5(a) and (b): real photos of flexible QD-LED before 
and after applying voltage  
 

4. Conclusions 
In summary, we have demonstrated the flexible QD-

LED can be fabricated by Ag electrode. The nanostructure 

of Ag network, which is composed of 50 nm Ag 
nanoparticles, is benefit for the increase of conductivity and 
transmission of electrode. The EL intensity was enhanced 
twice for QD-LED based on Ag electrode, and turn on 
voltage was reduced to 4.7 V, which was attributed to the 
higher conductivity and better transmission of Ag electrode. 
It is demonstrated that Ag nanoparticle electrode will be 
promising for the use in practical flexible flat panel displays 
(FPDs). 
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Abstract 
A programmable THz metamaterial, derived from the utili-
zation of a piezoelectric controlled microgripper as a split-
ring resonator (SRR), is introduced in this paper. By apply-
ing the appropriate actuation voltage on the piezoelectric 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), a reconfigurable 
complex medium, offering enhanced bandwidth tunability, 
is attained. Several polarization topologies are examined to 
clarify the interesting attributes of the metamaterial. Thor-
ough numerical investigations, via a robust finite element 
method (FEM), support the efficiency and reveal the ad-
vantages of the proposed device.  

1. Introduction 
An inspiring feature of concurrent RF technology is related 
to artificially synthesized complex media, like metamate-
rials [1], [2], which offer unique electromagnetic properties 
not available in nature. This extraordinary behavior is em-
ployed in many contemporary applications, especially in the 
THz frequencies [3]-[7]. Nonetheless, their inherent lack of 
wide spectral bandwidths is deemed prohibitive to real-life 
configurations. To tackle this shortcoming, various mecha-
nisms have been proposed, such as magnetically or thermal-
ly controlled liquid crystals, and optically reconfigurable 
silicon apparatuses. However, radio-frequency microelec-
tromechanical systems (RF-MEMS) [8] are considered as 
the most competent devices to accomplish advanced band-
width tunability. Amid them, thermal and electrostatic RF-
MEMS, such as curved membranes, comb drives and canti-
levers, have been exploited for the required response con-
trollability [9]-[13]. Alternatively, a reconfigurable metama-
terial, that associates the double two-hot arm electrothermal 
actuator with a split-ring resonator (SRR), has been pro-
posed [14]. These arrangements yield a tunable mu-negative 
(MNG) behavior, while the MEMS device is only a part of 
the resonator. 

In this paper, piezoelectric MEMS actuators are utilized 
to develop a microgripper, i.e. a device capable of handling 
objects at the scale of micrometers. This new structure is 
exploited to implement the SRR and sustain the MNG reso-
nances. The proposed resonator’s functionality is modified 
in terms of its operability. Instead of gripping objects, the 
microgripper acts as a resonator, whereas the movement of 
its arms provides the required frequency shifting and band- 

 

Figure 1: Geometry and design parameters of the piezoe-
lectric microgripper (cyan: actuator, yellow: arms). 

 
width enhancement. The new configuration successfully ex-
hibits this attribute, as verified by numerical simulations. 

2. The reconfigurable THz metamaterial 

2.1. Features of the piezoelectric MEMS actuators 

The piezoelectric actuator exhibits a simple, yet rather ef-
fective, geometry in terms of displacement generation. Fur-
thermore, this device involves low temperature operation as 
well as insensitivity to ambient electromagnetic fields. A 
small fragment of a piezoelectric material shaped in a rectan-
gle form can be considered as a voltage-driven actuator. The 
actuator’s principal operation is summarized in the devel-
opment of piezoelectric expansion and thus displacement of 
the associated tip, when excited by a potential difference. 
An actuator of this kind is depicted in Fig. 1, while four 
actuators are employed, together with metal strips, in order 
to design the proposed microgripper (also shown in Fig. 1). 
Specifically, an electrostatic field, which generates a strain 
due to the piezoelectric effect, is created in each actuator. 
Therefore, an expansion occurs, whereas the arms are de-
flected towards each other, resulting in gripping procedure. 
On the other hand, when the bias voltage is decreased or 
reversed, the contraction of the MEMS devices moves away 
the associated arms and thus releases an object. 

The design parameters of the proposed structure are se-
lected as: L1 = 2 μm, L2 = 8 μm, L3 = 6 μm, w1 = w2 = 1 μm, 
and g = 0.6 μm. Its metal section comprises a 0.4 μm thick 
gold layer, while the piezoelectric modules consist of lead 



 

Figure 2: Maximum tip displacement for different values 
of the actuation voltage. 

       
 (a) (b) 
Figure 3: Total displacement distribution (in μm) at the 
actuation voltage of (a) -200 V and (b) 200 V. 
 
zirconate titanate (PZT-5H). Based on the above aspects, a 
coupled electric/structural analysis is performed via the FEM 
approach, while the resonator is discretized into 1216 pris-
matic elements with 22954 degrees of freedom. The maxi-
mum tip displacement is calculated for different values of the 
actuation voltage, as shown in Fig. 2. Also, its corresponding 
total displacement distribution at two distinct actuation 
voltages, namely -200 V and 200V, is presented in Fig. 3. 

2.2. Piezoelectric controlled complex medium 

A reconfigurable metamaterial can be designed by exploit-
ing the aforementioned microgripper, as illustrated in Fig. 4, 
along with its corresponding unit cell. When a certain volt-
age is applied, the resulting piezoelectric expansion or con-
traction, moves the metal parts of the structure and the gaps 
are shortened or enlarged, respectively. Thus, variations in 
actuation voltage levels introduce tunable gaps and as a 
consequence a programmable SRR. The cell period is set to 
18 μm, h1 = 5 μm, h2 = 3 μm, and the thickness of the Si3N4 
substrate is 2 μm. Taking into account these data, all numer-
ical simulations are conducted through a properly tailored 
FEM, whereas a parallel-plate waveguide approach is 
adopted to extract the S-parameters. This technique involv-
ing PEC and PMC boundary conditions constitutes an ex-
cellent approximation to model the array of the unit cells in 
comparison with Floquet boundary conditions. In particular, 
the unit cell is divided into 23412 tetrahedral elements with  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4: Geometry and design parameters of (a) the recon-
figurable, in terms of piezoelectric MEMS actuators, met-
amaterial and (b) the unit cell. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5: Tunable behavior at several actuation voltages in 
terms of (a) S21-parameter and (b) effective magnetic per-
meability. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6: Electric field snapshots of the piezoelectric con-
trolled metamaterial unit cell, when the actuation voltage is 
(a) -200 V at 4.181 THz and (b) 200 V at 4.041 THz. 
 
152416 degrees of freedom. Furthermore, a robust homoge-
nization method [15] is exploited to retrieve the constitutive 
effective parameters of the proposed complex materials. 

3. Numerical results and discussion 
A detailed assessment regarding the properties of the novel 
controllable metamaterial in the THz frequency region is 
performed. Several polarization topologies are examined to 
reveal the characteristics of the associated resonances. 

3.1. Initial orientation 

The first topology is denoted by an impinging wave parallel 
to the plane of the resonators. Specifically, the magnetic 
field is perpendicular to the loops of the unit cells, whereas 
the electric field is parallel to the piezoelectric actuators, as 
depicted in Fig. 4. The magnitude of the S21-parameter along 
with the real part of the effective magnetic permeability are 
calculated and presented in Fig. 5, both for different values 
of the actuation voltage. These results reveal the MNG THz 
resonance of the complex medium as well as the ability for 
improved bandwidth. The frequency regions of interest are 
denoted in Table 1, when the actuation voltage increases 
from -200 V to 200 V. An enhanced tunability is accom-
plished, since the narrow bandwidth of 1.7 GHz, is artifi-
cially extended to 4.1813 THz – 4.0396 THz = 141.7 GHz, 
offering an improvement of 83 times magnification. Fur-
thermore, two snapshots of the electric field intensity are 
given in Fig. 6, when the actuation voltage is -200 V and 
200 V, respectively. The maximum values are observed at the 

Table 1: Spectral characteristics of the MNG resonances. 

Actuation 
Voltage (V) 

Frequency Regions 
Start 

(THz) 
End 

(THz) 
BW 

(GHz) 
-200 4.1807 4.1813 0.6 
-100 4.1760 4.1770 1.0 

0 4.1372 4.1389 1.7 
100 4.1083 4.1104 2.1 
200 4.0396 4.0424 2.8 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Surface current density snapshot of the piezoelec-
tric controlled metamaterial unit cell, when the actuation 
voltage is 200 V at 4.041 THz (The arrows depict the direc-
tion and intensity of the surface current flow). 
 
gap regions, displaying the MNG performance. Finally, a 
snapshot of the surface current distribution is depicted in Fig. 
7, when the device is actuated by 200 V. Apparently, the 
maximum value is obtained upon the surface of the SRR and 
especially the inner part of the resonator, denoting the pres-
ence of an MNG resonance. So, it is deduced that the prior 
SRR can be useful in several high-frequency arrangements. 

3.2. Rotated orientation 

The second topology is also described by an impinging 
wave parallel to the plane of the resonators. However, this 
wave is rotated of 90o in comparison to the initial orienta-
tion. Thus, in this case the electric field is perpendicular to 
the piezoelectric actuators, while the magnetic field is per-
pendicular to the loops, as illustrated in Fig. 8. 
 

 
Figure 8: Topology for an alternative polarization of the 
reconfigurable, in terms of piezoelectric MEMS actuators, 
unit cell. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9: Tunable behavior for different polarization at 
several actuation voltages in terms of (a) S21-parameter and 
(b) effective electric permittivity. 
 

Table 2: Spectral characteristics of the ENG resonances 
for the other polarization. 

Actuation 
Voltage (V) 

Frequency Regions 
Start 

(THz) 
End 

(THz) 
BW 

(GHz) 
-200 4.1842 4.2229 38.7 
-100 4.1772 4.2263 49.1 

0 4.1331 4.1899 56.8 
100 4.1001 4.1598 59.7 
200 4.0253 4.0832 57.9 

 

 
The magnitude of the S21-parameter along with the real part 
of the effective electric permittivity are extracted and de-
picted in Fig. 9, both for different values of the actuation 
voltage. These data denote the presence of an ENG THz 
resonance of the complex medium as well as the capability 
for enhanced bandwidth. The corresponding frequency re-
gions are presented in Table 2, when the actuation voltage 
increases from -200 V to 200 V. An improved tunability is 
attained, since the narrow bandwidth of 56.8 GHz, is artifi-
cially extended to 4.2263 THz – 4.0253 THz = 201 GHz, 
offering an improvement of 253.9%. 

Moreover, two snapshots of the electric field intensity are 

 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 10: Electric field snapshots for the other polariza-
tion of the piezoelectric controlled metamaterial unit cell, 
when the actuation voltage is (a) -200 V at 4.203 THz and 
(b) 200 V at 4.051 THz. 

 

 
Figure 11: Electric field snapshots for the other polarization 
of the piezoelectric controlled metamaterial unit cell, when 
the actuation voltage is 200 V at 4.051 THz (The arrows 
depict the direction and intensity of the surface current 
flow). 
 
are depicted in Fig. 10, when the actuation voltage is -200 V 
and 200 V, respectively. The maximum values are located at 
the regions of the gaps and especially at the half part of the 
resonator, thus displaying the ENG behavior. Additional evi-
dence of this performance is drawn from a snapshot of the 
surface current distribution, presented in Fig. 11, when the 
device is actuated by 200 V. It is clear, that the maximum 
value is observed only upon the half portion of the SRR. In 
this manner, the unit cell acts as a metal wire, sustaining an 
ENG resonance. Therefore, it is concluded that the above 
SRR can be beneficial in diverse high-frequency setups. 

3.3. Anisotropic behavior 

The controllable metamaterial exhibits a different perfor-
mance, when the polarization of the impinging wave is modi-
fied. The numerical assessment of the device denotes that the 
central frequency of the resonances is shifted, while the cor-
responding quality factor is altered. Moreover, in some to-
pologies, the essence of each resonance is reconfigured be-
tween ENG and MNG performance. This observation regard-
ing anisotropy is deemed crucial in designing programmable 
metamaterials and associated apparatuses. 

4. Conclusions 
The exploitation of piezoelectric MEMS actuators for the 
design of a novel microgripper, which behaves as a recon-
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figurable metamaterial, is presented in this paper. Different 
polarization arrangements are also investigated revealing 
the possibilities of the structure. Several FEM simulations 
identify the properties of the proposed device, which ena-
bles advanced bandwidth tunability and potential applica-
tion in various THz implementations. 
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Abstract 
This work studies the terahertz light propagation through 

graphene-based reconfigurable metasurfaces where the unit 
cell dimensions are much smaller than the terahertz 
wavelength.  The proposed devices, which poses deep-
subwavelength unit-cell and active-region dimensions can 
operate as amplitude and/or phase modulators in certain 
specific frequency bands determined by the device 
geometry.  Reconfigurability is attained via electrostatically 
tuning the optical conductivity of patterned graphene layers, 
which are strategically located in each unit cell. The ultra-
small unit-cell dimensions can be advantageous for beam 
shaping applications. 

1. Introduction 
Future compact low-cost terahertz systems, such as beam 

steerers for MIMO communications approaches, tunable flat 
lenses for IR/THz cameras, and so on, will demand 
components capable of achieving some degree of beam 
shaping.  Currently there are only a small number of studies 
proposing or demonstrating devices achieving terahertz 
beam steering (e.g. [1-4]).  Although these devices represent 
a significant technological advance, most of them are bulky 
in size (e.g. either require mechanical actuation or external 
lasers for optical excitations) and, therefore, unsuitable for 
compact integration [1-3].  From this point of view, there is 
a need for compact devices enabling active terahertz beam 
shaping. 
In this context, active semiconductor-based metamaterials 

were shown capable -at certain frequencies- of producing 
phase modulation of an arbitrary terahertz beam, whereas 
not affecting the amplitude of the transmitted wave [5].  This 
is of special interest in order to construct arbitrary phase 
gradients, which in turn can shape a beam in accordance to 
the generalized laws of reflection and refraction [6].  Since 
in order to achieve maximum control over the properties of 
the transmitted terahertz beam, the phase gradient should be 
maximized, is of interest to develop metamaterials capable 
of simultaneously: i) achieving the largest phase modulation 
-per unit cell-, and ii) having the smallest unit cell 
dimensions.   
This work presents a planar deep-subwavelength active 

metamaterial (i.e. a metamaterial with unit-cell dimensions 
<< λ/10).  By independently biasing each of the unit-cells 

(meta-atoms), reconfigurable planar phase gradients might 
be constructed, which can in turn be employed for terahertz 
beam shaping.  The ultra-scaled dimensions of the proposed 
meta-atoms can allow for construction of more abrupt phase 
gradients than conventional (i.e. no ultra-scaled) 
metasurfaces, which consequently can lead to larger degrees 
of reconfigurability.  Owed to its intrinsic two-dimensional 
nature, low-cost, and ease of integration [7], graphene is 
proposed as the active terahertz material in these devices.  
The active area of the device –area covered by graphene- is 
just a 0.5% of the total unit cell area. Therefore the proposed 
devices might also enable very fast switching.   
 

 
Figure 1: (a) Sketch of the device structure. (b) Detail of 
one element of the array (meta-cell). (c) Gating structure 
(electrode configuration) for electrically controlling the 
graphene conductivity. 

2. Device structure 
Shown in Fig. 1(a-b) are the structure of the proposed 

device -which consists of an array of spiral resonators- and 
the detail of one unit-cell -single spiral resonator-, 
respectively.  An active graphene layer is placed in the 
center of each unit-cell; its electromagnetic properties and 
therefore the effective properties of the device can be 
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controlled via controlling the Fermi level of graphene thus 
its density of states available for intra-band transitions [8-
11].  Although graphene metamaterials have been widely 
employed in devices modulating the amplitude of a 
transmitted terahertz beam (e.g. [12-14]), graphene-based 
structures controlling phase have not yet been proposed in 
the literature. 
    

 
Figure 2: (a) Sketch of a self-gated graphene pair, at zero 
voltage both the top and bottom graphene layers are 
assumed to be at Dirac point thus the total free charge 
density and the effective conductivity approaches zero. 
When a finite voltage is applied carriers of opposite type 
accumulate in the graphene layers.  (b) Sketch of an ion-gel 
gated graphene layer. 

 
Actuation over the graphene optical conductivity can be 

achieved electrostatically via either gating graphene with 
another graphene layer (self-gated structure) [15-17] or via 
employing ion-gel as the gating element [18].  Since the 
optical conductivity of graphene at terahertz frequencies 
follows a Drude-like dispersion: 
 

( )
ωτ

σωσ
j
DC

−
=

1
,   (1) 

 
where τ is the momentum relaxation time for carriers, 
ω=2πf is angular frequency, and: 

 
sDC nqµσ = ,   (2) 

 
is its DC electrical conductivity, it can be easily understood 
that controlling the charge density -ns- in graphene allows 
us to control its optical conductivity -σ(ω)-.  In Eqn. (2) q 
represents electron charge, μ is carrier mobility, and ns is 
carrier density. Details of the self-gated and ion-gel gating 

structures are sketched in Fig. 2(a-b), respectively.  As 
shown in Fig. 2(a) by applying a finite voltage between the 
two capacitively coupled graphene layers, carriers of the 
opposite type accumulate in each layer, therefore the overall 
carrier density thus optical conductivity can be controlled.  
For the situation represented in the lower sketch of Fig. 2(a) 
the total terahertz optical conductivity of the structure is 
given by the sum of the hole conductivity of the bottom 
layer and the electron conductivity of the top layer.   
For a given linear THz polarization metal stripes 

perpendicular to the polarization direction can be employed 
as electrodes without altering the transmission properties of 
the structure, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c).     

3. Discussion 
Numerical simulations were performed employing HFFS; 

graphene was modeled as a 1-nm conductive layer with 
variable conductivity in the range from 0.1 to 4mS 
(conductivity can be modified in practice via gating the 
structure as discussed in the previous section).  Polyimide 
was employed as substrate, SiN as spacer, and the metal 
was chosen as 100-nm thick gold.  The unit cell dimension 
is 54-μm, the spacing between metal stripes is 3-μm, and 
the width of the metal stripes is 2-μm.  The thickness of the 
SiN layer is 1-μm, whereas the thickness of the substrate 
was set to 2-μm.   
Figure 3(a) shows the simulated transmission amplitude 

versus frequency for different graphene conductivities.  
Three resonant features are observed, one at around 0.30-
040THz, other at around 0.70THz, and the third one at 
around 1.05THz.  At these frequencies the device can 
operate as an amplitude modulator. 
 

 
Figure 3: (a) Amplitude and (b) phase transmission vs. 
frequency, for different graphene conductivities.  Graphene 
conductivity is varied from 0.1mS to 4mS. 
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As discussed by Chen et al, the terahertz transmission 

amplitude and phase are not independent of each other, but 
are related by Kramers-Kronig (KK) relations [5]. Near 
frequencies where the amplitude has no strong dependence 
on the applied voltage bias (has not dependence on 
graphene conductivity), the phase experiences a maximum 
shift.  In contrast at the frequencies where maximum phase 
modulation is achieved no amplitude modulation takes 
place.  Shown in Fig. 3(b) is phase versus frequency for 
different graphene conductivities.  It is observed that at 0.32 
THz, 0.65 THz, and 0.75 THz maximum phase modulation 
can be achieved.  It is worth observing that at these 
frequencies the amplitude modulation is negligible (see Fig. 
2(a)), in accordance with the observation by Chen et al [5].  
The phase modulation, when tuning graphene conductivity 
from 0.1 mS to 4 mS, at 0.32 THz, 0.65 THz, and 0.75 THz 
is 42°, 40°, and 46°, respectively. 
 

Table 1: Phase modulation in reconfigurable 
metamaterials. 

 Chen  
et al [5] 

Kafesaki 
et al [19] This work 

Unit cell 
dimension 

(µm2) 

 
50 

 
50 

 
54 

Frequency 
(THz) 0.88 1.20 0.32 

Phase 
modulation 32° 45° 42° 

Transmission 
amplitude 60% 40% 40% 

Unit cell to 
wavelength 

ratio 

 
0.15 

 
0.20 

 
0.06 

 

 
Shown in Table 1 are the unit cell parameters for several 
reconfigurable metamaterials proposed in the literature ([5], 
[19]).  The frequency reported for this work is 0.32 THz, at 
which a phase modulation of 42° was obtained.  It can be 
observed that the devices here discussed can achieve similar 
phase modulation than those previously reported in the 
literature, but with unit-cell size over wavelength ratio 
much smaller than that of these prior works. The unit cell to 
wavelength ratio here reported is just 0.06, which is 2.5 
times and 3.33 smaller than those reported by Chen et al 
and Kafesaki et al, respectively [5, 19].  Moreover, the 
transmission amplitude at this frequency -40%- is similar to 
that reported by Kafesaki et al -also 40%- [19] but smaller 
than that reported by Chen et al -60%- [5].  The 
transmission amplitude in these cases indicates the loss 
introduced by the structure.  From these points of view, due 
to the smallest unit cell to wavelength ratio and comparable 
phase modulation at resonance, the spiral-resonator 
graphene-based metamaterials here proposed can promise 
more abrupt phase gradients than the other two geometries 
previously analyzed in the literature therefore provide 
advantages for terahertz beam steering applications.  

The active area dimension -in each unit cell- is 4-μm x 4-
μm, thus active area to unit cell area ratio is just 0.5%.  
Since the speed of these devices is constrained by RC time 
constant limitations, switching speed becomes proportional 
to the active area, thus the smaller the active area the fastest 
the switching speed (see Ref. [10]).  For comparison, the 
active area to unit cell area ratio of previously proposed 
graphene active terahertz metamaterials lies between 50% 
and 100% (e.g. [12-15, 18]) with reported switching in the 
order of 10-kHz (e.g. Ref. [10, 20]); via reducing the active 
area switching speeds associated with GHz frequencies can 
be attained.   

4. Conclusions 
We have proposed graphene-based electrically 
reconfigurable metasurfaces, which poses deep-
subwavelength unit-cell/active-region dimensions.  The 
devices here proposed can achieve similar phase modulation 
than other devices previously proposed in the literature, but 
with 2.5X smaller unit-cell to wavelength ratio.   These 
ultra-small unit-cell dimensions can be advantageous for 
beam shaping applications. 
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Abstract 
We design a double U-shaped rings-based metamaterial 
which has a good capability of the realization of sense of 
refractive indexes. The metamaterial consists of two 
regularly spaced parallel arrays of U-shaped rings with 90 
degree rotation embedded in a medium, in the top of which 
an array of holes are dug for sensing unknown materials. 
Our simulations demonstrate that the structure can 
recognize subtle changes in refractive indexes of the 
unknown materials by special resonance frequencies, and it 
can thus be regarded as a highly sensitive sensor. 
Furthermore, it could also be integrated into other electronic 
devices because of its tiny size. 

1. Introduction 
Metamaterials are artificially engineered materials which are 
usually much smaller than the wavelengths of external 
stimuli in size and exhibit infusive properties and 
applications, including electromagnetic cloaking [1,2], 
supper-resolution imaging [3-5], filters [6], and absorbers 
[7].  

Metamaterial-based sensors [8-13] also attract great 
attention to researchers. It was demonstrated that resonance 
frequencies of the metamaterial-based structures are 
sensitive to the changes in capacitance and inductance 
produced in the metamaterials. Utilizing this characteristic, 
many types of sensors have been reported, such as pressure 
sensors [8], temperature sensors [9], bio-sensors [10], 
optical sensors [11], refractive index sensors [12,13] and so 
on. 

In this paper, we propose a refractive index sensor based 
on a metamaterial which consists of two regularly spaced 
parallel arrays of U-shaped rings with 90 degree rotation 
embedded in a silicon medium. Periodic holes for sensing 
unknown materials are dug in the top of each unit cell of the 
metamaterial. Simulations show that the resonance 
frequency is greatly sensitive to the refractive indexes of the 
unknown materials, and the precision of the refractive 
indexes can be higher than 0.01, which is almost the highest 
precision utilizing metamaterials so far. 
 

2. Structure 
Figure 1 shows one unit cell of the metamaterial made up of 
two-layered arrays of U-shaped rings embedded in a silicon 
medium, where the lower layer is rotated by 90 degrees 
relative to the upper one. A hole is dug in the top of the 
silicon medium for sensing an unknown material. The 
silicon medium is surrounded by air. The detailed 
dimensions of the unit cell are described in the figure 
caption. A light wave is supposed to be incident 
perpendicularly onto the structure, with its E polarization 
and H polarization along the x and y directions, respectively. 
In the following simulations, only one unit cell is considered 
due to the periodicity of the structure. Concretely, the two-
paired surfaces of the unit cell in the two periodic 
arrangement directions (namely, the x and y directions) are 
set to periodic boundary conditions. The material of the U-
shaped rings in the unit cell is supposed to be a perfect 
conductor, which is the same as that used in Ref. [14]. As 
described in this reference, this assumption is acceptable for 
most metals in the middle-infrared region. The permittivity 
of the silicon medium is 11.7, extracted from Ref. [15].  

 
Figure 1: (a) Schematic of one unit cell of the asymmetric 
metamaterial consisting of two regularly spaced parallel 
arrays of U-shaped rings, with the two-layered arrays 
embedded in a silicon medium. The geometric dimensions 
are a = 1500 nm, b = 1015 nm, c = 600 nm, and d = 465 
nm, respectively. (b) Schematic of the hole which is in the 
top of the silicon medium for sensing an unknown material 
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with geometric dimensions of e = 600 nm and f = 800 nm. 
(c) Schematic of one of the U-shaped rings in the unit cell 
with geometric dimensions of l = 1200 nm and k = 100 nm. 
The thickness of each U-shaped ring is h = 10 nm. The 
thickness of the silicon medium is D=b+c+d+2h. 

3. Simulation results and discussion 

Based on the above structure, the simulated transmittance as 
a function of frequency is plotted in Fig. 2 when refractive 
index of an unknown material in the hole is set to 1.3. It is 
found that the transmittance is almost zero with a higher Q 
factor of 331 at a frequency of 43.06 THz (the Q factor 
refers to the ratio of the center frequency to the full width at 
half maximum (FWHM) of a resonance [16]). The higher Q 
factor indicates more sensitive to sensing. 

 
Figure 2: Transmittance as a function of frequency. 

Next, influence of the U-shaped ring numbers in the unit 
cell on transmittance and resonance positions is investigated. 
We simulated transmittance for additional two cases, namely, 
the lower ring removed, and the upper ring removed. The 
corresponding results are shown in Figs. 3 (a) and 3(b). It 
can be seen that their resonances are obviously weaker than 
that of the structure with the two U-shaped rings, and 
therefore the later is more applicable to sensing. 

 
Figure 3: (a) Transmittance as a function of frequency when 
the lower U-shaped ring is removed. (b) Transmittance as a 
function of frequency when the upper U-shaped ring is 
removed. 

Then, the refractive index of the unknown material 
shown in Fig. 1 (b) is changed. It increases from 1.3 to 1.33, 
2.3 to 2.33, and 3.3 to 3.33, with a same step of 0.01, 
respectively. The corresponding transmittance as a function 
of frequency is shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6, respectively. 
Obviously, the resonance positions corresponding to 
different refractive indexes can be clearly distinguished, and 
the resonance frequencies move towards the lower 
frequency with increasing refractive index. As a result, the 
structure can be used as a sensor. From the three figures, it 
can also be seen that the transmittance at resonances is 
almost zero, indicating strong resonance. Meanwhile, the 
transmittance spectra at resonance are narrow, which means 
more sensitive to sensing.  
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Figure 4: Transmittance as a function of frequency when the 
refractive index increases from 1.3 to 1.33. The black solid 
shows the case for a refractive index of 1.3. The red dash 
shows the case for a refractive index of 1.31. The blue dot 
shows the case for a refractive index of 1.32. The green 
short dash shows the case for a refractive index of 1.3. 

 
Figure 5: Transmittance as a function of frequency when the 
refractive index increases from 2.3 to 2.33. The black solid 
shows the case for a refractive index of 2.3. The red dash 
shows the case for a refractive index of 2.31. The blue dot 
shows the case for a refractive index of 2.32. The green 
short dash shows the case for a refractive index of 2.33. 

 
Figure 6: Transmittance as a function of frequency when the 
refractive index increases from 3.3 to 3.33. The black solid 
shows the case for a refractive index of 3.3. The red dash 
shows the case for a refractive index of 3.31. The blue dot 
shows the case for a refractive index of 3.32. The green 
short dash shows the case for a refractive index of 3.33. 

To exhibit better the sensing property, the refractive 
index as a function of resonance frequency is plotted in Fig. 
7. It is obviously observed that the resonance frequency 
gradually becomes lower with the increase of refractive 
index. Each refractive index corresponds to a special 
resonance frequency. Consequently, once the resonance 
frequency for an unknown material is measured, its 
refractive index can be obtained following the curve in Fig. 
7. 

 
Figure 7: Refractive index as a function of resonance 
frequency. The refractive index of the unknown material 
increases from 1.1 to 3.7. 

4. Analysis of physical mechanism 
To investigate physical mechanism for the production of the 
transmittance, we discussed the current distributions in the 
U-shaped rings at the resonance when the refractive index of 
the unknown material is 1.3. The results are shown in Fig. 8. 
It can be observed that currents distribute in the upper ring 
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as well as the lower one. That is to say, the currents in two 
rings, accompanying with coupling each other, 
simultaneously contribute to the resonances. Any current 
distribution may be taken as consisting of different electric 
dipoles excited by the incident electromagnetic field. At the 
resonance, a part of electromagnetic energy can be confined 
in the space between the two U-shaped rings, which 
engenders a narrow resonance.  

 
Figure 8: Surface current distributions in the two U-shaped 
rings at the resonance frequency when the refractive index is 
equal to 1.3. 

When the refractive index of the unknown material 
increases, the average refractive index of the medium in the 
unit cell consequently also increases. The conduction 
currents produced in the two U-shaped rings induce the 
polarization of the medium around the two rings. The 
polarization charges reversely impede the conduction 
currents. The resonance position hence shifts to the lower 
frequency with the increasing refractive index of the 
unknown material, which explains the phenomenon shown 
in Fig. 7. 

5. Conclusions 
In summary, we proposed an asymmetric metamaterial 
based on two regularly spaced parallel arrays of U-shaped 
rings. The simulation results show that the structure can be 
regarded as a greatly sensitive refractive-index sensor. The 
precision of the refractive index can be higher than 0.01. 
Another advantage lies in that it is easily integrated into 
other devices because of its tiny size, compared with 
traditional methods. 
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